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Abstract

Production system programs have been notorious for their inability to handle large data sets. The
primary cause of their poor scalability is the combinatorial explosion in the number of possible
matches which arises from the need to match conjunctive conditions where each conjunct can
match the whole data set. This dissertation investigates two approaches for handling large data
sets in production system programs - scalable parallelism and scalable match algorithms.
The primary limitation on parallelism in production system programs is the data-dependent
nature of the computation combined with a lack of information about the run-time contents
of the tuple-space. This dissertation argues that effective parallelization of production system
programs requires information about the run-time contents of the tuple-space. Results from
a simulation study show that simple extensions to existing production system languages can
provide sufficient information to parallelize a wide variety of programs. These results also show
that, in general, there is no program-independent bound on the speedup that can be achieved by
parallel production system programs and that speedups in such programs can scale with data
set size.
This dissertation describes a new approach to matching, referred to as collection-oriented match,
whien attempts to mitigate the combinatorial explosion in the number of possible matches by
grouping tuples that cannot be distinguished by the conditions in the program. The rate of
growth in number of possible matches in a collection-oriented match algorithm depends on
the extent to which the tuples matching individual conditions can be grouped together From
a database point of view, collection-oriented match uses lazy instead of eager joins. Since
collection-oriented match imposes no restriction on the expressiveness of the productions or
the contents of the tuple-space, it does not reduce the worst-case space and time complexity of
the production match problem. But, as the empirical results prtsented in this dissertation show,
it can dramatically increase the scalability of a wide variety of production system programs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The chief characteristic of the production system (rule-based) computational model is the data-
dependent nature of its control-flow. A production system program checks its data every so
often to determine what to do next This feature makes the production system computational
model attractive for programs in which the sequence of operations is not known a priori and
needs to be determined dynamically depending on the contents of the data. It is then not
surprising that, for a long time, production system programs were almost exclusively used
for artificial intelligence programs including cognitive modelling [3, 89, 87, 88,99], problem-
solving systems (57, 98, 125] and expert systems (12, 59, 62, 72, 123]. This flexibility comes
with a price tag - production system programs have always been considered slow. For a
long time, this limited the applicability of production systems. Over the last two decades,
considerable research has been devoted to efficient implementations of production system
languages (23, 27, 29, 38, 49, 74, 78, 79, 96, 114]. The combination of better algorithms,
efficient compilation techniques and faster hardware platforms has yielded several orders of
magnitude speedup. Today, implementations of production system languages are available
from several vendors and are used for a variety of expert system programs.
The speedup has also increased the attractiveness of production system programs for other
pattern-directed programs. Production systems have been proposed as a single uniform mecha-
nism for diverse tasks in relational database systems - enforcing integrity constrairts, monitor-
ing data access and evolution, maintaining derived data, enforcing security schemes, maintain
version histories, implement alerters and triggers that initiate actions in the presence of specific
data patterns [46]. Integrating production systems and relational database systems is currently
a focus of research among database researchers. Several prototypes are under development,
e.g., Starburst [127], POSTGRES [108], Ariel [45], RPL [21] Several commercial relational
databases, e.g., Sybase [I 10], Oracle, Rdb and INGRES (54] provide some, albeit limited, sup-
port for rules. Another application area is image-interpretation where production systems are
used to coordinate and control image segmentation, segmentation analysis and the construction
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of a scene model. An example is the System for Photo-interpretation of Airports using MAPS
(SPAM) system [75] developed at Carnegie Mellon. Production systems are also being used
in simulation [70, 95, 97] and monitoring large processes [671. The common characteristic
of these applications is that they process orders of magnitude more data than the traditional
applications - typical databases contain millions of tuples, large databases even more. Produc-
tion system implementations, however, have been notorious for their inability to handle large
amounts of data. Production system programming texts like Programming Expert Systems with
OPS5 (11l devote several pages to tricks to avoid excruciating slow-downs as the size of the
data increases. Production system programs that need to process large amounts of data usually
have to be modified to partition the data and process it piecemeal, for example SPAM (47] and
Alexsys [107],
This dissertation investigates two approaches to tackle the growth in execution time due to
growing data sets -scalable parallelism and scalable match algorithms.

Several research efforts have investigated parallelism in production system programs [2, 14,
38, 42, 48, 51, 56, 61, 84, 86, 90, 105, 1281. These investigations indicated that the amount
of parallelism available in production system programs is small. Based on a detailed analysis
of a set of six programs of various sizes and organizations, Anoop Gupta [38] concluded that
there is an empirical program-independent bound of between 20 and 30 fold on the parallelism
available in production system programs. He further concluded that fine-grain decomposition is
required to achieve significant speedup and that the communication and scheduling overheads
of such decompositions limit the achievable speedup to under 20 fold. Results of the other
investigations have borne out this conclusion. The primary cause for this program-independent
bound is the uniformly high frequency of barrier synchronizations in parallel execution of
production system programs. Investigations studying parallel implementations of OPS5 and
Soar report that a large fraction of the barrier synchronizations occur after less than 125,000
instructions [42, 113]. Since little work is done between successive barrier synchronizations,
the number of processors that can be effectively utilized is bounded. Barrier synchronizations
are necessary in production system programs to ensure that all changes to the data are completed
before trying to determine what to do next. Barrier synchronizations are, thus, the price paid for
dynamic determination of control-flow. Contemporary production system languages are geared
towards highly dynamic control-flow. They limit the amount of work that can be done between
successive branch points. It is this limit that leads to the high rate of barrier synchronizations.
Eliminating the limit on the amount of work between successive barrier synchronizations is
necessary for scalable parallelism but not sufficient. It is also necessary to ensure that available
parallelism between barrier synchronizations keeps pace with the growth in the amount of
work.
This dissertation addresses the problem of scalable parallelism in production system programs

1250 tasks of between 100 and 500 instructions
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at three levels: design of an explicitly parallel language, a fully parallelized implementation
and parallel programming idioms.

The primary cause of poor scalability of the match algorithms used in production system
implementations is the combinatorial explosion in the number of partial and complete matches
[38, 80, 116] which arises from the need to match conjunctive rule conditions. Since every
conjunct can potentially match the entire data set, the number of tests and matches, in the worst
case, is O(ID[r) where IDI is the size of the data set and n is the maximum number of conjuncts
in the rules.

Research efforts aimed at developing match algorithms with better scaling characteristics have
either imposed semantic restrictions on the possible matches and leveraged the restrictions to
limit the number of possible matches [79, 116] or they have focused on efficiently managing
the large number of matches generated (92, 47, 104, 107, 118]. This dissertation attempts
to answer the question whether it is possible to improve the scalability of match algorithms
without imposing any semantic restrictions.

1.1 Preview of Results

The primary conclusions of this dissertation are:

I. In general, there is no program-independent bound on the speedup that can be achieved
by parallel production system programs. Detailed simulation results presented in this
dissertation indicate that speedups up to 115 fold with 200 processors can be achieved
and that this is not an upper bound on speedups. Analysis of the results identifies
small task size. non-parallelizable loops and large cross-products arising due to the
use of sequencing tuples as the primary limitations on speedups. These limitations
can be alleviated, if not eliminated, by using collection-oriented match algorithms and
collection-oriented languages.

2. Speedups in parallel production systems can scale with data set size. That is, parallelism is
a feasible solution for the problem of dealing with large tuple-spaces. Results presented in
this dissertation show that in many cases, the speedup achieved with a given configuration
grows with the data set size, the rate of growth depending on program characteristics,
in particular, the fraction of time spent in non-parallelizable loops, the rate of growth of
task size with a growth in data set size and the structure of the dependencies between
match tasks.

3. Effective parallelization of production system programs requires information about the
run-time contents of the tuple-space. The limited success of automatic parallelization
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can be attributed to the data-dependent nature of the computation in production system
programs combined with a lack of information about the contents of the tuple-space. In
the absence of user specification, there is no way for a production system implementation
to obtain this information. Compile-time analyses have access to only the productions
and are forced to be overly conservative. Run-time analyses operate within the context
of a particular tuple-space but have access only to the instantiations that are present in
the conflict set at any given time. To ensure correctness, an implementation based on
a rn-time analysis would, in general, need to lookahead, possibly to the end of the
execution. This could be prohibitively expensive even for modest-sized programs.

4. A fixed ordering procedure combined with program annotations that specify which in-
stantiations are comparable is sufficient for the expression of parallelism in production
system programs. Since the annotations are specified at compile-time, they cannot dis-
criminate between different instantiations of a single production. Either all instantiations
of a production are incomparable or none of them are. Program-specific ordering pro-
cedures that are executed at run-time have access to the instantiations and can be more
discriminating. Results presented in this dissertation show that, for a wide variety of
programs, the additional power provided by program-specific ordering procedures is not
necessary for the expression of parallelism present in the programs.

5. It is sometimes possible to tame the combinatorial explosion in the number of instan-
tiations and partial matches as the data set size grows without restricting either the
expressiveness of the productions or the contents of the tuple-space. That is, coUection-
oriented match is a feasible solution for the problem of dealing with large tuple-spaces.
In the best case, the number of instantiations and partial matches can be independent of
the data set size; in the worst case, there is no reduction in the number of instantiations
and partial matches. R.%ults presented in this dissertation show that for one of the bench-
mark programs, it is possible to process over 10 million tuples under four minutes on a
Decstation 5000/260.

6. The rate of growth in number of instantiations and partial matches in a collection-oriented
match algorithm depends on the extent to which the tuples matching individual conditions
can be grouped together. If all the tuples matching every condition form a single group,
only one instantiation is generated for every production. On the other hand, if every
tuple forms its own group, a collection-oriented algorithm reduces to its tuple-oriented
analogue. In other words, the number of instantiations for a production depends on how
the collections of tuples corresponding to each condition are partitioned, orfragmented.
Therefore, the rate at which the number of instantiations and tokens grows is governed
by the rate at which new partitions are generated.
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1.2 Map of the dissertation

Chapter 2 provides the background necessary for the rest of the dissertation. The first section
provides a brief introduction to the production system paradigm. The second section describes
the syntax and semantics of OPS5. Both the languages designed as a part of this investigation
are extensions of OPS5. Furthermore, all the test programs used in this investigation were
originally written in OPS5. The third section briefly describes efficient match algorithms
and goes into more detail for one of them, Rete. Several schemes have been suggested for
parallelizing Rete. The fourth section describes the most successful scheme.
Chapters 3,4 and 5 describe the scalable parallelism investigation. The goal of this investigation
was to test three hypotheses. First, that there is no general program-independent bound on the
parallelism available in production system programs. Like in other paradigms, the parallelism
available in production system programs depends on the parallelism inherent in the program
and the way the program has been encoded. Second, that the parallelism available in a
production system program can scale with data. That is, parallelism is a possible solution for
the problem of dealing with large data sets. Third, that simple extensions to existing production
system languages are sufficient for th.- expression of parallelism in production system programs.
Chapter 3 establishes the need for paralDl production system languages and describes the design
and implementation of one such language. Chapter 4 describes the experiments conducted to
evaluate this language and Chapter 5 presents the results, analysis and some observations.

Section 3.1 describes the limitations of automatic parallelization for production system pro.
grams and establishes the need for parallel production system languages. Section 3.2 lays out
the design space for these languages and evaluates the alternatives. Section 3.3 describes the
design of a particular language, Parallel Production Language (PPL). Section 3.4 describes the
PPL implementation. Section 4.1 describes the benchmark suite. It describes the programs,
the parallelization strategy and the data sets used in the experiments. Section 4.2 describes the
structure of the experiments. Section 4.3 describes the simulator used in these experiments to
simulate the execution of PPL programs on a multiprocessor. Section 5.1 presents speedups
for the full benchmark suite. Section 5.1.1 analyzes the results to identify parallelization over-
heads, non-parallelizable loops and dependencies between tasks as the major limitations on
speedups in parallel production system programs. Section 5.2 shows how the speedup varies
with data set size for individual benchmarks. Section 5.3 presents some observations from
the experiments, including programming idioms for parallel production system languages and
practical advice for parallelizing sequential production system programs. It also argues that
collection-oriented match algorithms can be expected to alleviate the limitations on speedups
discussed in Section 5.1.1.
Chapters 6,7 and 8 describe the investigation into scalable match algorithms. Chapter 6
identifies the tuple-oriented nature of contemporary match algorithms as the primary cause of
the combinatorial explosion in the number of instantiations and partial matches. It presents a
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new approach to matching, referred to as collection-oriented match, which attempts to mitigate
the combinatorial explosion by not generating a separate combination of tuples for every way
in a conjunction of conditions can be matched. First, it presents and discusses the key idea
behind the approach. It then presents a new match algorithm based on this approach.
The tuple-oriented nature of the existing match algorithms is closely tied to the tuple-oriented
semantics of the languages they are used to implement. Chapter 7 discusses language semantics
and programming styles supported by the new class of match algorithms chapter. It presents
the design and implementation of a collection-oriented production language, COPL.
Chapter 8 describes the experiments conducted to evaluate the scalability of collection-oriented
match algorithms and to compare the performance of collection-oriented match algorithms and
their tuple-oriented analogues for large tuple-spaces. In these experiments, Rete was selected
as the exemplar for tuple-oriented match algorithms and its collection-oriented analogue, Col-
lection Rete, was selected as the exemplar for collection-oriented match algorithms. The first
section describes the benchmark programs. The next section describes the structure of the
experiments. The third section compares the performance of PPL and COPL on the benchmark
programs. The fourth section discusses the scalability of collection-oriented match algorithms.
The chapter concludes with some observations from the experiments including programming
idioms for collection-oriented production languages.

Chapter 9 discusses related work. It covers a broad range of research into parallel production
systems ranging from the early efforts to parallelize production match on a variety of architec-
tures (tree-structured architectures, dataflow machines, bus-based shared memory machines,
SIMD machines and low latency message passing architectures) to compile-time and run-time
analyses to determine which instantiations can be fired in parallel and parallel production
system languages. It also discusses several efforts to eliminate or reduce the combinatorial
explosion in the number of instantiations and partial matches. This includes efforts such as
unique-attributes and instantiation-less march that are able to guarantee a polynomial bound on
the number of instantiations and partial matches as well as less comprehensive schemes, such
as copy-and-constrain and data partitioning, which are unable to provide such a guarantee but,
in some cases, are able to reduce the total number of comparisons performed.
Finally, Chapter 10 presents the primary conclusions of this dissertation and discusses some
avenues for future research.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the background necessary for the rest of the dissertation. The first section
provides a brief introduction to the production system paradigm. The second section describes
the syntax and semantics of OPS5. OPS5 is the archetypical production system language. It
was the first production system language that saw wide use. Most later languages retained its
basic structure. All the test programs used in this investigation were originally written in OPS5.
The third section briefly describes efficient match algorithms and goes into more detail for one
of them, Rete. Rete is the most commonly used match algorithm and to the best of this author's
knowledge, is used in all publicly available efficient implementations of production systems.
Several schemes have been suggested for parallelizing Rete. The fourth section describes the
most successful scheme.

2.1 Production Systems

A production system program consists of a set of if-then rules (productions) and a tuple-
space. The productions are the code for the program and the tuple-space contains the data being
processed by the program. Each production consists of a pattern as the if-part, and a sequence
of actions as the then-part. The patterns match tuples from the tuple-space and the actions
modify the tuple-space. Execution of a production system program consists of a sequence
of match-select-act (msa) cycles. In the match phase of each cycle, the patterns for all the
productions are matched against the tuple-space. In the select phase, a subset of the matched
patterns are chosen (the particular selection algorithm depends on the language being used) and
the corresponding actions are executed. This usually results in modification of the tuple-space.
The cycle then repeats with the new tuple-space. If, at any stage, the tuple-space tails to match
even one of the patterns, execution is terminated. Figure 2.1 shows a high-level view of a

7
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Program

patterni -- > actionjl

Tuple space patten.3 --> action3

pattem_k --> actionk

updates

Figure 2.1: High-level view of a production system program

production system program. The key feature of the production system computational model is
the highly data-dependent nature of the control flow.
Productions can be considered as daemons that watch the tuple-space for particular patterns.
This view of productions is prevalent in the active database community [13, 24, 46, 108,
127]. They can also be viewed as guarded commands[22], though almost always without
the nondeterminism. Most production system applications are based on this view. Finally,
productions can be viewed as associative access mechanisms. Several prominent cognitive
models use productions to model the associative nature of human memory [3, 66]. For more
details on .he production system computational model. see [125]

2.2 OPS5

OPS5 was the first widely used production system language [28]. It was designed as a part
of the Instructable Production System project at Carnegie Mellon University and a Franzlisp
implementation was developed by Charles Forgy. This implementation has been the basis for
most subsequent implementations of OPS5 and its derivative languages. Most later production
system languages retained the basic structure of OPS5 and extended it in various ways. Almost
all recent research in implementation of production systems, sequential as well as parallel, has
been within the context of OPSS.
The tuple-space for an OPS5 program is called the working memory and individual tuples are
referred to as working memory elements. A tuple consists of a type tag (its class), a unique
identifier (its nraetag) and a set of named fields. Field names are symbolic and are referred
to as attributes. Field values can only be of ground types (integer, symbol or floating point),
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Figure 2.2 shows an OPS5 tuple of class student, with four fields - name, roll-number.
score and course. Field names are prefixed with "" to distinguish them from symbolic
values. The timetag associated with this tuple is 4.

4: (student ^name Bovik -roll-number 142 ."score 93 coure p .g-largage)

Figure 2.2: Sample OPS5 tuple

The if-part of an OPS5 production consists of a conjunction of conditions. Each condition is a
pattern which is syntactically similar to a tuple and tests for the presence of tuples matching the
pattern. A conditions can be negated, that is, prefixed with -", in which case it tests for the
absence of tuples matching the pattern. If the tuple-space contains a matching tuple for every
non-negated condition in a production and no matching tuples for any of the negated conditions,
it is said to match, or be instantiated. An instantiation of a production consists of the list of
tuples which match all its non-negated conditions. The then-part of a production consists of a
sequence of actions which may modify the tuple-space, perform 10 or call functions in other
languages. Figure 2.3 shows an OPS5 production with three conditions and two actions.

(p find-max-scoring-student-in-prog-inguage

(student Aroll-number <rollno> Anarme <name> Ascore <score> Acourse prog-language
-(student Ascore > <score> Acourse prog-language
(advisor ^name <name2> ^advisee <rollno> Adept computer-sdence )
-->

(write Top score <score> by <name>, advised by <name2>)
(make top-scscore c <score> Acourse prog-laguage))

Figure 2.3: Sample OPS5 production

The condition patterns look like tuples but they may have variables in place of a field value.
Variables are specified by symbols enclosed in angle brackets (<>), for example <rollno>.
Each pattern specifies a set of tests for a tuple. Tests can be equality or relational. A constant
field in a pattern can be matched only by tuples that have the same value for the same field.
Such tests are referred to as constant tests. In Figure 2.3, the constant tests are in boldface.
For example, the first condition has two constant tests, the first which checks if the tuple is of
type student and the second which tests if the value of the course field for the tuple is prog.
language. A variable field in a pattern can be matched by a tuple with any value for the field.
If a variable occurs multiple times in a production, it must match the same value everywhere.
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((student Aname Bovik Aroll-number 17 Ascore 97 "course prog-ianguage)
null

(advisor Aname Shant ^advisee 17 Adept computer-science)

<rollno> = 17, <name> = Bovik, <score> = 97, <,ame2> = Shant!

Figure 2.4: An instantiation for the sample production

In effect, variables are used to specify constraints or consistency checks between tuples that
match different conditions. These tests are referred to as variable tests. For example, the first
condition in Figure 2.3 has three variable tests which bind the variables <rollno>, <name>
and <score> to the corresponding values in the matching tuple. The variable <rolino> occurs
again in the third condition where it is used to specify that the value of the advisee field of
the tuples matching this condition must be the same as the value of the rol -number field
of the tuple matching the first condition. In practice, variables occurring in multiple conditions
are often used to match an aggregate data object implemented as several tuples. For example,
the production in Figure 2.3 uses the <rolno> variable common between the first and third
conditions to link the students in the programming languages course to their advisors in the
computer science department. To understand the matching process for a complete production,
consider, once again, Figure 2..3. The first condition is satisfied if there exists a student who
is taking the programming languages course. The second condition is satisfied if there exists
no student in the programming language course whose score is higher than the score of the
student matching the first condition. In other words, the student matching the first condition is
the top-scoring student in the programming languages course. The inter-condition constraint is
specified by the common variable, that is, <score>. The third condition is satisfied if there exists
an advisor in the computer science department for the student matching the first condition. The
variable <name> is bound to the name of the top-scoring student and the variable <name2>
is bound to the name of her advisor. An instantiation for this production consists of the tuples
matching the first and third conditions (in order). Figure 2.4 shows an example along with the
bindings for the variables occurring in the production.

The set of all instantiations is referred to as the conflict set. The select phase uses a deterministic
algorithm to choose at most one instantiation from the conflict set. It first tries to order the
conflict set using the age of the tuples contained in the instantiations (recency criterion). In-
stantiations containing younger tuples are preferred over instantiations containing older tuples.
If this does not yield a total order, it tries to break the ties using syntactic measures like the
number of conditions and tests (the specificity criterion). If this fails, it imposes an arbitrary
order on instantiations that are still tied. It then picks the dominant instantiation from the total
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order.

In the act phase, the selected instantiation is fired, that is the actions in the corresponding
production are executed after replacing the occurrences of variables by the values bound to
them. For example, the instantiation in Figure 2.4 is fired by executing the Sequence:

(write Top score 97 by Bovik, advised by Shani)
(make top-score ^score 97 ^course prog-language)

This results in "Top score 97 by Bovik, advised by Shant" being written on the output stream
and the tuple (top-score ^score 97 "course prog-language) being added to
the tuple-space. Timetags for all tuples are automatically assigned by the implementation.

For further details on OPS5, see [11].

2.3 Match Algorithms

The match phase has traditionally been the most expensive segment of production system
execution and therefore has been the focus of much research (27, 29, 30, 39, 45, 78, 79, 90, 94]
Early measurements indicated that, on the average, the rate of change of tuple-space is low [27]
(this is referred to as temporal redundancy). As a result, all known efficient match algorithms
are incremental, that is, in each msa cycle, they match only the changes to the tuple-space
instead of matching the entire tuple-space. This is achieved by preserving the state of the
match algorithm across msa cycles. The amount of state preserved depends on the particular
match algorithm being used. It could be as little as keeping track of the sets of tuples matching
individual conditions and as much as keeping track of all possible matches for all possible
sequences of conditions. Besides efficiency, there is also a semantic reason for preserving
information about matches across msa cycles. Production system semantics dictate that an
instantiation can be fired at most once. The purpose of this restrictlon is to avoid infinite loops
due to the same instantiation being fired over and over again. Therefore, it is necessary to keep
track of the set of instantiations that have already been fired. Such instantiations are referred
to as refracted instantiations. Practically, this means the conflict set has to be preserved across
msa cycles.

The primary difference among the major match algorithms in the literature is the amount of
state they save. At one end of the spectrum is the Dynamic Join algorithm [90] which stores
information about matches for all possible combinations of conditions. For a production with
three conditions Cl, C2 and C3, Dynamic Join stores information about the individual tuples
that match Cl, C2 and C3; the tuple-pairs that match {01,02), {CI, C3) and {C2, C3) and
the tuple-triples that match {CI, C2, C31. The state saved by this algorithm grows very
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rapidly with the increase in the size of the tuple-space. Furthermore, most of the state contains
redundant information. Therefore, it is not suitable as a base for a scalable implementation.
At the other end of the state-saving spectrum are Treat [78] and its derivative algorithms
[44, 79]. Treat stores information only about the matches for individual conditions and for
complete productions. For a production with three conditions, Treat would store information
about the tuples that match Cl, C2 and C3 and the tuple-triples that match {CI,C2,C3} [78].
Variations of Treat store even less information: Lazy Match [79] stores only one instantiation
per production and A'-Treat [44] does not store the matches for individual conditions. These
algorithms recompute the rest of the state as and when needed. They are suitable for programs
whose tuple-spaces change fast enough to make state-saving not worthwhile. For most of the
applications being considered in this dissertation, the tuple-space changes very slowly (e.g.,
databases, images etc.). Therefore, these algorithms would incur substantial recomputing costs
which could be avoided by additional state-saving.
Rete [29] and its derivative algorithms [38, 100, 114] lie between these extremes. In addition
to storing information about the tuples matching individual conditions, Rete stores information
about tuples that match aparticular sequence of combinations which is fixed in advance. For a
three condition production, Rete stores information about the tuples that match Cl, C2 and C3;
the tuple-pairs that match {C 1,C2} and the tuple-triples that match {C1,C2,C3}. The sequence
of conditions can be picked to minimize the size of state to be saved. Since it saves more state
than Treat and its derivatives, Rete is more suitable for slowly changing tuple-spaces. As noted
in the previous paragraph, in most applications under consideration, the tuple-space changes
slowly. Therefore, Rete appears to be the algorithm of choice.
However, in choosing the algorithm for a scalable implementation, the savings in the recom-
putation cost have to be traded off against the increase in the space requirement and against
the limitations each choice imposes on the semantics of the language. Since Rete, Treat and
A'-Treat store the conflict set, their worst case space complexity is 0(w) where w is the size of
the tuple-space and n is the length of the longest pattern. Lazy Match reduces the worst-case
complexity by storing only one instantiation per production. This means it can be used only
for languages with sequential semantics. As discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, this is undesirable
for programs with large data sets. Uniete [1 141 restricts both the tests that can appear in con-
ditions and the values that can appear in the tuples to limit the number of tuples that can match
individual conditions to at most one, This reduces its space complexity to O(n) per production.
However, these semantic restrictions may necessitate a much larger number (sometimes expo-
nential number) of productions to achieve the same functionality [112]. A'-Treat [44] tries to
reduce the average case complexity by not storing the tuples matching individual conditions
for conaitions which are expected to match a large number of tuples. This is effective if con-
sistency cnecks on these conditions are infrequent. However, the need for consistency checks
is data-dependent and cannot be predicted in the general case.

In addition to being suitable for the slowly-changing tuple-spaces of the application areas of
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interest, Rete supports succinct programs in sequential as well as parallel computational models.
Therefore, Rete has been chosen as the base of this investigation. Note however, that if the
amount of match state does not fit in memory, it may be necessary to spill part of the state
to disk. This can be done either on a per-page basis (as in commonly used virtual memory
systems) or on a per-object basis, objects in this case being the match state for individual
conditions or condition sequences. Another possibility is the use of operating system support
for recomputable pages [109] which would not spill the state to disk but would recompute it as
and when necessary.

2.4 Rete

Rete was developed by Charles Forgy for the implementation of the OPS family of production
system languages. It has since become the most commonly used match algorithm for production
systems. As mentioned in the previous section, Rete is suitable for matching against slowly-
changing tuple-spaces. In addition to its position on the state-saving spectrum, it is also
characterized by the fixed order in which the tests are performed. In contrast, Treat and
Dynamic Join change the order in which conditions are tested at run-time.

Rete is based on a dataflow network generated from the conditions of the productions. For
example, consider the productions in Figure 2.5. The Rete network corresponding to these
productions can be found in Figure 2.6. The network can be divided into two parts, the
upper half which implements the intra.-condition tests and the lower half which implements the
inter-condition tests.

The upper half of theRete network is referredto as the a network andconsists of adiscrimination
net based on individual conditions. For any tuple, the ce network determines the set of conditions
it matches. The discrimination net exploits similarity between conditions (within and across
productions) by sharing the tests for identical conditions. For example, in Figure 2.5, the first
condition in both productions checks if the type of the tuple is xor-gate and the rest of the
conditions in both productions check if the type is line. There are no other intra-condition
tests. Accordingly, there are only two branches in the a network in Figure 2.6.
The lower half is referred to as the $ network and performs the inter-condition consistency
checks. The ,3 network consists of 6 nodes which perform consistency checks between tuples.
In Figure 2.6, 0 nodes are represented by circles. The tests performed by an individual node are
specified on its left. This network exploits similarity between productions by sharing network
segments for common condition prefixes. The consistency test between the first two conditions
for both productions in Figure 2.5 is identical, it checks if the value of the in2 field of the
tuple matching the first condition is same as the value of the id field of the tuple matching the
second condition. In the network, this test is implemented by 01 and is shared between both
the productions. Since the next condition, the third, is different for the two productions, there
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(p xor-gate-on
(xor-gate Ain1 <input1> Ain2 <input2> AoUt <out ut>)
(line Aid <inputi> Avalue <v>)
(lne Aid <input2> Avalue <v>)
(line Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

(p xor-gate-off
(xor-gate Ain <input1> Ain2 <input2> *out <output>)
(line Aid <inputi> Avalue <v>)
(line Aid <input2> Avalue <> <v>)
(line Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Avalue 1))

Figure 2.5: Productions to implement a simulator for 2-input xor-gates

is a separate subnetwork for the rest of the conditions of each production. The subnetwork
for xor-gate-off contains 2 and /4 which correspond to its third and fourth conditions.
Similarly, the subnetwork for xor-gate-on consists of /3 and /5. There are two kinds of
,8 nodes - and nodes and not nodes. The former perform tests corresponding to non-negated
conditions whereas the latter perform tests corresponding to negated conditions. All the nodes
in Figure 2.6 are and nodes.

The objects that flow down the Rete network are tuple combinations. They are referred to
as tokens. Tokens correspond to matches for condition prefixes and consist of an ordered
sequence of tuples, one tuple corresponding to each non-negated condition and a null tuple
for each negated condition. To preserve information about partial matches, memory nodes are
inset'ed in the Rete network. Memory nodes are needed at the bottom of the discrimination
net (to preserve information about matches for individual conditions) and after every / node
(to preserve information about matches for condition prefixes). In Figure 2.6, memory nodes
are depicted by rounded rectangles. With the insertion of the memory nodes, each input of a #3
node comes from a memory node. The memory node on the left input of a !3 node is referred
to its left memory and the memory node on the right input of a / node is referred to its right
memory. Memory nodes at the bottom of the network are special as they contain complete
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root

type == xor-gate type = ImeI

memory, <ti>Meoy2 <>tS

Clin1= C2.id ~

memory 3 t1,t2>

Cdi2 == C3.id and
C2.value ==C3.value 2C1.in2 = CSlid and 3,

C2.value, 1= C3.value

Memory 4 memory <tl,t2,t3>

Cl.out C4 id 34Cl out =C4.id 05

xor-gate-otff xor-gate-on

Figure 2.6: Rete network for the XOR gate productions
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and not partial matches. They are referred to as terminal nodes or pnodes and are depicted as
diamonds in Figure 2.6. The contents of all terminal nodes constitutes the conflict set.

To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, consider the network in Figure 2.6 and the following
sequence of additions to the tuple-space.

tlf (xor-gate ̂ inl linel ^in2 line2 ^out line3)
t2: (line ^id linel ^value 0)
t3: (line ^id line2 ^value 1)
t4: (line ^id line3 ^value 1)

When the first tuple, ti, is inserted into the tuple-space, the token <t1> is created and sent to
the root node of the network. The root node broadcasts it on all the branches emanating from
it. Since, its type is xor-gate, only the test on the left branch succeeds. The token flows into
mnemoryI which stores it and passes a copy to its successor, 01. 81 compares this token with the
tokens in its right memory. The right memory is currently empty, so there are no matches and
no further propagation takes place.

When the second tuple, t2, is inserted into the tuple-space, the token < t2> is croated and
broadcasted from the root node. Since its type is line, only the test on the right branch
succeeds. It gets stored in memory2 and a copy is passed to the successor 0 nodes, which, in
this case, is all the beta nodes in the network. Each node checks the corresponding opposite (left)
memory for matches. Only 1 finds a matching token, <tl>, in its left memory (memory,),
since the id field of t2 has the same value as the inl field of ti. This results in the generation
of the successor token <tl, t2> which is stored in memory3 and a copy passed to 02 and 33.
Both these nodes check memory2 for a tuple whose id field has the same value as the in2 field
of t I. Since no such tuple exists (yet), no further propagation takes place.

When the third tuple, 3, is inserted into the tuple-space, the token <t3> is created and
broadcast from the root node. Again, only the test on the right branch succeeds causing the
token to be added to memory2 and copies passed to all the / nodes. Only R4 finds a matching
token, <t1, t2>, in its left memory (memory3), since the idfieldof t3 contains the same value
as the in2 field of ti and the value fields of t2 and t3 are different (0 and I respectively).
This leads to the generation of <tl, t2, t3> which is stored in memory3 and a copy passed
to 3. Since the right memory for 05 does not (yet) contain a tuple whose id field is the same
as the out field of t: 1, no further propagation takes place,

When the fourth tuple, t4, is inserted into the tuple-space, the token <t4> is created and
broadcast from the root node. Once again, only the test on the right branch succeeds causing
the token to be added to memory2 and copies passed to all successor 0 nodes. Only 3s finds a
matching token, <t1, t2, t3>, in its left memory (memorys), since the id field of t:4 contains
the same value as the out field of tl. This leads to the generation of the complete match
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{(xor-gate Afl linel Am2 lUnc2 AoUt line3)
(lne Aid linel Avalue 0)
(line Aid line 2 Avalue 1)
(line Aid line3 "value 1))

<input)> = linel,, <input2> = line2, <output> = line3, <v> = 0

Figure 2.7: Instantiation generated for the xor-gate simulator

<ti, t2, t3, t4> which flows into the terminal node for the production Xor-ga1e-On.
The instantiation generated is shown in Figure 2.7.

Rete handles the deletion of tuples similarly except that matching tokens are deleted from
memory nodes instead of being added. Rete adds a tag to every token indicating whether it
corresponds to an addition or a deletion. Modification of tuples is implemented by deletion of
the old tuple followed by addition of the updated tuple.

For further details on the Rete algorithm see [29],

2.5 Parallel Rete

The key feature of the Rete algorithm which makes it possible to parallelizo it is its dataflow
nature. It provides a natural way of decomposing the task of matching of a st of rules into small
subtasks which can be done in parallel. Several schemes have been suggested for parallelizing
Rete (2, 37, 38, 40, 51, 61]. This section describes the most successful scheme. This scheme
has been used in ParaOPS5 (421 and CParaOPS5 (1], which are parallelizing implementations
of OPS5 on shared memory machines. It is also used in the implementations developed for this
dissertation.

Individual tests in the a network are too small (between three and nine instructions) to be
scheduled as separate tasks. All the tests performed on a token as it flows through the a
network is a more suitable task unit. Processing of a token at a 3 node is more substantial
(usually between one and seven hundred instructions) and can be considered as a potential task
unit on its own.

The intuitive scheme for parallelizing Rete arises from viewing it in an object-oriented manner
where the nodes of the Rete network are the objects and the tokens are the messages. In this
scheme, the nodes of the Rete network are partitioned and allocated to the available processors.
The primary problem for this scheme is the irregular and data-dependent nature of computation
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which makes it difficult to determine good partitioning strategies. This leads to poor load
balancing and processor utilization. Dynamic migration of nodes between partitions is not
feasible since the activity in the Rete network is highly irregular and knowledge of past activity
does not help in predicting loci of future activity [2]. Furthermore, the number of tokens
flowing into individual nodes can often be quite large Since each node is typically allocated to
a single processor, this leads to serialization of the processing of all tokens flowing into a single
node. Replicating ,0 nodes is not a feasible solution for this problem since a token flowing into
a 3 node has to be compared with all tokens in the opposite memory. All tokens flowing into a
node would have to be broadcasted to and stored by all replicas. Furthermore, the unpredictable
nature of the token flow in the network makes it difficult to determine an appropriate degree of
replication.

To avoid these problems, Anoop Gupta [38) suggested that all processors should be permitted
to process tokens destined for all nodes. For scheduling and load balancing, he suggested the
use of shared task pools. To avoid serializing on access to a memory node on an input of a #
node, he suggested that contents of the memory nodes be partitioned. Since his measurements
indicated that a large number of memory nodes are empty, he recommended that two global
hashtables be used to store the contents of all memory nodes - one for all left memories and the
other for all right memories. The hash function takes the identifier of the destination 0 node
of the token and the value(s) being tested at the node as parameters. Using the value(s) being
tested as parameters implies that the tokens that flow into the same node but have different
values for the tested fields get hashed to different buckets which can be accessed in parallel. As
long as the value(s) being tested are different, this scheme avoids serializing on tokens destined
for the same node. Similarly, using the identifier of the destination / node as a parameter results
in distribution of tokens flowing into different P nodes to different hash buckets, allowing them
to be processed in parallel. Furthermore, hashing the contents of the memory nodes, instead
of storing them in linear lists reduces the average number of comparisons performed per token
(38]. Since Rete spends most of its time in the 0 network, using hashtable based memory nodes
also improves uniprocessor performance.

The use of a hashtable, however, implies that most memory nodes cannot be shared. This is
because the hash function uses the value(s) being tested at the destination . node and different
successor nodes test different fields (or else they would have been shared). However, it is still
possible to share fl nodes in which case the associated memory nodes get automatically shared.

While processing changes to the tuple-space, it is possible that the same token is first added
to and then deleted from a memory node. Such token-pairs are referred to as conjugate
tokens (27]. Since conjugate tokens can be processed by different processors, the deletion
request may precede the corresponding addition request at the memory node. For correctness,
the deletion request has to held at the memory node until the addition request arrives. This
implies that some sort of an extra-deletes-list [38] has to be associated with every memory
node (including the terminal nodes). For a hashtable based implementation of memory nodes,
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processing of conjugate tokens can be integrated with that of normal tokens by providing
conjugate hashtables which mirror the normal hashtables. The operation of adding a token
to a hash bucket is modified to include a check of the corresponding bucket in the conjugate
hashtable.

For further information on parallel imp .m.tations €
of R-ete, see .38,
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Chapter 3

Design and Implementation of PPL

In the most attractive parallel programming scenario, the programmer writes a sequential
program which is correct and efficient and the compiler takes care of parallelizing it. There has
been considerable research on automatic parallelization of production systems. However, all of
the efforts have had limited success. The primary reason for this is the data-dependent nature of
control flow in production system programs. Since compilers do not have information about the
run-time contents of the tuple-space, they are forced to be overly conservative in their efforts
to determine which operations can be safely performed in parallel. This chapter discusses and
evaluates the ways in which information about the run-time contents of the tuple-space can be
made available to a parallel implementation and how this information can be utilized.

The first section describes the limitations of automatic parallelization for production system
programs and establishes the need for parallel production system languages. The second section
lays out the design space for these languLges and evaluates the alternatives. The third section
describes the design of a particular language, Parallel Production Language (PPL). The fourth
section describes the PPL implementation.

3.1 Need for Parallel Production Languages

This section argues that automatic parallelization of sequential production system languages is
subject to a program-independent bound on the average number of tasks that can be performed
in parallel (the available parallelism) and that parallel production system languages are needed
for scalable parallelism. The primary cause of this program-independent bound is the uniformly
high frequency of barrier synchronizations in parallel execution of production system prograns.
Since there is little work to be done between successive barrier synchronizations, only a smll
number of processors can be gainfully employed. Section 3.1.1 shows that the semantics of
production system languages require a barrier synchronization in every msa cycle. Section 3.1.2

20
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discusses why barrier synchronizations can be expected to be frequent. Eliminating the limit
on the amount of work between successive barrier synchronizations is necessary for scalable
parallelism but not sufficient. It is also necessary to ensure that the available parallelism keeps
pace with the growth in the amount of work. Section 3.1.3 discusses the desiderata for a parallel
production system language.

3.1.1 Need for barrier synchronization

The production system computational model is synchronous. In each match-select-act cycle,
the match phase must be completed before the instantiations to be fired can be selected. Parallel
implementations of production system programs need a barrier synchronization to ensure this.
There are three reasons for this requirement:
Negation as non-existence: Recali from Section 2.2 that the if-part of a production can contain
negated conditions. A production containing negated conditions is considered to have a match
if and only if the following assertions hold simultaneously:

1. For each non-negated condition, the tuple-space contains a tuple that satisfies its con-
straints

2. For each negated condition, the tuple-space does not contain a tuple that satisfies its
constraints

The first assertion can be shown to hold as soon as a matching tuple has been found for every
non-negated condition but the truth of the second assertion can be established only after the
entire tuple-space has been processed. For incremental match algorithms this means matching
negated conditions is completed only when all changes to the tuple-space have been processed.
Global selection policies: Non-trivial selection algorithms, that is, algorithms that pick a
proper subset of the conflict set, usually pick the "best" subset for some measure of quality
(the idea being to execute the most appropriate rule applicable). To be able to do this, it must
have access to all instantiations which implies that the final selection can take place only after
the match phase has been completed. It is possible to integrate the algorithm that selects the
instantiations with the algorithm that generates the instantiations such that only the desired
subset of the instantiations is generated. Or that the instantiations are generated in decreasing
order of desirability. For example, the Lazy Match algorithm[80] integrates the LEX selection
algorithm I ll] with the Treat match algorithm to avoid generating instantiations that will not
be aelected. In the absence of negated conditions, such a strategy would allow instantiations
to be fired as soon as they are generated. However, this is possible only for simple selection
algorithms that depend on structural features like timestamps on tuples and size ofinstantiations.
Selection strategies that depend on the contents of the instantiations, like meta-z-ul es in [18]
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and redact rules in PARULEL programs [107] must, in general, await the generation of all
instantiations before making decisions.

Non-monotonic tuple-space: Previous paragraphs seem to indicate that production system
programs with no negated conditions and structural selection algorithms can run without syn-
chronization points. This is true if and only if there is no interference between instantiations.
Two instantiauons interfere if firing one of them deletes tuples contained in the other or if
both try to modify the same tuple.1 As long as deletion or modification of tuples is permitted,
non-interference of all possible instantiations can be guaranteed only for very simple programs.
For example, consider the production in Figure 3.1. This production interferes with itself
since the two instantiations generated for the given tuples try to paint the same red ball. For
non-monotonic tuple-spaces, asynchronous firings would lead to non-deterministic behavior
and race conditions. Monotonicity of the tuple-space is a severe restriction since either the data
must not evolve or multiple copies of the data must be maintained. Monotonic tuple-spaces oc-
cur in "pure" Prolog programs [ 17]. Subsequent logic programming languages have introduced
non-monotonic tuple-spaces (9, 69, 85].

(p paint-red-ball
(ball Acolor blue)
(ball Acolor red)

(modify 2 Acolor blue))

TI: (ball "color blue)
T2: (ball Acolor blue)
T3: (ball Acolor red)

Instantianons: <TIT3>, <T2,T3>

Figure 3.1: Simple production that interferes with itself

'This definition assumes that there are no negated conditions in the program It can be easily extended for
programs with negated conditions.
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3.1.2 Frequency of barrier synchronization

There are two levels at which a sequential production system program can be parallelized -
parallel execution of operations within individual msa cycles and parallel/overlapped execution
of multiple rosa cycles. The following subsections argue that, in both cases, the frequency of
barrier synchronizations can be expected to be high.

3.1.2.1 Intra-cycle parallelizatlon

For parallel execution, the match-select-act cycle is converted to the match-barrier-select-act
cycle. In other words, parallel execution of production system programs consists of a sequence
of select-act-match cycles separated by barrier synchronizations. The total cost of operations
between successive synchronizations is a sum of:

I. Selection cost: depends on the number of changes to the conflict set (i.e., the number
of instantiations generated or deleted) during a cycle and on the number of instantiations
selected

2. Firing cost: depends on the number of instantiations selected and the costs of firing
individual instantiations.

3. Match cost: depends on the number of modifications to the tuple-space and the number
of productions that can potentially match each modified tuple. (Recall from Chapter 2 that
efficient match algorithms are incremental and match only the changes to the tuple-space
in each cycle.)

The average numoer of changes to the conflict set in a cycle is usually small. For the pro-
grams studied in Anoop Gupta's thesis[38], the average number of conflict set modifications
ranges between 2.5 and 7.86, the weighted average being 4.57. A previous study by Gupta
and Forgy[39], on a different set of programs, measured the average number of conflict set
modifications to be between 3.2 and 12.6 and sequential production system languages allow
only one instantiation to be fired every msa cycle. As a result, the selection cost is small.
Since each production has a small number of actions (se 3 [38]) and since individual actions
are cheap (-- 200 instructions), the firing cost is usually small. Furthermore, since the number
of tuple-space modifications per roa cycle are small (-- 2.51 [38]) and since the number of
productions that can match individual modifications is usually small (cs 32 [38]), the amount
of time spent in the match phase of each cycle is usually small .

'This does not hold for some cases For example, the addition of a single sequencing tuple can cause a large
number of insianuations to be generated However, such cases are relatively rare.
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Since the work being done in each phase is usually small, the total work being done between
successive barrier synchronizations is small and the frequency of the barrier synchronizations
can be expected to be high. Gupta et a/.[42] report that a large fraction of the rsa cycles
in a suite of OPS5 programs had fewer than 250 tasks (each task being between 100 and 500
instructions). They referred to these cycles as short cycles and concluded that the preponderance
of these cycles was responsible for the low speedup achieved. Tambe et al. [ 113] report similar
results for a parallel implementation of Soar [66].

The exceptions to this are production system programs that call expensive foreign functions.
For example, the SPAM image-interpretation system 1751 calls geometric functions to compute
relationships between image regions; these functions are expensive to compute and dominate
the computation in SPAM. Even though the frequency of barrier synchronizations is not high
in such programs, the parallelism available in individual msa cycles remains low since the
foreign functions used are usually written in a sequential language and are not available to the
production system compiler.

3.12.2 Inter-cycle paralelization

Since a barrier synchronization occurs in every rsa cycle, the only way to go beyond the
limitations imposed by sequential language semantics is to combine multiple msa cycles and
share a single barrier synchronization between them. Figure 3.2 shows an example for three
cycles. In such composite cycles, the match phase determines the instantiations, the select phase
picks multiple instantiations to fire and the act phase executes the actions corresponding to all
of them. To preserve sequential semantics, a set of cycles can be combined if and only if the
implementation is able to prove that there are no dependencies between the instantiations being
fired in these cycles. There can be two kinds of dependencies between a pair of instantiations,
read-write and write-write. An instantiation is said to read a tuple if it contains the tuple.3

An instantiation is said to write a tuple if firing it causes the tuple to be deleted or modified.
A read-write dependency occurs between two instantiations if one of them writes a tuple read
by the other and a write-write dependency occurs between two instantiations if both of them
write the same tuple. For example, consider the productions in the xor-gate simulator shown in
Figure 3.3. Since instantiations of xor-gate-on write tuples of type line and instantiations
ofxor-gate-off read tuples of type line and vice-versa, there is a bidirectional read-write
dependency between the two productions. That is, firing of an instantiation of xor-gate-on
can potentially modify a tuple that is currently matching an instantiation ofxor-gate-off
and vice-versa, Furthermore, since both productions modify tuples of type line, there is a
write-write dependency between them.

3Strictly speaking, this definition holds only for instantiations of productions with no negated conditions It
has been simplified for illustration and can easily be extended to full generality.
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find matched instantiations

barrier synchronization

select anlns,ansatlon
find matched instandations

fire an instantiation

barrier synchronization

find matched instantiations I

V select three mstantiations
barrier synchronization I

sfire three instantimionsselect an rns~antiation

fire an instantiation

find matched instantiations

barrier synchronization

select an insantiation

fire an instantiation

Figure 3.2: Execution of three match-select-act cycles in parallel

Ishida and Stolfo [56] proposed a compile-tume analysis, based on a dependency-graph, to
determine which cycles could be safely combined. The nodes in their dependency-graph corre-
spond to individual productions and the links represent the dependency information available
at compile-time. There is a link between two nodes, A and B, if there is a dependency between
an), pair of instantiations of the corresponding productions. If the actions of production A
modify a tuple of the same type as one of the tuples matched by production B, the graph has
a directed read-write link between A and B. If the actions of two productions modify a tuple
of the same type, the graph has a bidirectional write-write link between the two. Figure 3.3
shows the dependency-graph for the xor-gate simulator. In addition to the direct dependencies
representd by the links, two productions can have an indirect dependency between them if one
of them lies in the transitive closure (over the dependency links) of the other. Two productions
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are indepenaent if neither lies in the transitive closure of the other. This analysis uses only the
type of the tuples. Subsequent efforts by Tenorio and Moldovanf 1 19], Miranker et aL (81] and
Schmolze and GoeI[ 101] have refined the analysis by taking advantage of the constant literals
that occur in both the if-part and the then-pant of the productions.

(p xor-gate-on
(Xor-gate Amn I <inputi> Ajn2 <input2> AouI <output>)
(line Aida<nputl> Avalue <v>)

(line Aisd 4dnput2> AValue <V>)
(line Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

(p xor-gate-off
(xor-gate A in] <input > Ain2 <input2> Aoot <output>)
(line Aid <inputl> Avalue <v>)
(line Aid <input2> AVajue <> <V>)
(tine Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Avlu 1))

xraeon xor-gate-off

Dashed lines represent read-wite dependencies and solid lines represent wbe-wrimte dependencies

figure 3.3: Dependency-graph for xor-gate simulator

Compile-time dependency analysis of production system programs is seriously limited by the
data-dependent nature of the computation. Since the compiler has no information about the
run-time contents of the tuple-space, it is forced to be overly conservative and often fails to
prove the independence of productions that are obviously independent. For example, consider
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the productions of the xor-gate simulator shown in Figure 3.3. Simulation of every xor-gate
can be done in parallel. So, we would expect that all instantiations of xor-gate-on and
xor-gate-off can be executed in parallel. However, a conservative analysis is unable to
detect this as:

e both productions modify tuplesof type line, therefore there is awrite-write dependency
between them and

* since both productions also match tuples of type line, there is a bidirectional read-write
dependency between them.

This is not a limitation of this particular technique for compile-time analysis, rather of compile-
time analysis itself. To be able to determine that xor-gate-on and xor-gate-off are
independent, the compiler needs to prove that each line occurs on the output of one and only
one xor-gate. In the absence of information about the run-time contents of the tuple-space,
there is no way for a compiler to prove this.

Therefore it is not surprising that compile-time dependency analysis has had limited success.
Several publications have claimed small constant factor reductiois in the number of rosa cycles
[56, 81,101, 119]. The stated assumption of these publications is that given enough processors,
the time taken for each cycle would be the same. The unstated assumption is that all tasks that
are generated from the firing of different instantiations can be performed independently. These
assumptions are unsound as shown by the results presented in [2, 38, 42, 113]. These results
indicate that inter-task dependencies are a major limitation on speedups in production system
programs. Therefore, a measure based on the number of cycles is inherently flawed.

To work around the limitations of compile-time analysis, Oshisanwo and Dasiewicz suggested
a run-time analysis of instantiations[911. Their scheme inserts a dependency analysis phase
between the match and select phases. This analysis uses the selection procedure of the sequential
language to impose a total order on the instantiations currently in the conflict set. It then checks
every instantiation for interference with instantiations that are above it in the ordering. If an
instantiation does not interfere with any of the preceding instantiations, it is fired. A similar
scheme has been proposed by Ishida[551.

Since the only information available to such schemes is the set of instantiations that are present
in the conflict set during one cycle, they are able to detect only direct dependencies. This
means they are able to identify the instantiations which modify tuples used to generate other
instantiations in the conflict set. In the absence of information about future instantiations, they
are unable to detect indirect dependencies. For example, suppose the conflict set in the first
cycle has two non-interfering instantiations, A and B. A parallelizing implementation based on
run-time analyses like those mentioned above would fire both A and B. Now suppose the firing
of A leads to the generation of C which interferes with B, say, by deleting a tuple contained
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in B. Under sequential semantics, it is possible that A is selected for firing in the first cycle
and C in the second. In that case, B is deleted from the conflict set without being fired. It is
possible to construct such examples for any non-trivial selection procedure (Figure 3.4 shows
an example for the OPS5 selection procedure). Therefore, without some sort of lookahead,
it is not possible to guarantee that the sequential and the parallelized versions of the program
generate the same result. Adding lookahead to such schemes would, in general, require the
analysis procedure to explore the space of possible execution paths. Since there is no limit on
the depth of the lookahead that might needed, such analyses could be prohibitively expensive
even for the small conflict sets seen in (38].

(pA (pB (pC

(classl) (class2) (class3)
..> ..> (class2)

, (make class3)) (make class4)) .>
(delete 2))

Figure 3.4: OPS5 example of indirect dependency

Compile-time as well run-time dependency analysis was used by Kuo et. al in the CREL im-
plementation on a 15 processor Sequent Symmetry (64]. In addition to performing dependency
analysis to determine which instantiations can be fired in parallel, they modified the semantics
of the OPS5 language to eliminate the recency feature from the selection procedure. They
report speedups between two and six fold using up to 15 processors. They conclude that the
primary reason for the low speedup was the programming style used which limited the ability
of the implementation to prove independence between productions.

A commonly used idiom in production system programs is the use of a context tuple to direct
the control-flow. Productions in programs that make use of this idiom test the context element;
only the productions that test for the context currently in the tuple-space can possibly match.
Kuo et. al[65] proposed a variation of the Ishida-Stalfo analysis where the entities being
scheduled were contexts and not individual productions. The contexts that were proved to be
independent by this analysis were executed in parallel. The primary limitation of this scheme
is the fact that the programs it analyzes are written in a sequential language. The context-tuple
idiom is used most often to enforce a particular execution path. This often results in spurious
inter-context dependencies.
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3.1.3 Desiderata for a parallel language

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the primary limitation on parallelism in production
system programs is the program-independent bound on the amount of work to be done between
successive bamer synchronizations. To support scalable parallelism, a production system
language must eliminate this bound; it must allow the programmer to control the amount
of work between barrier synchronizations. Eliminating this bound is necessary for scalable
parallelism but not sufficient. It is also necessary to ensure that parallelism available between
barrier synchronizations keeps pace with the growth in the amount of work.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2.2, the only way to increase the work between barrier synchroniza-
tions is to combine multiple msa cycles. To support scalable parallelism, it should be possible
to combine an unbounded number of cycles in this manner. Section 3.1.2.2 shows that the lack
of information about run-time contents of the tuple-space forces parallelizing implementations
to be overly conservative. It is not necessary to completely specify the contents of the tuple-
space, only certain characteristics of it. In the xor-gate simulator in Figure 3.3, it is the fact that
every line appears on the output of only one xor-gate, that is, tuples corresponding to individual
different lines can be modified independently. The language must allow the programmer to
specify as much information about the contents of tuple-space as necessary.

The next section describes the design space of languages that satisfy this requirement and
discusses the pros and cons of individual choices.

3.2 Design Space of Parallel Production Languages

The primary decision to be made in the design of a parallel production system language is the
manner in which information about the contents of the tuple-space is to be provided. An obvious
way to allow the programmer to specify this information would be to provide a data description
sublanguage. Such a language could specify, for example, axioms about sets embedded in the
flat tuple-space, their cardinality, their relationship with other sets and so forth. For the xor-gate
simulator, the specification could take the form:

V (xor-gate ^output <output>), cardinality((ine "id <output>)) = I A
V (line ̂ id <line>), cardinality((xor-gate output <line>)) <= I

which states that for each xor-gate, there is exactly one line on its output and that every line
is on the output of at most one xor-gate (input lines are not on the output of any xor-gate).
This would allow a compiler to infer that every tuple corresponding to a line can be updated
independently.

The main advantage of this approach is its explicit nature. It makes explicit the assumptions
with which the program is parallelized. At the cost of greatly slowing down the execution, it is
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possible to check if these assumptions hold through out the execution. Such a checker would
be a useful debugging tool.
However, this approach has two major disadvantages:

I. While it is easy to specify patterns in the data for small or regular tuple-spaces, doing so
for large irregular tuple-spaces is likely to be difficult. This is particularly so for long-
running programs whose data tends to evolve, like active databases, or where information
about data values rather than data structure is needed for successful parallelization

2. A large number of patterns or relationships can usually be specified for large and complex
data sets. To do a good job of specifying the necessary information, the programmer
would need to have a good grasp of the compiler algorithms that use this information.
This would hamper performance tuning.

The alternative approach is to specify which operations can be performed in parallel. In this
approach, the assumptions (or the information) about the data are implicit in the specification.
This is a lower-level specification as the programmer has to specify which operations can be done
in parallel. However, the existence of an explicit operational model facilitates performance
tuning. Since performance and ease of use are major concerns of this investigation, this
approach is preferable to data specification. In particular, since one of the primary goals of the
investigation is to demonstrate that there is no program-independent bound on the speedups
achievable in production system programs, it is preferable to take the approach that makes it
easy to extract the highest possible speedup. However, data specification languages remain a
viable and interesting avenue for future work.
There is only one sequencing point in the execution of a production system program - the select
poase, which selects the operation(s) to be performed in each cycle. It consists of two parts.
The first part uses an ordering relation between instantiations to order the conflict set and the
second part determines and extracts its dominant subset.4 Instantiations in the dominant subset
are fired in the act phase.
Sequential languages use ordering relations that impose a total order on the conflict set, that is,
cardinality of the dominant subset in sequential languages is I. To allow an arbitrary number
of instantiations to be executed per cycle, a parallel language must allow dominant subsets
of unbounded cardinality. In other words, it must allow the programmer to specify ordering
relations that define a partial order on the conflict set. For example, the partially ordered conflict
set in Figure 3.5 has a dominant subset of cardinality five. Therefore, the design decisions to
be made are (1) what kind of ordering relations should be permitted and (2) how they are to be
specified.
The following subsections discuss the design alternatives.

4The dominant subset of Ds of a set S ordered by the relation >- is defined as Ls = {xIVy E S, y # x A y t x).
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Figure 3,5: Partially ordered conflict set

3.2.1 Specification of ordering relations

There are two ways in which the ordering relation can be specified: declarative, that is, by
explicit enumeration and procedural, that is by a procedure which given two instantiations
either indicates the order between them or indicates that they are incomparable.

Explicit enumeration: The set of all instantiations is infinite. Therefore, it is impossible
to explicitly enumerate the relationship between all pairs of instantiations. However, the set
of productions in a program is finite. It is possible to explicitly enumerate a partial order
relation from the set of productions in a program to itself and this order can be extended to the
instantiations of these productions. One way of doing this would be to use a priority ordering
which associates a priority with each production. The priority associated with a production
is propagated to all its instantiations. Other possibilities include grouping productions and
assigning priorities to groups, an explicit ordering sublanguage and so forth. An interesting
approach to explicit enumeration has been taken by de Maindreville et. ai in the RDIJC
system[151. RDLUC provides a regular expression-like control language to specify ordering
between productions. Given their static nature, explicit enumeration schemes are only able to
specify the relationship between instantiations of different productions. It is unable to specify
an order on multiple instantiations of the same production and they must be assumed to be
incomparable. In other words, they must be assumed to not interfere with themselves (for
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example of a simple production that interferes with itself, see Figure 3.1). Since it is rarely the
case that all productions of a program are self-independent, this inflexibility renders explicit
enumeration undesirable

Procedural ordering: Procedural ordering delays ordering decisions until rn-time when the
instantiations are available. It is more powerful than explicit enumeration since it is able to
order multiple instantiations of the same production. It can use a wide variety of properties of
instantiations, ranging from their size and the timetags of the constituent tuples to values in the
constituent tuples.

Procedural ordering can be supported in two ways - by providing a fixed ordering procedure
as a part of the language or by providing a sublanguage to specify program-specific ordering
procedures. Since a fixed ordering procedure has no knowledge about the productions, it can
depend only on structural properties, like the size of instantiations, and on universal attributes
like the timetags of the tuples. Therefore, it can be expected to order instantiations quickly,
for reasonable ordering relations. Program-specific ordering procedures can be more discrimi-
nating than a fixed procedure by taking advantage of program-specific information. However,
program-specific ordering procedures can be arbitrarily complex. This can significantly in-
crease the time needed to order the instantiations as well as make such programs much more
difficult to comprehend. In this author's opinion, the flexibility provided by program-specific
procedures is not sufficient to offset its disadvantages. The PARULEL language [ 107] provides
a production system sublanguage to specify the ordering procedure. In this author's opinion,
most programs that have been written using PARULEL can be easily and more concisely
written in a language based on a fixed ordering procedure. Hernandez and Stolfo present two
PARJLEL programs in [501. Appendix E contains versions of these programs written in a
language with a fixed ordering.

Specification of a partial ordering relation consists of two parts: specifying the ordering relation
and specifying the domain of the ordering relation, that is, specifying which instantiations are
comparable. The next subsection discusses the different ways of specifying the domain of the
ordering relation.

3.2.2 Which instantiations are comparable

Intuitively, one might expect the domain of the ordering relation to be the set of all instantiations
- that is, all instantiations can be compared with all other instantiations. This, however, requires
the programmer to keep track of the partial order for the entire program. The data-dependent
nature of the production system programs already makes it difficult for programmers to develop
a good model of the flow of control in their programs. A real-life production system program
can be expected to contain a few hundred to a few thousand productions. Keeping track of such
large partial orders would greatly increase the complexity of programming and render such
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languages unusable in practice. Furthermore, since ordering relations are transitive and since
there are no linitations on the topology of the partial order, it is not possible to localize the effect
of changes in the partial order. For example, consider the partial order in Figure 3.6. Suppose
the programmer changes the program source so that instantiation A is no longer comparable
with instantiation F. By transitivity of the partial order, A is no longer comparable with F, J, H
and K, and can fire in parallel with them. This may or may not be intended. For unstructured
partial orders, the programmer might have to check the partial order for the entire program
before making a small change.

A BO C

DO E

G H

I~K4

Figure 3.6: Effect of modifying an unstructured partial order

To keep the complexity of writing parallel production system programs under control, it is
necessary to permit programmers to partition the partial order for the program into manageable
chunks and to localize the effects of changes. This can be achieved by providing constructs
that allow the programmer to partition the group of productions into independent subsets -
all instantiations of productions from one set being incomparable with (or independent of)
instantiations of productions from other sets. In the xor-gate simulator, each production can
be encapsulated in its own partition indicating that xor-gates whose inputs are equal can be
handled independently of xor-gates whose inputs are unequal.
Partitioning the programs into disjoint sets specifies only the relationship between instantiations

of different productions. The relationship between instantiations of the same production can
be specified at compile-time by annotating the productions whose instantiations are mutually
independent; instantiations of unannotated productions are assumed to be mutually dependent.
In the xor-gate simulator, both productions would annotated since all xor-gates of either kind
(equal inputs or unequal inputs) can be processed independently.
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In conclusion, the desirable design choices for a parallel production system language are: proce-
dural ordering,fixed ordenng procedure, partitioned partial orders and production annotation.
The next section describes the design of a language based on these design choices.

3.3 PPL

This section describes Parallel Production Language (PPL). The design of PPL instantiates the
design choices for parallel constructs that were discussed in the previous section in the context
of OPS5. OPS5 was selected as the base language for three reasons'

* It is important to study complete implementations of programs and not just kernels.
OPS5 provides all the essential features of production system languages without any of
the frills often associated with such languages. It is possible to build and study complete
implementations of OPS5-like languages without worrying about the bells and whistles.

* To isolate the effect of parallelization on performance, it is important to share as much of
the compiler and run-time system as possible between the F -quential and parallel versions
of the programs. All available test programs are written in OPS5. Since PPL is based on
OPS5, they are also PPL programs (or almost so) and can share the PPL compiler and
run-time system with the parallelized versions.

* Almost all research on efficient and parallel execution of production system programs
has been based on OPS5 programs. Using OPS5 facilitates comparison with previous
research.

Details on OPS5 can be found in Section 2.2.
The following subsection describes the PPL constructs and their use. The subsequent subsection
discusses the expressiveness of these constructs. The final subsection compares them with
parallel constructs in other languages.

3.3.1 Parallel constructs

PPL adds the following constructs to OPSS:

Parallel Productions: These productions are syntactically identical to OPS5 productions
except that the initial keyword is parp instead of p. The new keyword indicates that all
instantiations of these productions are independent and can be fired in parallel Instantiations
of productions defined using the familiar p keyword are fired in sequence, as in OPS5.
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Production Sets: This is a simple grouping mechanism to partition the set of productions.
Syntax for a production set is- { pset production..et-id production-isi }. Instantiations of
productions in a production set are ordered using the usual OPS. ordering procedure (see [11]
or [29] for details of the OPS5 ordering procedure). Instantiations of productions in different
production sets are independent. In effect, the conflict set is partitioned along with the set of
productions.

Figure 3.7 contains a PPL version of the xor-gate simulator. In this version, both the productions
have been replaced by corresponding parallel productions and have been encapsulated in their
own production sets. As a result, all instantiations of both productions can be fired in parallel
and all xor-gates can be processed simultaneously.

(pset turn-xor-on
(parp xor-gate-on
(xor-gate Ainl <inputl> Am2 <input2> Aout <output>)

(line Aid <inputl> Avalue <v>)

(line Aid <input2> Avalue <v>)
(line Aid <output>)
-->

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

{pset turn-xor-off
(parp xor-gate-off
(xor-gate Ainl <input1> Ain2 <input2> Aout <output>)

(line Aid <inputl> Avalue <v>)
(line Aid <input2> Avalue <> <v>)
(line Aid <output>)

(mndify 4 Avalue 1))

Figure 3.7: PPL version of the xor-gate simulator
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3.3.2 Expressiveness

Partitioning the program into disjoint sets of productions localizes the effect of changes to the
partial order. However, since the instantiations within each production set are totally ordered,
certain partial orders cannot occur (for example, the partial order in Figure 3,6). Since every
partial order on the conflict set corresponds to a particular parallel execution, some parallel
executions are not possible. This raises the question whether these constructs can express
useful forms of parallelism. This subsection discusses some common forms of parallelism and
shows how they can be expressed in PPL.

Data-parallelism: Data-parallelism can be directly expressed by parallel productions.
Multiple instantiations of a production match multiple data items, have different variable
bindings but share a common set of actions. Firing them in parallel causes this common
set of actions to be performed on all the matched data items. For example, see the PPL
version of the xor-gate simulator in Figure 3.7. The data consists of the set of all xor-gates
with two subsets of variable size: the collection of xor-gates whose inputs are equal and
the collection of xor-gates whose inputs are unequal. The program in Figure 3.7 is able
to process all the elements of this collection in parallel.

o Pipeline-parallelism: Pipeline-parallelism can be expressed by multiple production
sets arranged such that productions in each production set match the tuples gener-
ated/processed by the productions in the previous production set. The program in
Figure 3.8 illustrates how this can be done for a three-stage pipeline. Since the produc-
tions for each of the production sets are independent, up to three instantiations can fire
per rsa cycle, one for every stage. Each stage tags the objects processed by it and the
productions for the subsequent stage match this tag to ensure sequencing of the operations
in the pipeline.

* Task.pile-parallelsm: Task-pile-parallelism can be expressed by a set of production
sets - one production set for each task-type. A task is represented by a tuple that
contains the necessary information and the tuple-space serves as the task-pile. Each
task tuple matches a production in the production set that contains the code for the task
Firing the instantiation generated initiates the processing for the task. If the productions
in this production set are parallel productions, all similar tasks are processed in parallel.
Strictly speaking, this is different from the standard task-pile model since the number
of "workers" is not fixed and, conceptually, a new "worker" is created for every task.
Figure 3.9 contains a PPL program that uses task. pile parallelism to compute Fibonacci
numbers. The first production set implements the division step; it generates tasks to
compute fib(n-I) and fib(n-2) given the task to compute fib(n). The second production
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{pset stage-I
(p perform-stage-i

(object Astage-completed 0 Adata <d>)

(modify 1 Astage-completed I Adata (function-i <d>)))

(pset stage-2
(p perform-stage-2

(obj~ect Astage-completed I A data <d>)

(modify 1 Astage-completed 2 "data (function-2 <~d>)))

{pset stage-3
(p perform-stage-3

(object Astage-completed 2 Adata <d>)

(modify I A stage-completed 3 Adt (function-3 <d>)))

Figure 3,8: Stripped down code for pipeline parallelism

set takes care of the base cases and third production set implements the combination step
for fib(n) given the values for fib(n-l) and fib(n-2).5

3.3.3 Comparison with other parallel constructs

A parallel production scans the tuple-space fortuple combinations that satisfy the conjunction of
conditions in its if-part. It performs the same set of operations on each such tuple combination
it finds. In effect, a parallel production is a comprehension of the tuple-space, in the style
of list and array comprehensions in functional languages. In general, a comprehension is
an iterator which is characterized by a predicate and an operation. It scans aggregate data

'O orse, this is niot the recommended way to compute Fibonacci nwnber in PPL!
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fpset create-tasks
(parp division-step
(fibonacci-number Aindex f<1> > 2} Avalue -1 Aprevr..mdex -1)

(modify I Aprev-idex (<i> -1))
(make fibonacci-number Aindex (<i> -1) Avalue -1 Aprev-imdex (<i>-2))
(make fibonacci-number Aindex (<i> -2) Avalue -1 Aprev-index -1))

fpset execute-task-I
(parp, base-case

(fibonacci-number ',index <= 2 Avalue -1)

(modify 1 Avalue 1))

(pset execute-task-2
(parp combination-step,
(flbonacci-number "index <i> Avalue -1 Aprev-index <prevl>)
(fibonacci-number Aindex <previ> Avalue <vi> Aprev-index <prev2>)
(fibonacci-number Aidex <prev2> AValue <v2>)

(modify 1 A value (<vi> + <v2>)))

Figure 3.9: Fibonacci using a task-pool approach

structures for items that satisfy the given predicate and performs the given operation for every
such item that it finds. Comprehension is a parale construct since each data item can be
processed independently. Examples include the list-comprehensions of Miranda [120], list
and array comprehensions of Haskell 1521, set-formers of SETL 1103) and the apply-to-each
construct of NESL[81. Figure 3.10 illustrates the analogy by presenting a NESL version of the
xor-gate simulator 6 In this example, the two comprehensions in the function simulatexor
correspond to the two paralel productions in the PPL version.

'NESL provides xcr as a bootean primitive t is not used here to atlow itlustration of the analogy,
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datatype xor-gate(int,int,int,int);

/* the ftelds are input], input, identifier and output */

function simulatexor(xor.gateseq) =

I (xx,id,0) : (x,y,id,_) in xorgate.seq I x = y} ++
I(x,yjd,1) . (xy,id._) in xor...gate.seq I x /= Yl

/* ++ is the NESL operator for concatenation */

Figure 3.10: xor-gate simulator in NESL

Productions belonging to all production sets match and modify the same tuple space. However,
each of them has its own conflict set, that is, its own locus of control. In effect, a production
set is a separate thread and is suitable for expressing task level parallelism. Together, parallel
productions and production sets support mixed (task and data) parallelism.

3.4 Implementation of PPL

This section describes ppic, an implementation of PPL. It is based on the parallel Rete
algorithm described in Section 2.5. Section 3.4.1 describes the overall organization of the
implementation. The primary goal of pplc was to minimize the fraction of time spent in
sequential execution. The guiding principle in the design of the compiler and the run-time
system was "pay only for what you use". One of the consequences of this is that for a single
processor, pplc reverts to an efficient uniprocessor implementation with no parallelization
overheads.

3.4.1 Overall organization
ppie is a full implementation of PPL. It compiles PPL to portable C code. The run-time system

is in portable C except for spin-lock routines which have to be rewritten for every processor. In

addition to the constructs mentioned in the previous section, pplc also implements extensions
for distributed memory execution for which it uses PVM[35]. It is largely independent of the
operating system, the only dependency being a call to allocate memory regions shared between
multiple processes. It runs on the Encore Multimax, multiprocessor Vaxen, Omron Lunas,
uniprocessor Unix workstations and workstation clusters running PVM. It has been used to
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compile programs ranging up to 50.000 hnes in program length and several hours in (Alpha
AXP) execution time.

pplc provides automatic parallelization of match and select phases. For sequential programs
that do not use the parallel constructs provided by PPL, it is able to match, and often do better
than, the speedup achieved by parallelizing implementations of sequential languages.

pplc overlaps all phases of a cycle between two barrier synchronizations. For matching, it
uses the parallel Rete algorithm described in Section 2.5. It uses hashtable-based memory nodes
and parallelizes match at the level of individual tokens. Most tokens are short, usually between
100-500 instructions. However, there is a significant variance. For conflict-set operations (i.e.,
the select phase), it uses a parallel algorithm based on two-level heaps (this is described in
the next subsection). Individual tasks in this algorithm are usually substantially larger than
match tasks (usuall., between 450 and 2500 instructions). The operations in the act phase are
parallelized at a coarse-grain. All operations for a single firing constitute one task. This is
required by the sequential semantics of the actions. Breaking down the act phase tasks is not
desirable for languages based on OPS5 as it leads to subtle race conditions. To be able to
efficiently schedule the fine-grain tasks that are expected to dominate the processing, pplc
does its own scheduling. It creates a process and a task-stack for every processor available to
it.

pplc does its own memory management. It obtains memory from the operating systems in

large chunks and maintains size-based free lists.

The following subsections describe the pp! c compiler and run-time library.

3.4.2 The pplc compiler

The pplc compiler is modular and is organized as a sequence of walks over internal represen-
tations of the program. It uses two internal representations - an annotated parse tree and the
Rete network. It currently has seven phases: parsing, source-to-source transformation, type
inference, constraint propagation, generation of Rete network, optimization of Rete network
and code generation. Additional phases (for analysis or optimization) can be easily inserted.
The compiler can also be easily modified to handle similar languages.

The rest of this subsection describes some interesting phases of the compiler.

3.4.2,1 Source to source transformations

ppl c performs two major source-level transformations - converting conditions to their canon-
ical forms and constraint propagation.
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Canonical conditions: Every field in a tuple, named or numeric, has a unique index. This
transformation sorts the tests in a condition in increasing order of field indices and eliminates
repetitions in the sequence of values for disjunctive tests. I If there are multiple tests for a
single field, they are merged into a single restriction list. If the resulting list has more than one
disjunctive tests, they are merged. Figure 3.11 shows an example of this transformation. This
transformation improves the performance in the following ways:

" It increases sharing in both the a and the 0 parts of the Rote network. Sharing the tests for
common conditions (a tests) or condition prefixes (P tests) is one of the major advantages
of Rote and its derivatives. Converting conditions to a canonical form makes it possible
to find all conditions which are semantically identical, that is, perform the same set of
tests. Without this transformation, only those conditions that are syntactically identical,
that is, specify the same tests in the same order, can be shared,

" It increases temporal locality since all tests on a single field are performed together.

" It increases spatial locality since the tests on multiple fields of a single tuple are performed
in increasing order of field index.

Constraint propagation: Every test in a production can be taken to specify a constraint on
a field, the scope of the constraint being the production in which the test occurs. If there are
multiple tests on the same field (specified in different conditions), it is possible to simplify the
tests by collecting and propagating the constraints. This can be achieved in the following ways:

" Replacing variable tests by constants. This can be done if one of the occurrences of the
variable is tested for equality with a constant or a group of constants. Figure 3.12 shows
an example for the variable <vl >. Variable tests are implemented by , nodes and are far
more expensive than constant tests which are implemented by a nodes. The difference
of cost between the two cases can often be as large as two orders of magnitude,

" Increase selectivity of tests occurring early in the production. This can be done by if a later
occurrence of a variable has a more restrictive test than earlier ones. Figure 3.12 shows
an example for the variable <v2>. Increasing the selectivity of an early test reduces the
number of partial matches generated This reduces the stress on the state-maintenance
algorithms.

It is also possible to detect, at compile-time, if the conditions in a production are inconsistent.
Such productions can never be matched. Figure 3.13 shows an example. The test in the second

"DLsjunctive tests are specified by a sequence of v,,aucs brackret.. by << and >,.
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Field indices: (tuple-type- I fieldl = I field2 = 2 field3 = 3)
(tuple-type.2 field4 =I field5 = 2)

(p non-caonical
(tUple- <>type-1 Afjeld3 <V field > 26 Afield3 < 36)
(tuple-type-2 Afield4 <<x a b > Afield5 <%,> Afield4 <b c >)

(some actions))

(p canonical
(tuple-type- I Afield2 > 26 Afield3 (<v> < 36 )
(tuple-type.2 Afield4 <«x a b C>> AfieklS <v>)

(some actions))

Figure 3.11: Example of the canonical conditions transformation

(p before-propagation

(tUple-type- I Afield I <V I Afleld2 <v2>)
(tuple-type-2 Afield4 {<vl> <<a b>> Afteld5 (<v2> < 36))

(some actions))

(p after-propagation
(tupkc-type-I Afield I«<a b > Afield2 ( v2> < 36))
(tuple-type-2 Afield4 <<a b>> Afield5 <v2>)

(some actions))

Figure 3.12: Example of constraint propagation
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condition specifies that the value bound to <v2> be less than the value bound to <vl>. The
test in the third condition specifies that the value bound to <v3> be less than the value bound
to <v2> and greater than the value bound to <vl>. Since any value less than <v2> is also
less than <vl>, the third condition can not be matched.

(p inconsistent
(tuple-type-I Afieldl <vl>)
(tuple-type-2 Afield4 (<v2> < <vI>))
(tuple.type-3 Afield6 {<v3> < <v2>> <vl>))

(some actions))

Figure 3.13: Example of a production with inconsistent conditions

3.4.2.2 Type inference

At the lowest implementation level, the match procedure consists of binary tests, equality or
relational, between fields of tuples. In the absence of information about the types of the fields
involved, every comparison has to be preceded by a type tag check which ensures that the
values being compared are of the same type. The goal of type inference is to eliminate these
checks by extracting type information from the program.

PPL tuples can contain only integer, symbolic or floating point values and can not be nested.
Therefore, the type lattice for PPL programs is simple. It contains these three types bracketed
by a top and bottom element. ppic infers the types for the fields of tuples, the variables
occurring in the program and the foreign functions called. ppl c uses the following axioms for
type inference:

* A field can contain values of only one type.

a A variable can be bound to values of only one type.

9 A field tested against a constant literal must be of the same type as the literal.

* If a relational test is applied to a field, it cannot contain symbolic values.

* If a field is tested against more than one variable, a. such vaiab.es must 'have the.

type.
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e Functions called from PPL programs are first-order and monomorphic.

The sources of information for type inference include constant literals in both the if-parts and
the then-parts of the productions, calls to primitive functions (whose types are known) and
type declarations, if any. Type information is iteratively propagated till no new inference can
be made. Type inference converges rapidly (within three iterations) for all programs that it
has been tested on. Figure 3.14 shows an example of the type inference in pplc. Since the
variable <v> appears in fieldl of tuple-type- 1 (first condition), field5 of tuple-type-2 (second
condition) and field4 of tuple-type-2 (the make action), these fields are of the same type. In
second condition, field4 is tested against a symbolic constant. Therefore, all these fields must
be symbolic. Since field2 and field3 of tuple-type-I are tested against integer constants, they
must both be integral. Now the types for all fields are known.

(p type-inference-example

(tuple-type-I Afieldl <v> Afield2 72 Afield3 < 2)
(tuple-type-2 Afield4 abc Afield5 <v>)

(make tuple-type-2 Afield-4 <v>))

Result of type inference:
(tuple-type-I fieldl : symbol field2: integer field3 'integer)
(tuple-type-2 field4 symbol field5 : symbol)

Figure 3.14: Example of type inference

3.4.2.3 Code generation

pplc generates C code for all the tests specified by the Rete network and for all the actions
in the then-parts of the productions. Code for the Rete network is inlined; separate code is
generated for every a and 3 node. Code for the right hand side actions is not inlined and
consists mainly of calls to rum-time library routines.

The code generation phase implements the following optimizations:

* Frequently accessed values are cached in local variables. Examples of this include the
value(s) being tested duiing the traversal of a hash bucket, the value being tested against a
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set of constants (in a disjunctive test) and pointers to tuples which operated on by several
actions.

* For a networks with large branching factors, hashing is used to reduce the number of
conditions that are tested against each tuple. The hash function uses the constant literals
occurring in the conditions to partition the set of conditions. Figure 3.15 shows an
example. In this case, instead of being tested against all four conditions, each tuple is
tested against only one condition.

tuple.type = I tuple.type = I tuple.type = 2 tuple.type = 2

tuple.fieldl = 3 tuple.fieldl = 2 tuple.fieldl = 2 tuple.fieldl = 3

hash function = tuple.type XOR tuple-fieldl

hash value = 0-> tuple type = 2 AND tuple.fieldl f= 2
hash value = 1 --> tuple.type = 2 AND tuple.fieldl = 3
hash value = 2..> tuple.type = I AND tuple.field I = 3
hash value =3..> tuple type = I AND tuple field] = 2

Figure 3.15: Example of hashed a network

3.4.3 The pplc run-time library

As the size of the data set grows, the parts of the implementation that are stressed the most are
the algorithms to maintain the match state, that is, algorithms for managing the memory nodes
and the conflict set. Section 3.4.4 describes the state-maintenance algorithms used in the pplc
run-time library.
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In addition to using parallel state-maintenance algorithms, a scalable parallel implementation
also has to minimize the time spent in resource contention. Section 3.4.5 describes how the
pplc run-time library attempts to minimize resource contention.

3.4.4 Parallel state-maintenance algorithms

pplc stores the match state in five parts: memory nodes to hold tokens, conjugate memory
nodes to hold out-of-order token deletion requests, conflict set to hold the active instantiations,"
refracted conflict set to hold the inactive instantiations and conjugate conflict set to hold the
out-of-order instantiation deletion requests.

Memory nodes: The pp.c run-time library uses two global hashtables to store the contents
of the memory nodes. A unique identifier is assigned to every # node in the Rete network.
Identifier of the destination 3 node and the values of the fields being tested at the P node
are used as parameters to the hash function. Gupta et al. claim that storing the contents of
the memory nodes in hashtables can reduce the number of comparisons required to search a
memory node for a matching token by up to ten fold [42]. The pplc run-time library uses large
hashtables (64K buckets) to reduce the probability of collisions. Even with large hashtables,
good distribution of tokens to hash buckets is critical for good performance. The hash function
used xors the arguments together with a large prime number to ensure a good distribution.

Conjugate memory nodes: The pplc run-time library uses two global hashtables to store the
contents of the conjugate memory nodes. Since the only operation that is performed on out-
of-order token deletion requests is to match them, hashtables perform fairly well. Conjugate
hashtables mirror the main hashtables and share the hash function which allows the cost of
computing the hash function to amortized over accesses to all four hashtables.

Conflict set: The pplc run-time library uses a separate conflict set for every production set.
For individual conflict sets, it uses a two-level heap. Corresponding to every production in the
production set, there is a heap for its instantiations. The conflict set itself is a heap of such
heaps. Figure 3.16 shows a sample conflict set for a production set with five active productions.
In practice, the upper level heap consists of the top instantiations for each active production.
The worst-case performance of a two-level heap is identical to that of a conventional heap. The
actual performance depends on the distribution of the instantiations and the ordering relation
used. Locking is done separately for each production-heap and the top-level heap.

Refracted conflict set: The refracted conflict set contains the instantiations that have already
been fired. Instantiations are added to the refracted conflict set after they have been fired and
they are deleted from this set when an identical instantiation with a deletion tag arrives at
the conflict set (this happens when a tuple matching a non-negated condition is deleted or a

4Instantiations that have not yet been fired.
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PProduction P3

Production P4 Production P5

Figure 3.16: Example of a two-level heap-based conflict set

tuple matching a negated condition is added). The pplc run-time library uses one hashtable
per production to implement the refracted conflict set. The hash function xors the timetags
of the constituent tuples. A null timetag is used as a placeholder for negated conditions.
Hashtables are suitable for the refracted conflict set since the only operations on it are addition
and searching for the purpose of deletion.

Conjugate conflict set: Like the refracted conflict set, the only operations on conjugate conflict
sets (which store out-of-order deletion requests for instantiations) are addition and searching
for the purpose of deletion. Consequently, the ppl c run-time library implements them in a
similar manner.

3.4.5 Minimizing resource contention

There are seven shared resources: the memory nodes (including the conjugate memory nodes),
conflict sets (including the active, refracted and conjugate conflict sets), the symbol table, free
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memory, the task stacks, the tuple-space and the counter for generating the unique timetags for
the tuples. This section describes the efforts that have been made to reduce contention for each
of these resources.

Memory nodes: Four global hashtables are used to implement memory nodes - two to hold the
contents of the left and right memory nodes and two to hold the contents of the corresponding
conjugate memory nodes. All four hashitables share a common hash function. Therefore,
processing a single token requires the contents of only one line of the hashtables - a line being
the set of buckets with the same index from all the four hashtables. A single simple lock
protects each line. Even though it is possible to overlap multiple read accesses using multiple-
reader-single-writer locks, the pplc run-time library uses simple locks since the complex
locks have been shown to increase the execution time for OPS5 programs which have high
available parallelism [42]. Similar results have been shown for parallel implementations of
Soar programs [ 113].

Conflict sets: Each heap in the conflict set is separately locked. This avoids both monolithic
locking, which serializes all updates to the conflict set, and instantiation-level locking which
would cause frequent locking and unlocking. Since locking requires exclusive access to the bus
(or other shared communication medium), frequent locking can greatly reduce the bandwidth
for the locking process as well as for other processes.

Symbol table: since almost all accesses to the symbol table are read-only, there is almost no
contention for the symbol table. The pplc run-time library uses a separate counter and a
unique prefix for every process to generate new unintemed symbols. Therefore, there is no
contention for gensyming new symbolic constants.

Free memory: The pplc run-time library manages its memory on a per-process basis. Each
process has its own chunk of memory and size-specific free lists. When any process runs out
of memory, it independently obtains another chunk from the operating system. Hence, there is
no contention for free memory.

Task-stacks: The pplc run-time library uses a separate stack for every process. Every
process adds tasks only to its own task-stack and as far as possible, removes tasks only from
its own task-stack. When its task-stack is emptv, a process scans the rest of the task-stacks in
a round-robin fashion. For programs that have a large number of tasks, little contention can
be expected for task-stacks. Gupta and his colleagues present similar results for a parallelizing
implementation of OPS5 in [42] and for a parallel implementation of Soar in [113].

Tuple-space: The tuple-space is accessed during the match and act phases. Accesses during
the match phase are exclusively read accesses; accesses during the act phase are mixed, Since
the production system semantics require that all instantiations being fired in a cycle see exactly
the same view of the tuple-space (in other words, all instantiations fire together), deleted tuples
are not freed till the next barrier synchronization which occurs at the end of the subsequent
match phase. Since all read accesses are directly through a pointer to the tuple, there is no
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need to lock the tuple-space for read accesses. Since multiple deletions of the same tuple in
a single msa cycle are legal, deletions too are permitted without locking. Additions to the
tuple-space, however, require locking. The tuple-space is implemented as a list of tuples and
adding a tuple involves consing it onto this list. Since consing is cheap, and since read accesses
overwhelmingly dominate write accesses, the contention for the tuple-space lock is expected
to be low.

TimeL o,- Jr: By its very nature, the assignment of timetags is serial. To assign a new
timetag, . ... ssary to acquire a lock, read and increment a counter and release the lock.
Since, incre nenting the counter is a cheap operation, it is expected that the contention for the
counter will not affect the execution greatly. The effect of this serialization can be further
mitigated by the use of an at,, ic Fetch-and-Add instruction for architectures on which it is
available (e.g. the Ultracomputer [32]).
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Chapter 4

Parallelism Experiments

The goal of these experiments was to test three hypotheses. First, that there is no program-
independent bound on the parallelism available in production system programs. Like in other
paradigms, the parallelism available in production system programs depends on the parallelism
inhereut in the program and the way the program has been encoded. To help verify this
hypothesis, a diverse set of programs, including embarrassingly parallel programs as well as
programs with large non-parallelizable loops, was included in the benchmark suite.

Second, that the parallelism available in a production system program can scale with data That
is, parallelism is a possible solution for the problem of dealing with large data sets. To help
verify this hypothesis, programs that process scalable data sets were included in the benchmark
suite.

Third, that production sets and parallel productions are effective for the expression of parallelism
in production system programs.

This chapter describes the benchmark suite and the structure of the experiments. The next
chapter presents and analyzes the results. Section 4.1 describes the benchmark suite. It
describes the programs, the parallelization strategy and the data sets used in the experiments.
Section 4.2 describes the structure of the experiments. Section 4.3 describes the simulator used
in these experiments to simulate the execution of PPL programs on a multiprocessor.

4.1 Benchmark suite

The benchmark suite has two classes of programs: programs with scalable data sets, that is
data sets which can be characterized by a numerical parameter and which can be scaled by
assigning increasing values to the parameter, and programs with data sets which cannot be thus
characterized but are large. The benchmark suite has four programs that process parameterized
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data sets and one that processes non-parameterized data sets. To ensure an efficient baseline, the
sequential versions of all the programs included in the suite have been substantially optimized
before being used in the experiments. The following subsections describe the programs in the
benchmark suite in some detail. Code for the first four benchmarks can be found in Appendix E.

4.1.1 Circuit simulator (circuit)

This program simulates a gate-level circuit with a constant-delay model. Currently, it simulates
circuits with two-input gates but itcan easily be extended to any desired logic device. It doesnot
support the implied-or logic provided by open-collector TIL devices. Execution of circuit
has two phases - the first in which the operation of all devices is simulated and the second in
which the values generated by the first phase are propagated down the lines. This program is
an optimized version; the original version was written by Dan Neimann of the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. The primary optimizations are:

e Modify only those tuples that correspond to lines whose value has to be changed. The
original version modified tuples corresponding to all lines. This optimization reduced
the amount of parallelism available as fewer tuples are being modified.

* Replace variable tests by constant tests by creating several copies of productions. This
is possible for circuit since there are only a small number of cases for each device
type. This moves testing for input cases from the 0 network to the or network. Since all
a tests are performed as a single task, this also reduces the number of schedulable tasks.

These optimizations improved the performance of the program (on a Decstation 5000/200) by
1.87 fold for the smallest data set and by 2.25 fold for the largest data set.
Paralleltzation: Since each device and each line can be simulated independently, the pro-
ductions for each device class and for the interconnection lines were encapsulated in separate
production sets and were converted to parallel productions. Simulation of the circuit in each
cycle has to be atomic. All the values in a given simulation cycle must be based only on the
values from the previous cycle. To ensure this, the sequential version of the program does not
delete the tuples corresponding to the old values while it is computing the new values. Instead,
it creates copies of the tuples corresponding to the lines whose value has changed and modifies
these copies. The old values are deleted at the end of the first phase. Since the parallel version
is able to update collections of tuples in a single i a cycle, it does not create these copies.
Therefore, each phase of a simulation cycle is performed in a single msa cycle. The information
that is needed to successfully parallelize circui t is the fact that all lines have only one driver
and therefore can be safely updated simultaneously.
Data set: For these experiments, the simulator was run on 200 cycles of a linear feedback shift
register with random initial state. The data set parameter was the size of the linear feedback
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shift register. Figure 4.1 shows the linear feedback register of size three. The linear feedback
shift register is a pseudo-random number generator. As a result, the values of the lines change
in an irregular manner. Since the number of modifications governs the amount of work done
and the parallelism available, this benchmark can be expected to show irregular parallelism.
The largest register simulated had 275 cells.

dela delay delIay

Figure 4.1: Linear feedback shift register of size three

4.1.2 Game of Life (life)

This program implements Conway's "Game of Life" which computes the state of a matrix of
simple cellular automata. Each matrix cell can either be dead or alive. The future state of a cell
depends on its own state and the state of its immediate rectilinear neighbors (neighbors along
the NEWS directions) and is given by the following rules:

I. If a live cell has less than two live neighbors in any cycle, it dies of loneliness.

2. If a live cell has two or three live neighbors in any cycle, it remains live.

3. If a dead cell has three live neighbors, it becomes live.

4. If a live cell has four neighbors, it dies of cvcrcrowdedness.

Execution of Life consists of two phases, the operational phase followed by the print phase.
The operational phase consists of a sequence of operation cycles which compute the state of
cellular automata. In each operation cycle, the state of the entire matrix is atomically updated.
The print phase prints the state of the entire matrix. This program is a substantially rewritten and
optimized version; the original program is available from the Department of Computer Science,
Columbia University (ftp. cs. columbia. edu: pub/prosys/prosys. tar. Z). The
primary optimizations are:
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" The original program computed the number of live neighbors for each cell in each
operation cycle. This is unnecessary as there are only four neighbors for a cell and this
information can be encoded in the productions. This optimization reduced the amount
of parallelism available as parallel computation of neighbors is no longer being done.

a Modify only those tuples that correspond to cells whose status has changed. The original
version modified tuples corresponding to all cells This optimization also reduced the
amount of parallelism available as fewer tuples are being modified.

" Replace variable tests by constant tests by creating several copies of productions. This
is possible for life since there are only two cases for the status of each cells. This
moves testing for input cases from the f network to the a network. Since all a tests are
performed as a single task, this also reduces the number of schedulabL: tasks,

These optimizations improved the performance of if e (on a Decstation 5000/200) by 17.23
fold for the smallest data set and 18.49 fold for the largest data set.

Parafllization: Since the next state of each cell can be computed independently and since
the rules for computing the next state handle disjoint cases, all productions can fire in parallel.
Therefore, all productions that implement the transition function are converted to parallel
productions and are encapsulated in separate production sets. State transition of the cellular
automata in each operation cycle has to be atomic. All the values in a given operation cycle
must be based only on the values from the previous cycle. To ensure this, the sequential version
of the program does not delete the tuples corresponding to the old values while it is computing
the new values. Instead, it creates copies of the tuples corresponding to the lines whose value
has changed and modifies these copies. The old values are deleted at the end of the first phase.
Since the parallel version is able to update collections of tuples in a single rsa cycle, it does
not create these copies. Therefore, each operation cycle is performed in a single rosa cycle.
The information that is needed to successfully parallelize li.fe is the fact that all cells have
only one neighbor in each direction. This implies that at a time only one rule is applicable to
a cell. Only the operational phase of the program has been parallelized. It is not possible to
parallelize the printing phase.

Data set: For these experiments, l.i fe was run un 200 operational cycles on fixed size matrices
with an initial state that leads to oscillations and a border of dead cells. The basic data set was
the simple oscillating pattern in Figure 4.2 where, a "." stands for a dead cell and a "*" stands
for a live one. The data set parameter was the number of repetitions of this basic pattern. Since
the oscillating cells change state every operation cycle and siice no other cells change state,
this benchmark can be expected to show regular parallelism. The largest matrix used had 70
repetitions of the basic pattern.
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Figure 4.2: The basic pattern for the li f'e data set.

4.1.3 Waltz labeling (waltz)

This program implements the Waltz labeling algorithm for interpreting line drawings [124].
This algorithm uses constraint propagation to eliminate a large number of possibilities. The
input to waltz consists of junctions and lines between them, the output is a labeling for the
junctions and lines which uniquely determines the orientation of the planes in the drawing.
Execution of waltz consists of a sequence of constraint propagation phases. In each phase,
it labels a set of junctions and propagates the constraints generated by this labeling to all lines
incident on the junctions. At the end of the computation, it prints out the labeling. The original
version of this program was written by Toni Ishida at Columbia University. It has since been
revised by Dan Neimann of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The program used as
a benchmark is an optimized version of the revision. The primary optimization was to reorder
the conditions for most of the productions. This reduced the number of tokens being generated,
i.e. the number of schedulable tasks. This optimizations improved the performance of waltz
(on a Decstation 5000/200) by 1.19 fold for the smallest data set and 1.89 fold for the largest
data set.

Parallelizatlon: Like the sequential version, the parallel version assigns a label to one of the
boundary junctions and propagates constraints from there. Unlike the sequential version, the
parallel version propagates constraints simultaneously along all lines incident on a junction.
However, there is interference between the different constraints generated by a single junc-
tion labeling. Therefore, all constraints of a particular type can be propagated in parallel but
constraints of different types have to applied in sequence to achieve the desired result. To
implement this, all productions that implement constraints are all converted to parallel produc-
tions but they are not encapsulated in separate production sets. Therefore, all instances of a
single type of constraint can be propagated in parallel.

Data set: The line drawings used in these experiments were generated by repeating a basic
block which is shown in Figure 4.3. The data set parameter was the number of repetitions of
this basic block. The largest drawing used had 120 repetitions of the basic block.
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Figure 4.3: The basic block for the wal t z data set.

4.1.4 Simulation of a hotel (hotel)

This program simulates the operations of a large hotel for one day - reservations, checkin,
maid service, laundry, banquet etc. Execution of hotel consists of a sequence of phases
corresponding to the phases in the operation of the hotel. This program is an optimized version;
the original was written by Steve Kuo of the University of Southern California. The primary
optimizations are:

* Source code for the original version had been blown up to over ten times its actual size by
repeated applications of the copy-and-constrain optimization [92]. Copy-and-constrain
is the production system analogue of inline expansion of function calls. In the optimized
version, the inline expansion has been eliminated.

e Most of the information being processed by hotel is stored in room tuples. Since
different sets of productions processed different parts of the tuple, modifying one part of
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the tuple causes needless attempts to match the new tuple against productions that modify
other parts of the tuple. The optimized version splits the room tuples into smaller pieces,
each of which is separately processed.

9 Processing for several operations was being performed piecemeal. This required needless
generation and matching of intermediate tuples. These operations were consolidated.

These optinuzations improved the performance of hotel (on a Decstation 5000/200) by !.22
fold for the smallest data set and 8.41 fold for the largest data set.

Parallelization: hotel is significantly n ore complex than the programs previously discussed.
Its phases were individually parallelized based on the semantics of the simulation - what
operations can be performed in parallel in a hotel. There are several sequential loops - for
example, collecting and doing the laundry, setting the tables for the banquet, cleaning restrooms.
Some of these update counters, for example collecting and doing the laundry.
Data set: The data for hotel consists of several lists containing information about the rooms
of the hotel, guests checking in, guests checking out, guests staying over, banquets scheduled,
menus for the banquets etc. For these experiments, the ratios between the cardinalities of these
lists have been fixed (the hotel is assumed to have 66% occupancy, each floor has 100 rooms,
a fixed percentage of them will check out etc.). The data set parameter is the number of floors.
The largest value of the parameter used was 10 floors.

4.1.5 Interpretation of aerial Images (San)

This program interprets aerial images of airports. The input to span is a list of image regions.
their positions and properties and the output is a model of the airport which can then be
compared with known models to identify the airport. It builds the airport model by bottom-up
pruning of possible interpretations for individual image regions. For pruning, it uses geometric
constraints. It uses productions to determine the applicable constraints,

span has four phases. The first phase applies per-region constraints to generate possible
interpretations. There are up to 15 interpretations possible for every region. The second
phase applies pair-wise constraints to prune some of the interpretations. There are 33 such
constraints. The third phase clusters regions into functional areas, like runways with their
associated taxiways and grassy areas, and merges overlapping functional areas. The final phase
combines the functional areas to generate a model for the airport. sparn has been developed by
the MAPS group in the School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University (751. Due to
its computationally intensive nature, span has been a focus of parallelism research for the last
six years. Harvey et al. [48) report on the parallelization of the first two phases of an OPS5
version on the Encore Multimax. This effort achieved up to 13 fold speedup on 14 processors.
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Currently, an implementation of spain on the Midway distributed shared memory system [6]
is underway.

For this benchmark, the first three phases were used. The final phase is currently in a state of flux
(471. Furthermore, it is mostly in C which limits its utility as a production system benchmark.
The first three phases dominate the computation, taking usually up to 90% of the time. The
program used as the benchmark is an optimized version of the original program obtained from
the MAPS group. Most of the optimizations were enabled by the parallel semantics of PPL
which allow atomic update of aggregates in a single rnsa cycle. Other optimizations include
condition reordering, common subexpression removal, replacement of function calls whose
value is known at compile-time by their results, and opumizations to the foreign functions that
implement the geometric constraints. These optimizations improved the performance of span
(on a Decstation 5000/200) by 1.55 fold for the smallest data set and 2.19 fold for the largest
data set. This speedup is in spite of the extremely large cross-products generated in the first
and second phase of the new version. Corresponding phases of the old version avoided these
cross-products by processing the data piecemeal.

Parallelization: The first phase is a triply nested loop. For every region and every possible
interpretation (fifteen of them), it checks if the values of twelve features are within a given range.
Feature checks for all the interpretations are implemented by individual productions that match
tuples corresponding to individual regions and call foreign functions to perform the checks for
the matched region. If all the twelve checks succeed, a hypothesis tuple is generated to represent
the particular interpretation of the region. Since no data for any region is modified, all levels
of this loop can be parallelized. This is achieved by converting every feature-check production
to a parallel production and encapsulating each of them in its own production set. This allows
all feature-checks to be done in parallel. Figure 4.4 shows one such production that checks
the area of the region for a runway interpretation. Calls to span.rtf..atch-feature ()
check if the value of the feature is within the range [ <ibound>, <ubound> ] and accumulate
the result. For each region, this routine is called twelve times, once for every feature-check.
These calls are not functional - they update an accumulator. To allow these calls to proceed in
parallel, updates to the accumulator are protected by a lock. This is within the C code for the
spam_rtfanatchfeature () procedure.

The second phase applies constraints between pairs of hypotheses. Only some combinations
of hypotheses are checked. For example, if a region has been hypothesized to be a runway,
then all regions that have been hypothesized to be taxiways and that lie within a given distance
from it should be perpendicular to it. There are thirty-three such constraints. Each of these
constraints are applicable only to particular pairs of hypothesis types. The constraint mentioned
above is applicable only to runways (the object type) and taxiways (the target type). This phase
is also a triply-nested loop. For every hypothesis, for every applicable constraint, for every
hypothesis of the target type, it applies the constraint on the object and the target hypotheses.
This is implemented by a pair of productions for every constraint, one to apply the constraint
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fpset runway-test-area

(parp RTF**runway-n,.atch-area
(region ',name <name> Aarea <area> Aidentifier eid>)
(rtf-rule.constants Anrleset runway-match-attnbutes

Aattribute area Aconstants <lbound> <ubound>)
(rtf-stage Anane match-features)

(call spamrtLmatchjeature <id> <area> <Ibound> <ubound> runway 0))

Figure 4.4: Sample production from first phase of SPAM

and one to check if constraint was satisfied. Since the data for the hypotheses is not changed in
this process, all constraint applications can be done in parallel. This is achieved by converting
each of the productions to parallel productions and encapsulating them in separate production
sets. Figure 4.5 shows one such production that checks if a region hypothesized to be a taxiway
is perpendicular to another region hypothesized to be a runway and is with in 10000 units of
distance from it. Since all constraints in this phase are purely functional, parallel calls can be
safely made to the routine that applies the constraints, spa~m-cc do-georer i ctest ().

The third phase attempts to build hypotheses for functional areas based on the hypotheses for
individual regions. Each functional area has a seed region - runway, road, terminal-building
and hangar-building. It has several loops: to select seed regions, to generate links between the
seeds and the surrounding regions, to merge multiple parallel links between regions, to create
funrtional areas and evaluate them, to determine overlapping areas and merge them. All of
these loops except the loops that merge the links and the functional areas can be parallelized.
The foreign function calls in this phase perform geometric operations like computing convex
hull of functional areas and determining the degree of overlap between two regions. All of
them are purely functional and multiple calls to them are safe.

Data set: Data from three images, corresponding to the Moffett airforce base (nof f etti), the
Washington National airport (dc36809) and the San Francisco Intemational airport (sf4917),
were used in these experiments. The first two are about the same size, dc3 6809 being slightly
larger. The third, sf49 17, is substantially larger. This data was obtained from the MAPS
group and had been hand-generated from the respective images.
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{pset runways-orthogonal-taxiways

(parp LCC-runways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways
(Icc-stage Aname apply-constramt)

(cc-rule-constants Arulename runways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways
^Ain <rain> Amax <max> Abound <bound>)

(fragment Ahypothesis runway Aidentifier <id0>)
(fragment Ahypothesis taxiway ^identifier (<idl><> <id0>))

(make cc-match-score Arulename runways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways
^result (sparIcc-do.geometnc-test 12 <min> <max> <bound> 10000)
Afrom <idO> Ato <idi>))

Figure 4.5: Sample production from second phase ofQ SPAM

4.2 Design of the experiments

These experiments measure and compare the speedups achieved by automatic parallelization
and explicit specification. To freely vary the number of processors, these experiments used
a trace-driven multiprocessor simulator for measuring the speedups. Simulation also allowed
measurement code to be freely added without worrying about the distortion introduced. The
only actual multiprocessor available for this investigation was an ancient g-processor Vax which
was in a fairly unstable coidition.

For each benchmark, four versions were used:

1. Sequential program running on a uniprocessor: this version is generated by com-
piling the sequential version of the program using the PPL compiler targeted towards
uniprocessors. It is used as the baseline for computing all speedups and is referred to as
the baseline version.

2. Sequential program running on a multiprocessor: this version is generated by com-
piling the sequential version of the program using the PPL compiler targeted towards
multiprocessors. It is used to compute the speedups achieved by automatic parallelization
and is referred to as the parallel-match version.

3. Parallel program runningon a uniprocessor: this version is generated by compiling the
parallel version of the program using the PPL compiler targeted towards unipro essrs. It
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is used to measure the effect of the parallel programming style on umprocessor execution.
It is referred to as the parallel-model version.

4. Parallel program running on a multiprocessor: this version is generated by compiling
the parallel version of the program using the PPL compiler targeted towards multiproces-
sors. It is used to measure the speedups achieved by explicit specification of parallelism
and is referred to as the parallel version.

All versions were compiled at the highest level of optimization of the PPL compiler. The C
code generated by the compiler as well as the code for the run-time library was compiled using
gcc -0. These settings are same as the ones used for generating the cost model.
Comparative benchmarking is prone to pitfalls. The most common pitfall is an inefficient base-
line. To ensure meaningful results, the baseline version was used to compute all speedups.
To the best of my knowledge, the uniprocessor implementation of PPL is faster than any other
publicly available implementation of OPS5. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 compare the uniprocessor
implementation of PPL with CParaOPS5, the C-based implementation of OPS5 available from
Carnegie Mellon University (dravido. soar. cs. cmu. edu: /usr/nemo/cparaops5).
Table 4.1 contains results for three programs that process fixed data sets.rubik, written by
James Allen solves the Rubik's cube problem for a particular configuration, tourney, written
by Bill Barabash, schedules a bridge tournament for 16 players and gen.tsp, written by Jose
Nelson Amaral, finds a travelling salesman tour of a collection of cities in the four southern
US states. These programs have been used as benchmarks by production system researchers.
Table 4.1 shows that for these benchmarks, the uniprocessor implementation of PPL is between
1.6 and 4 times faster than CParaOPS5 and uses between 2.25 and 4 times less space. Table 4.2

contains results for three programs that process variable sized data sets. These programs have
been used as benchmarks in a different part of this dissertation (see Chapter 8 for details).
The first program, make-teams, operates on a database of employees and creates teams
given some constraints on their composition. The numbers shown in the table correspond to
a database of eighty employees. The second program, clusters, operates on a collection
of image regions and groups them into clusters based on their distance from a group of seed
regions. The numbers shown in the table correspond to an image with 400 regions. The third
program, airline-route, operates on a airline flight database and determines the best
available flight for a single traveller. The numbers shown in the table correspond to a database
of 150 flights between 20 airports. All these programs were written by Milind Tambe. Table 4.2
shows that for these benchmarks, the uniprocessor implementation of PPL is between 2 and 90
times faster than CParaOPS5 and uses between 2.2 and 4.2 times less space.
These experiments were run on a Decstation 50001200 with 64 meg, running Mach 2.6. Both
compilers were run at the highest level of optimization and the intermediate C files generated
as well as the run-time libraries were compiled with all optimizations turned on. CParaOPS5 is
comparable in speed with ParaOPS5 [60] which, in turn, has been shown to be comparable in
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Programs CIIOPS5 time PPL time speedup PPL space CIIOPS5 space space ratio

rubik 14.15s 5.9s 2.38 2 meg 4.5 meg 2.25
uney 6.53s 3.9s 1.67 2 meg 7 meg 3.5

genetsp 12.50s 3.1s 1 4.03 2 meg 8 meg 4.0
In the table, CIIOPS5 stands for CParaOPS5

Table 4.1: Comparison of uniprocessor PPL and CParaOPS5 for fixed data set benchmarks

Programs CIIOPS5 time PPL time speedup PPL space CIIOPS5 space space ratio
make-teams 5536s 2714s 2.04 3 meg 6.6 meg 2.2
clusters 1286s 14.3s 89.93 3 meg 12.5 meg 4.2
airline-route 7678s 401s 19.15 14 meg 30.5 meg 2.18

in the tab[ _C1OPS5 stands for CParaOns

Table 42: Comparison of uniprocessor PPL and CPvarOP.5 '..war ,anabo ui , ta s b.enchmark s

speed with ups 5c [82]. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to obtain ops5c for a direct
comparison with PPL. These experiments are the first to use uniprocessor implementations of
optimized sequential programs as the baseline for measuring parallelism in production system
programs. Previous research efforts have either used multiprocessor implementations running
on a single processor as the baseline or have not used optimized sequential programs or both.
We have already seen that optimization of sequential programs can yield up to 18 fold speedup.
Results presented in the next chapter indicate that for tasks as fine-grained as those occurring
in production system programs, the parallelization overhead can be as large as a factor of 2.5.

Another common limitation of previous research efforts that studied parallelism in production
system programs is that they limited themselves to particular sections or kernels of the programs
and not the full implementation. In particular, most research efforts have focussed their research
on parallelizing the match phase [2, 14, 38, 42, 51, 61, 84, 90, 105] and have ignored the costs
of the select and act phases. To achieve scalable parallelism, all phases of the implementation
must be parallelized. An inefficiency in any one of the phases will place an Amdahl's law
limitation on the overall speedup.

All the benchmarks used in these experiments run for long periods of time - the largest run
corresponds to over 50 billion instructions, This limits the variance due to operating-system-
specific initialization costs, e.g. creating processes.

The two PPL implementations, uniprocessor and multiprocessor, share most of the code, both
compiled code and run-time library code, and differ only in their support for parallelization.
This eliminates potential distortion due to differences in compilation strategies and/or run-time
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support.

These experiments had two orthogonal parameters - the size of the data set and the number of
processors being used. Even though the PPL implementation allows the number of task stacks
to be varied between one and the number of processors, for these experiments, the number
of task-stacks was fixed at the number of processors. Multiple task-stacks have been shown
to significantly outperform a single task-stack for parallel execution of production system
programs (42].

Each experiment consists of running one of the versions of the program, and feeding the
trace generated into the simulator. Close to 3000 such experiments were run. Both PPL
implementations were modified to generate a trace of their execution which was used to
drive the simulation. Initially, the trace generated was stored on disk and reused for several
simulations. However, as the size of the data sets, and hence the length of the program runs,
grew it was not possible to store the traces on disk (the largest trace generated was about 650
Megabytes). Instead, the simulator was run concurrently with the benchmark program and
the trace was fed to it over a Unix socket. The simulations were run on a large number of
workstations including Decstation 5000/200s and the Alpha AXP based Decstation 3000/400s.
The next section describes the simulator.

4.3 Simulator

Previous studies exploring parallelism in production systems have been based on simulators
that were limited in various ways. Several of the simulators have been based on very simple
cost models [5, 50, 56, 65, 81, 90,92, 101, 104]. Others have been based on average case data
[51]. These simulators did not take many overheads into account and often ignored variations
in the cost of msa cycles. Gupta (38] reported results from a simulator based on an accurate and
detailed cost model. However, his simulator simulates only the match phase, uses an average
case assumption to determine the cost of processing a token and does not include the costs
of memory management. Furthermore, the trace used to drive the simulator does not contain
enough information to create a complete dependency graph; for tasks with two parents, for
example tokens in the Rete network, it contains dependency information only for the parent that
occurred later, The simulator used in these experiments simulates the complete execution of a
production system program based on a fine-grain and accurate cost model and uses a detailed
trace that contains all the dependency information. Section 4.3.1 describes the structure and
the operation of the simulator. Section 4.3.2 discusses its limitations and Section 4 3.3 argues
about the validity of the results.
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4.3.1 Structure and operation of the simulator

The simulator assumes a shared memory model with uniform access time. It measures cost
in number of instructions executed. It is event-driven. Like Proteus [10], each processor
is simulated for a complete task before yielding the simulator to another processor. This
allows fast simulation of long-running programs. It simulates all phases of production system
execution. The structure of the simulator mirrors that of the implementation and reuses most
of the code. The simulator is based on a detailed basic-block level cost model. It is driven
by a compact trace which contains information about the entire execution of the program.
Simulation of the program is done in cycles. Each cycle simulates the operations between
successive barrier synchronizations. The input to the simulator crnssts of: (1) a trace of the
operations performed during the execution of the program (2) a description of the program in
terms of the productions, production sets and Rete network nodes (3) a detailed basic-block
level cost model (4) a description of the machine configuration to be simulated. The output of
the simulator consists of various program-level and processor-level statistics as well as some
information about individual cycles. Section 4.3.1.1 describes the trace and the mechanism
used to generate it. Section 4.3.1.2 describes the cost model and how it was generated.
Section 4.3.1.3 describes the operation of the simulator.

43.1.1 Trace

The trace used to drive the simulator is complete in that it contains information about all
operations that take place during the execution of the program. However, the trace format is
compact and contains information only about selected events from which information about
the rest of the events can be generated. In particular, it traces only the information that is
needed to decide branch directions and iteration counts in the simulator. This is similar to the
Abstract Execution techiique [68] proposed by Jim Larus to reduce the length of traces. Since
the simulator is closely allied to the implementation, it can regenerate the information itself,
there is no need for auxiliary programs like those generated by AE. Figure 4,6 contains the C
struct declaration for a trace record.

Since the trace cannot contain pointers, links between tasks are indicated using activationJds.
Every task that can generate successors has a unique activation-id. Trace records for successor
tasks rer-r to their parents using these activation-ids.

Foreign function calls present special problems for tracing. Since the functions called can
perform arbitrary computation, it is not possible to trace their execution within this framework.
To determine the cost of a foreign function call, the tracing library makes use of a Decstation-
specific timing board that contains a 32-bit bus cycle coi'ater. It uses external memory support
in Mach 3.0 to map this counter into memory. The cost of timing a function call is equal to two
trips to the men'cy, which is about 20 processor cycles. Since most foreign function calls are
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typedef struct P?LTACERECORD.R::C
int proc~nur end..record..type, /- low 16 Dits for rec-type ~
union
struct
int tuple.time-tag, size, activation.id,, num..of~tests,
int nu.ofsuccessors.and.ador~elete;
/* bt.. = add/delete, bic..l-31 = successors ~
alpha;

struct
int left.parent-id, right..parentjid, activation..td, node..td;
int attributes;
/* bi.t-.Oadd/delete,bitlnleft/rght, bit2-3 for scheduler,

*bit-.4-31 num-of-successors *
int test~values;,
beta;

struct
int left~parentjid, right.parent.id, prod-id;
int psetidan.add~or-delete;
/* bitO0 add/delete, bit-l-3. pset.Jd *1
int *tametags;
)pnode,

struct ( /* header record for a select-match-act cycle ~
int cyclenum, record-id;
select;

struct
4nt activation.id, pset-id,, prod..td:
fire;

structI
int parent-id; /* activation id of fire record *

tnt type;
union
struct C mt timetag; )make;
struct C mt timetag-.new, timetag-.old; )modify;
struct i nt timetag.new, timetag..old, )copy;
struct i nt timetag; )remove;
struct Clong cost; ) call;
Iinfo;
action;

struct f
int type,
union
struct i nt numnof..values; ) substr..call;
struct L ong cost; ) function-.call;
3info,
Value-item;

struct f tnt Parenttid, timetag, I~ external-make;
i nfo;

ppl-trace.record~rec, ppl~tracerecord.ptr;

Figure 4.6: C struct declaration for a trace record
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significantly longer (of the order of tens of thousands of instructions), this cost is negligible.
Since this is a free-running counter, there is no way to associate costs with processes Therefore,
to eliminate distortion due to extraneous processes being scheduled, the environment on the
workstation on which the traces were generated was severely curtailed. Running the simulator
concurrently, as done in other experiments, is not suitable for experiments require tracing
foreign function calls. A one gigabyte disk was attached to the workstation to store the traces.
Unix buffering was disabled. Trace records were logged in memory and were written out only
when the counter was not in use.
The trace is supplemented by a static trace data file generated by the compiler which contains
detailed information about individual productions, production sets, and Rete network nodes.
For details about this data file as well as further information about the trace forrat, see
Appendix A.
Even though the trace format and the tracing library support traces from multiprocessor exe-
cution, the traces used in the experiments were taken from uniprocessor runs. For uniproces-
sor simulations, traces were generated using the baseline versions of the programs. For
simulation of automatically parallelized sequential programs on multiprocessors, traces were
generated using the parallel -match versions of the programs running on a single proces-
sor. For simulation of parallel programs on multiprocessors, traces were generated using the
parallel versions of the programs running on a single processor.
Using a uniprocessor trace for multiprocessor simulations introduces a distortion. Consider the
Rete network and the pair of tuple-space modifications in Figure 4.7. If the deletion happens
before the addition, then 77 has to compared only with TI and T3. Otherwise, it has to be
compared with T 1, T2 and T3. Furthermore, different orders of processing the tuple-space
modifications can lead to different number of tokens being generated in the Rete network. For
example, in Figure 4.7, if T7 is added before T2 is deleted and T7 matches T2, a successor
token, (T2,T7), is generated. However, if deletion of T2 happens before T7 is added, no
successor task is generated when T7 is subsequently added. Therefore, the number of tasks and
the exact length of each task depends on the order in which tuple-space modifications and the
token they generate are processed. In a uniprocessor environment, all tasks are processed in a
depth-first manner but in a multiprocessor environment, the order depends on the number of
processors and their relative speeds. Even with this disadvantage, uniprocessor traces are still
the best possible option for the following reasons:

* This distortion will arise every time a trace from one configuration is used to simulate a
multiprocessor of a different configuration. Therefore, unless we have parallel machines
for all the configurations we would like to simulate, this distortion is inevitable. In which
case, using the simplest possible configuration is the best option.

* Even if we had parai!el machines for all the configurations we would like simulate,
the tracing process itself introduce distortion in the execution of the program and, thus,
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would change the order in which the tokens are processed. A uniprocessor execution is
free of this distortion.

Previous research efforts that have experimented with changes in order of token processing
report that the difference in execution time has been under 10% [111 ]. The simulator supports
various token ordering policies. Experiments conducted as a part of this investigation have
indicated that the difference in execution time between a depth-first order and a breadth-first
order is under 5%.

updatel' delete T2 update2' add T7 to right memory

Figure 4.7: Effect of processing order on token cost

4.3.1.2 Cost model

The cost model consists of costs, in terms of the number of instructions needed, for all the
primitive operations in the execution of a PPL program. Examples of primitive operations
include individual c tests, hashing an integer value (for looking up a token in the hashtables),
caching the values being matched (before traversing a hash bucket), traversing each link in the
list of tokens in a hash bucket, extracting value from a token, performing a single 8 test betwe, n
two tokens, adding an instantiation to a list, extracting the timetag from a tuple, initializing
a field, creating a task structure, freeing a task structure and so on. Each primitive operation
consists of straightline code - either a single basic block or a small number of basic blocks
linked by high probability branches. There are 287 such operations. A complete list can be
found in Appendix B.
The cost model was not hardwired into the simulator. Instead, costs for all the primitive
operations were loaded along with the static trace data file and a description of the machine
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configuration All simulations for the experiments reported in this dissertation used a cost model
based on the MIPS R3000 instruction set. The cost model was generated in the following way'

1. The C code for the run-time library and the productions was compiled to optimized object
code using gcc -0. It was possible to do this for the productions because of the highly
stylized nature of the C code generated for them. Assertions and other debugging code
were conditionally compiled out.

2. The object code was disassembled and the code for individual routines was exr d
using the Ultrix disassembler.

3 The assembly code for individual routines was passed through a program that discovered
and marked the basic blocks in the code. Figure 4.8 shows the result for the routine
ppl.add.to-tuple-space0 from the multiprocessor implementation.

4. The basic blocks were manually mapped back to the original C code and costs were
associated with individual primitive operations.

Since individual costs are extracted from optimized object code that would actually run, they
are accurate. There are separate cost models for uniprocessor and multiprocessor implemen-
tations. Figure 4.9 shows the code for ppl..add-to.tuple-space0 taken from the uniprocessor
implementation.

To see how the cost of a primitive operation is calculated, consider the disassembled code in
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 and the corresponding C code in Figure 4.10. Both cases contain two
conditional branches, one at the end of the first basic block and the second at the end at the third
basic block. Both these branches test if the tuple-space is empty. Since the tuple-space is almost
never empty,i the loop branches can be assumed to be always taken. With this assumption, the
cost of adding a tuple to the tuple-space is 35 instructions for the multiprocessor implementation
and 20 instructions for the uniprocessor implementation.

4.3.1.3 Operation

As mentioned above, the input to the simulator consists of the trace, the static trace data file, the
cost model and a configuration file. The configuration file specifies the machine configuration
to be simulated (number of processors, number of task-stacks, the kind of hashtables used, the
output statistics to be compdted etc). Appendix C describes the configuration file structure.

'This is not surprising since nothing happens i a prciuctn Y.= program , ar empty tapie...e
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MULLTIR0CESSOR:
ppl~add-to..tuplespace:
OxO: 27bdife8 addiu sp,sp,-24 begin 1 (19 cycles)
0x4: afbCOCIC sw sO,16(sp)
0x8- 008C8C2. move sO,a0
Oxc: 8f848020 1w aO,-32736(gp)
Oxil: afbfOOl4 sw ra,20(sp)
Oxl4: GOCODOOC jal pplacquire~lockcprivate
OXiS: 00C00000 flop
Oxic: Sf828010 1w vO,-32752(gp)
WC2: 00000000 flop
0x24: 6c430000 1w vl,0(vO)
0x2e8 00000000 flop
Ox2c: ae300lO sw vl,16(sO)
Ox3C: acSO00OO sw sO,0(vO)
0x34: 8f838018 1w vl,-32744(gp)I
0x38: 00000000 flop
Ox3c: 8c620000 1w vO,0(vl)
0x40 00000000 fiop

Cx44: 14400002 bfle v0,zero,0x50
0x48: 00000000 nop endQ 1
Ox4c: ac700000 sw sO,0(vl) Ibegin 2 (1 cycles) end 2
0x50: 8e020010 1w vO,16 (sO) begin 3 14 cycles)
0x54: 00000000 nop
0x58; 10400002 beq vOzero,0x64
Ox~c. 00000000 flop and 3
0x60: acSOO0l4 sw s0,20(vO( begin 4 (1 cycles) end 4
0x64: Sf848020 1w 40, -32736)gp) begin 5 (11 cyclesi
0x68: 00000000 flop
Ox~c: OcOOOOOO jal ppl-elese1ock.privateI
0070: aeOOO0l4 sw zero,20(sO)
0x74: 02002021 move &0,*O
0078: 0c000000 3al ppljsachtupleI
Ox7c: 00002821 move al,zero
0x80: SfbfOO14 1w ra,20(sp)
0x84: M0001 lw sO,16(sp)
0x88: 03e00008 jr ra
Ox~c: 27bd0018 addiu sp,sp.24 efid 5

Figure 4.8: Disassembled multiprocessor code for pphaddto-tuple-space
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UNIPROCESSOR:
ppladd_totuplespace:
xO f828010 lw vO,-32752(gp) begin 1 (8 cycles)
0x4: 27bdffe8 addiu spsp,-24
Ox. afbfO1O0 sw ra,16(sp)
Oxc: ac82000c sw vO,12(aO)
Ox1O: Sf828018 lw vO,-32744(gp)
Ox14. af848010 sw aO,-32752(gp)
Ox18: 14400002 bne vO,zero,0x24
Oxic: 00000000 hop end 1
0x20: af848018 sw aO-32744(gp) begin 2 (1 cycles) end 2
0x24: 8c82000c lw vO,12(aO) begin 3 (4 cycles)
0x28: 00000000 nop
x2c: 10400002 beq v0,zero,0x38

0x30: 00000000 nop end 3
0x34: ac440010 sw a0,16(vO) begin 4 (1 cycles) end 4
0x38- ac800010 sw zero,16(a0) begin 5 (7 cycles)
Cx3c: Oc00000 jal pplmatch-tuple I
040: 00002821 move al, zero
0x44: 8fbfO010 lw ra,16(sp)

0x48" 27bd0018 addiu sp,sp,24
Ox4c. 03e00008 jr ra I
Ox50: 00000000 nop I end 5

Figure 4.9: Disassembled uniprocessor code torppl.add-to-tuple-space (I

The simulator simulates each select-act-match cycle, that is the operations between successive
barrier synchromzations, separately. The trace contains complete information about the de-
pendencies between tasks. In particular, it records information about both parents of tokens.
Traces used in previous studies recorded information about only the parent that occurs later.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.1.1, dependency informaticn is encoded using the activation-ids
of tasks. However dependencies that span barrier synchronizations are clipped since the tasks
involved are simulated in different cycles.

The simulator collects a wide '.ariety of statistics. Figure 4,11 shows an abbr1'eviatt" d v.rsio. . of
the output file for one of the experiments.

4.3.2 Limitations of the simulator

The sources of inaccuracies in the simulator are'

9 The simulator assumes a uniform access memory model - all instructions are assumed
to cost the same. Modem architectures do not support such a model and good memory
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void ppladdtottplespace ( uple)
ppl.tupleptr tLple;

/* macro -- expands to whitespace for uniproc impl /
pp!_-acquirelock (tuple.spacelock);

/" cons tuple onto tuple-space list. ppl_refvalue() and ppl_upda.e_ref()

* are macros which expand to indirect operations for multproc impl and

dizect operations for uniproc imp1 */
tuple->next = ppl_ref-value(tuplespace head);
ppl.update-ref (tuplespacehead, tuple);

/* checks if the tail is I-JLL, nappens iff tuple-space is erpty "/
if (pp!_ref_vaiue(tuplespacetail) == NULI)
pplupdate-ref (tuplespacetail, tuple);

/" tuple-space is a doubly linked list. link back from next tuple,
* if there is a next tuple. /

if (tuple->next '= NULL)
tLple->next->prev = tuple;

, this is the first tuple */
tuple->prev = NLtL

/* macro -- expands to whitespace for the uniproc impl /
pplrelease_lock (tuple.spacelock);

/ invoke rete match code */
ppl-match-tuple(tuple,PPL_DIRIN); /* PPL_.DIRIN - 0 /

Figure 4.10: C code for ppl-add-to.tuplespace ()

subsystem performance is important for achieving good speedups. However, as far as
scalable parallelism is concerned, memory subsystem performance is a second order
effect (an important second order effect but a second order effect nevertheless). Over-
coming the program-independent bound on available parallelism is the primary issue and
is the focus of this dissertation. Once this issue has been addressed, the memory subsys-
tem performance will become the most important issue. As shown in Table 4. 1, memory
usage of programs compiled with PPL is between 2 and 4 times less than those compiled
with previous compilers. This should improve their memory locality and reduce the
effect of the memory subsystem.
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Length of trace = 1.44017e+08 bytes
Total time = 4.92692e+08 processor cycles
Processor ad 0. utilization = 99.83
Processor id 1: utilization - 98.68
Processor ad 2: utilization = 98.90
Average utilization = 99.14
Number of instantiations fired = 19558, Number of cycles = 1560
Number of firings per firing cycle = 12.5533
Number of wm deletions = 19657
Number of wm additions = 21013
Number of wm changes = 40670
Number of wm changes per active cycle = 26.0972
Time breakdown:
Time in multiprocessor code:
Time in alpha activations: 6.72317e+06
Time in beta activations: 8.39499e+08
Time in pnode activations: 4 96327e+07
Time in rhs : 1.12228e+07
Time in function calls : 0
Time in scheduling: 5.22371e+08

Time in memory reclaiming: 3.3776e+07
Time in fare: 473900
Time in uniprocessor code
Time in select: 1.84899e+06
Time in overheads. 208795
Task information: total tasks = 4442754
Alpha tasks - 40670 (0.92 %)
Add beta tasks - 2074873 (46 70 %), delete beta tasks = 2036588 (45.84 %}
Conj add beta tasks z 97775 (2.20 %), conj delete beta tasks = 97775 (2.20 %)
Add pnode tasks = 32750 (0.74 %), delete pnode tasks = 13192 (0.30 %)
Refracted instantiations deleted = 19557 (0.44 %)
Efficiency of instantiation generation - 51.80 %
Conj add pnode tasks = 5008 (0.11 ;), conj delete r.ode tasks = 5008 (0.11 %)
rhs tasks = 19558 (0.44 %)

Figure 4.11: Abbreviated simulator output for one of the experiments
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* Traces taken from uniprocessor runs are used for all simulations. As discussed in
Section 4.3. 1. 1, this leads to inaccuracies in the number of tasks and the costs of individual
tasks. There is no reasonable way of avoiding this inaccuracy. Previous research
efforts that have experimented with changes in order of token processing report that the
differences have been under 10% [III]. The simulator supports various token ordering
policies. Experiments conducted as a part of this investigation have indicated that the
difference in execution time between a depth-first order and a breadth-first order is under
5%.

* Contention for shared resources is not taken into account. As described in Section 3.4.5,
considerable effort his been devoted to minimizing contention for shared resources. The
only resources for which there might be significant contention are the hashtables that
store the contents of the Rete memory nodes. If this becomes a problem, the hashtable
size can be easily increased.

As mentioned above, several approximations have been made in the construction of the simu-
lator. However, as discussed in an earlier part of this section, this is the most accurate simulator
that has been used for studying production system programs and is the only simulator that
simulates the all operations in a production system program. I believe that it accounts for most
of the important costs and variations.

4.3.3 Validity of the simulator

In any simulation based study, it is necessary to establish the validity of the simulator in
some way. The best way would be to run the programs on a parallel machine of suitable
configuration and compare the results with the results frem the simulator. But it is the lack of
suitable machines that lead to the construction of the simulator in the first place In absence of
direct confirmation, the belief in the validity of the results is based on the following facts:

e The simulator can be used to predict the running time on a uniprocessor with reasonable
accuracy. Since the simulator does not model the memory subsystem, a constant (or
nearly constant) ratio between the wall clock time on an actual uniprocessor and the
instruction count generated by the simulator is unlikely Especially for data sets of
widely varying sizes However, an analysis of the results shows that for each benchmark,
this ratio decreases linearly with the increase in the data set size. The rate of decrease
is steady enough to be used to predict the running time for larger data sets. Table 4.3
shows the predicted time and the actual wall clock time for several benchmarks and data
sets. The wall clock time is from executions on a Decstation 5000/200 running Mach
2.6, with 64 megabytes of memory.
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Program data set predicted time actual time
circuit 250 bits 46.8s 47.6s
circuit 275 bits 51.7s 53.4s
life 60 reps 105.3 106.5s
life 70 reps 132.1s 141.8s
hotel 6 floors 1519.4s 1536.6s
hotel 7 floors 2791.8s 2853.5s
sparn j sf4917 1509.5s 1721.1s

Table 4.3: Comparison of predicted and actual running times

e The simulator detected inefficiencies in the implementation and accurately predicted
the magnitude of the improvements for alternative implementations. Based on results
from previous research, the occurrence of conjugate instantiations was assumed to be
low and accordingly the implementation used a single linked list per production to hold
them. Simulations indicated that the number of conjugate instantiations grew roughly
with the growth in the number of tuple-space changes per msa cycle and the number
of processors. In simulations of waltz, the cost of handling conjugate instantiations
grew to dominate the execution. Uniprocessor execution of the parallel version of
waltz backed up this discovery. The simulator also accurately predicted the speedup
achieved (for uniprocessor execution) by replacing the single per-production linked list
by a per-production hashtable. A similar inefficiency was found in the handling of
refracted instntiations (instantiations that have already been fired)

. The simulator is quite close to the implementation and shares most of the code. Along
with the detailed and accurate cost model, this indicates that the simulator should be
closely modeling the implementation

e Speedups for the parallel-match versions of most programs are comparable with
those reported by efforts to automatically parallelize production system programs. One of
the programs, hotel, indicates large amounts for parallelism for theparal 1 el -match
version. The reason for this is discussed as a part of the analysis presented in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 5

Parallelism Experiments: Results,
Analysis and Observations

The goal of these experiments was to test three hypotheses. First, that, in general, there
is no program-independent bound on the speedup in parallel production system programs.
Second, that speedups in parallel production system programs can scale with data. Third,
that production sets and parallel productions are effective for the expression of parallelism in
production system programs. This chapter presents and analyzes the results of the experiments
with the aim of validating these hypotheses. To show that there is no program-independent
bound on the speedup in parallel production system programs, it presents speedups for the full
benchmark suite. To show that the speedup can scale with data set size, it shows how the
speedup varies with data set size. To show that production sets and parallel productions are
effective for the expression of parallelism, it compares the speedups achieved by two versions of
the benchmark programs, one that uses these constructs and the other that does not. It analyzes
the results to identify the factors that limit speedups in parallel production system programs.
The chapter concludes with some observations from the experiments, including programming
idioms for parallel production system languages and practical advice for parallelizing sequential
production system programs.

5.1 Speedups

This section presents speedups for the full benchmark suite, the goal being to validae the
hypothesis that there is no program-independent bound on speedups in parallel production
system programs. The parameter space for the experiments is two-dimensional, data set size
being one dimension and number of processors the other. Results presented in this section
assume a configuration with 100 processors. This configuration is large enough to demonstrate

74
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the variation between the speedups achieved by different benchmarks. Selection of coordinates
along data-set-size dimension is more difficult since the size of the tuple-space can vary greatly
depending on the programming style. Instead, a reasonably large data set was independently
selected for each benchmark. Table 5.1 contains the selected values of the data set parameters
for all the benchmarks. For reference, it also contains the number of tuples in each data set.
Results presented in Section 5.2 show that for three of the benchmarks, circuit, life and
waltz, the growth in the speedups with data set size is low beyond these parameter values
indicating that these values are suitable for the comparison. These instances of the benchmarks
will be referred to as the comparative instances and the whole set will be referred to as the
comparative suite.

Program circuit life waltz hotel spare
Data set 200 bits 70 repetitions 120 repetitions 7 floors dc36809
Number of tuples 400 1051 6996 10873 367

.Uniproc time (101 instrs) 262.1 589.1 426.7 12477.6 23862.5

Table 5.1: Data sets for the comparative suite

Figure 5.1 shows speedups achieved by the comparative suite. These speedups are computed
using the sequential versions of the benchmarks as baselines. As described in Section 4.2,
the sequential version of abenchmarkprogramis an efficient uniprocessor implementation
of the program and is built by compiling the sequential version of the program with the PPL
compiler targeted towards uniprocessors.

To explore the growth of speedup beyond these data set sizes, additional experiments, with
larger data sets and machine configurations were selectively conducted (as justified by the
results). Table 5.2 shows the highest speedup achieved for each benchmark along with the
corresponding data set size and the machine configuration.

Progrvn circuit life waltz hotel spare
Highest speedup 29.6 23.6 17.9 115.3 52.3
Number of processors 100 100 100 200 100
Data set size .... 275 bits 80reps 120reps. 10floors dc36809

Table 5.2: Highest speedups achieved.

These results indicate that there is no discernible limit on speedups in parallel production
system programs. Furthermore, analysis presented in Section 5.2 concludes that for two of
the benchmarks, hotel and spam, increasing the data set size further can lead to even larger
speedups.
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Figure 5.1:, Speedups for the comparative suite.

There is significant variance between the speedups achieved by the benchmarks. Of the
five benchmarks, hotel and spamn achieve large speedups (> 50 fold for 100 processorf)
whereas the other three achieve much smaller speedups. The following subsection anaty7es
the benchmarks and identifies the factors that limit speedups in parallel production system
programs.

5.1.1 Analysis

There are three major limitations on speedups in parallel production system programs: paral-
lelization overheads, non-parallelizable loops and dependencies between tasks.

5.1.1.1 Parallelization overheads

Effective load-balancing for parallel production system programs requires fine-grain decom-
position. Individual tasks can often be as small as a few hundred instructions. Table 5.3
shows the average task size and the parallelization overhead for the comparative suite. The
parallelization overhead is computed by taking the ratio of the nominal speedup and the real
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speedup. Nominal speedup is speedup with respect to the parallel version of the program
running on one processor which includes the cost of running the program in parallel. The real
speedups, on the other hand, are computed with respect to the sequential version which
includes no parallelization costs. All the speedups shown in this chapter are real speedups. The
major component of the parallelization overheads shown in Table 5.3 is the cost of scheduling
tasks which includes creation/deletion of task records, addition/removal of task records from
task stacks. Other components include costs of locking and barrier synchronization. The data in
Table 5.3 indicates that the average task size is small for all the three low-speedup benchmarks.
Accordingly, they incur large parallelization overheads. On the other hand, the average task
size is large for both high-speedup benchmarks resulting in very low parallelization overheads.
Figure 5.2 compares the nominal speedups for the comparative suite. It shows that after taking
the parallel ization overhead into account, the speedups for circuit and li fe are comparable
to the speedups for hotel and sparn. In fact, the speedup for circuit is higher than both
of them. However, the speedup for waltz remains relatively low.

Program circuit life waltz I hotel sparn
Task size (instrs) 92.2 162.0 440.5 23858.3 47820.1
Parallelization overhead 2.6 1.9 1.5 1.0 1.0

Table 5.3: Pardllelization overhead

Table 5.4 shows the number and average size of the various kinds of tasks in the benchmark
programs. It shows that in benchmarks with high parallelization overheads, tasks from the
match phase dominate the execution and that they are usually significantly smaller than the
tasks from select or act phases. Therefore, match tasks are the major cause of high parallelization
overheads in these benchmarks.

Program circuit life waltz hotel spare
Match tasks (millions) 2.6028 3.3818 0.7697 0.3805 0.1935
Select tasks 62293 74172 156968 142193 304,174
Action tasks 20275 15258 59524 7991 98,116
Average match task size 83.2 150.1 183.6 32221.2 221.9
Average select task size 340.2 618.3 1539.6 1414.3 365.9
Average action task size 387.2 480,8 540.1 1203.1 241282

Task sizes are in number of instructions.

Table 5.4: Distribution and average size of tasks in the comparative su't"

The problem of high parallelization overheads can be alleviated by grouping match tasks. An

interesting way of grouping match tasks is described in Chapter 6 which introduces collection-
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Figure 5.2: Real and nominal speedups for the comparative suite

oriented match algorithms. These algorithms group the tokens in each memory node into
equivalence classes based on the values that are going to be tested subsequently.

5.1.1.2 Non-parallelizable loops

As mentioned in Section 4.1, it is not possible to parallehze some loops due to the inherently
sequential nature of the computation. For example, the loop that prints the matrix in life or
the loop that finds and merges overlapping functional areas in span. In such loops, only one
instantiation is fired per msa cycle. This limits the speedup in two ways - it limits the speedups
in the match phase and it forces sequential execution in the action phase.

Low match speedups

Figure 5.3 shows a non-parallelizable doubly nested loop from life. This loop prints the
entire matrix of cells. Since the cells have to be pnnted in a fixed order, this loop cannot be
parallelized. Each firing modifies only one tuple, the print -coordinates tuple which
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holds the coordinates of the next cell to be printed. The msa cycles that are a part of this loop
have few match tasks and hence low concurrency in the match phase. Since these cycles can

be sped up only by small factors, the time spent in such cycles linuts the overall speedup as an

AmdahFs law effect.

(p print-next-cell-in-row ; inner loop

(pnnt-coordiiates Ax .X> Ay <y>)

(cell AX <x> Ay <y> Astats <status>)

(write <status>)
(modify I AX (<x> + I))) go to next cell in this row

(p switch-rows outer loop

(print-coordinates AX <X> Ay <y>)

-(cell Ax <:x>) no more cells in current row
.. >

(write In")
(modify I AX 0 ̂ y (<y> + I))) ; go to first cell In next roy.

(p finalize-print

(print-coordintes Ay <y>)
-(cell Ay <y>) no more rows

(remove I)) terminate outer loop

Figure 5.3: Non-parallelizable doubly nested print loop from li fe

Table 5.5 contains information about the average msa cycle size for the comparative suite.
Of these, 1ife has the smallest average cycle size. The primary reason for this is the non-
parallelizable loop shown in Figure 5.3. In the basic pattern used as building block for life
data sets, only two out of the thirty cells change state. The status of the other twenty-eight cells
remains fixed throughout the run. However, all cells are printed. As a result, the number of
iterations of the non-parallelizable print loop grows much faster than the number of iterations
of the parallelizable simulation loop. For the comparative instance of life (70 repetitions
of the basic pattern), the simulation loop takes 200 rsa cycles and the print loop takes 1058
cycles.
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Program circuit life waltz hotel spam
Average finngs/cycle 99.8 12.1 1920.1 24.7 28.7
Average tasks/cycle 13064.3 2743.6 29454.5 16083 145.8
Average cycle size (million instrs) 1.2846 0.4675 13.335 38.3926 69814

Table 5.5: Average size of msa cycles

Sequential actions

While firing only one instantiation per msa cycle limits the speedup in the match phase, it
totally eliminate% parallelism in the action phase. Actions corresponding to each instantiation
are executed sequentially. This increases the fraction of time spent in sequential code which
limits the overall speedups as an Amdahl's law effect. This factor can be particularly important
if the actions being executed include calls to expensive foreign functions. Such a situation
occurs in the third phase of span. As mentioned in Section 4.1.5, this phase contains two
non-parallelizable loops that merge links between image regions and coalesce overlapping
functional areas (eg. runways). Figure 5.4 shows stripped down versions of the productions
that implement the second loop. This loop cannot be parallelized since a functional area may
overlap with several other functional areas and the desired result depends on a particular order
being followed. Note that the actions include a call to OPS-overlap which attempts to
determine whether two functional areas overlap and if so to what degree. The average cost of
calls to this routine is about 61000 instructions and there are 2780 such calls, one per iteration,
for the dc36809 data set. This limits the speedup achieved by spare to little over 50 fold
even though the average rsa cycle is large and there is virtually no parallelization overhead.
However, spain shows larger speedups than life because its parallelizable loops are much
larger than its non-parallelizable loops. For dc 3 6 80 9, the fully parallelizable loops of first and
second phase have 17,100 and 35,611 iterations respectively whereas the non-parallelizable
loops have only 621 and 2780 iterations respectively.

Since problem requirements force certain loops to be sequential, it is not possible to eliminate
non-parallelizable loops. However, sequential loops in production system languages pay an
additional price for using matching even though the control-flow is fixed. In a tight loop, like
the loop in life, this cost could dominate the cost of the real computation in the loop. This
cost could be eliminated by collecting the items to be operated on in the loop and passing
the collection to a routine written in a procedural language. This would reduce the fraction
of time spent in sequential code. Chapter 7 discusses a production system language which
supports automatic generation of collections of tuples as well as aggregate operations on these
collections.
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(p FA**attempt-generalization select two areas of the same type

(functional-area "convex-hull (<hi> <> nil) Atype <t>)
(functional-area ^convex-hull (<h2> <> <hl> <> nill Atype <1>)

(make fa-score ^fa-I <hI> ^fa-2 <h2> Aoverlap OPSoverlap(<dl> <id2>)))

(p FA*generalization-successful there is over 90% overlap
(fa-score Aoverlap >= 90 ^fa-2 <hulI2>)
(functional-area ̂ convex-hull <hull2>)

(remove 1)
(modify 2 Aflag Inactive)) merge the second area into the first

(p PA**generalize-failed ,less than 90% overlap
(fa-score Aoverlap < 90)

(remove I)) do not merge the areas

Figure 5.4: Non-para~lelizable loop from third phase of span

5.1.13 Inter-task dependencies

Inter-task dependencies in parallel production system programs arise from the structure of
the Rete network. The Rete network attempts to restrict the number of potential matches by
specifying a fixed order for the tests in a production. Therefore, all the tokens (match tasks) that
are involved in the generation of a single instantiation must be executed in a fixed sequence.
Even though a large number of tasks might be available in a rsa cycle, it can happen that only
a small number can be executed at any given time. This limits the speedup in such cycles.
This is referred to as the chaining effect. This effect becomes a serious limitation in cycles
with a small number of tasks, for example, in cycles in a non-parallelizable loop. It can also
become important if some of the productions are substantially longer than others. In such cases,
chaining in these productions can lead to a long period of low parallelism at the end of the
cycle. The chaining effect was identified in Anoop Gupta's thesis [38] and has been shown to
be one of the major hmitations on speedups for automatic parallelization of OPS5[421 as well
as for parallel implementation of the match phase in Soar[ 113]. Chaining effect is likely to
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occur if the variation in the lengths of productions is high, since some of the instantiations being
generated are likely to be much longer than others. However, chaining effect sequentializes
only the tokens involved in the generation of the same instantiation. If a large number of
instantiations are generated per cycle, presence of chaining is not a serious limitation. Table 5.6
shows the mean and standard deviation for the number of conditions per production for all the
benchmarks. Given the large standard deviations for Ii fe and hotel, chaining effect can be
expected to occur in these benchmarks. Table 5.7 shows the number of instantiations generated
per cycle for comparative suite. It shows that relatively few instantiations are generated per
cycle in life. Therefore, chaining is likely to be a major limitation on speedups in life.
Chaining is less of a limitation in hotel since a relatively large number of instantiations are
generated per cycle.

Program circuit life waltz hotel spae
Average conditionslproduction 5.49 5.3 3.08 3.32 2.56
Standard deviation 1.98 2.76 0.86 2.7 0.89
Ratio 0.36 0.52 0.28 0.88 0.35

Table 5.6: Mean and standard deviation for number of conditions per production

Program circuit life waltz hotel spar
Instantiations/cycle 1 206.0 46.8 3540.2 413.0 [ 60.5

'fable 5.7: Instantiations generated per cycle for the comparative suite

Another kind of token ordering restriction, referred to as the cross-product effect, arises when a
token arriving at a 3 node matches a large number of tokens in the opposite memory. This leads
to the generation of a large number of successor tokens. Checking for matches in the opposite
memory involves traversing a list of tokens. Successors generated early in the traversal are
available for execution before those generated late in the traversal. If this occurs at a node high
in the Rete network, it can severely linut the number of tasks that are available for execution.
In such cases, most of the processors spend most of their time looking for tasks. A common
situation in which this occurs is the use of sequencing tuples to direct the control-flow. Since
the production system computational model provides no control-flow constructs, a commonly
used technique to guide the execution of a section of code is to add a guard condition vhich is
matched by a sequencing tuple. Sequencing tuples are also referred to as control elements (I I]
and are used by most production system programs. OPS5 and most derivatives provide explicit
support for it by treating the first condition specially (the MEA selection policy). Figure 5.5
shows an example of the use of sequencing tuples. In this figure, the first condition in both
productions is the guard condition and ensures that the productions will be fired in sequence. To
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understand why this might severely limit the number of tasks that can be executed in parallel,
consider the Rete network for the production prod- f or- stage-i in Figure 5.6 and assume
that there are a large number of tuples of type data. When the sequencing tuple, (stage
-name stage- 1), is created, it matches all the data tuples and generates a successor token

corresponding to each one. Since the generation of successors is sequential, and since task
sizes are often small, only a small number of processors can be utilized for processing these
tasks.

(p prod-for-stage-1
(stage Aname stage-I)

(data Avalue <d>)
(result Avalue <r>)

(modify 3 Avalue (do-stage-I-operation <d> <-)))

(p prod-for-stage-2
(stage ^name stage-2)

(data ^ value <d>)
(result Avalue <r>)

(modify 3 Avalue (do-stage-2-operation <d> <r>)))

Figure 5.5: Productions with guard conditions for sequencing

Productions that implement the constraint propagation steps in waltz use a sequencing tuple
to delay the application of constraints until all alternatives have been generated. Figure 5.7
shows one of these productions. This production implements the constraint that if one ead of
a line is labeled in, the other end must be labeled out. In this case, the sequencing tuple is
(stage propagate-constraints). For the comparative instance of waltz, creation

of this tuple leads to the generation over 15840 successor tasks. Figure 5.8 plots processor
utilization against the number of processors for the comparative instance of wal t z. It shows
that processor utilization falls offrapidly and indicates that the maximum number of processors
that can be kept busy is at most 26. Since the average number of tasks per cycle for the
comparative instance of waltz, from Table 5.5, is as high as 29454, this clearly indicates the
presence of dependencies. The productions in wait z are about the same size - Table 5.6 shows
that the average number of conditions per production is 3.08 and the standard deviation is 0.86.
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(stage Aname stage-I) (data Avalue <d>)

(result Avalue <r>)

prod-for-stage-I

Figure 5.6: Rete network for the productions with guard conditions

Furthermore, over 3500 instantiations are generated per cycle in the comparative instance of
walt z. Therefore, chaining dependencies are not a cause of the low number of tasks that can
be executed and this limitation can be attributed, almost entirely, to the cross-product effect.

(parp consistent-m-out
(stage propagate-constraints)

(possible-line-labed AEno <> Ajunction <j> Alabel in Acandidate <c>)

(labeling-candidate Aid <c> ^deleted no)

-(possible.ine-label Aline <1> AjnCfiCn <> <j> ^label out)

(remove 1)
(modify 2 Adeleted yes))

Figure 5.7: Constraint application production from waltz.

It is possible to avoid this situation by moving the guard condition to later in the productton. But
then, it will no longer be able to take advantage of the MEA selection policy which considers
the first condition special. Furthermore, this would bring the second and third conditions to
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Figure 5.8: Processor utilization for the comparative instance of waltz.

the top of the production. There are a large number of changes made to tuples matching these
conditions before the propagate-constraint stage. The incremental nature of the match algorithm
will lead to matches being computed for all these changes even 'hough no instantiations are
generated. For large runs of walt: z, this slows down the execution by over a factor of two.

Alternative network structures that attempt to reduce the chaining e Tect wtthout giving up the
benefits of the fixed ordering have been proposed in [113]. These atructures are referred to
as constrained bilinear networks, The basic idea is to chop up the sequence of conditions
into disjoint subsequences and to connect them up as parallel branches. Since the initial
conditions are often used by programmers to restrict the number of potential matches, the
initial subsequence is retained as it is. Figure 5.9 shows an example.

The loss of parallelism caused by the sequential generation of ?uccessors can be alleviated if
memory nodes are partitioned and a token arriving at a 3 node ii. matched in parallel with all
partitions in the opposite memory. A source level approach which attempts to do this has been
proposed in [93]. This approach, referred to as copy-and-constrain, is the production system
analogue of iilining. It creates copies of the productions in which cross-products occur, each
copy of a production matching a fraction of the tuples matched by the original production. To
achieve a good partition, copy-and-constrain needs information about the sets of values that
can be bound to the variables occurring in all the productions - at least the productions in
which cross-products occur. Since it is not possible for the compiler to determine tis, the
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condition I condition 2
condition I condition 2

condition 3

condition 4
codiio codto4 condition 5
condition 5

condition 4 condition 6

.condition 6

Figure 5.9: Conversion of a linear Rete network to a constrained bilinear network

copy-and-constrain optimization is usually applied manually. Another disadvantage is that
repeated applications can lead to a combinatorial explosion in code size. Chapter 6 describes
an alternative approach. This approach clusters the tokens in memory nodes based on the
values that will be tested at the corresponding 0 node. A token arriving at the node from the
opposite directions traverses only the list of clusters and not the list of all tokens. This reduces
the time required to process the incoming token as well as the time required to generate the
successors, This approach is especially effective for cross-products occurring due to the use of
sequencing tuples since in such cases, there are no tests and the entire opposite memory reduces
to a single cluster. For example, there are no tests between the first and second conditions in
the productions in Figure 5.5 or in the production from wae. t z in Figure 5.7.

5.2 Growth of speedups with data set size

Since the parameter space for the experiments has two dimensions, data set size and number of
processors, there is a family of speedup vs number of processors curves for every benchmark,
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one curve per data set size. To understand how the speedup for a given number of processors
varies with the data set size, the graphs presented in this section plot all the curves for a
benchmark for configurations between one and a hundred processors. Furthermore, to facilitate
comparison between the paral I el and parallel-match versions, that is to illustrate the
extra speedup achieved with the parallel constructs, similar curves for the latter are also plotted
on the same graph.

To evaluate the scalability of the speedups with data set size, graphs plotting maximum achiev-
able speedup vs data set size are also presented. Many speedups curves presented in this
chapter do not level off up to 100 processors. Since most of the curves looked like plots of
negative exponential functions, the maximum achievable speedup for each curve was estimated
by fitting it, in a least mean square error sense, to the following negative exponential function:

speedup = saturation.speedup - Ke- Ap  (5.1)

where p is the number of processors and K and A are constants whose value depends on the
characteristics of the benchmark and the data set.

5.2.1 Growth of speedups for circuit

Figure 5.10 shows the families of speedup curves for circuit. The curves for theparallei
version are well spaced and curves for larger data sets lie above those for smaller data sets. This
indicates that the speedups increase with the data set size. Furthermore, these curves do not level
off for 100 processors indicating that larger speedups are possible with bigger configuratiops.
However, the spacing between curves corresponding to successively larger data sets decreases
as the size of the data set increases. This suggests that the growth in speedup with data set
size is likely to level off for data sets significantly larger than those used in these experiments.
The graph in Figure 5.11 which plots the estimated maximum speedups obtained by fitting
the curves for the parallel version to Equation 5.1 supports this conclusion. It shows that
estimated maximum speedup increases rapidly with data set size for data sets smaller than 125
bits. For larger data sets, the growth in estimated maximum speedup slows down.
The curves for the parallel.-match version level off early (under 5 fold speedup) and most
of them lie almost on top of each other. In this case. curves for larger data sets lie below those
for smaller data sets. That is, as the data set size increases, the speedup decreases; the single
dotted curve that appears significantly above the rest corresponds to the smallest data set size.
The biggest limitation on speedup in circuit is the high parallelization overhead. Figure5.12
shows how the parallelization overhead varies with data set size The primary cause of the
parallelization overhead is the small average task size. The average task size in circuit is
uniformly close to 95 instructions. Increasing the data set size by an order of magnitude (from
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25 bits to 275 bits) does not cause much variation. Figure 5.13 plots the family of nominal
speedup curves for circuit. It shows that up to 76 fold nominal speedup can be achieved
with 100 processors. To estimate the maximum possible nominal speedup, these curves were
fitted to Equation 5.1. Figure 5.14 plots the estimated maximum nominal speedup plotted
against data set size.
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Figure 5.12: Parbllelization overheads for circuit

All the loops in circuit are parallelizable. As shown in Table 5.6, there is significant variation
in the lengths of the production indicating the possibility of chaining dependencies. However,
the effect of chaining, if any, is masked by the large number of instantiations generated. The
average number of instantiations generated per cycle grows linearly with the data set size and
can be expressed as 0.49 * number.of.bits + 1.54.

5.2.2 Growth of speedups for life

Figure 5.15 shows the families of speedup curves for life. The speedup curves for the
parallel version level off and are clustered close together. This indicates that parallelism
does not scale with data set size in this benchmark. An interesting point that is not apparent
from the figure is that there appears to be an inflection point in the growth of speedup with the
data set size. Speedups increase with data set size up to a point, after which they decrease as
the data set size increases. This inflection point occurs at the data set with 60 repetitions of the
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basic pattern.I In the figure, curves for all data sets lie below the curve corresponding to the 60
repetitions data set. These conclusions are supported by Figure 5.16 which shows the variation
of the estimated maximum speedup computed by fitting the curves to Equation 5.1. It peaks

around the data with 20 repetitions and dips thereafter. It indicates that the maximum possible
speedup in li fe is a little more than 30 fold and that the maximum possible speedup for larger
data sets is smaller. The discrepancy between the inflection points indicated by the two figures
can be explained by examining the slopes of the curves at the right edge of Figure 5.11. Even
though the curves for data sets between 20 and 60 repetitions lie progressively higher, their
slope at the right edge of the graph is negative. This causes the fitting procedure (based on least
mean squared error) to yield lower estimates for the maximum speedup.

The presence of the inflection point suggests that there are two competing factors, one which
seeks to increase the speedup with data set size and the other which seeks to decrease it as the
data set size grows. The first factor domirates for the left hand side of the graph and causes
the rapid increase in the speedup, but the latter takes over as the data set size grows beyond the
inflection point. Increase in the speedup as the data set size grows is caused by an increase in
the numbe" of patterns, each of which can be processed in parallel. Decrease in the speedup as
the data set size grows is caused by the non-parallelizable print loop which prints the matrix.
Since only two cells out of thirty in each pattern change status, the number of iterations of this
loop grows much faster than the growth in the number of cells being modified each simulation
cycle. While in this loop, the speedup is low; the parallel version can do no better than the
par&al..el-match vcrsion. This implies that the inflection point in the growth of speedups
wi', data set size may not exist for l.i fe data sets with different characteristics. If the fraction
ofinxtating cells is significantly larger and the number of generations computed are significantly
greater, the fraction of time spent in the sequential print loop will not be as important as it is in
this benchmark. In such cases, the speedup can be expected to scale with the data set size.

Speedups in life are also limited by parallelization overheads and the chaining effect. The
parallelization overhead for life is close to a factor of two. The presence of chaining is
indicated by the largo variation in the production length (Table 5.6) and the small number of
instantiations generated per cycle (Table 5.7).

5.2.3 Growth of speedups for waltz

Figure 5.17 shows the familiesofspeedupcurvesforwalt z. All thecunes fortheparail l-match
version lie almost on top of each other and level off around 1.75 fold speedup. The curves for
the parallel version too level off; however, they level off at significantly higher speedups

(between 6.9 and 17.5 fold). Speedups for waltz are the lowest in the benchmark suite. An
interesting point to note is that the curves for the parallel version are spread out. This

'The basic pattern for the :ife datasct is shown in Figure 4 2.
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indicates that even though the growth in speedup with data set size is sloi,, it is not saturating
This is borne out by the graph in Figure 5.18 which plots the estimated maximum speedups
obtained by fitting the curves for the parallel version to Equation 5.1 This graph indicates
a slow but steady growth in the estimated maximum speedup. Another interesting point to note
is that for the smaller data sets, the speedup curves dip beyond 60-70 processors. This effect
disappears for larger data sets These results indicate that the speedups for waltz are limited
by dependencies between tasks.
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Figure 5.17: Speedup curves for waltz

The primary limitation on speedups in waltz is the cross-product effect that occurs due to
the use of guard conditions to delay the application of constraints till all alternatives have been
generated. This condition appears in all productions that apply constraints. Figure 5.7 shows
one such production. The number of successors generated depends on the number of tuples
that satisfy the second conditions in the constraint application productions. For the production
in Figure 5.7, the number of tuples matching the second condition is 132 times the number of
repetitions of the basic pattern. Only a few processors can be kept busy while these tasks are
being executed; therefore speedups achieved in this period are low. Since the number of such
tasks grows with the data set size, a consistently large fraction of the total execution time is
spent in periods of low speedup. This limits the overall speedup as an Amdahl's law effect.

Another limitation on speedups in wal t z is the parallelization overhead which is between 1.4
and 1.8 fold. The parallelization overhead reduces with the growth in data set size. This can
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Figure 5.18: Saturation speedups for walt:z

be attributed to the growth in average task size from 172 instructions to 440 instructions.
Execution of waltz consists of a seq~uence of constraint propagation steps. As mentioned in
Section 4.1.3, due to interference between the constraints, constraints of different types have
to be applied in sequence. However, all instances of the same constraint car. be applied in
parallel. In effect, the computation consists of a doubly-nested loop of which the outer loop,
which iterates over the set of constraints is not parallelizable but the inner loop which applies
the constraintws is. Since, there are few constraints, each with a large number of applications,
the sequential nature of the outer loop does not limit the speedups.

5.2,4 Growth of speedups for hotel

Figure 5.19 shows the families of speedup curves for hotel. This benchmark is unique in that
the parallel -match version achieves large speedups. Unlike all the other benchmarks,
the two families of curves overlap all the way to 100 processors. For all other benchmarks, the
speedup curves for the parallel -match version lie much below those for the parallel
version. However, speedup curves for the two versions for the same data set are still widely
separated The parallel version achieves between 1.3 and 3.6 times more speedup than the
parallel-match version for the same data set. Both families of curves are widely spread
out indicating that the speedup grows rapidly with the growth in data set size. This is borne out
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by the graph in Figure 5.20 which plots the estimated maximum speedups obtained by fitting
the curves for the parallel version to Equation 5.1. This graph is close to linear and has a
steep slope which indicates a steady and rapid growth in the estimated maximum speedup.
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Figure 5.19: Speedup curves for hotel

The rapid growth of speedup with data set size is achieved in spite of several limitations.
Figure 5.21 shows how the average number of instantiations fired per cycle varies with the
data set size. It shows that the growth quickly levels off around 27 instantiations per cycle and
gradually decreases thereafter. This is due to the presence of several non-parallelizable loops
- for example, collecting and doing the laundry, setting the tables for the banquet, cleaning
restrooms.

Another limitation on speedup in hotel is the presence of chaining. There is a large variance
in the size of productions in hotei - the average number of conditions per production is 3.08
with a standard deviation of 2.7 (Table 5.6).

The three major factors that allow hotel to achieve large speedups n spite of these limitations
are the large number of instantiations generated per cycle, the rapid growth in the average task
size and the near-linear growth in the number of tasks per cycle.

Even though the number ofinstantiations fired percycle are small, large number of instantiations
are generated per cycle. The number of instantiations generated per cycle grows from 260 to
500 for the data sets used in the experiments. Most of these instantiations are deleted from
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Figure 5.20: Saturation speedups for hotel
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Figure 5.21:, Number of instantiations fired per cycle for hotel
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the conflict set without being fired. This occurs because of loops that sum a sequence of
values There are several such loops in hotel, for example the loop to collect the dirty
linen, the loop to do the laundry and the loop to serve banquets. An example of such a loop
is shown in Figure 5.22. This production sums a collection of numbers. In every cycle, an
instantiation is created for every data item that has not yet been added, one of these instantiation
is selected and fired. This modifies the tuple containing the accumulated value which leads to
the deletion of the other instantiatlons. In the next msa cycle, this process repeats with the new
accumulated-value tuple and the remaining data items. As a result, O(n2) instantiations
are created, of which only n instantiations are fired. The large number of instantiations generated
every cycle masks the effect of chaining - since chaining sequentializes the match tasks only
within a single instantiation.

(p accumulate-sum
(data-item Avalue <v>)
(accumulated-sUM ^current-value <accum>)

(modify 2 Acurrent-value (<accum> + <v>))
(remove 1))

Figure 5.22: Example of an accumulation loop

Figure 5.23 shows how the number of tasks per cycle varies with data set size. The near-linear
growth in the number of instantiations generated per cycle is the primary cause of the similar
growth in the number of tasks per cycle.

Figure 5.24 shows the growth of average task size with data set size. Fitting a quadratic
equation, in a least mean square error sense, yielded 0.77x2 - 2.29x + 3.98. This equation has
been plotted as the dashed line in Figure 5.24. This growth in average task size is almost entirely
due to the growth in size of match tasks. For the data sets used in the experiments, average size
of action tasks remains close to 1200 instructions; average size of select tasks grows from 657
instructions to 1414 instructions; but average size of match tasks grows from 245 instructions to
32221 instructions. Since PPL uses global hashtables with overflow chaining to implement the
memory nodes of the Rete network, and since each match task primarily consists of a traversal
of a hashtable bucket, the quadratic growth in the task size implies a quadratic growth in the size
of hashtable buckets which in turn implies a failure of the hash function to spread the tokens
evenly. The hash function used in PPL (and in all other hashtable based implementations)
xors the identifier of the ,0 node to which the memory node is attached and the value(s) that
will tested at this node, This results in tokens destined for the same node and with the same
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Figure 5.23: Growth of average tasks/cycle in hotel.

values being tested to be hashed to the same bucket. The most common situation in which hash
function fails arises when a large number of tokens with the same tested value are destined for
same /3 node. This is referred to as the cross-product effect and it limits parallelism in several
ways, one of which is described in the previous subsection. This does not occur in hotel since
all 0 nodes that test mote than one token in the course of the execution have highly restrictive
tests. For example, all conditions of productions that operate on rooms test the room number.
The other situation in which the hash function fails arises when the node identifiers (which are
integers) and value(s) being tested form sequences in the same numerical range. For example,
assume the node identifiers as well as the values being tested are in the range 0 to n. In that case,
0(n) tokens are hashed to the each bucket since there are n combinations of numbers that xor
to each value. 2 In hotel, the value most frequently tested is the room number which forms
an integer sequence. The node identifiers too are sequentially allocated. This results in a linear
growth in the number of tokens being hashed to the each bucket. Since the processing of each
token consists of a linear traversal of a hash bucket, the average task size grows .uadratically
with data set size.
These effects also explain the surprising speedups achieved by the paral lel -match version.
Since a large number of instantiations are generated and deleted every cycle, there are a large

2
7tele are two input bit combinations for any value of a result bit. Since there are logn result bits, n

number-pairb xor to each number
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Figure 5.24: Growth of average task size in hotel.

number of tasks available even though only one instantiation is fired. Furthermore, as the size
of the tasks grows (due to the failure of the hash function), the parallelization overhead becomes
insignificant. This result is at variance from tlheconclusions of previous research which indicates
large speedups are not possible for automatically parallelized production system programs.

5.2.5 Growth of speedups for span

Figure 5.25 shows the speedup curves for the parallel version of span. As mentioned
earlier, spare spends less than 2% of its time in the match phase and the speedup achieved
by the parallel-match version is expected to be less than 1.02 fold. Virtually all the
speedups in this benchmark can be attributed to explicit specification of parallelism. The data
set for sparn is not parametric, that is, it can not be scaled by adjusting the value of a parameter.
Table 5.8 contains the sizes of the three data sets used in the experiments. It indicates that
dc36809 is larger than moffett2$ and accordingly, its speedup curve, in Figure 5.25 lies
above that ofmoffettl. However, sf4917 is significantly larger than the other two and yet
its speedup curve is significantly lower than both the other curves. The estimated maximum
speedups computed by fitting the curves to Equation 5.1 are shown in Table 5.9 and support
similar conclusions about the speedups in the three cases.

These results indicate that there are two competing facto.r. , ne.. hich increa-es the paallelism
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Figure 5.25: Speedup curves for spamn

Data set moffettl dc36809 sf4917
Number of tuples 340 367 439
Number of tuple changes 57988 85781 219066
Number of tasks 343268 498281 1153869
Uniproc time (billion tnstrs) 15.41 23.86 41.54

Table 5.8: Size of the spare data sets

Dataset moffettI dc37809 sf4917
Saturation speedup 66.93 71.25 1 39.19

Table 5.9: Saturation speedups for span
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Dataset moffettl dc36809 sf4917
First phase 12240 17100, 30060
Second phase 24387 356111 97835
Third phase (merge areas) 1020 2780! 9424
Third phase (link condense) 451 621 ; 611

Table 5.10: Number of iterations of span loops

available (by increasing the time spent in highly parallel code) and the other which limits
the parallelism available (by increasing time spent in sequential code or code with limited
parallelism). Recall from Se:tion 4.1.5 that spain has three phases. The first two phases
consist entirely of parallelizable loops whereas the third phase consists of two parallelizable
loops, which select seed regions and generate links between seeds and surrounding regions,
and two non-parallelizable loops, which merge multiple parallel links between regions and
merge overlapping functional area candidates. The number of iterations and the time spent in
individual iterations depends on the characteristics of the images being analyzed. Table 5.10
shows the number of iterations of the different loops for all three data sets.

5.3 Conclusions and observations

5.3.1 Validation of hypotheses

The simulation results presented in this chapter indicate that there is no program-independent
bound on the speedups that can be achieved by parallel production system programs. The
benchmarks used in this investigation achieve up to 76 fold speedup with 100 processors and
up to 115 fold speedup with 200 processors. As shown in the previous section, the actual
speedup achieved by each benchmark depends on its own characteristics.

The detailed results in Section 5.2 show that these numbers are not an upper bound on the
speedup that can be achieved by parallel production system programs. The analysis in Sec-
tion 5.1.1 identifies small task size, non-parallelizable loops and dependencies between match
tasks as the primary limitations on speedups in parallel production system programs.
Wth the exception of life, the speedup achieved with a given configuration grew with the
dita set size, the rate of growth depending on program characteristics. For li fe too, speedup
can be expected to grow with data set size for data sets with larger fractions of mutating cells
and larger number of generations computed.
In all cases, the speedups achieved by the parallel versions of the benchmarks were
much larger than the speedups achieved by the parallel -. atch versions This was
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particularly so for spar. which spends over 98% of its time in calls to C functions and
can expect less than 1 02 fold speedup from a parallel implementation of the match phase.
Quantitatively, the parallel versions achieved between 1.3 and 12.5 times more speedups
than parallel-match versions,3

5.3.2 Aggregate updates faster with parallel constructs

Only one instantiation can be fired at a time in sequential production system languages. Since
firing an instantiation can modify only the tuples contained in the instantiation, it is not possible
to atomically update large unbounded data structures, like the grid of cells for li fe or the set
of lines for circui t, in a single cycle. Therefore, such updates have to be performed as loops
spread over multiple cycles. To keep track of the updating process and to ensure atomicity
of the updates, explicit flag fields have to be added to the tuples being updated. Figure 5.26
shows a production from the sequential version of circuit which simulates the action of
an and-gate when both its input lines are on. This production achieves atomic updates by not
modifying line tuples generated in the previous hardware cycle. Instead, it copies the tuples
that need to be modified and updates these copies. At the end of each aggregate update, the old
copies are deleted and the new copies are installed in their place (by resetting the value of the
modified field to no).
This scheme modifies tuples twice for every update - one to update the value field and set
the flag and the second time to reset the flag. Parallel constructs make it possible to fire an
unbounded number of instantiations, and update an unbounded number of tupies in a single
cycle. Therefore, it is possible to atomically update unbounded aggregate data structures in a
single cycle. This eliminates the need for flag fields and tuple modifications caused by resetting
of these fields. This version modifies each tuple in the aggregate only once. Figure 5.27 shows
the parallel version of simulate-and-gate-turn-on.
This reduction in computation is made possible by taking advantage of the atomicity of the
action phase - all instantiations are generated from the same tuple-space and are fired (at least
logically) in parallel. Since most programs that process large amounts of data can be expected to
update aggregates whose size is not known at compile time, this suggests that parallel constructs
are desirable even for production system languages designed exclusively for implementation
on stock uniprocessor machines.

5.3.3 Recency unsuitable for parallel languages
The algorithms used in the select phase of many production system languages[l 1, 30,26] use

the age of tuples, as indicated by their timetags, to order the instantiations. Instantiations

3
Not considenng sparn whose para1 lel version shows over 50 imes more speedup
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(p simulate-and-gate-tum-on

(and-gate Ajnp.Jtl <Ml> Ajnput2 <in2> AOUtpUt <out>)

(line AidA<Il> A~,alue I Amodified no)

(line Aid ejn2> Avalue I Amodified no)
(line Aid <out> Avalue 0 Amodified no)

(copy 4 A value I A modified yes))

(p dolete-old-line-copies
(stage merge-lines)

(lhne Aid <line> Amdfied no)
(line Aid <line> Amodifieci yes)

(remove 1)
(modify 2 Amodified no))

Figure 5.26: Atomic update of an unbounded aggregate (sequential).

(paup simulate-and-gate-turn-on
(and-gate Ainputi <in> input 2>otptou)
(line Aid <mbl A value 1)
(line Aid <ln2> A value 1)
(line Aid <out> AValUe 0)

(modify 4 A value 1))

Figure 5.27: Atomic update of an unbounded aggregate (parallel).
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containing recently created tuples are placed above instantiations containing older tuples. This
results in tuples being processed in a Iotsi-in-first-out fashion. As long as only one instantiation
is fired per msa cycle and the actions in the firing are executed sequentially, the process of
timetag generation is deterministic. In such cases, recency is a stable ordering criterion since the
assignment of timetags is deterministic. Parallel production system languages permit multiple
instantiations to be fired in parallel. The assignment of timetags to the tuples created by parallel
firings is non-deterministic and depends on the number of processors available and their relative
speeds.

The use of recency as an ordering criterion in the selection algorithm for a parallel production
system language introduces three problems. First, it makes it impossible to compute the
control-flow graph (or even a usable approximation) at compile time since the order in which
instantiations are fired can depend on run-time data values as well as the relative speeds of the
processors. Second, it is likely to lead to contention for the timetag counter causing potential
serialization of tuple-space updates and thereby of the match process. Third, it makes program
execution sensitive to relative processor speeds which introduces subtle race conditions. For
example, consider the productions in Figure 5.28. In a sequential language, it is possible to
ensure that all request tuples are created after operation tuples. This ensures that in case
of a conflict between the two productions, the second prodaction will be selected for execution.
That is, requests for authorization operations are given priority over requests for operations
that need authorization. To achieve the same effect in a parallel language, it is necessary to use
additional conditions. Depending on recency alone can result in the first production firing and
performing an operation that needs authorization even though there exists a request to delete
the authorization.

The rationale for the recency criterion is historical. For a long time, production system
programs were used exclusively in programs modelling human cognition and reasoning. In
such programs, the recency criterion is necessary to ensure responsiveness to changes in the
environment[73]. It is possible to achieve responsiveness in the absence of recency. Figure 5.29
shows how an additional condition can be used to do this for the productions in Figure 5.28.
In general, responsiveness can be ensured by adding an explicit timetag field and testing for it
in the productions. This scheme has the advantage of allowing the programmer to create and
use timetags as and when she needs responsiveness and does not force her to pay the cost of
recency for programs or sections of programs that do not require responsiveness.

Contemporary programs that attempt to model human cognition do not use recency. For
example, Soar[66] performs no selection and fires all matched, unrefracted instantiations in
every rsa cycle. It uses a separate decision procedure to resolve conflicts that might arise due
to such unconstrained firings.
Elimination of recency also speeds up the select phase since it will eliminate the need to sort
and compare timetags. In the presence of recency, determining the order between a pair of
instantiations is an expensive operation since it may be (and often is) necessary to compare the
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(p perform-authonzed-opcration

(authorization AUser <uid>)

(remove 1)
(perform-op <op> <uid>))

(p delete-authorization
(request Aoperation delete-authorization Auser <uid>)
(authorization Asr<uid>)

(remove 1 2))

Figure 5.28: Productions illustrating race conditions due to recency.

*(p perform-authonzed-operatioo
(request AOpeMtjon <op> AUser <uid>)
(authorization Auser <uid>)

-(request Aoperanon delete-authorization)

(remove 1)
(perform-op <op> <uid>))

(p delete-authorization
(request AOperatiofl delete-authorization A user <uid>)
(authorization Auser <uid>)

(remove 1 2))

Figure 5.29: Productions illustracing ue of additional -ccnditlnS to esr epniees
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timetags for all the tuples in the instantiations. This would significantly speed up programs like

waltz that make no use of recency but spend up to 50% of their time in ordering instantiations.

53.4 Multiple copies of parallel productions are desirable

Parallel productions are used for implementing loops. For loops with a large number of itera-
tions, that is loops that process large data sets, a large number of instantiations are generated.
This stresses the state-maintenance algorithms. For example, consider the production in Fig-
ure 5.30. This production simulates the operation of an and-gate. In a circuit with a large
number of and-gates, the memory nodes and pnode corresponding to this production will
be stressed by the generation of a large number of tokens and instantiations. In such cases,
it is advantageous to make multiple copies of the parallel production in question, each copy
executing a fraction of the iterations. Figure 5.31 shows how this can be done forthe production
simulate-and-gate. This is the production system analogue of loop unrolling and is an
instance of the general inlining technique called copy-and-constrain. This technique is not
specific to parallel productions and can be used for any production for which a large number
of instantiations are expected. It has been successfully used in both sequential and parallel
versions of all the benchmarks.

(parp simulate-and-gate-on

(and-gate Amputl <inl> Ainput2 <in2> Aoutput <out>)
(tine Aid <inl> ^value <v1>)

(line Aid <in2> Avalue <v2>)
(line Aid <out>)

(modify 4 Avaluc (boolean-and <vl> <v2>)))

Figure 5.30: Production to simulate an and-gate.

As with other inlining schemes, this scheme should be used selectively, Aggressive copying
can blow up the source code to several times its original size. Anecdotal evidence is provided
by the original version of hotel in which aggressive copying had increased the code size by
over ten fold.

In an effort to provide a polynomial complexity bound for the match phase, Tambe[ 112] has
suggested imposing restrictions on the contents of the tuple-space such that each production can
have at most one instanuation at a time. This is an extreme form of the copying transformation
discussed above,
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(parp simulate-and-gate-on
(and-gate Ainputinl> Ainput2 <in2> Aoutput <out>)
(line Aid <in > Avalue )

(line Aid an2> Avalue I)
(line Aid <out> ^value 0)

(modify 4 ̂ value I))

(pap simulate-and-gate-off- I
(and-gate Ainputl <ml> Ainput2 <in2> AoutpUt <out>)

(line Aid <in 1> "value 0)
(line Aid <m2> "value 0)
(line Aid <out> ^value 1)

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

(pup simulate-and-gate-off-2
(and-gate Ainputl dn I> Ainput2 <in2> AoUtpUt <out>)

(line Aid <inl> Avalue 0)

(line Aid <in2> Avalue I)

(line Aid <out> Avalue 0)

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

(parp simulate-and-gate-of f-3
(and-gate Ainpuin <nl> Ainput2 <in2> Aoutput <out>)
(line Aid <inl> Avalue 1)
(hne Aid <in2> Avalue 0)
(line Aid <out> Avalue 0)

(modify 4 Avalue 0))

Figure 5,3 1: Productions to sinulaite an and-gate.
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5.3.5 Guidelines for programming parallel production system languages

The modifications to the benchmark programs were logged to help discover guidelines for
parallelizing existing production system programs and idioms for programming parallel pro-
duction system languages with the hope that these w,,,Id be of utility to future programmers
of such languages. Most of the transformations suggested in these guideline-s also improve
performance on uniprocessors.

Eliminate dependence on recency: As mentioned in a previous subsection, recency makes
program execution dependent on the number and relative speeds of processors. Dependence
on recency for scheduling can be eliminated by using additional conditions (as shown in
Figure 5,29) or explicit timetag fields.

Eliminate the use of flags for parallelizable loops. As mentioned in a previous subsection,
loops in sequential production system languages need flag fields to keep track of the iterations.
For loops that can be parallelized, the flag fields are redundant as all the iterations of the loop
are performed in a single msa cycle. Figure 5.32 shows how flag fields can be eliminated for
such loops. Elimination of flag fields usually improves uniprocessor performance as well since
it reduces the number of modifications to the tuple-space.

(p process-requests (parp process.requests
(request Aoperation <op> Aprocessed no) (request Aoperation <op>)

(perform-op <op>) (perform-op <op>))
(modify I Aprocessed yes))

Figure 5.32: Elimination of flag fields in parallelizable loops

Eliminate dependence on sequential semantics: Sequential production system programs
often depend on the total order imposed by the selection algorithm to choose one item from a
set. Figure 5.33 shows an example. Assume that at any given time, there can be at most two
requests for every operation. For every such pair, two instantiations will be generated - one
for each permutation of the pair. The selection algorithm chooses one of these instantiations.
Firing this instantiation modifies the tuples corresponding to the pair of requests which leads to
the deletion of the other instantiation. fhese instantiations can not be fired in parallel as they
would lead to multiple modifications of the request tuples as well as multiple invocation of the
operations. Such programs can be parallelized by adding additional constraints which allow
only one of the set of interfering instantiations to be generated. A common way is to assign
numerical identifiers to the tuples being processed and use the ordering between the identifiers
to restrict the generation of instantiations. Figure 5.34 shows how this can be done for the
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example. Instantiations of the parallel production in this figure can process all request-pairs in
parallel.

(p process-request-pair

(request Aid <req1> ^operanon <op> Aresult nil)
(request Aid <> <reql> Aoperation <op> Aresult nil)

(modify I Aresult (perform-op <op>))
(modify 2 Aresult (perform-op <op>)))

Figure 5.33: Use of total order to choose one item from a set.

(parp process-request-pairs

(request Aid <reql> Aoperation <op> Aresult nil)
(request Aid < <reqi> Aoperation <op> Aresult nil)

(modify I Aresult (perform-op cop>))
(modify 2 Aresult (perform-op <op>)))

Figure 5.34: Use of numerical identifiers to eliminate interfering instantiations.

Partition tuples with Independent substructures: The intuitive way of implementing a
record-like structure in the flat tuple-space is to use a single tuple for every record. However,
in many cases, different fields of this tuple are (or can be) modified by separate productions.
In such cases, using a single tuple for the entire record forces all its updates to be serialized.
Figure 5.35 shows an example. In this example, both the new position and the new magnification
of a visual - object are independent. However, it is not possible to compute them in parallel
as the corresponding instantiation firings would attempt to modify the same tuple in parallel.
This limitation can be eliminated by partitioning the record into substructures that can be
independently modified and using one tuple for each such substructure. A link field is added to
all these tuples; tuples for a single record have the same value for this field. Figure 5.36 shows
how this can be done for the example program. In this figure, the vi sual -obj ect field is
used to link the tuples belonging to the same record.

Partitioning tuples is the production system analogue of fine-grain locking schemes used to
enhance concurrency in conventional parallel languages.
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(p compute-new-position
(visual-object AX <X> 4y <y>)

(translation Ax <x-delta> Ay <y-delta>)

(remove 2)

(modify I Ax (<x> + <x-delta>) Ay (<y> + <y.delta>)))

(p compute-new-magnification

(visual-object Amagnification <map)
(zoom Amagnitude <zoom-factor>)

(remove 2)

(modify 1 ̂magiificaon (<mag> * <zoom-factor>)))

Figure 5.35: Sequential example using a single tuple for the entire data structure

Partitioning tuples has traditionally been considered undesirable since the structure of the record
is now implicit in the values of the link fields and has to be recovered every time any of the data
fields have to be accessed or updated. However, partitioning can also improve the performance
of sequential production system programs since modification of partitioned tuples needs to
check fewer productions. For example, each tuple modification shown in Figure 5.36 needs
to be tested against only one production whereas each tuple modification in Figure 5.35 has
to be tested against both productions. Partitioning achieved over three fold speedup for the
sequential version of hotel.

Independent concerns about representational flexibility and learning have lead to an extreme
version of partitioning in Soar[66]. Soar tuples encode attribute-value pairs and have exactly
three fields, two fields to contain the attribute name and the value and one field for the link
value. A record with n fields is implemented in Soar by n tuples, each tuples corresponding to
one field.

Move sequential loops to procedural languages: As mentioned in previous sections, sequen-
tial loops are inefficient in production system languages, in particular sequential loops that
apply some function to a sequence of values and accumulate the results. It is preferable to pass
the sequence to a procedural language which does not incur the unnecessary cost of matching
in every iteration. Figure 5.22 shows a sequential loop in PPL that sums a sequence of values.
This operation requires the generation of 0(n2 ) instantiations of which only 0(n) are actually
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{pset compute-position

(parp compute-new-positnon

(position Aisual-object <obj> Ax <x> Ay <y>)

(translation Ax <x-delta> Ay <y-delta>)

(remove 2)
(modify I AX (<x> + <x-delta>) Ay (<y> + <y-delta>)))

{pset compute-magnification

(parp compute-new-magnification

(magnification Avisual-object <obj> Avalue <mag>)

(zoom Amagnitude <zoom-factor>)

(remove 2)
(modify I Avajue (<mag> * <zoom-factor>)))

Figure 5.36: Parallel example using partitioned tuples.

fired. Figure 5.37 shows how this loop can be moved to a procedural language (in this case, C).
In this case, only 0(n) instantiations are generated and all of them are fired. The first production
passes the sequence of values, one at a time, to C. These values are held in a data structure
(seq) till the second production invokes the actual summation routine.

Avoid explicitsequencing tuples: Since most production system languages provide no control-
flow constructs, it is tempting to use explicit sequencing tuples to schedule computation. OPS5
and most of its derivatives provide explicit support for sequencing tuples through the MEA
selection strategy which considers the first condition in a production as special. As a result,
sequencing tuples appear in most production system programs. Usually, such tuples contain
no data and there are no consistency checks (8 tests) between conditions that test them and the
rest of the conditions in the production. If the second condition is matched by a large number
of tuples, a large cross-product is generated which severely limits the number of tasks that can
be executed in parallel at any given time.

There is no general way of eliminating the use of sequencing tuples. One technique that can be
used often is to use negated conditions to delay matching of a production till some tuple has been
generated. For example, the production that invokes the summing operation in Figure 5.37 uses
the condition that tests for the absence of data- it:em tuples to delay the summing operation
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(parp pass-sequence

(data-Item Avalue <v>)

(remove 1)
(additemjo..tosequence <v>))

(p sum-sequence

other conditions
-(data-item)

(make accumulated-sum Avalue (sum_c_sequence)))

sequence seq = NULL;
void add.item_tsequence(itm)

data item;

f seq = cons(item,seq), I

int sum_c_sequenceO
I int sum = O,

for (; !empty(seq); seq = next(seq)) sum += value(seq);
retum(sum);

Figure 5.37: Production system and C code to sum a sequence.

till all items in the sequence have been passed to C. Another technique that can be used for
many programs, especially those that perform several operations on each data item is to add a
sequencing field to tuples corresponding to the data item. The productions that perform each of
the operations are modified to suitably update this field. An example of this technique can be
found in Figure 3.8 which illustrates pipelining of operations in production system programs.

Copy parallel productions: As mentioned in a previous subsection, generation of a large
number of instantiations can stress the state-maintenance algorithms. Since parallel productions
implement loops, they are likely to have a large number of instantiations. Therefore, it is
desirable to make ,"-pies of parallel productions, each copy processing a part of the iterations in
the loop. For an example of this transformation, see Figure 5.31 or the code for the benchmarks
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in Appendix E.

5.3.6 Collection-oriented semantics essential for scalable parallelism

Semantics of existing production system languages (including PPL) dictate that each instantia-
tion of a production must contain exactly one matching tuple for every non-negated condition
in the production and no matching tuples for every negated condition in the production. A
variable in a production is, therefore, bound to a single value and the actions in the then part of
a production operate on individual tuples. This shall be referred to as tuple-oriented semantics.

The analysis in the previous sections identified three major limitations on the scalability of
parallelism in parallel production system programs: small average task size, non-parallelizable
loops and dependencies between match tasks. Each of these is closely related to, if not directly
caused by, tuple-oriented semantics. First, match algorithms are geared to generate tuple-
oriented instantiations, that is, instantiations with one tuple per non-negated condition. These
algorithms perform $ tests (inter-condition consistency checks) on tuple-oriented tokens, that
is, tokens that contain one tuple per non-negated condition in the corresponding condition
prefix. In efficient programs, this operation takes between 200 and 800 instructions. Since
effective parallelization of the match phase requires decomposition at the level of individual
tokens, the average task size is small.

Second, tuple-oriented semantics dictates that each variable in a production is bound to a single
value and that each action in the then part of the production operates on a single tuple. This
makes it impossible to manipulate collections of tuples (or values from tuples) as aggregates.
Therefore, it is not possible to move non-parallelizable loops from production system languages,
where they incur the unnecessary overhead of matching, to procedural languages.

Third, the dependencies introduced by the cross-product effect, which leads to sequential
generation of the successor tokens, are caused by the desire to generate tuple-oriented tokens.
Since a separate tuple-oriented successor token is needed for every pair of tokens that match
at the node involved in the cross-product, it is necessary to traverse the entire the opposite
memory for each arriving token.

These problems can be alleviated by adopting a collection-oriented semantics along with
corresponding match algorithms. An instantiation would, then, contain a collection of tuples
corresponding to every non-negated condition, Instead of containing one sequence of tuples
that jointly satisfy the conjunction of conditions in the if part, such instantiations would
contain all sequences of tuples that jointly satisfy the conditions. For example, consider the
production and the tuple-space in Figure 5.38. This production has been taken from the first
phase of spam and tests if the perimeter of the image region matching the first condition is
within the acceptable range for a runway. Tuple-onented semantics leads to the generation of
a separate instantiation for every image region (as shown in the figure). On the other hand,
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collection-oriented semantics would lead to the generation of a single instantiation for all image
regions (as shown in the figure). In this case, the 'rst condition is matched by the collection of
the three region tuples.

(pset runway-test-perimeter

(paip RTP-runway-nlatcli-penimeter
(region "name <name> "perimeter <value> "identifier <id>)
(rtf-rule-constants "rtileset runway-match-attributes

"attribute perimeter "constants <Ibound> cubound>)
(rtfstage "naea match-features)

(call spamjtf..matthjfeature <id> <value> <dbounb> <ubcund>rninway 0))

Tuple space:
1: (region Aname region! I pernmeter 27 "identifier 97)
2: (region "name region2 "perimeter 32 "identifier 99)
3: (region "name regiot13 Aperimieter 42 "identifier 101)
4: (rtf-rule-constants A nileset runway-match-attrbutes

"attribute pernmeter "constants 30 40)
5: (rtf-stage "namne match-features)

Instantiatons (tuple-oriented semantics):

<1,4,5>, <24,5> and <3,4,5>

Wntantiationa (collection-orientel smantics):

L ( ,2,3,(4)dj5]>

Figure 5.38: Instantiations for tuple-oriented and collection-ornenled semantics

Since a collection-oriented token contains a collection of tuples for every condition, )3 tests
in match algorithms that support such tokens consist of comparing collections of unbounded
cardinality. This is likely to increase the average task size, thereby reducing the parallelization
overhead.

In collection-oriented semantics, each variable is bound to a collection of values and actions
in the then part operate on collections of tuples (or values from tuples). For example, in
Figure 5.38, the variable < id> is bound to the collection f{97,99. 101}. The foreign function
called, spannrt f -atchfeature (), is now passed collection-valued arguments. This
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allows the programmer to move sequential loops from production system languages to pro-
cedural languages. Figure 5.39 shows how the sequential loop in Figure 5.22 that sums a
sequence would be implemented in a collection-oriented production system language. Similar
transformations are possible for the print loop in l.ife as well as for the merging loops in
sparn.

(p sum-sequence
(data-item Avalue <v>)

(remove 1)
(make accumulated-sum Avalue (sumsequence <v>)))

int sumsequence(seq)
sequence seq;

for (; !empty(seq); seq - next(seq))
sum+= value(seq);

return(sum);

Figure 5.39: Summing a sequence in a collection-oriented production language.

Match algorithms based on collection-oriented semantics would also eliminate the sequential
generation of successor tokens for cross-products, as it happens in waltz, by partitioning
memories into collections of tokens with the same value(s) for the fields that are tested at the
corresponding ,8 node. It is, then, necessary to traverse just the list of such collections and
not the list of all tuples in the memory. While, it is possible to use partitioned memories
for tuple-oriented match algorithms, generation of tuple-oriented tokens is unable to avoid
creating a separate token for every tuple in the memory. For cross-products caused by the use
of sequencing tuples, a collection-oriented match algorithm would be especially effective since
there is no test between the guard condition and its successor. A collection-oriented match
algorithm would be able to add entire list of tokens in the memory node to the successor token
by a single pointer assignment.

The subsequent chapters of this dissertation, 6,7 and 8, investigate the design, implementation
and performance of collection-oriented production system languages.
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5.3.7 Performance on real machines

The simulation results presented in this chapter assume a uniform memory access model and
use instruction counts as a measure of the execution time. They provide a measure of the
amount of parallelism available that takes the scheduling costs into consideration but does not
take the details of the memory system into consideration. In effect, the speedups reported by
the simulator constitute approximate upper bounds on the speedups that can be achieved on a
real multiprocessor. Thes. results help establish that there is no general program-independent
limit on the speedups that can be achieved by parallel production system programs. It is also
important to understand what speedups can be expected on real machines,

To explore the effect of non-uniform memory access, a subset of the experiments were rerun
on an Omron Luna-83K multiprocessor. This machine has four Motorola 88000 processors, 16
megabytes of main memory and 16 kilobytes data and instruction caches. Given the small cache
size and the fast processors, the Omron machine is significantly distant from the model assumed
by the simulator. Tables 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 present results for life, circuit and hotel
respectively. These results are for three processors, the remaining processor is not used in this
experiments as it is used for operating system purposes. These tables report results from three
versions of each program- the basel ine version, that is the version with sequential constructs
compiled for uniprocessor execution, the paral lel-model version, that is the version with
parallel constructs compiled for uniprocessor execution and the parallel version, that is
the version with parallel constructs compiled for multiprocessor execution. The first column,
labelled par constructs, contains the ratio of the execution times for the paral lel-model
and the baseline version. It is a measure of the cost of using parallel constructs (or the
fraction of the speedup that can be attributed to the use of parallel constructs). The second
column, labelled par overhead, contains the ratio of the execution time of the parallel
version running on one processor and the parallel-model version. It is a measure of
the cost of running the program in parallel. The parallelization costs include the costs of
creating and scheduling tasks, handling shared memory, locking and handling out-of-order
computation. The third column, labelled speedup contains the ratio of the execution time of
the parallel version running on three processors and the baseline version. This is the
end-to-end speedup achieved by the program on three processors. The numbers in parentheses
are simulator predictions for the corresponding values. These results also allow a breakdown
of overall speedup into two pans - the speedup achieved by the use of parallel constructs alone
(on a uniprocessor) and the speedup achieved by exploiting the parallelism on three processors.

The breakdown of the speedup shows that li f e and circuit achieve a significant portion of
their speedup from parallelism whereas hote 1 achieves almost all of its speedup from the use
of parallel constructs and almost no speedup from parallelism. As discussed in Section 5.2.4,
sequential assignment of node identifiers by the PPL implementation leads to a failure of the
hash function for the token storing hashtables. This causes a large number of tokens to be
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Data set par constructs par overhead speedup
20 1.17(1.11) 2.94(2.07) 0.62(1.47)
30 1.18(1.11) 3.04(2.07) 0.61(1.49)
40 1.21(1.12) 3.08(2.03) 0.55(1.51),
50 1.30(1.13) 2.85 (2.00) 0.52(1.53)

Table 5.11 :, Results for l ife on an Ormron
Data set par constructs par overhead speedup

125 0.85 (0.83) 2.61 (2.62) 0.77 (1.13)
175 0.84(0.83) 2,56 (2.60) 0.83 (1.14)
225 0.82(0.82) 2.55 (2.59) 0.84 (1.15)
275 0.81 (0.82) 2.52 (2.58) 0.85(1.15)

Table 5.12: Results for circuit on an Omron

Set par constructs par overhead speedup
2 0.36(0.91) 1.19(1.15) 3.01(2.58)
3 0.31 (0.88) 1.06(1.03) 3.39(2.91)
4 0.30(0.88) 1.03(1.00) 3.45(3.02)
5 0,29(0.88) 1.02(0.99) 3.53(3.05)

Table 5.13: Results for hotel on an Omron

hashed to a small set of buckets which increases both the average task size and the contention
for the hash buckets. Since a large number of tasks compete for the same buckets and since
each of these tasks locks the bucket for a relatively long period, hotel is unable to achieve
significant speedup from parallelism. It is easy to modify the implementation to improve
the performance of the hash function (by using pseudo-random numbers as identifiers of the
nodes in the Rete network). Table 5.14 presents results for hotel using a version of the
PPL implementation that assigns random node identifiers. It shows that for a successful hash
function, hotel achieves between 1.16 and 1.36 fold speedup from parallelism.

For all the three benchmarks, the paralelization overhead is significant, causing between 1.68
and 3.08 times slowdown. Three processors are too few to achieve significant speedup for
such a fine-grained implementation. This is a familiar phenomenon for languages that exploit
fine-grain parallelism. Similar results have been shown for parallel versions of Lisp/Scheme
that use futures for specifying fine-grain parallelism (58, 63]. As shown in Table 5.3, the
average task size in production system programs is often small. This is consistent with the
findings of Gupta er. al '41 ] and Tambe et. al [113].
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lata set parconstructs par overhead speedup

4 0.60 1.68 j 1.36

5 0.48 1.74 1.56
6 0.39 1.85 1.70
7 0.35 1.93 1.83
8 0.31 1 1.95 11.89

9 0.29 2.02 2.01

Table 5.14: Results for hotel for a modified PPL implementation

Data set speedup (print) I speedup (no print)
125 1.75 1.75
175 1.79 1.85
225 1.85 1.98
275 1.87 2.01

Table 5.15: Results for coarse-grain decomposition of circuit

Even though, in general, effective parallelization of production system programs requires fine-
grain decomposition, it is pos.ible to partition particular programs at a coarser grain which is
more suitable for small cardinality multiprocessors. For example, Harvey et. al decomposed
the first two phases of SPAM into large tasks that could be run independently of each other and
used a task queue to schedule them on an Encore Multimax[4]. They reported speedups up
to 12.5 fold using 14 processors on a single Multimax and up to 15 fold using 23 processors
on a pair of Multimaxes which shared virtual memory using a nebnemory server [31]. As
discussed in Section 4.1.5, the first two phases of SPAM consist of triply nested loops with no
dependencies between the iterations. Table 5.15 shows results for a coarse grain decomposition
of circuit. These experiments used an SPMD (single program, multiple data) model. The
input data, a linear feedback shift register, was divided into three pieces. The communication
between the segments is limited to the values of the boundary lines. The PPL implementation
was modified to use a blackboard to communicate these values. The results indicate that, unlike
the fine-grain decomposition, significant speedup can be achieved for this decomposition. The
first column contains the speedups for the benchmark version of circuit. Since printing
the results causes a sequentialization, another set of experiments were run with a modified
version of circuit that did not print the results. The results indicate that this yields a small
incremental speedup for larger data sets.

Not all programs are amenable to coarse-grain decomposition. Of the other benchmark pro.
grams, spare and life can be easily partitioned in a coarse manner whereas hotel and
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Program data set pixie time actual time ratio
life 50 repetitions 33.4s 76.5s 2.29
circuit 200 bits 14.6s 36.2s 2.48
hotel 1 4 floors 122.Os 296.4s 2.43

Table 5.16: Comparison of estimated and actual execution times on a uniprocessor

waltz less so. In particular, waltz is unsuitable for coarse-grain decomposition as the or-
der in which the constraints are applied determines the result and some orders can cause the
program to fail to find a consistent labelling.

The primary data-structure in production system programs is the tuple-space which provides
no structuring or clustering consL-dcts and can be accessed from anywhere in the program.
Therefore, in general, the locality of reference for production system programs can be expected
to be low. Table 5.16 orovides evidence for this by comparing the execution time estimated
by the pixie program4 which assumes that each instruction takes one cycle with the actual
end-to-end execution time on a Decstation 5000/200 with a 64 megabyte main memory and 64
kilobyte instruction and data caches. The high ratio between the actual execution time and the
estimated execution time indicates that there are a lot of cache misses and that the locality of
reference is low.
Collection-oriented production languages and match algorithms are one possible approach to
improving speedups on non-uniform memory access machines. As mentioned in the previous
section, tasks in collection-oriented match algorithms can be expected to be larger than tasks
in tuple-oriented match algorithms since they compare collections of unbounded cardinality
instead of individual entities. Similarly, collection-oriented actions can be expected to increase
the amount of work done for firing individual instantiations. Collection-oriented match algo-
rithms can also be expected to improve the locality of reference since they partition the set of
tuples that match individual conditions into equivalence classes based on the values that are
tested at the subsequent 4 nodes (see Section 6.2 for a description of equivalence classes in
collection-oriented match algorithms). Instead of testing every single tuple in a right memory,
they test only one tuple per equivalence class.

In the beginning of this section, it was mentioned that the speedups reported by the simulator
are approximate upper bounds on the speedups that can be achieved on a real multiprocessor.
They are approximate for two reasons. First, it is possible that the different order in which
tokens are processed by a multiprocessor might change the amount of work to be done for
processing a change to the tuple-space (see Section 4.3.1.1 for an example and further details).
Second, the combined size of caches on a multiprocessor is usually much larger than the size of

47bis program is available on Decstation 50001200s
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a cache associated with a single processor. Since poor locality of reference is a major problem
for production system programs, it is possible that the larger cache size could offset some or all
of the effects of the contention for the communication medium.
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Chapter 6

Collection-oriented Match

The primary cause of poor scalability of production system match algorithms is the combina-
torial explosion in the number of potential matches as the the size of the tuple-space grows
[38, 80, 116]. This combinatorial growth is caused by the need to match conjunctive rule
conditions. Since every conjunct can potentially match the entire tuple-space, the number of
potential matches, in the worst case, is O(IDl') where [DI is the cardinality of the tuple-space
and n is the length of the longest conjunction.

For example, consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 6.1. This production
creates development teams for new projects such that each team has one hardware and one
compiler expert who have worked together previously. Each condition in the production
matches four tuples, the first condition matches the hardware experts, T1-4, and the second
condition matches compiler experts, T5-8. Without the requirement of common previous
experience, that is, without the common variable <p>, this production would have had4 x4 = 16
instantiations. With the restriction, eight instantiations are generated - four with employees
previously with the warp project (<T1, T5>, <T1, T6>, <T2, T5>, <T2, T6>)and four with
employees previously with the psm project (<T3, T7>, <T3, T8>, <T4, T7 >, <T4, TB>).
Current match algorithms are tuple-oriented, that is, they consider individual tuples as the
primary objects to be matched and generate a separate combination of tuples for every way in
which a conjunction of conditions can be matched. As the number of tuples matching individual
conditions grows, the number of ways in which their conjunction can he matched grows as a
combinatorial product. This chapter presents a new approach to matching which attempts to
mitigate the combinatorial explosion by not generating a separate combination of tuples for
every way in a condition-conjunction can be matched. First, it presents and discusses the key
idea behind the approach. It then presents a new match algorithm based on this approach.
The tuple-oriented nature of the existing match algorithms is closely tied to the tuple-oriented
semantics of the languages they are used to implement. The next chapter discusses language
semantics and programming styles supported by the new class of match algorithms introduced in

121
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(p create-development-team
(employee "name <n I> Aprevyous-project <p> Aexpertise hardware)
(employee Aname <n2> Aprevious-project <p> Aexpertise compilers)

(make team Ahardware-expert <nl> Acompilers-expert <n2>))

TI: (employee ^name Tom Aprevious-project warp Aexpertise hardware)

T2: (employee Aname Dick Aprevious-project warp Aexpeise hardware)

T3. (employee Aname Harry Aprelious-project psm Aexpertise hardware)
T4 (employee Aname John Aprevious-project psm Aexpemse hardware)

T5. (employee Aname Ram Aprevious-project warp Aexpertise compilers)

T6' (employee Aname Shyam Aprevious-project warp Aexpertise compilers)

T7: (employee Aname Madhu Aprevious.project psm Aexpernse compilers)
T8- (employee ^name Jadhu Aprevious-project psm Aexpertise compilers)

Figure 6.1: Example production and tuple-space.

this chapter. The subsequent chapter presents experimental results comparing the performance
of a tuple-oriented match algorithm and its collection-oriented analogue. The work presented
in these three chapters has been done jointly with Prof. Milind Tambe of the Information
Sciences Institute, University of Southern California.

6.1 The key idea

In the above example, consider the four instantiations containing employees previously with the
warp project. The tests in the production discriminate only between employees with different
expertise - the hardware experts match the first condition and the compiler experts match
the second condition. They do not discriminate between different employees with the same
expertise and the same previous project. However, tuple-oriented match algorithms provide
discrimination between even such employees by generating separate instantiations for them.
For example, generation of <T1, T5.> and <T1, T6> discriminates between Ram and Shyam
both of whom are compiler experts previously with the warp project. Therefore, tuple-oriented
algorithms pay for discrimination between all tuples even if the program does not require it.

The key idea underlying the alternative approach proposed in this chapter is that match algo-
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rithms should provide only as much discrimination as required by the productions In other
words, "if you do not discriminate, you do not pay for it".

Tuples that satisfy exactly the same subset of tests, like the tuples corresponding to employees
with the same expertise and common previous project in the above example, are equivalent
in the context of the given program. A match approach that does not discriminate between
such tuples must hold all mutually equivalent tuples as a collection. Therefore, the primary
objects to be matched are collections of equivalent tuples instead of individual tuples. Such
an approach is collection-oriented since all operations, matching, deletion, modification etc,
are performed on collections of tuples. A match algorithm based on this approach matches
each condition with a collection of tuples and generates collection-oriented instantiations
which have a collection of tuples corresponding to each condition in the production. Since
tuples in each collection are equivalent, all tuples in an instantiation are guaranteed to be
mutually consistent. For the example in Figure 6.1, a collection-oriented match algorithm
will generate two instantiations. The first instantiation, containing previous members of the
warp project, is < {1, T2 ) , (T5, T6 )> and the second instantiation, containing previous
members of the psm project, is <(T3, 4), {T7, T8)>. Tuples in each of these instantiations
are mutually consistent, that is they all have the same value of the previous-project field.
Collection-oriented instantiations contain exactly the same information about consistency of
matching tuples as corresponding tuple-oriented instantiations, only in a terse form. The
tuple-oriented instantiations corresponding to a collection-oriented instantiation can be easily
generated by creating a cross product of its component collections. For example, the tuple-
oriented instantiations containing previous members of the warp project can be created as a
cross-product of the two collections in the corresponding collection-oriented instantiation, that
is, {T1,T2} and fT5,T6}.

Another way of looking at this is to view the matching operation as a retrieval in a relational
database. The tuple types correspond to relations, the intra-condition tests (the a tests) to
selection operations and the inter-condition tests (the A tests) as join operations. The example
in Figure 6.1 corresponds to the self-join on the employee relation shown in Figure 6.2. From
this point of view, tuple-oriented match algorithms create explicit or eager joins - where the
join is completely computed at the earliest possible opportunity. On the other hand, collection-
oriented match algorithms would create implicit or lazy joins - where the join formation is
delayed as long as possible. Tuple-oriented match algorithms represent the result of a join as
a collection of pairs whereas collection-oriented match algorithms would represent it as a pair
of collections from which the join can be generated.

'And, fairly enough, if you do discrimnale, you do pay tor. :!
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select empl.name, emp2.name
from employee empt, employee emp2
where empl expertise = hardware
and emp2.expernse = compilers
and empl.previous-project = emp2.prevtous_pro:Ject

Figure 6.2: SQL version of the example production

6.1.1 Analysis

At this point, two questions arise naturally. First, why should collection-oriented match
algorithms be expected to scale better than tuple-onented ones and second, when should they
be expected to scale better. This subsection attempts to answer these questions analytically.
Empirical results supporting the analysis in this subsection will be presented in Chapter 8.

Production system semantics require matching conjunctions of conditions, each condition
being capable of matching an arbitrary subset of the tuple-space, Therefore, the number of
instantiations (and tokens) will always be a combinatorial product. In tuple-oriented algorithms,
the factors in this product are the number of tuples that match individual conditions whereas in
collection-oriented match, combinatorial factors are the number of collections, or equivalence
classes, of tuples that match individual conditions. Since the number of collections matching
each condition can be expected to be much smaller than the total number of tuples, the overall
combinatorial product can be expected to be significantly smaller for collection-oriented match
algorithms. A reduction in the number of instantiations and tokens causes a corresponding
reduction in execution time since fewer combinations have to be generated and updated.

As the number of tuples matching individual conditions grows, a combinatorial explosion in
the number of instantiations and tokens is very likely for tuple-oriented match algorithms. This
explosion can be avoided in collection-oriented match algorithms if the number of collections
does not grow, that is, if the additional tuples for larger data sets fall in the same equivalence
classes as the tuples for smaller data sets. In the best case, all the tuples matching each condition
are equivalent and only one collection-oriented instantiation is generated for every production.
For the production in Figure 6.1, this would occur if all employees had worked on the same
previous project. For a production with m conditions, each of which match n,, i E 0, ..m - 1,
tuples, such an instantiation would take space proportional to Z ni. The corresponding tuple-
oriented instantiations generate the complete cross-product of these tuples and would need
space proportional to 11 n,. In such a case, collection-oriented match can reduce the number
of instantiations and tokens from a high-order polynomial in the size of the tuple-space (with
a degree equal to the length of the longest production) to a linear function of the size of the
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tuple-space. Note that the best case for collection-onented match is the same as the worst case
of tuple-oriented match. Tuple-oriented match is the degenerate case of collection-oriented
match. It corresponds to the case where every collection contains at most one tuple.

Since collection-oriented match requires no restriction on the expressiveness of the productions
or the contents of the tuple-space, it does not reduce the worst-case space and time complexity
of the production match problem. It is still possible to encode NP-complete problems such as
subgraph isomorphism within the match of a single production. For a description of how this
encoding can be done, see [76].
The primary factors that govern the performance improvement achieved by collection-oriented
match are the number and the average size of collections. Large improvements over tuple-
oriented match can be expected for programs which generate a large number of big collections.
Programs which can be expected to have such behavior are those that have tests with low
selectivity/discrimination relative to the contents of the tuple-space. At one end of the selectivity
spectrum are programs with very large tuple-spaces, like active databases. No matter how
selective the tests are, continued growth in tuple-space size will eventually generate large
collections. On the other end of the spectrum are programs with small tuple-spaces and poor
selectivity. An example of this are the expensive chunks which occur in Soar[1 15]. These
productions are automatically generated as a part of the learning process and are, in effect, a
generalized summary of the problem-solving, The generalization process reduces selectivity
by replacing constants by variables.

6.2 Collection-oriented match algorithms

The major difference between tuple-oriented and collection-oriented match algorithms is the lat-
ter group equivalent tuples into equivalence classes whereas the former do not. A tuple-oriented
match algorithm can be converted to its collection-oriented analogue by adding mechanisms to
create and maintain equivalence classes of tuples. Primary data structures used in tuple-oriented
match algorithms are right memory nodes (containing tuples), left memory nodes (containing
tokens) and the pnodes (containing instantiations). The major operations on these data struc-
tures are addition, deletion and searching for matches. The rest of this section discusses and
evaluates the alternatives for modifying these data structures to deal with equivalence classes
of tupls. The next section presents Collection Rete, the collection-oriented analogue of the
Rete algorithm.
The following discussion assumes that ever' 3 node has its own memory nodes. This implies
that every memory node has a unique 3 node as its destination and therefore, has a unique test
associated with it. This assumption is made by a large class of match algorithms, particularly
by algorithms that use hashtables to store the contents of the memory nodes and by algorithms
that attempt to maximize concurrency (see Section 2.5 for details).
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6.2.1 Right memory nodes

Conceptually, a right memory node in tuple-oriented match algorithms consists of a list of
tuples that match the corresponding condition. This list can be easily partitioned into a list
of equivalence classes based on the value of the field being tested. For equality tests, it is
sufficient to find the equivalence class with the appropriate value. Additional structure on this
list would be necessary for efficient implementation of relational tests. Possibilities include
ordering the list of equivalence classes and arranging them in a binary search tree. If the
number of equivalence classes grows large, it is possible to use a hashtable to speed up the
search operations.

The above discussion assumes that the destination 3 node tests only one field of the tuples
contained in the memory node. While, this is not always the case, it almost always is. The
average number of tests per 8 node for the benchmarks used in Gupta's thesis (38] was between
0.37 and 1.27. The corresponding range for benchmarks used in the parallelism experiments
described in previous chapters of this thesis is 0.23 to 0.74. In the relatively rare case of multiple
fields being tested, any one of the fields being tested can be used to partition the memory node.

Addition of a tuple: The memory node is searched for the equivalence class that this tuple
would belong to. If such an equivalence class is found, this trple is added to it. Else, a new
equivalence class is created for it.

Deletion of a tuple: The memory node is searched for the equivalence class that this tuple
belongs to and the tuple is deleted from it. If this tuple is the last member of the equivalence
class, the equivalence class is deleted from the memory node.

Searching for a match: This depends on the test(s) being performed at the destination 8 node.
The common case is a single equality test. The match, in this case, consists of finding the
appropriate equivalence class. There exists a match if and only if such an equivalence class
exists. Inequality tests can be performed in a similar manner only with an inverted test - that
is, there is a match if and only there is no appropriate equivalence class. Searching for matches
for a relational test can take advantage of ordering between equivalence classes to determine
the list of equivalence classes whose members satisfy the test. Checking if an equivalence class
satisfies a test can be optimized by caching the value to be tested.

For R9 nodes that test multiple fields of a tuple, the searching can be initially done with the just
one of the fields and the subsequent tests can be applied only to the tuples that satisfy the first
test.

Partitioning based on values being tested reduces the average number of comparisons that have
to be done for every instance of the search operation. In this, it is similar to hashing the contents
of the memory nodes as has been recommended by Gupta[381. The relative performance of
these two schemes remains to be explored. Note that it is possible to build hybrid schemes that
use hashing to speed up the search for equivalence classes.
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6.2.2 Left memory nodes

Conceptually, a left memory node in tuple-oriented match algorithms consists of a list of
tokens. Each token corresponds to a sequence of tuples that matches a condition prefix. A
token consists of a sequence of slots, each of which contains a pointer to a tuple. Tokens can be
easily modified to use equivalence classes of tuples. Instead of pointing to a single tuple, each
slot points to a collection of tuples. Such tokens are referred to as collection-oriented tokens.
In the rest of this dissertation, token should be taken to mean collection-oriented token unless
mentioned otherwise.
Operations on collection-oriented tokens: There are three operations possible on collection-
oriented tokens: extension, merging and breaching. Extension takes a token with n slots and
a collection of tuples and creates a token with n + I slots with the given collection in the last
slot. A token can be extended by a collection if and only if all the tuples in the collection are
consistent with all the tuples already contained in the token.
Merging takes two tokens with equal number of slots and creates a new token which has the
same number of slots and which contains all the tuples contained in the original tokens. A pair
of tokens can be merged if and only if they differ in only one slot. The collections in all the
other slots remain unchanged; the collections in the differing slot are merged. For example,
<(TI), (T2,T3)> and <(TI), (T5)> can be merged to form <(TI), {T2,T3,T5I>.
The correctness of merging can be easily shown. Let the first token be T.Di and the second
token be T.D2, where D is the differing slot and T corresponds to the rest of the slots. Since, T
is consistent with both D, and D2, and since there are no tests between different tuples matching
the same condition, it is safe to merge them and create T.(DI + D2). On other hand, it is not
possible to merge tokens that differ in more than one slot. 'b show that, let the first token be
T.Dii.D 2 and the second token be T.D2 .D22. In this case, tuples in D,I may or may not be
consistent with tuples in D2. Similarly, tuples in D21 may or may not be consistent with tuples
in D12. Merging such tokens would violate the mutual consistency requirement.
Breaching takes a token, a tuple and a test that can be applied to the two. It splits the
token into two subtokens, one containing the tuples that satisfy the test for the given tuple (the
consistent subtoken) and the other contains the tuples that do not satisfy the test (the inconsistent
subtoken). Breaching is the inverse of merging. For example, suppose the original token is
< {T1), (T2, T3, T4 > and the given test checks for consistency between the second slot in
the token and the given tuple. If the test succeeds for T2 and T3 and fails for T4, the breaching
operation generates < (T1 ) , {T2, T3 ) > and < (T1} , (T4) >.

Observation about left memory nodes: If two tokens in a left memory node can be merged,
that is, differ in only one slot, they differ in the last slot. Tokens arriving at a memory node
are generated by appending a collection of tuples (from a right memory node) to a token (from
a left memory node). Therefore, the collection in the last slot will always be different for all
the tokens in the same left memory node. Now, if two tokens differ in at most one slot, they
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must, necessarily, differ in the last slot. A corollary of this is that two mergeable tokens in a
left memory node have a common token as a parent (the common subtoken consisting of all
the slots except the last one).

Addition of a token: The memory node is searched for existing tokens that the incoming
token can be merged with. If such a token is found, the two tokens are merged. Else, the
new token is added to the memory node. For memory nodes associated with non-negated
conditions, there can be at most one existing token in the memory node that can be merged
with the incoming token. To show this, assume that there are two such tokens. Since they
differ in only one slot and both of them belong to the same memory node, they differ in
the last slot. Furthermore, both of them differ from the incoming token also in the last slot.
Therefore, they can be merged with each other. Since tokens are added one at a time, one of
them must have been added before the other at which time it would have been merged with
it, Memory nodes associated with negated conditions need to maintain a count of matches
in the opposite memory for every token. It is possible that two mergeable tokens match
different tuples from right memory. The need to keep track of the matches in the opposite
memory forces such tokens to be maintained as separate entities. For example, consider the
production and tuple-space in Figure 6.3. The left memory corresponding to the only 5 node in
the production contains the token < {T1, '2 ) >. Since no tuples match the second condition,
the opposite memory is empty and an instantiation is generated. Now suppose the tuple
(request "operation book-ticket "priority 1) is added to the tuple-space.

It matches one of the two tuples in < (TI, T2 )>. This forces a breach since the two tuples, T1
and T2, match different tuples in the right memory.

(p make-request
(operation-pending ^name <op>)

-(request 'operation <op>)

(make request Aoperation <op> ^priority 1))

TI: (operation-pending Aname book-ticket)
T2. (operation-pending Aname buy-guidebook)

Figure 6.3: Example production with a negated condition.

Deletion of a token: Deletion of a token occurs either when a tuple matching a positive condi-
tion is deleted or a tuple matching a negative condition is created. While it is possible to mirror
the addition operation for deletion, as is done in many production system implementations, it is
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cheaper to scan the tokens for the tuple that initiated the deletion and remove it. For example,
given a left memory node containing the tokens < {T1), (T2, T3 ) > and < {T4 ), { T3, TS} >,
deletion of the tuple T3 modifies the memory node to {< (TI}, {T2 } > , < {T1) , {T5 ) >}. If
the tuple being eliminated is the last one in any of the collections it occurs in, the corresponding
token is deleted. For example, if after T3, T2 is deleted, the second slot in the first token
becomes empty. The memory node now contains just < {T1) , {T5 ) >.

Searching for a match: A left memory node is searched for a match for tuples from the
corresponding right memory node. Conceptually, searching for a match consists of breaching
every token in the memory node. Usually, only one of the two subtokens need be generated
- the consistent subtoken if the , node performing the search corresponds to a non-negated
condition and the inconsistent subtoken it corresponds to a negated condition.

6.23 Pnodes

Conceptually, a pnode contains the list of instantiations of a particular production. It is similar
to a left memory node except that it uses the selection algorithm to impose an order on the
instantiations. Ordering algorithms used for tuple-oriented instantiations can be easily extended
to collection-oriented instantiations since all tuples in a collection are equivalent and the first
tuple can be used as a proxy for all the tuples in the collection. The only complication arises if
the selection algorithm uses a recency-based criterion that assigns unique timetags to tuples and
favors higher values of the timetag over lower ones. Such selection schemes can be efficiently
supported if the tuple with the highest timetag is the first one in the collection.

6.3 Collection Rete

This section describes Collection Rete, the collection-oriented analogue of Rete. The algorithm

is presented in a pseudo-code form. Existence of the following mapping structures is assumed:

* right-memories maps a #i nodeid to the contents of the corresponding right-memory node
l eft-memories maps a B nodeid to the contents of corresponding left.emory node

* pnodes maps a pnode nodeid to its contents
* successor-lists maps a 3 nodeid to the list of nodeids of the successor nodes
* node jype maps a 0 or pnode nodeid to its type which may be AND, NOT or PNODE
* beta-tests maps a 3 nodeid to the corresponding inter-condition consistency test
9 right.memory-tests maps a 6 nodeid to the test used to partition the corresponding right
memory node into equivalence classes
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procedure add-tuple(tuple)
begin

right-memories - find.matching-conditions(retenettuple)
/*ffindinatching-conditionsO uses the upper half of the Rete network (the a network) to
find the set of conditions that match the given tuple. Every condition has an associated
memory node which contains the tuples matching it *1
foreach memory in rightmemories

add-tuple-to.ight.memory(tuple,memory)
end

end

procedure add.tuple-to.righLmemory(tuple,index)
begin

classes +- rightamemoriesfindex]
test ,-- rightLmemory-tests[index]
/* See Section 6.2.1for details on right-memory-tests */
foreach class In classes

result - apply-test(test,tuple,class)
/* apply-testO assumes that the values in the field can be ordered. It returns one of
{BELONGS, LESS.THAN GRFATER.THAN} */
If (result = BELONGS)

add.tuple.to..class(tuple,class)
return

else If (result = GREATER-THAN)
break

end
insert.class(create.class(tuple),nght-memoriesfindex])
/* invoke the appropriate right activation routine */
If (node-type[index] = AND)

and.node-right.add(tupleindex)
else if (node.type[index] = NOT)

not-node.right-add(tupleindex)
else

add-tuple-pnode(tuple,index)
end
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procedure and-node.xight-add(tuple, index)
begin

tokens +- lefu.memories[index]; test - beta-tests[index]
successors +- successoriists[index]
foreach token in tokens

(token-con,tokenincon) +- breach(token,tuple,test)
if (token-con NULL)

/* The consistent subtoken is extended and propagated down the network. In
practice, only the consistent subtoken needs to be generated *1
succ-token +- extend(token-con,create-collection(tuple))
foreach succ in successors

add-toleft-memory(succ-token,succ)
end

end
end

procedure not-node.right-add(taple, index)
begin

tokens - left.meraories[index; test -- beta-tests[index]
foreach token in tokens

(token.con,tokenincon) +- breach(token,tuple,test)
If (tokenincon NULL)

/* The original token is replaced by the breached subtokens, each with its own
count of matches in the opposite memory. Breaching is required to maintain
separate counts */
delete-token(token,lefLmemories[index])
add-token(token.incon,left-memoriesindex))
add-token(token.con,left.memoriesf index])
tokenincon.matches 4- token.matches
token.con.matches - token.matches+l
/* If the inconsistent subtoken has no matches, neither did the original. Deleting
all matching tuplesfrom successor nodes is sufficient to replace successors of the
original token by corresponding successors of token incon /
if (tokenincon.matches = 0)

delete-tuplesJrom.successors(matchedtuples(token~con,test),ndex)
else

token.matches - token,matches+l
end

end
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procedure and-node.efladd(token,index)
begn

classes right.memoriesfindex]
test 4- beta-testsfindex]
successors - successorlistsfindex]
succ.tokens +- NULL

/* This routine scans the associated right memory and generates a sequence of successor
tokens. In effect, it breaches the original token for every equivalence class and then
merges as many of them as possible. In practice, it is possible to avoid the merging step
by taking advantage of the fact that in an overwhelming fraction of cases, there is only
one test, usually an equality test *1

foreach class in classes
(token-con,tokenincon) ,- breach(token,class.first-tuple,test)
new.token +- extend(token-conclass)
merged +- FALSE
foreach succ-token In succ-tokens

if (mergeable(new-token,succ -token))
merge(new-token,succ_token)
merged +.- TRUE

end

/* If the new token cannot be merged, add it to the list of successors t/

if (merged = FALSE)
add.token(new.token,succ-tokens)

end

/* Propagate all the generated tokens to all the successor nodes */
foreach succ In successors

foreach succ-token n succ-tokens
add.tolefLmemory(succ-token,succ)

end
end

end
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procedure not..node.Jeft..ad(token,index)
begin

classes *-- right..memorieslindex]
test '- beta-tests[index]
successors t- successorlistsfindex]
consistent-tokens ~- NULL
inconisistent-okens +- NULL

1* This routine scans the associated right nenory and generates a sequence of successor
tokens. The sen 'se of tests is reversed from and-nodeJeft.addo. It keeps track of the
subtokens generated and the number of their matches. The original token is replaced by
the subtokens in the left mem-ory for this node *

foreach class in classes
(token-con,tokenincon) +- breach(token,class.first-tuple,test)

if (find-token(token.con,consistent-tokens,1)=NOT..FOU7ND)
token-con.matches +-I
add .aokentken-onconsistent-tokens)

if (find-token(tokenincon,inconsistent-tokens,O) = NOT-.FOUND)
tokenincon.matches +-0
add-token(tokenincon,inconsistent-tokens)

end

1* Propagate all the generated tokens to all the successor nodes *
foreach succ in successors

foreach incon-token in inconsistent-.tokens
add~to-efimmory(extend(incontoken,NULL),succ)

end
end

/* Replace the original token by the lists of subrokensw
delet-token(tokcn,left-mniinories index])
append-tokenhist(consistent-akens,left-memories[index])
appcnd-tokenist(inconssenttokens,left-memoriesfindex])

end
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procedure add-toeft-nemoryyincomingJoken, index)
begin

tokens +- IefLmemoriesfindex]
merged +.- FALSE
foreach token in tokens

if (mergeable(incoming-token,token))
1* mergeable() can be efficiently implemented if a canonical order can be imposed
on the tuples in each collection. The test for equality for collections can be
implemented as ptr eqaality on the first tuple *
mcrge(incoming-token,token)
merged +-TRUE

/* For and nodes, tokens have maximal collections, since there is no need to
maintain counters for subcollections. Therefore, there is only one mergeable
token. *1
if (node-type[index] = AND)

break
end
/1 f there is no mergeable token, add the token to the memorynode
If (merged= FALSE)

add-token~token,IefLmemories[index])
1* Left activation of the successor node *
If (node-typefindexJ AND)

and..nodeieft.add(token,index)
else if (node-typefindex] = NOT)

not..nodeieft-add(token,index)
else

add-token -to-pnode(tokenjindex)
end

procedure finid-oken(incoming-token,tokenlistincr)
begin

/* If a match is found, the existing token's match count is incremented by iner ~
foreach token in token-list

if (identical-token(incoming-token,token))
tokenmatches - token.matches+incr
return (FOUTND)

end
return (NOT-FOUND)

end
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procedure delete-tuples-from-sucessors(tuples, index)
begin

successors - successors.list[index]

foreach succ in successors
foreach tuple in tuples

if (node-type[index] = AND or node-type[index] = NOT)
delete-tupleJefLmemory(tuple,succ)

else
delete-tuple-pnode(tuple,succ)

end
end

end

procedure add-tuple-pnode(uple,index)
begin

/* This routine is invoked when the production has only one condition. Therefore,
all tuples that reach the right memory node corresponding to the condition, match the
production. In this case, all instantiations can be merged into a single collection-oriented
instantiation. This routine creates a unit collection for the given tuple and merges it into
the single collection-oriented instantiation */
mergeinst(creat-inst(create-collection(tuple)),pnodes[index])

end

procedure add-token-to-pnode(oken, index)
begin

/* This routine is invokedfor productions with multiple conditions and therefore multiple
instantiations are possible. Similar to an and R3 node, the instantiations are maximal
and every incoming token can be merged with only one of them. */
instantiations ,- pnodes[index]
foreach inst in instantiations

If (mergeableinst(token,inst))
mergeinst(token,inst)
return

end
/* The token can be merged with none of the existing instantiations. Create a new
instantiation and add it to the conflict set. Note that instantiations that have already
been fired are held separately and are not a part of the conflict set *1
addinst(createinst(token),pnodeslindex])

end
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procedure delete-tuple(tuple)
begin

righLmemones +-find..matching-conditrns(rete.nettuple)
foreach memory in right-memories

delete-tuple.right.memory(tuple,memory)
end

end

procedure deiete-tuple..righuLmemory(tuple, index)
begin

classes +- right-memories2ndex]
I* asswnption: that a tuple can occur in only one equivalence class *
foreach class in classes

if (apply..test(testtuple,class) = BELONGS)
delete-tuplc..from-class(tuple,class)
if (empty(class))

delete..ciass(class,right..memories[indexj)
break

end
/* Propagate the deletion *
If (node-type[index] = AND)

and..node..ighLdelete(tuple,index)
else if (node-type[index] = NOT)

not..node..right-delete(tuplc,indcx)
else

delete-tuple-pnode(tuple~ndex)
end

procedure and..node..rght..delete(tuple, index)
begin

successors +.- successoriists[index]
/* Iterator to delete the tuple from all successors V/
foreach succ in successors

if (node-typefindex] = AND or node-typef index] NOT)
delcte..tuple-lefLmemory(tuple,succ)

else
delete-tupie-pnode(tuple,succ)

end
end
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procedure not..node..righLdelete(rupleindex)
begin

tokens +- leftrncmoriesfindex]; test +.- beta-tests[index]
successors <-- successor.Jists[index]
foreach token in tokens

1* matchjtoken() checks f the entire token is consistent with tuple ~
if (match-token(token,tuple,test))

token.counter +- tokencounter- I
If (tokencounter = 0)

/* No matches left, need to generate successor token *
succ-token *-extend(token,NULL)
foreach succ in successors

if (node-type[succ] = AND or node..typetsuccl =NOT)

delete-tupleleft.memory(tuple,succ)
else

delete-tuple-pnode(tuple,succ)
end

end
end

procedure delete..upleleft.memory(tuple, index)
begin

tokens .- left..memories[index)
successors .- successorlists[index]
foreach token in tokens

foreach slot In slots(token)
delete-tupleiromslot(tuple,slot)
/* If any of the slots becomes empty, then there is no match left *
If (empty(slot))

delete-token(token,Ieft-memoriesfindex])
break

end
end
foreach succ in successors

if (node-typefindexJ AND or node-type =NOT)

delete-tupleieft.memory(tuplc,succ)
else

delete-tuple-pnode(tuple,succ)
end

end
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procedure delete-tuple-pnode(tupe,index)
begin

instantiations 4- pnodes[index]
foreach inst in instantiations

foreach slot in slots(inst)
delete..tupe-from-slot(tuple,slot)
if (empty(slot))

delete-instantiation(inst,pnodes[index])
break

end
end

end
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Chapter 7

Collection-oriented Production Language

Tuple-oriented production languages operate on scalars -each condition matches at most one
tuple, each variable is bound to a single value and each tuple-space operation creates or modifies
a single tuple. The semantics of these languages require that the instantiations generated at
the end of the match should be tuple-oriented. This implies that while it is possible to use
collection-oriented match algorithms for implementing these languages, the collection-oriented
instantiations generated must be converted to their tuple-oriented analogues before they can be
used. In many cases, however, there is no need to generate the cross-products. Therefore, these
languages cannot take full advantage of collection-oriented match algorithms.

Another limitation of tuple-oriented languages is their inability to express aggregate operations
on collections of data. Tuple-oriented languages that fire multiple instantiations per msa
cycle, like PPL and PARULEL, allow only element-wise operations. In addition to limiting
expressiveness, this restriction creates serious performance problems for tight sequential loops.
In such cases, it is possible that the matching overhead can swamp the computation.

This chapter presents the design and implementation of a collection-onented production lan-
guage, COPL.

7.1 Design of the Collection-oriented Production Language

7.1.1 Desiderata

From the discussion in the previous chapter, it is clear that the primary goal in the design of a
collection-oriented production language should be to allow the programmer (and the compiler)
to delay and, if possible, eliminate cross-products between collections of tuples matching
different conditions To delay cross-products, it is necessary to create and hold the component
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collections. This implies that such 2 language should allow conditions to be matched by
collections of tuples instead of individual tuples and correspondingly it should generalize the
notion of instantiation from a sequence of tuples to a sequence of collections of tuples.
Recall from Section 2.2, that variables are bound on their first occurrence. The condition in
which a variable first occurs is referred to as its binding condition and the field in which it
appears is referred to as its bindingfield. In scalar languages, like OPSS. a variable is bound
to the value of the binding field in the tuple that matches the binding condition. For example,
in Figure 7.1, the variable <var> is bound to the value from the size field of the tuple(s)
that match(es) the first condition. In a scalar language, the tuple-space in Figure 7.1 results
in the generation of three instantiations, each with a separate tuple corresponding to the first
condition and accordingly, <va-> is separately bound to II, 12 and 13. In a collection-oriented
language, a variable is bound to the value of the binding field for all the tuples that match the
binding condition. For example, in Figure 7.1, the binding condition for the variable <var>,
that is the first condition in the production, matches the collection < {T3, T4, T5 ), (Ti) >.
As a result, <var> is bound to the collection of size values from all the tuples that match
this condition, that is { 1,12,13}.

(p jack-boots
(object -type jack-boots Asize <var>)
(specification Aobject jack-boots 'size <= <var>)

(modify I Aacceptable yes))

TI. (specification Aobjectjack-boots Asize 11)

T2- (object Atypejack-boots Asize 10)
T3: (object typejack-boots Asize 11)

T4: (object Atype jack-boots Asize 12)
T5: (object Atype jack-boots ASIz 13)

Figure 7.1: Example to illustrate variable binding

To take the full advantage of collection-valued variables, a collection-oriented production
language must extend the actions in the then-part to operate on collections For example,
in Figure 7.1, the modify action should mark all the tuples matching the first condition as
acceptable.
The following subsections describe the design of the Collection-oriented Production Language
(COPL) This language has been based on OPS5. Details on OPS5 can be found in Section 2.2.
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7.1.2 Tuple space

Given the emphasis on collections, allowing tuples to contain collection-valued fields is a
natural extension. And if fields are allowed to contain collections, there is no reason why
they should be restricted to flat collections. The main argument against allowing collection-
valued fields is that they would introduce structure in the tuple-space and, in the extreme case,
cause the tuple-space to collapse into a single monolithic tuple. Such a drastic change in the
data representation would make it difficult, if not impossible, to compare the performance
of collection-oriented languages and the corresponding match algorithms with their tuple-
oriented analogues. Furthermore, such a language would be incompatible with at least one
of the motivating applications - active relational databases. As a result, COPL retains an
unstructured tuple-space.

7.1.3 Conditions and Instantiations

COPL makes no changes in the OPS5 syntax for conditions. Each condition is matched by a
collection of tuples. Instantiations consist of a list of collections, one collection corresponding
to each condition in the production. The collections corresponding to non-negated conditions
must have at least one tuple; the collections corresponding to negated conditions must be
empty. Instantiations are maximal, that is it is not possible to add a tuple to any of its
component collections without violating the mutual consistency requirement.
Each variable is bound to the collection of values from the binding field. Values matching
all occurrences of a variable must be mutually consistent. Figure 7.2 shows an example.
This production attempts to pair up requests for operations with servers that are capable
of performing the operation. The first instantiation corresponds to requests and servers for
the cuxrent-tirne operation and the second instantiation corresponds to the set- time
operation. Note that the instantiations are maximal,
Since individual COPL instantiations usually correspond to a large number of OPS5 instan-
tiations, the COPL conflict sets are much smaller. Therefore, the selection strategy used is
much less important. To order the collection-oriented instantiations, COPL extends the OPS5
selection strategies. Recency of an instantiation is computed by extracting the most recent tuple
in every collection and using it as a proxy for the entire collection. Figure 7.3 shows how the
instantiattons in Figure 7.2 would be ordered.

7.1.3.1 Actions

Extending actions to deal with collection-valued variables is more involved. Consider, for
example, the production in Figure 7.4. Under tuple-oriented semantics, a separate instantiation
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(p handle-requests

(request 'lid cid> A operation <op>)
(server Afame <server> Acapable-of <op>)

(some actions))

Ti. (request A id I A operaation current-time)

TT (request A id 2 A operation current-time)
T3. (request A id 3 Aopeation set-time)
T4: (server Aflame time-O A cpable-of set-time)
T5: (serverA Aname time- I Apableof currentti m)
T6: (server Afname time-2 A capable-of current-time)

Inistantiations:

<(TI,T2j,(T5,T61> -- <op> = current-time, <id> = (1,2 1. <server>= (ttme-I,time2l
<T)j4>--c<op> = set-time, <id> = (3), <server> = Iime-O)

Figure 7.2: Example of binding collections to variables

<jTIT2)jT5,T6j> <(T31,{T4>

IExtract most recent tuple, from each collection

<T2,T6> <T3,T4>

ISort the timetags

<T6,Y2> cT4,T3>

ICompare in order

T6 > T4 --> <T6,T2> > <T4,T3>

Figure 7.3- Example of instantiation ordering in COPL
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is generated for every way in which the production can be matched (there are nine such
instantiations). The make action for each instantiation has unique values for both <obj 1> and
<obj2>. Under collection-oriented semantics, only one instantiation is generated and both
the variables are bound to the collection {TI,T2,T3}. To achieve the same functionality as the
tuple-onented version of the program, the make action has to generate a cross-product of the
two variables.

(p make-pairs
(object Aid <objI> Atype <t>)
(object Aid <obj2> Atype <t>)

(make pair Afirst <objI> Asecond <obj2>))

TI: (object Aid I 'type abacus)

T2: (object Aid 2 Atype abacus)
T3' (object Aid 3 Atype abacus)

Figure 7.4: Production that generates a cross-product in the tuple-space

However, generating a cross-product of variables is not appropriate for all instances of a
make action. Consider the case in Figure 7.5. Under tuple-oriented semantics, again nine
instantiations are generated. But only three of them are fired as each firing also deletes one of
the objects. The result of the three firings is three pair tuples, each with a different object
in the first field. To achieve the same functionality under collection-oriented semantics,
the make action should establish a l-to- I correspondence between the values of <obj 1> and
<obj2>.

To correctly handle the conflicting requirements of these two situations, COPL extends the
semantics of make and introduces two new functions - insert and update. The make
action creates a cross-product of all argument collections but it does not add them to the tuple-
space. Instead, it gathers them into a collection and returns the collection as the result of
the make action. Actual addition of the tuples to the tuple-space is done by insert. The
update function takes three arguments, a collection of tuples, a field index and a collection
of values. The cardinality of the two collections should be identical. It assigns the nth value
in the second collection to the given field of the n' tuple in the first collection. It returns the
collection of tuples after the update. Figure 7.6 shows how these functions can be used to write
COPL versions of the productions shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.

The treatment of the modify action is simpler. Ti action ch, . .. at,d f tt,, s and
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(p make-pairs-unique
(object Aid <obj J> Atype <t>)
(object Aid <obj2> Atype <t>)

(make pair Afirst <obj 1> Asecond <obj 2>)
(remove 1))

TI' (object Aid I Asype abacus)

T2: (object Aid 2 Atype abacus)
T3: (object Aid 3 Atype abacus)

Figure 7.5: Production that does not generate a cross-product Imte th "e- ,-..

(p make-pairs
(object Aid <obj 1> type <t>)
(object Aid <obj2> Atype <t>)

(insert (make pair Afirt <obj]> Asecond <oj2>)))

(p make-pmrs-unique
(object Aid <obj1> Atype <t>)
(object Aid <obj2> Atype <L>)

(insert (update (make pair Afirst <obj 1>)
Asecond <obj2>))

(remove ))

Figure 7.6" Cross-product and non-cross-product makes in COPL
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never gererates additional tuples. COPL allows the arguments to modify be either scalar
values or collections. However, the cardinality of any collection-valued argument must be the
same as the cardinality of the collection of tuples being modified. Figure 7.7 shows an example
of the modify action. This production computes the sum of all values and stores in the
sum tuple. Note that the call to the function sum takes a collection as an argument.

(p sum-values
(value Adata <d>)
(sum Aresult 0)

(modify I Aresult (suM <d>)))

Figure 7.7: Example of modify in COPL

The remove action can be easily extended to handle collections. Instead of deleting a single

tuple, it deletes a collection of tuples.

The foreign functions called by COPL can take either scalar or collection-valued arguments.

The next section describes coplc, an implementation of COPL.

7.2 Implementation of COPL

copic is an implementation of a subset of COPL. It compiles all of COPL except negated
conditions to portable C code, The run-time system is entirely in portable C. It requires no
special operating system support and runs on any machine that has a C compiler. coplc
generates uniprocessor code and makes no attempt to parallelize the program. For matching,
it uses the Collection Rete algorithm described in Section 6.3. coplc , is based on the
PPL implementation described in Section 3.4. The pplc compiler has been modified to
generate code for the Collection Rete algorithm. The run-time library has been modified to
handle collection-oriented tokens and instantiations and to support the extended versions of
the actions. The description of the Collection Rete algorithm in Section 6.3 leaves several
operations, like mergeableO, breach() and create instO, unspecified in the interest of clarity.
Following subsections describe how these operations have been implemented.
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7.2.1 Data structures

Right memory: A right memory is implemented as an ordered list of equivalence classes.
Each equivalence class is implemented as an ordered list of tuples. The first field being tested
at the 3 node associated with the memory is used to partition the tuples into equivalence classes.
This field is referred to as the characteristic field of the memory. An equivalence class contains
all tuples with the same value for the characteristic field. Since most 0 nodes have a single test,
and since membership tests are expected to be frequent, equivalence classes cache the value of
the characteristic field. The order on the values in the characteristic field is used to order the
equivalence classes. The tuples within each equivalence class are ordered in the descending
order of their timetags.
Ordering the equivalence classes allows the search for an equivalence class to often be ter-
minated without traversing the entire list. This allows efficient implementations of addition
and deletion. It also allows efficient implementation of searching for matches. Searching for
an equality test consists of finding the equivalence class with a matching characteristic value;
searching for an inequality test consists of collecting the tuples in all the other equivalence
classes; searching for relational tests consists of collecting the tuples in all the equivalence
classes before (for < tests) or after (for > tests) the matching equivalence class.
copic does not hash right memories since partitioning the tuples into equivalence classes
already achieves most of the benefits of hashing. If the number of equivalence classes becomes
large, a hybrid scheme which uses hashing to quickly find desired equivalence classes might
become attractive.
Left memory: A left memory is implemented as a list of collection-oriented tokens. Each
token is an array of collections, one collection corresponding to each condition. Each collection
is an ordered list of pointers to tuples. Pointers to tuples are ordered by the timetags of the
tuples they point to. Ordering the tuples permits efficient equality tests on collections. Two
collections are equal if and only if the first tuple in both of them is the same. Therefore, the
test for equality of collections reduces to the test for the equality of a pair of pointers. Efficient
implementation of collection equality, in tum, allows efficient implementations of procedures
that manipulate tokens like, mergeable () and find-token ().
Hashing left memories has been shown to achieve a significant speedup for Rete [42] since
it quickly isolates the tokens that are likely to match. There are two reasons why hashing
is unlikely to achieve similar gains for Collection Rete. First, since each collection-oriented
token usually corresponds to a large number of tuple-oriented tokens, the size of left memories
is expected to be much smaller for Collection Rete. Second, since the tuples in a collection can
have different values for the field(s) being tested at the associated 3 node, a collection-oriented
token would have to be hashed to multiple buckets. Partitioning a collection-oriented token so
that each partition only has tuples with the same value(s) for field(s) to be tested would allow
each token to be hashed to a single bucket but would violate the maximality requirement for
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instantiations. Reordcnng the tuples based on the value(s) of the field(s) to be tested would
destroy the canonical order based on timetags Without a canonical order on the tuples in
a collection, testing two collections for equality would require complete traversals of both
collections

Conflict set: The conflict set consists of a heap of heaps. All the instantiations for individual
production are or 4nized in a production-specific heaps; the highest ranking instantiations for
all the pm," ., are organized into another heap. As mentioned earlier, COPL uses an
extended vc., ,wi of the OPS5 instantiation selection strategy. Recency of an instantiation is
computed by extracting the most recent tuple in every collection and using it as a proxy for the
entire collection. Figure 7.3 sh" "s how the instantiations in Figure 7.2 would be ordered.

7.2.2 Procedures

mergeable (tokenl, token2) : Two tokens can be merged if and only if they differ in at
most one collection. As discussed above, equality of two collections can be tested by checking
if the first pointer in the two lists are equal. Therefore, checking if two tokens can be merged
needs at most n pointer comparisons where n is the number of collections.

merge (tokenl, token2) -, This procedure merges the first token into the second. It is
assumed that the two tokens differ in only one slot and the index of this slot has already
been computed (presumably during the call to mergeable () which precedes the call to this
procedure). The first token is merged into the second by merging its collection in the differing
slot with corresponding collection for the second token, This requires merging of two sorted
lists of tuples. The cost of merging two sorted lists of length, l and 12 is 0(11 + 12).

find-token (token, token.list, incr) : This procedure searches token-list for
token. Two tokens are equal if and only if all their collections are equal. Therefore, finding
a token takes 0(nl) time where n is the number of collections in the tokens and I is the length
of the list of tokens. If the token is found, its count of matches is incremented by incr.

extend ( token, tuple) : This procedure is used to create successor tokens. The existing
token is copied and a singleton collection consisting of tuple is appended to it. Since only
the pointers to the collections have to be copied and not entire collections, the time taken is
0(n) where n is the number of collections. Creation of the singleton collection and appending
it to the token takes constant time since a token is implemented as an array of collections.

deletetupe.:ron..slot tuple, slot) : This procedure first checks if the tuple to
be deleted and the tuples in the slot are of the same type. If not, it returns right away. Otherwise,
it takes advantage of the timetag order on the tuples in a collection to avoid scanning tuples
whose timetags are smaller than its own. In tP' worst case, it may need to traverse the whole
collection.
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breach (token, tuple, test) : This procedure splits token into two parts, one that is
consistent with tuple and the other that is inconsistent with it. Consistency with a tuple is
defined in terms of test which tests one or more fields of the tuple and one or more slots of
the token. The consistent and inconsistent subtokens differ only in the slots that are tested by
test. Breaching is implemented by scanning the slots tested by the test and partitioning
their collections into consistent and inconsistent subcollections. The subtokens are created by
copying the pointers to slots that are not tested and copying the subcollections for the slots
that are. Copying a collection consists of copying the list of pointers to tuples. The tuples
themselves are not copied If k slots out of n are tested and the lengths of the subcollections in
the im tested slot 1,, then the time taken is (n - k) + E I,.
create.inst (token) .- this procedure extracts the most recent timetag from each of the
collections in the instantiation and sorts them. Since, the collections are sorted in descending
order of timetags, extracting the most recent timetag for a collection is aconstant time operation.
It uses heap sort to sort the timetags which takes time O(nlogn) where n is the length of the
instantiation.

The next chapter evaluates the scalability of collection-oriented match algorithms and compares
their performance with that of tuple-oriented algorithms for large tuple-spaces.
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Chapter 8

Collection-oriented Match Experiments

The primary goal of these experiments was to evaluate the scalability of collection-oriented
match algorithms. A lesser goal was to compare the performance of collection-oriented match
algorithms and their tuple-oriented analogues for large tuple-spaces. To help achieve both
goals, programs that process scalable data sets were selected as benchmarks and each bench-
mark program was run with successively larger tuple-spaces. In these experiments, Rete was
selected as the exemplar for tuple-oriented match algonthms and its collection-oriented ana-
logue, Collection Rete, was selected as the exemplar for collection-oriented match algorithms.
The corresponding compilers, pplc and copl c, differ only in the match algorithm used. The
run-time libraries for the two implementations differ only in COPL's support for aggregate
operations on collections. In comparison, PPL provides only element-wise operations on col-
lections through joint firing of all instantiations of a production. Therefore, the differences
in performance can be directly attributed to these two factors. This chapter describes the
experiments and their results. The first section describes the benchmark programs. The next
section describes the structure of the experiments. The third section compares the performance
of PPL and COPL on the benchmark programs. The fourth section discusses the scalability of
collection-oriented match algorithms. The chapter concludes with some observations from the
experiments including programming idioms for collection-oriented production languages.

8.1 Benchmarks

The benchmarksuite consists of three programi,make- teams, custers and airl ine-route.
Two of them, make- teams and airline-route operate on databases (of employees and
airline routes respectively) and the third, clusters, performs clustering on image regions.
All of them process scalable data sets, that is data sets that can be characterized by a numerical

149
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parameter and which can be scaled by assigning increasing values to this parameter. All of
them were originally written in OPS5. Code for these programs can be found in Appendix F.

8.1.1 Creating teams with constraints (make-teams)

This program operates on a database of employees which contains information about their area
of expertise and previous experience. It also contains an overall numerical evaluation of each
employee's past performance. The task is to build teams with four employees each. The teams
are to be formed with the constraints that each meml -r must have a different area of expertise
and that some of the members must have worked together previously. There are four areas
of expertise - hardware, compilers, networks and operating systems. This program builds all
such teams and determines the number of teams that are "good". The "goodness" of a team is
defined as a sum of the t;.,uations of its members. This program was written by Milind Tambe
at Carnegie Mellon University.

This program consists of three phases. The first phase creates all valid teams and computes
their "goodness" score. Each team can be independently created. The second phase identifies
all the "good" teams based on the "goodness" score computed by the previous phase. The final
phase counts the number of "good" teams.

Conversion to PPL: Since all teams can be created independently, the production that creates
the teams and computes their goodness score was converted to a parallel production. Since
selection of a team as a "good" team depends only on its own score, it can be performed
in parallel for all the teams. To achieve this, the production that selects "good" teams was
converted to a parallel production. The third phase consists of a non-parallelizable loop similar
to the counting loops in hotel (see Section 4.1.4). PPL versions of these three productions
are shown in Figure 8.1.

Conversion to COPL: Only three productions in this program have conditions that are matched
by more than one tuple - the production that crates the teams, the production that selects
"good" teams and the production that counts the selected teams. Consider the first production
(its PPL version is shown in Figure 8.1). Under tuple-oriented semantics, there are as many
instantiations as teams. Each instantiation creates the tuple corresponding to one team and
computes its score. Under collection-oriented semantics, there are as many instantiations as
the number of previous projects. Each instantiation creates the tuples for all the teams whose
hardware and compiler experts have previously worked together on a particular project (the
value bound to the variable <project>). The tuples for all such teams can be created by
generating the cross-product of the collections bound to <idl>, <id2>, <id3> and <id4>
and creating a tuple for every element of the cross-product. This is exactly what the COPL make
action does. This production also computes the "goodness" score for each team. To achieve
that, the COPL version of this program uses a C procedure compute4 ( which generates a
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(parp make-team
(goal Aname create-teams)
(person Aid <id I> Aexpertise hardware ApreYIoUS.project <proj t ^score <

(person Aid <nd2> AeXpertise operating-system Ascore <v2>)

(person lid .cid3> Aexpertise networks Ascore <v3>)
(person Aid <id4> Aexpense compilers ^previous-projct <project> ^Score <v4>)

(make team ^hardware ,adl> operating-systems <id2> "networks <id3>
"compilers <id4> Ascore (compute <vl> + <v2> + <v3> + <v4))

(parp create-teams
(goal Aname select-team)
(team ^score > 8 "select-status nil)

(modify 2 ̂ select-status selected))

(p count-teams
(goal ^nan' count-teams)
(team Aselect-status selected)
(count "value <value>)

(modify 2 ̂ select-statsus counted)
(modify 3 "value (compute <value> + 1)))

Figure 8.1: PPL productions for make-teams

corresponding cross-product of the individual scores (collections bound to <v.>, <v2 >, <v3 >
and <v4>) and sums each combination.

The production that selects "good" teams needs no conversion as all it does is match a set of
tuples and modify them. Under tuple-oriented semantics, a separate instantiation is generated
for every team whereas under collection-oriented semantics only one instantiation is generated
for all the teams.

As discussed in Section 5.2 4, loops that perform an), sort of accumulation over a collection of
data items are a major source of inefficiency in tuple-oriented production system languages. The
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production that counts the selected teams is an instance of this. In every cycle, an instantiation
is created for every team that has not yet been counted. One of these instantiations is selected
and fired. This modifies the tuple containing the counter which leads to the deletion of the other
instantiations. In the next msa cycle, this process repeats with the new counter toplc and the
remaining teams. As a result, 0(n2) instantiations are created, of which only n instantiations are
fired. Under collection-oriented semantics, only one instantiation is generated and the teams
are counted by a C function (cardinal iJty () .
COPL versions of these three productions are shown in Figure 8.2.

(p make-team
(goal Aname create-teams)
(person Aid <idi> Aexpertise hardware Apreviousprojec <project> Ascore <vl>)
(person Aid <id2> Aexpertisc operating-systemi Ascore <v2>)
(person Aid <id3> Aexpertise networks ASCore <v3>)
(person Aid <id4> Aexperhise compilers Aprevjous-project <project> Ascore <v4>)

(insert (update (make team Ahardware <dl> Aoiperating-systems <id2>
Anetworks <id3> Acompilers <id4>)

Ascore (compute4 < 1> <cv2> <v3> <v4>))))

(parp create-teams

(goal An&Me select-team)
(team Ascore > 8 Aselect-status nil)

(modify 2 ASeleCtstaus selected))

(p count-teams
(goal Aname count-tearns)
(team Ahardware <id> Aselect-status selected)

(insert (make count AValUe (cardinality <id>))))

Figure 8.2: COPL productions for make-teams

Data set: The data set for make -teams is parameterized by the number of employees. The
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number of previous projects is fixed at ten and the number of compiler experts is fixed at
five. The compiler and hardware experts are equally (and randomly) distributed over all the
projects. Other employees are randomly assigned projects with no restriction on distribution.
The restriction on the number of compiler experts was introduced to limit the number of
tuple-oriented instantiations generated. Without this restriction, the number of tuple-oriented
instantiations grew so fast that only very small data sets could be processed on a Decstation
5000/200 with 96 megabytes of main memory

8.1.2 Clustering Image regions (clusters)

This program operates on image regions that are characterized by position and type (e.g. road,
hangar, tarmac, etc.). The regions are divided into seed regions, tarmacs, parking-aprons or
hangars, and non-seed regions. Every seed region forms the center of a cluster which includes
all regions within a given distance from it. The task is to determine the average size of these
clusters. The computation performed is loosely similar to the computation in the second and
third phases of SPAM(75],i a knowledge-based image analysis program. This program was
written by Milind Tambe at Carnegie Mellon University.

This program consists of three phases. The first phase computes the distance between each
seed region and all other regions. The second phase creates clusters around each seed region
The third phase computes the sizes of all clusters and computes their mean.

Conversion to PPL: The distance between all pairs of regions can be computed in parallel. To
achieve this, the production that computes the distance between a pair of regions was converted
to a parallel production. Since there is no restriction on overlapping of clusters, all clusters can
be created in parallel. To achieve this, the production that generates the links between the seed
and the other members of a cliver was converted to a parallel production. The third phase
consists of two accumulation loops. The first loop is doubly neswd and counts the number of
members in every cluster. The second loop adds up these counts. Since PPL does not support
aggregate operations like accumulation, productions in the third phase are left unchanged.
Figure 8.3 shows the PPL versions of the converted productions.

Conversion to COPL: There are four productions in this program with conditions that match
multiple tuples - the production that computes the distances, the production that creates the
clusters, the production that computes the size of individual clusters, and the production that
sums the sizes of the clusters. Consider the first production (its PPL version is shown in
Figure 8.3). Under tuple-oriented semantics, a separate instantiation is generated for every pair
of regions, tho first being a seed region. Each instantiation computes the distance between this
pair of regions and generates the corresponding distance tuple. Under collection-oriented

'Sec ion 4 1.5 cotains a brief descnpton of SPAM.
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(parp compute-distance
(goal "name calculate-distance)
(object Anumber <nl> Ax <x> Ay <y> Atype <<tarmac parking-apron hangar-building>>)
(object Anumber <n2> Ax <xl> Ay <y.>)

(make distance Aseed <nl> Aelement <n2>
Avalue (compute (<xl>-<x>)*(<x1>-<x>) +(<yl>-<y>)*(<yl>-<y>))))

(pap create-clusters
(group Aname create-groups)

(object Anumber <nI> Afocus yes)
(distance Aseed <i1> Aelement <n2> "value {>0 <800)

(make group Acenter <n I> member <n2> Acounted no))

Figure 8.3: PPL productions for clusters

scmantics, only one instantiation is generated, <ni> being bound to the collection of all seed
regions and <n2> being bound to the collection of all regions. To generate all the distance
tuples, it is necessary to create a cross-product of <n> and <n2>, This can be directly done
using the COPL make action. The distance between different pairs of points is computed by
the C function compute-dis tances () which creates a corresponding cross-product of the
coordinates and returns a collection of distances (actually squares of distances).

The production that creates the clusters is simpler to convert. Under collection-oriented
semantics, one instantiation is generated per seed region, <nl> is bound to the seed region and
<n2 is bound to the collection of regions within v distance units from it. One link is to
be created between a seed region and every member of its cluster. Creating a cross-product of
<nl> and <n2> using the make action achieves the desired effect

The remaining two productions accumulate values from collections. Their collection-oriented
versions move the accumulation loops from the production system paradigm where they are
inefficient to a procedural paradigm where they can be efficiently implemented. The COPL
versions of these productions use two C procedures, summat ion () and cardinal ity ()
for the computation.

Figure 8.4 shows the converted productions.

Data set: The data set for clusters is parameterized by the number of seed regions The
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(p compute-distance

(goal Aflame calculate-distance)
(object Anumber <ni1> AX <X> Ay <y> Atype <<tanmac parking-apron hangar-building>>)
(object Anumber <n2> AX <Xl> Ay <y!>)

(insert (update (make distance A seed <n 1> "element <n2>)
A %alue (compute..distances <xlI> <x> 'cy I> <cy>))))

(p, create-clusters
(goal Aflame make-groups)
(object "number <nJ AfDCUiS yes)
(distance "seed <n I> Aelement <nZ' AValu. 1 1)

(insert (make group "center <n I> "member <cn2>))

(p compute-cluster-size
(goal Afname get-group-sizes)
(object A"number <n 1> AfDC~US yea)

(grop "center <ni>A "member <n2>)

(insert (make grouip-count center <n 1> 'size (cardinaisy <n2>))))

(p count-clusters-and-sum
(goal A"nanme average-group-sizes)
(group-count Acenter<n I> "size 'csz>)

(insert (make aVerage-size 's.UM (summation <%zr>) 'count (cardinality <ni>))))-

Figure 8.4 COPL productions for clusters
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total numbei of regions in a data set is ten times the number of seed regions. Each region is
randomly assigned a unique position in a lOOx 100 grid.2 The relation between the number of
seed and non-seed regions h~s been picked to keep the number of tuple-oriented instantiations
under control.

8.1.3 Airline routing (airline-route)

This program operates on an airline flight database with fields for source, destination and cost of
each flight. The task is to find a minimum cost route from a given source to a given destination
with a given number of hops. If no route with the given number of stops can be found, the
cheapest route overall is desired. This program was written by Milind Tambe at Carnegie
Mellon University.

This program has two phases. The first phase computes all the routes from the source to the
destination and the second phase picks the best available route.

Conversion to PPL: Finding a route in the database does not need to modify the database,
Therefore, it is possible to compute all routes independently. This can be achieved by converting
all productions that compute routes to parallel productions. Figure 8.5 shows the PPL version
of one of them, the production that finds all the routes from the source to the destination with
exactly one intermediate stop. The selection of the best available route is done using the match
process directly. The production implementing this :s also shown in Figure 8.5.

Conversion to COPL: The only productions whose conditions match multiple tuples are the
productions that compute the routes. As an exemplar, consider the production that computes
the routes with two hops (PPL version of this production is shown in Figure 8.5). Under tuple-
oriented semantics, a separate instantiation is generated for every pair of flights that connect the
source and destination. Under collection-oriented semantics, one instantiation is generated per
stop-over point; <idi> is bound to the collection of flights from the source to the stop-over
point and <id2> is bound to the collection of flights from the stop-over point to the destination.
All thte corresponding route tuples can be generating by creating a cross-product of these
two variables. The COPL version of the production (shown in Figure 8.6) uses a C function,
compute-costs.2 ( ), to compute the costs of all the flight combinations. It uses another C
function, vec tor-gensym ( ) to generate a vector of unique identifiers for the routes.

Data set: The data set for airln ne-route is parameterized by the number of flights from
each hub airport. The number of airlines is fixed at ten and the number of airports is fixed at
twenty. Each airline is randomly assigned an airport as a hub. The flight database is created
by generating paired flights from these hubs to random destinations. The cost for each flight is
randomly assigned and is same in both directions.

2A few of the very large data sets were generated in a 400x400 grid
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(parp two-hops

(goal Aname compute-routes)
(traveller "name CV.> "source <src> "destination <dest>)
(flight "source <Sc> "destination <stop-over> "Cost <cl> Aid <idl>)
(flight "source <stop-over> "destination <dest> Acost <c2> Aid <dQ>)

(make route "length 2 Aid (gensym) "traveller <X> Aflighti <idi>
Atbght2 <Xd> "cost (Compute <C1I + <c2>)))

(p print-lowest-cost-route
(goal "name print-route)
(travel-constraint "traveller <x> "hop-number <hops>)
(route "length <hops> Atraveller ax> "cost cc>)

-(route "length <hops> "traveller <X> "cost < <c>)

(make min-cost Atraveller <Xt> "cost <C> "length <hops> "recommended yes))

Figure 8.5: PPL productions for airline-route

(p two-hops

(goal "name compute-routes)
(traveller "namne <Xt> "source <src> "destination <desc>)
(flight source <sic> "destination <stop-over> "cost <Cl> "id <idl>)
(flight "source <stop-over> "detnation <dest> 'cost <c2> Aid did2>)

(insert (update (make route "length 2 "traveller <Xt> "fightl <idl> Aflight2 <sd2>)
"cost (corn utecosts-2 <cl> <c2>)
"id (vectorjgensym (cardinality <idl>) *(Cardinaltty <id2>)))))

Figure 8.6: COPL productions for airitne-rouae
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8.2 Design of the experiments

These experiments measure and compare the performance of PPL and COPL versions of
the benchmark programs. Both versions were compiled at the highest level of optimization
available in the respective compilers. The C code generated by the compilers as well as the
code for the run-time libraries was compiled using the MIPS cc compiler version 1.31 with the
-O option. For these experiments, the uniprocessor version of pplc was used.

A sequence of experiments was conducted for both versions of each program. Data sets for these
experiments were generated by assigning larger and larger values to the data set parameters.
Each sequence was terminated when the execution time for either version increased beyond
half an hour. Execution time for each experiment was determined using the time facility in
csh. In all cases, it was the PPL version that was first to run out of time. These experiments
were conducted on a Decstation 5000/200 with 96 megabytes of main memory running the
Mach 2.6 operating system. To further probe the scalability of Collection Rete, additional
experiments were conducted for the COPL versions. Most of these experiments were conducted
on Decstation 5000/200s with 96 meg memory running Mach 2.6. A few experiments that
required a very large amount of memory were conducted on a Decstation 5000/260 with 480
megabytes of main memory running Ultrix 4.3.

8.3 Comparison between PPL and COPL

Figures 8.7, 8.9, and 8. 11 compare the growth of end-to-end uniprocessor execution time for
PPL and COPL versions of the benchmark programs. For all three programs, both versions
take comparable time for small data sets. For larger data sets, the time taken by the PPL
version grows much faster than the time taken by the COPL version. Furthermore, ratio of the
execution times also increases with the data set size.

Figures 8.8, 8. 10, and 8.12 compare how the space needed for match operations grows for the
two versions. For all three programs, the match space required by COPL is significantly less
than the match space required by PPL and the difference increases with an increase in the data
set size. This shows that the performance improvement achieved by COPL is not a time-space
tradeoff.

8.3.1 Analysis

For all the three benchmark programs, the COPL version outperforms the PPL version. How-
ever, there is a very large variation in the magnitude of the performance difference. On one
extreme, the COPL version of make- teams is up to 6500 times faster and uses up to 12 times
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less space than the PPL version, on the other extreme, the COPL version of airline-route
is no more than 7.5 times faster than the PPL version and uses only 1.6 times less space;
clusters falls in between these extremes with up to 150 fold improvement in execution
time and up to 3 4 fold reduction in match space. This section analyzes individual benchmarks
to explain this large variation. Since the implementations of PPL and COPL differ only in
the support for aggregate operations, the difference in performance can be attnbuted to the
productions that match and operate on aggregates.

make-teams: Only three productions in this program have conditions that match multiple
tuples - the production that creates the teams, the production that selects "good" teams and the
production that counts the selected teams. COPL versions of these productions are shown in
Figure 8.2.

Since the number of compiler experts is limited to five 3 and they are equally distributed, each
compiler expert has a different value of previous-project, All the other employees are
randomly, and approximately equally, distributed over all the ten projects. Therefore, five
collection-oriented instantiations are generated for the production that creates the teams. In
comparison, O(n3) tuple-oriented instantiations are generated for this production (n being the
number of employees).

The "goodness" scores for all the employees are randomly assigned from the range [0,4] and
the threshold for a "good" team is 8. There are 54 = 625 ways in which members of a team
can be assigned numeric evaluations. Only 54 of these add up to a "goodness" score over 8.
Since the numeric evaluations are randomly assigned, the expected value of the fraction of all
possible teams that are selected by the second production is 54/625 = 0.0864. Since a separate
tuple-oriented instantiation is generated for every selected team, O(n 3 ) such instantiations are
generated. In comparison, only one collection-oriented instantiation is generated.

The third production counts the number of "good" teams. Under tuple-oriented semantics, a
quadratic number of instantiations are generated for counting. Since there are O(nl) teams,
O(n6) tuple-oriented instantiations are generated. In comparison, only one collection-orie, ted
instantiation is generated.
clusters: There are four productions in this program with conditions that match multiple
tuples - the production that computes the distances, the production that creates the clusters, the
production that computes the size of individual clusters, and the production that sums the sizes
. the clusters. COPL versions of these productions are shown in Figure 8.4.
Since the ratio of the number of seed regions and the number of non-seed regions is fixed
(ten), the number of tuple-onented instantiations of the production that computes the distances
is O(n2), where n is the number of seed regions. In comparison, only one collection-oriented
instantiation is generated

3
Compiler experts being worth their weight in gold :-)
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Since the seed regions are uniformly distributed over the 100xlOO grid, their density is
n/ 10. The expected number of seed regions within v/'0 units of distance from any point is
v'0n/104. This is the expected number of clusters that each region occurs in. This is also the
expected number of tuple-oriented instantiations of the cluster-creation production generated
for every image regions. Since there are O(n) image regions, 0(n2) such instantiations are
generated. In comparison, n collection-oriented instantiations are generated, one instantiation
per seed-region

The density of the non-seed image regions is lOn/l0I = n/ 103. Therefore, the expected value
of cluster size is v"00n/ I03. Since, counting generates a quadratic number of tuple-onented
instantiations, 0(n2) such instantiations of the third production are generated. In comparison,
n collection-oriented instantiations are generated, one per cluster.

Since there are n clusters, and since an accumulation loop generates quadratic number of tuple-
oriented instantiations, 0(n2) such instantiations of the fourth production are generated. In
comparison, only one collection-oriented instantiation is generated.

airline-route: The only productions whose conditions match multiple tuples are the productions
that compute the routes. There are five such productions, for routes of length one through five.
There are twenty airports, ten of which are randomly chosen to be hubs. The data set is
parametenzed by the number of flights from each hub. A separate tuple-oriented instantiation
of the Ph production is generated for every sequence of flights of length k which originates at the
source and terminates at the destination. Consider the simplest case of direct flights. Since either
or both of the end-points can be hubs and since there is a 50% probability of any airport being
a hub and since the expected number of flights from any hub to any other airport is n/19, the
expected number of direct flights from the source to the destination is 2 x 1/2 x n!19 = n/19
Therefore, O(n) tuple-oriented instantiations are generated for the first production. Next,
consider the case of two-hop flights. Since the intermediate point must be different from
both the end-points, the expected number of flight-sequences is 18n/19 x n/19 = 18n 2/19.
By generalization, O(nk) tuple-oriented instantiations are generated for the production that
computes the routes of length k.

For the production that computes the direct flights, only one collection-oriented instantiation is
generated. For the production that computes the two-hop flights, a separate collection-oriented
instantiation is generated for every intermediate point. There are 18 such points possible,
though not all of them might be linked to both source and destination. In general, C' collection-
oriented instantia:lns are generated for the production that computes k-hop flights, C being a
constant less than 20.

Summary: The difference in the number of instantiations is greatest for make- teams.
Accordingly, it demonstrates the largest difference in performance. The difference in the
number of instantiations is smaller for clusters and so is the difference in the performance.
The primary reason for the relatively small difference in the performance of the PPL and COPL
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versions of airline-route is the fact that the data sets used in the experiments correspond
to small values of the data set parameter. Since each increment in the data set parameter
corresponds to 20 flights, the largest data set shown in the figures corresponds to a parameter
value of 19. The larger data sets already show significant divergence in the performance. For
sufficiently large data sets, the difference should comparable to that achieved by make- teams.
While COPL uses less match space than PPL for all three benchmarks, the reduction in space
usage is much less than the reduction m the execution time. There are two reasons for this. First,
a large fraction of the space is consumed by right memory nodes. Collection-oriented match
does not reduce the cardinality of right memory nodes. Second, collection-oriented match has
a space overhead - primarily for the maintenance of equivalence classes and collections. If
the average size of collections is large, these overheads are insignificant compared to the space
savings but if the average size of collections is small, this overhead can become significant.
Therefore, the ratio of the match space used is governed by the number of instantiations and
tokens a tuple appears in and by the average size of collections.

8.3.2 Critique

The magnitde of the results presented in the previous subsections raise questions about their
fairness and generality. This section discusses these questions.
Is the baseline efficient? The baseline used in these expenments, ppic is a highly optimized
implementation. Section 3.4 describes the suite of optimizations that have been incorporated
into pplc. Comparison of PPL with CParaOPS5, a compiler previously considered to be
state-of-the-art, shows PPL to be between 2 and 90 times faster and using between 2.2 and 4.2
times less space (see Section 4.2). On the other hand, the COPL implementation is a first-cut
implementation and is relatively under-optimized. A host of optimizations have been discussed
and proposed but are yet to be implemented.

a Sharing of collections between tokens: Currently, collections in a parent token are
copied whenever a successor is created. This is usually not necessary and it is possible
to statically determine when it and when it is not needed For large collections, avoiding
copying collections could make a significant difference.

* Using equivalence classes as collections: For productions that contain no negated condi-
tions, it is possible to use the equivalence classes directly as collections. This can reduce
the cost of matching a new tuple to the cost of finding the appropriate equivalence class
and adding the tuple to it. This optimization avoids performing ,. tests for tuples that join
pre-existing equivalence classes. Since 3 tests are b) far the most expensive part of the
match process, this optimization has potential for large speedups for the programs it is
applicable to. With the availability of collection-onented operations, negated conditions
are expected to be rare (see Section 8.5.2 for details).
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* Hashing right memories: As the number of equivalence classes grows, it is beneficial to
organize a right memory into a hash table of equivalence classes.

For small tuple-spaces, the performance of PPL is comparable with that of COPL. In fact, for
small tuple-spaces of airline-route, the PPL version is up to 2.1 times faster than the
COPL version. Furthermore, as the results indicate, PPL has been able to deal with tuple-spaces
whose maximum size is over 139,000 tuples. No other production system implementation has
been reported to be able to process such large tuple-spaces.

How general are the results? These experiments study the performance of two match algo-
rithms, one tuple-oriented and the other collection-onented, in the presence of a combinatorial
explosion in the number of instantiations and tokens. They show that collection-oriented algo-
rithms are better able to deal with this combinatorial explosion, the magnitude of the difference
in performance depending on the selectivity of the tests in the productions and the patterns in
the data set. Programs processing large tuple-spaces have been used as benchmarks but the
occurrence of a combinatorial explosion is not limited to such programs. Programs processing
much smaller data sets can experience a combinatorial explosion in the number of instantiations
if the selectivity of the tests is low. For example, most Soar [66] programs process relatively
small tuple-spaces. However, the learning procedure sometimes creates productions of low
selectivity, called expensive chunks. These productions are so expensive to match that they
cause Soar to slowdown after learning instead of speeding up.

Are the data sets unrealistic? The restrictions placed on two of the data sets, make- teams
and clusters may appear to be unrealistic but they have been imposed to reduce the
difference between the performance of PPL and COPL. For example, the restriction of five
compiler experts in make- teams limits the number of instantiations for the production that
generates the teams to 0(n ) and for the production that counts "good" teams to 0(n6). In
the absence of this restriction, 0(n4) tuple-oriented instantiations would be generated for the
former and 0(n8) tuple-oriented instantatlons for the latter.

8.4 Scalability of collection-oriented match

For a collection-oriented match algorithm, the number of instantiations for a production depends
on the extent to which the tuples matching individual conditions can be grouped together. If
all the tuples matching every condition can be grouped, only one instantiation is generated
for every production, On the other hand, if no grouping is possible, a collection-oriented
algorithm reduces to its tuple-orienced analogue. In other words, the number of instantiations
for a production depends on how the collections of tuples corresponding to each condition are
partitioned, or fragmented,
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Fragmentation: Consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 8.13. This production
matches pairs of objects of the same type Since all the objects in the tuple-space are of the
same type, the tests in the production are unable to distinguish between them and only one
collection-oriented instantiation is generated - < (1:1, t2, t3, t4 1, { ti, t2, t3, t4) >.

(p pairs
(object Aid <objectl> Atype <t>)
(object Aid <object2> Atype <t>)

(make pa Afirst <object I> "second <object2>))

t1. (object Aid I Atype box AsiZe large)
t2 (object Aid 2 Atype box ASIZi large)
t3: (object Aid 3 Atype box Asize small)
t4: (object Aid 4 Atype box AsIZe small)

Figure 8.13: Example production and tuple-space

Now suppose the tests in the production are changed so that the size of the objects is also
tested. For example, if the test ^size <size> is added to both the conditions. The modified
production matches pairs of objects of the same type and the same size. Since the objects
are of different sizes, the modified tests are able to distinguish between them. The original
instantiation is fragmented into two - one with large objects, < (1t, t2) , { tl, t2 }>, and the
other with small objects, < { t3, t4 }, (t3, t4 1>.
On the hand, suppose the production remains as it is but the type of the second and fourth
objects is changed to circle. In this case, the tuple-space would be:

i: (object Aid I ̂ type box ^size large)
t2.. (object ̂ id 2 ^type circle ^size largel,
t3: (object Aid 3 ^type box ^size smalli
t4: (object Aid 4 ^type circle ^size small)

Since the objects are no longer of the same type, tests in the original production are able to
distinguish between them The original instantiation is fragmented into two - one with box
objects, < (tl, t3 }, ( tl, t3 ) >, and the other with circle objects, < { t2, t4 , { t2, t4 }>.
Now, if the additional test for the size of objects is included, each of these fragment undergo
fission resulting in the generation of four instantiations - < (t) , (tl) >,, < {t2 , (t2 >,
<(t3) , (t3)> and <(t4) , {t4)>.
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As the above examples show, fragmentation occurs when the tests in the production(s) are able
to distinguish between different tuples. As a program evolves, this can be due to an increase
in the specificity of the tests or a change in the distribution of values in the data. As the data
set for a given program increases, the number of instantiations and tokens is likely to remain
the same if the additional tuples have the same value(s) for the fields being tested as existing
tuples For example, by adding

t5: (object ̂ id 5 ^type box ^size large)
t6: (object A id 6 ^type box Asize small)

to the tuple-space in Figure 8.13, no additional instantiations or tokens are generated. On the
other hand, if the tuples being added to a growing data set have different value(s) for the tested
fields as existing tuples. This leads to the generation of additional instantiations and tokens
For example, adding

t5: (object ̂ id 5 ^type circle ^size large)
t6: (object ̂ id 6 ^type circle ^size small)

to the tuple-space in Figure 8.13, would lead to the generation of an additional instantiation -
<{t5), {t6}>.

As can be seen from the above examples, the degree of fragmentatioi depends on the specificity
of the tests in the productions relative to a given tuplc-space.

If the performance of a collection-oriented match algorithm is to scale with tuple-space size,
the rate at which new partitions are generated should be much smaller than the rate at which
tuples are added to the tuple-spa.e. In the ideal case, addition of tuples does not increase the
fragmentation. For example, if all the tuples being added to the tuple-space in Figure 8.13
correspond to large boxes. In the worst case, every new tuple added increases the fragmentation.
For example, if every pair of tuples added to the tuple-space in Figure 8.13 corresponded to
objects of a unique type.

The following section examines the scalability of Collection Rete, as an exemplar collection-
oriented match algorithm. It provides an empirical demonstration of how the interaction
between the specificity of the productions and the data distribution governs the scalability of
collection-oriented match algorithms.

8.4.1 Scalability of Collection Rete

This section examines the scalability of Collection Rete based programs in greater detail.
It uses the number of tuple-space modifications per second as the metric. This metric is
computed by dividing the total number of tuple-space modifications by the total execution time
and is referred to as the tuple processing rate. Since match algorithms are incremental and
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process modifications to the tuple space rather than the tuple-space itself, the total number of
modifications is a fairer measure of the amount of work than the number of tuples in the initial
tuple space. In the best scenario for scalability, the tuple processing rate remains constant
(or increases) as the data set size is increased. A constant tuple processing rate indicates
that the cost of processing a tuple does not grow with tuple space size and that there is no
combinatorial explosion in the number of instantiations and tokens. On the other hand, if there
is a combinatorial growth in the number of instantiations and tokens as the tuple space size
increases, the average time needed to process a single tuple gots up resulting in a lower tuple
processing rate.

make-teams: Increasing the data set size for make-teams does not lead to an increase in
the fragmentation since all the new tuples are added to existing tuples As a result, the tuple
processing rate formake- teams remains within a relatively small range, 26,000 tuples/second
to 32,000 tuplesfsecond, over a two orders of magnitude increase in the tuple-space size.
Figure 8.14 shows how the tuple processing rate varies with tuple-space size. Note that the
graph is plotted on a semi-log scale The rate drops for very large tuple-spaces. This drop
can be attributed to paging effects as the total memory required for these cases is close to the
physical memory available on the machine (96 megabytes).
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Figure 8.14: Tuple processing rate for make-teams

clusters: Increasing the data set size for clusters does not increase the number of instanti-

atbons for the production that creates the teams and the production that accumulates the sizes of
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the clusters New instantiations are generated for the productions that create clusters and count
the number of their members. However, the rate at which new instantiations are generated is
much smaller than the rate at which tuples are added (the average size of clusters ranges from
29 to 395 and increases with an increase in data set size). Figure 8.15 shows that the tuple
processing rate for clusters increases with tuple-space size. Note that the graph is plotted
on a semi-log scale. Like make-tea.s, the tuple processing rate for clusters drops for
very large tuple-spaces due to paging effects.
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Figure 8.15: Tuple processing rate for clusters

airline-route: The key productions for this benchmark are the productions that find routes of
different lengths from the source to the destination. One instantiation of these productions is
generated for every route found and corresponds to all the flight sequences over 'his route. Since
increasing the data set size for airline-route consists of populating a random graph, the
number of routes does not increase smoothly with an increase in number of flights. On one hand,
addition of a single flight may not contribute towards any route and on the other, it may provide
the vital link between two hitherto independent subgraphs. Figure 8.16 illustrates this. Assume
the solid edges are the existing flights and the dashed edges are two flights that has just been
added. Flight A does not lie on any route from the source to the dest,nation, whereas addi!ion
of flight B creates 4 x 4 = 16 new routes. As a result, the number of instantiations increases
by spurts. Accordingly, the tuple processing rate for airline-route varies spasmodically
with tuple-space size. Figure 8.17 plot the tuple processing rate against tuple-space size. The
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low tuple processing rate is mainly due to the low density of the flight graph. As the density of
the flight graph increases, the likelihood of a new flight being along an existing route increases.
As a result, the rate at which new instantiations are generated will decrease as the data set size
grows.

source I

Flight A

0

Flight B

desination

Figure 8.16- Addition of new flights to existing flight database

Finally, Table 8.1 contains information about the largest data set processed by each of the
benchmark programs. It shows that the COPL version of clusters was able to process over
10 million tuples in less than four minutes on a Decstation 5000/260 with 480 megabytes of
main memory.
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Figure 8.17: Tuple processing rate for airline-route

Program Data set size execution time match space number of tuples
make- teams 400 employees 53.5s 21113K 1393457

clusters 10000 regions 205.9s 91925K 10165576
airline-route 400 flights 574.5s 2733K 203881

Table 8.1: Largest experiments

8.5 Observations

8.5.1 Relational match tests are inefficient

A frequently used idiom in production system programming is the use of relational tests in the
conditions to extract the minimum (or maximum) element of a collection of values. Figure 8.18
shows an example. As each data-i tern tuple is added to the tuple-space, it is compared with
all data-item tuples already in the tuple-space, This results in 0(n2) comparisons, where
n is the number of tuples. Depending on the order in which the tuples are inserted, this also
leads to the generation and deletion of 0(n) instantiations. If the tuple with the largest value is
inserted first, only one instantiation is generated whereas if the tuples are inserted in increasmg
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order of value, a new instantiation is generated for every tuple.

(p find-mmn
(data-item Aid <id> A value <v>)

*(data-iiem A id <> cd> 'value < <~

(write "The minimum value is "'v)

Figure 8.18: Finding the minimum element using relational tests

A more efficient way of extracting the minimum element from a collection is illustrated in
Figure 8.19. This production extracts all the data-item tuples and calls a C routine,
f ind-.min ( ) , to extract the minimum element. This routine scans the collection of values to
find the minimum element and needs only 0(n) comparisons.

(p find-min-new
(data-itemn A value <v>)

twrite "The minimum value is "(find-min c>)

mnt findjnin(seq)
sequence seq;

P* the sequence is guaranteed to have one element, else no instantiation1
tot min= value(seq);

for (seq next(seq), !empty (seq); seq = next(seq))

if (value(seq) < mun) min = alue(seq);

return(niun);

Figure 8.19: Finding the minimum element using a prnce-Aure
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8.5.2 Negation needed Infrequently

Negated conditions are used in several commonly used production system programming idioms
including loop termination, aggregate updates, extraction of minimum (or maximum) element.
Negated conditions are used in these cases for their ability to search the entire tuple-space and
to make universally quantified assertions like there is no tuple whose data field has a value
greater than 50. Figure 8.20 shows examples of the first two idioms. Figure 8.18 shows an
example of finding the minimum element. Such idiomatic use accounts for most of the uses of
negated conditions, testing for the non-existence of a particular value is relatively rare.

(p loop
(goal Aname accmulate-values)
(accumulated-sum Avalue <sum>)

(data-item Avalue <v>)

(remove 3)
(modify 2 Avalue (compute <sum> + <v>)))

(p loop-termination
(goal Afname accumulate-values)
(accumulated-sum Avalue <sum>)
-(data-item)

(write "The sum is "<sum>))

(p aggregate-update
(region Atype seed Aid <seed> AX <xl> Ay <yl>)
(region Atype non-seed Aid <member> A <x2> Ay <y2>)

-(distance Afrom <seed> Ato <member>)

(make distance Afrom <seed> Ato <member>
Avalue (distance <x l> <y l> <x2> <y2>)))

Figure 8,20: Programming Idioms using negation

Collection-oriented production languages allow non-negated conditions to match the entire
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tuple-space. Therefore, it reduces the need for the use of negated conditions. Figure 8.21
shows how each of the three idioms mentioned above can be implemented in COPL COPL
versions of the benchmarks used in these experiments contained no negated conditions. In
comparison, the OPS5 versions needed quite a few negated conditions and the PPL versions
needed a small number of them.

Match algorithms, including Collection Rete, can be optimized to take advantage of the absence
of negated conditions. In a production that has no negated conditions, like the production that
creates the teams in make-teams, it is not necessary to create a list of pointers to represent
the collection corresponding to individual conditions. Instead, it is possible to use pointers to
equivalence classes directly. In such cases, processing a new tuple can often be reduced to
finding the appropriate equivalence class and adding the tuple to it.

(p loop.no-tenmnation-needed
(goal Aname accumulate-values)
(data-item Avalue <v>)
..>

(make accumulated-sum Avalue (sum <v>)))

(p aggregate-update
(region Atype seed Aid <seed> AX <xl> Ay <yl>)
(region Atype non-seed Aid <member> AX <x2> Ay <y2>)

(insert (update (make distance Afrom <seed> Ato <member>)
Avalue (all-distances <xl> <yl> <x2> <y2>))))

Figure 8.21: Programming idioms rewritten in COPL

8.5.3 Condition ordering less important for efficiency

Reordering conditions is a widely used optimization in production system programs. The basic
idea is to limit the number of intermediate results by ordering the conditions of a production
in decreasing order of selectivity. Consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 8.22.
With the given order, there are six tuple pairs that match the first two conditions, <tl, t4>,
<tl, t5>, <t2, t4>, <t2, t5>, <t3, t4> and <t3, t5>. Since the last condition matches
a single tuple, there are six tuple triples that match the entire production. The total number of
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tuple combinations generated is 12. Now, if the order of the conditions is reversed, only two
tuple pairs match the first two conditions, <t6, t4> and <t6, tS>. Since, the third condition
matches three tuples, six tuple-oriented instantiations are geaerated. The total number of tuple
combinations, in this case is 8.

(p reordering-example
(spy Aname <spy>)
(knave Aname <knave>)

(knight Aname <knight>)

(make ^first <spy> "second <knave> "third <knight>))

tl. (spy ^name Mata-Han)

t2' (spy Anam Sergie)

t3: (spy Aname Powell)
t4: (knave ^name Guy-Fawkes)
t5: (knave "name Petain)
t6: (knight Ane Lancelot)

Figure 8.22: Example illustrating the reordering optimization

Since collection-oriented match avoids creating explicit cross.products as far as possible, the
order of conditions is not as important. In the above example, a collection-oriented match
algorithm generates only one pair of collections matching the first two conditions and only one
collection-oriented instantiation for the production irrespective of the condition ordering. In
general, the importance of condition orde-ring in collection-oriented match algorithms depends
on the degree of fragmentation. Accordingly, condition ordering makes no difference in the
number of instantiations and tokens generated for make- teams and clusters, whereas for
airl ne- route, different orderings result in the generation of different numbers of tokens.

8.5.4 Cardinaity of variable values depend on condition ordering

In a tuple-oriented instantiation, each variable is bound to exactly one value, this value being
the same for all condition ordering. In a collection-oriented instantiation, each variable is
bound to a collection. If a variable occurs in multiple conditions, the collection bound to the
variable is created by extracting values from the tuples matching the first condition it occurs
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in. For example, the collection bound to the variable <nus> in Figure 8.23 consists of the
values of the "nurn-of -classes field of student tuples matching the first condition. If
the condition matching juniors occurs first, cardinality of <v> is four, otherwise it is one. To
avoid potential errors relating to this phenomenon, the binding occurrence of a variable should
be syntactically differentiated from rest of its occurrences.

(p cardinality-example
(student Ayear junior AnUmof-classes <um>)
(student ^year sophomore Anum-of-classes <num>)

(write "Number of matched pairs of students: "(cardinality <num>)))

tt: (student Aid 1 Ayear junior Anum-of.classes 4)
t2 (student "id 2 ̂ year junior 'num.-of.ctasses 4)
t3 (student Aid 3 Ayear junior Anum.of.classes 4)
t4: (student Aid 4 Ayear junior Anum-of-classes 4)

t5. (student Aid 5 Ayear sophomore Anum-of-classes 4)

Figure 8.23: Example illustrating difference in cardinality of variable values

8.5.5 Interaction with parallelism

Chapter 5 identified three major limitations on parallelism in production system programs
written in tuple-oriented languages. First, the small average task size in efficient production
system programs results in a high parallelization overhead. Second, the cost of matching after
every instantiation firing increases the cost of sequential loops. This limits the achievable
speedup as an Amdahl's law effect. Third, occurrence of cross-products high in the Rete
network limits the average number of tasks available and leads to low processor utilization.

Collection-onented match is able to eliminate or alleviate all three limitations. Collection-
oriented tokens are essentially a grouping of a collection of tuple-oriented tokens. To process
a :ollection-oriented token, it is necessary to compare a sequence of collections of tuples (the
token) with a collection of equivalence classes (the right memory). In comparison, processing
a tuple-oriented token consists of the comparison of a sequence of tuples (the token) with a
collection of tuples (the right memory). Depending on the degree of fragmentation, collection-
oriented match is able to group together arbitrarily large number of tuple-oriented tokens.
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As illustrated in Figures 8.2, 8.4 and 8.21, collection-oriented production languages make
it possible to move sequential loops from the production system paradigm, where they are
inefficient, to procedural languages, where they can be efficiently implemented. Furthermore,
many of these operations can be parallelized in a procedural paradigm. For example, the
accumulation loop in Figure 8.3 can replaced by a parallel tree-based addition algorithm which
takes O(log n) time.

Since collection-oriented match delays the generation of cross-products, it avoids the bottleneck
that arises due to the use of sequencing tuples in some tuple-oriented programs, for example,
waltz, one of the benchmarks used in the parallelism experiments (see Section 5.2.3). By
generating a single successor relatively quickly, collection-oriented match avoids thebottleneck.

8.5.6 Less restrictive is better

One of the primary optimizations used by production system programmers to tune their pro-
grams is to increase the restrictiveness of the conditions. Programming texts devote several
pages to various ways of limiting the number of tuples that match individual conditions. For
example, see [I I][pages 243-59]. However, as the size of the tuple space grows, increasing
the restrictiveness of the tests usually increases number of instantiations and thereby leads to
a degradation in performance. Section 8.4 illustrates this with an example. Figure 8.24 shows
how a decrease in restrictiveness reduces the number of instantiations. This production pairs
each data-item with the collection of data-items whose value is less than its own. For the given
tuple-space, four collection-oriented instantiations are generated, one each for t:1, t2 , t3
and t4. The second production eliminates the test on the value of the data-items and uses a
procedure call to create the threshold partitions. Only one collection-oriented instantiation is
generated for this production.

8.5.7 Programming guidelines

This section presents some guidelines for programming collection-oriented production Ian-
guages.

Move loops to procedural languages: As mentioned several times in this dissertation, the
production system paradigm is not suitable for implementing loops, in particular loops with
inter-iteration dependencies. COPL provides collection-oriented tuple-space operations to
implement loops that modify the tuple-space. Other loops should be implemented by using
match to extract the data items to be processed and by calling a procedural language routine to
actually perform the computation. Examples of such loops can be found in Figures 8.2, 8.4,
8.6, 8.19, 8.21 and 8.24.
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(p threshold-I
(data-item Aid <threshold> Avalue <v>)

(data-item Aid <items> Avalue < <v>)

(some action <items>))

(p threshold-2
(data-item Aid <thresholds> Avalue <vl>)
(data-item Aid <items> Avalue <v2>)

(some action (threshold <thresholds> <items>)))

tl: (data-item Aid I Avalue 5)
t2: (data-item Aid 2 Avalue 4)
t3: (data-item Aid 3 Avalue 3)
t4: (data-item Aid 4 Avalue 2)
t5: (data-item Aid 5 Avalue 1)

Figure 8.24: Decreasing restrictiveness reduces number of instantiattons

Avoid selection via the conflict set: A programming idiom used commonly in production
systems is selection from a set. A separate instantiation is generated for every element and the
instantiation selection algorithm is used to select one of the values. The other instantiations are
then eliminated from the conflict set. In a collection-oriented production language, this can be
implemented by extracting all the elements and using a selection predicate in the actions. This
allows a more efficient implementation of selection as well as flexibility in selection predicates.
An example is shown below.

(p selection
(data-item Avalue <v>)

(make selected-item ^value (selection-filter <v>)J)

Use match only for retrieval: Most production system languages allow relational tests in the
conditions, some even allow arbitrary user-written tests. The goal of including such tests in
the language is to allow programmers to use the match procedure for operations other than
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retrieval. For exampl-, a relational test between values in different tuples can be used to extract
the minimum (or maximum) element from a collection of values (see Figure 8.18). Figure 8.24
shows how relational tests can be used selecting values from a collection ("select all values less
than a threshold"). In many cases, the use of such tests forces the creation of a large number
of instantiations. This could be avoided if the match procedure is used only for retrieving
values from the tuple-space and other operations are performed by calls to procedural language
routines. Figure 8.24 shows an example. Even the operations that do not increase the number
of instantiations, like find-minimumn in Figure 8.18, they are less efficient when embedded
in the match procedure. See Section 8.5.1 for an example.

Reduce restrictions: As discussed in Section 8.5.6, reducing the restrictiveness of the condi-
tions often reduces the number of collection-oriented instantiations generated. In many cases,
it is possible to perform the selection achieved by the eliminated restrictions by calling a filter
procedure. For examples, see Figures 8.19 and 8.24.

8.5.8 It is possible to be even more lazy

Consider the task of finding all nodes in a network that are three hops away from a given
node. Figure 8.25 shows a production that implements this. Under tuple-oriented semantics,
one instantiation is generated for every path of length three from the root node. For the
network in Figure 8.26, ten tuple-oriented instantiations are generated, one each for A and D
and three each for B and C. Since the production conditions discriminate between every such
path, collection-oriented match would generate the same set of instantiations. However, the
operations performed by the production need only the leaf nodes and not the paths to these
nodes. Since collection-oriented match guarantees the mutual consistency between all tuples
in a collection-oriented instantiation, it is unable to collapse all the paths to a node. A variation
of collection-oriented match that relaxes the mutual consistency guarantee would be able to
deal with such situations by extending the laziness to generate the paths only if needed. This is

subject of future work.
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(p find-three.deep-leaves

(root-node Aid <root>)
(node Aid <intermediatel> ^pant <root>)
(node Aid <intermediate2> ^parent <intermediatel>)

(node Aid <leab Aparent <intermediate2>)

(do-sometlng <leaf>))

Figure 8.25: Production that finds leaves two hops away from the root

root

C

B

hA

Figure 8.26: Example network
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Chapter 9

Related Work

In early production system programs, match was by far the most expensive phase. As a result,
initial research on parallelizing production system programs focussed on parallelizing the match
phase. Several approaches were investigated usually involving special-purpose hardware.
Section 9.1 briefly describes these efforts. These efforts were limited partly by Amdahl's law
(since only the match phase was parallelized) and partly by the high parallelization overheads.

The limited success of these projects prompted investigation of various ways to detect which
instantiations can be fired in parallel. Most of these efforts extended the analysis proposed by
Ishida and Stolfo in their seminal paper[56]. Section 9.2 describes thcse efforts. As mentioned
in Chapter 3, these efforts were limited by the the data-dependent nature of the production
system paradigm and the lack of knowledge of about the rn-time contents of the tuple-space.

The earliest explicitly parallel production system language proposed was Herbal[122) which
allowed the programmer to specify which conditions could match multiple tuples and extended
the tuple-space operations to process collections of tuples. Herbal was not implemented. It was
followed by several languages including C5136], Ariel[44], PARULEL[107] and OPRL[ 128].
Section 9.3 describes these languages briefly.

Combinatorial explosion in the number of instantiations and partial matches has long been
known to be a major efficiency problem for production systems programs. Production system
textbooks, for example [ Il1, devote several pages to programming idioms to avoid or reduce
cross-products. There are three constraints on the match problem that make it impossible to
guarantee the elimination of this combinatorial explosion:

@ The if-part of a production consists oi aconjunction conditiORS,

@ Each condition can potentially match the entire tuplc-space and

181
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* The match procedure must be sound and complete, that is, it must generate all matched
instantiations and must not generate any spurious instantiations.

Researchers seeking to improve the scalability of production system programs have proposed
relaxing one or more of these constraints. Section 9.4 describes these approaches. The
collection-oriented match approach described in this dissertation is an attempt to tame the
combinatorial explosion without relaxing any of the constraints. As such, it is unable to
guarantee the absence of a combinatorial explosion but, as shown in Chapter 8, it performs
quite well for a large class of programs.

9.1 Parallel match

9.1.1 Tree-structured architectures

Several research efforts in the early 1980s attempted to use binary-tree-structured architectures
for implementing production system programs. The first of these was the DADO machine[ 106].
A full-scale version of the DADO machine would comprise of thousands of 8-bit processing
elements with 20kbytes of local memory. Two major prototypes were built, the DADO-1 with
15 processing elements and the DADO-2 with 1023 processing elements.

DADO was a partitionable SIMD machine, that is, the full binary-tree could either be run as a
single SMD machine or it could be partitioned into disjoint subtrees each of which ran as an
independent SIMD machine. Several algorithms were proposed for implementing production
system match on the DADO[37, 77, 105], the most promising being a parallel version of
Rete[37] and Treat[77. These algorithms divide the DADO tree into three levels - the Upper
tree, which is used for synchronization as well as for the select and the act phases, the PM level
which is used to perform the ,9 tests and the WM-subtrees which are used to perform the a tests
and to implement the memory nodes.

The NON-VON machine[51] was similar to DADO in that it used a large number of small
processors. The analysis presented in [51] assumes a configuration with 16K processors. Three
NON-VON prototypes were built, the largest having 8K processors. The full-scale version
of NON-VON was envisioned to have a million processors. Like DADO, NON-VON was
a partitionable SIMD machine but the maximum number of partitions were limited by the
number of processors in the upper-most layer. NON-VON used 8-bit processors with 64 bytes
of local memory. In addition to the binary-tree interconnection network, the processors were
also connected by a two-dimensional mesh network. However, this network was not used for
production system programs. A parallel version of Rete was used to implement production
system programs on the NON-VON. The processors in the binary-tree were used to implement
the a tests and implement the memory nodes. The tests were performed by a more powerful
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processor close to the root of the tree and the select and act phases were implemented on the
host processor. Due to the small size of the memory associated with individual processors, the
contents of individual memory nodes were distributed over several processors, each processor
containing at most one token.

The CUPID machine[61] appears to be a modified version of lNON-VON with fewer and more
powerful processors. It was envisioned to have between 64 to 512 32-bit RISC processors
rated at 5-6 MIPS. Like NON-VON, CUPID has two interconnection networks - a binary-tree
network for broadcasting data and collecting results and a two-dimensional mesh for local
inter-processor communication. A parallel version of Rete, similar to the one used for NON-
VON, was used to implement production system programs on CUPID. However, since CUPID
contains fewer and more powerful processors, multiple tokens were allocated to each processor.
At the end of every match phase, the mesh network was used to balance the load by migrating
tokens. Since CUPID had only one class of (powerful) processors, the e and $ tests were
performed by the same processors that implemented the memory nodes. This is different from
NON-VON where the numerous simple processors are used to implement the memory nodes
and the a tests and the few powerful processors are used to perform the , tests.

The architecture proposed by Oflazer in his thesis[90] is similar to those above. It consists of
256-1024 processors, rated at 5-10 MIPS, connected by a binary-tree interconnection network
with no mesh network as in CUPID or NON-VON. However, the algorithm proposed by Oflazer
is significantly different. This algorithm, referred to as Dynamic Join, saves partial matches
for not just a particular sequence of conditions but all possible .scquences. Each production is
assigned to a subset of the leaf processors and each processor j -. responsible for some subset
of the productions. Each processor computes and maintains the i iatch state for all productions
allotted to it and communicates the instantiations generated to th controller at the root of the
binary-tree.

9.1.2 Data-flow architectures

The earliest data-flow architecture proposed for production system programs was the Pesa -
1 [102]. It was organized around a sequence of buses. Every orocessor was connected to two
of these buses, it obtained its input from the first bus and pjaced its output on the second.
Figure 9.1 shows an example configuration. Rete was useC as the m.itch algorithm for Pesa - 1.
The processors in the upper-most layer perform the a tests and implement the right memory
node. Each subsequent layer of processors is assigned all the nodes at the corresponding depth
in the Re:e network. They implement both the 0 tests and the memory nodes. The last two
layers implement the select and the act phases, the output of the act phase being placed on the
input bus of the topmost layer. The number of layers can be changed to suit the program being
implemented.
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PE PE PE P EP

PB PE 1B PB

Figure 9.1: The Pesa - 1 architecture

Gaudiot, Lee and Sohn[34] proposed a mapping of Rete onto the MIT tagged-token dataflow
architecture[4]. They proposed to use a variation of the Rete network as the dataflow graph.
To avoid bottlenecks due to large fanout nodes, which arise in the Rete network due to sharing
of common conditions and condition prefixes, they proposed to disable sharing and match each
production independently. Their mapping partitions n processors into V/ groups. The ill group
is assigned te a tests and the right memory node for conditions with i tests. All the 0 memories
are assigned to processors in group 0. Their proposal considers only the match phase and does
not make any provision for the select and act phases.

Cheng and Wu[16] contend that the MIT tagged-token architecture is unsuitable for symbolic
computation in general and production system programs in particular and propose a dataflow
architecture custonuzed for production system execution. This architecture, referred to as
DFLOPS, conststs of a set of deeply pipelined custom processors, a set of interleaved memory
banks and a switching network connecting the two. The instruction set for the processors
includes instructions to implement the a and 05 tests, to create, copy and delete partial matches
and to fire instantiations. No prototypes have yet been built.
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9.1.3 Shared memory architectures

The earliest shared memory architecture used for implementing production system programs
was the C.mmp[71]. The C.mmp consisted of 16 PDP- I! processors connected to a shared
memory via a crossbar switch. This work was done prior to the discovery of the incremental
match algorithms and recomputed the set of instantiations for every cycle. Since the C.mmp
did not have caches, a fair amount of effort was spent in distributing code and data among the
different memory modules.

The Production System Machine (PSM) proposed by Anoop Gupta in his thesis[38] consisted
of a small number of powerful RISC processors (32-64), a similar number of memory banks
and a hardware scheduler connected by a single bus. A small private memory as well as a cache
was associated with each processor to reduce the traffic to the shared memory. Gupta argued
that the parallelism available in production system programs that had been studied was small
and that 32-j4 processors should be enough, The hardware scheduler was necessitated by the
fine-grain of the individual match tasks (200-800 instructions). The shared bus interconnection
(as opposed to an omega network or a shuffle exchange network) was proposed to facilitate
solution of the cache-coherency problem. A parallel version of Rete was used to implement
production system programs on PSM. Details of this algorithm can be found in St.:tion 2.5.
No prototype of PSM was built. However, the design of PSM was used for an implementation
of OPS5 on the Encore Multimax[41]. The Encore Multimax, with its 16 processors, large
shared memory, fast bus and snooping caches was a good approximation to PSM except that
the scheduler had to be implemented in software.

Another shared memory architecture proposed for production system execution was the MANfI
machine[83], MANJI consisted of tens of 32-bit processors cotrected to a shared memory
via a single bus. In addition to the bus, MANJI provided a multicast mechanism. MANJI
processors had no cache. A parallel version of Rete was used to implement production system
programs on MANJI. This version of Rete considers the nodes of the Rete network as a set
of interconnected objects passing partial and complete matches as messages, These nodes are
statically partitioned among the processors. The multicast mechanism is used to communicate
partial and complete matches between processors.

9.1.4 SIMD architectures

The earliest attempt to use SIMD architectures for production system execution was Forgy's
mapping of Rete onto the JLLIAC-IV[25]. In this mapping, the productions are divided into
64 partitions, the number of processors in ILLIAC-IV Separate Rete networks are created for
the productions in each partition. All the processors execute the Rete algorithm in lock-step.
For example, all processors will perform the a tests before any of them performs a 8 test.
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The Concurrent Inference System (CIS)[71 implements production system programs on the
Thinking Machines CM-I. a massively parallel SIMD machine with 64K simple processors.
CIS takes the production system and a description of all the values that can be bound to each
of its variables and compiles them into an activity flow network, a static network of simple
thresholded computational devices CIS side-steps the issues of binding arbitrary values to
a variable and of creating an arbitrary number of instantiations of productions, the argument
being many practical production system programs do not need these featuies (for example,
Mycin[19]).

9.1.5 Message.passing multicomputers

Gupta and Tambef43] examined the suitability of low-latency fine-grain message-passing ma-
chines for production system execution. They proposed a fine-grain mapping of Rete onto a
group of message-passing processors. A small number of processors are assigned for a tests
and the select and act phases; majority of the processors are used to implement the memory
nodes and to perform the 3 tests. The memory nodes are implemented by a pair of distributed
hash tables - one for all the right memory nodes and the other for all the left memory nodes.
Each hash bucket is assigned to one of the processors. The number of processors is assumed to
be large enough to allow one processor to be assigned to each hash bucket.

Acharya et aL[2] examined low-latency medium-grain message-passing machines. Their map-
ping is a variation of Gupta and Tambe's. In this mapping, there are no dedicated processors
for a tests. Instead, all the match processors perform a tests prior to performing memory node
operations or , tests. Since this mapping assumes fewer processors (16-64) with larger private
memories, several hash buckets are assigned to each processor.

9.1.6 Conclusions

The difference in underlying hardware and the lack of a set of suitable benchmarks makes it
difficult to compare the results of the schemes described above. Furthermore, the metric most
commonly used by the early researchers was tuples per second which does not mean much
without the code.

Based on a detailed analysis of a set of six production system programs of various sizes,
Anoop Gupta[38) concluded that the potential parallelism in the match phase of production
system programs is bounded by a factor between 20 and 30. He further concluded that fine-
grain decomposition is required to achieve significant speedup and that the communication
and scheduling overheads of such a decomposition limit the achievable speedups to less than a
factor of about 20. Keeping in mind the features of contemporary production system languages
and the nature of the tasks for which he expected them to be used, he concluded that this
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result is widely applicable and not just limited to the test programs used in the analysis. The
primary cause of this program-independent bound is the uniformly high frequency of barrier
synchronizations in parallel execution of the match phase. Since there is little work to be done
in each match phase, only a small number of processors can be gainfully employed.

9.2 Parallel firings

Several research efforts have attempted to devise techniques to determine the set of instantiations
that can be fired in parallel without violating the semantics of the program. All of these are
variations on the analysis proposed by Ishida and Stolfo in their seminal paper[56j. They
proposed a compile-time analysis, based on a dependency-graph, to determine which cycles
could be safely combined. The nodes in their dependency-graph correspond to individual
productions and the links represent the dependency information available at compile-time.
There is a link between two nodes, A and B, if there is a dependency between any pair of
instantiations of the corresponding productions. If the actions of production A modify a tuple
which of the same type as one of the tuples matched by production B, the graph has a directed
read-write link between A and B. If the actions of two productions modify a tuple of the
same type, the graph has a bidirectional write-write link between the two. Figure 9.2 shows
the productions for a xor-gate simulator and the depend tncy-graph for it. In addition to the
direct dependencies represented by the links, two produc ions can have an indirect dependency
between them if one of them lies in the transitive closute (over the dependency links) of the
other. Two productions are independent if neither lies ;n the transitive closure of the other. This
analysis uses only the type of the tuples. Subsequent efforts by Tenorio and Moldovan[1 19],
MirankeretaL [81] and Schmolze and Goel[10!] have refined the analysis by taking advantage
of the constant literals that occur in both the if-part and the then-part of the productions.

Compile-time dependency analysis of production system programs is seriously limited by the
data-dependent nature of the computation. Since the compiler has no information about the
rn-time contents of the tuple-space, it is forced to be overly conservative and often fails to
prove the independence of productions that are obviously independent. For example, consider
the productions of the xor-gate simulator shown in Figure 9.2. Simulation of every xor-gate
can be done in parallel. So, we would expect that all instantiations of xor-gate-on and
xor-gate-off can be executed in parallel. However, a conservative analysis is unable to
detect this as:

e both productions modify tuples of type line, therefore there is a write-write dependency
between th!in and

* since both productions also match tuples of type .ne, uhr, is a brec ona rea-wr- IVe
dependency between them.
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(p xor-gate-on

(xor-gate Ainl <input > Au 2 <nput2> >) tt <outp=)
(line Aid <inputl> Avalue <v>)

(line A id <input2> ^value <Y>)

(line Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Value 0))

(p xor-gate-off
(xor-gate Aini <Inputl> Ain2 .anput2> Aout <output>)
(line Aid <inputi> Avalue <v,,)
(line Aid <input2> Avalue <> <v>)

(line Aid <output>)

(modify 4 Avalue I))

xor-gate-on xor.gate.off

Daslbed lines represent read-write dependencies and solid lines represent wnte-;rte dependenczes

Figure 9.2: Dependency-graph for xor-gate simulator

This is not a limitation of this particular technique for compile-time analysis, rather of compile-
time analysis itself. To be able to determine that xor-gate-on and xor-gate-off are
independent, the compiler needs to prove that is that each tuple of type line occurs on the
output of one and only one xor-gate. In the absence of information about the run-time contents
of the tuple-space, there is no way for a compiler to prove this.

Therefore it is not surprising that compile-time dependency analysis has had limited success.
Several publications have claimed small reductions in the number of rosa cycles [33, 56, 81,
101, 107,119]. The stated assumption of these publications is that given enough processors,
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the time taken for each cycle would be the same. The unstated assumption is that all tasks that
are generated from the firing of different instantiations can be performed independently. These
assumptions are unsound as shown by the results presented in [2, 38, 42, 113]. These results
indicate that inter-task dependencies are a major limitation on speedups in production system
programs. As the results for waltz show (see Chapter 5), these assumptions do not hold even
for simple programs written with commonly used programming idioms. For the largest data
set used in this investigation, 59524 instantiations were fired in 32 cycles yielding a 1860 fold
reduction in the number of cycles. However, a detailed simulation indicates a speedup of only
17.9 fold using 100 processors. The results also indicate that the speedups will not increase
significantly for larger configurations. Therefore, a measure based on the number of cycles is
inherently flawed.

To work around the limitations of compile-time analysis, Oshisanwo and Dasiewicz suggested
a run-time analysis of instantiations[91]. Their scheme inserts a dependency analysis phase
between the match and select phases. This analysis uses the selection procedure of the sequential
language to impose a total order on the instantiations currently in the conflict set. It then checks
every instentiation for interference with instantiations that are above it in the ordering. If an
instantiation does not interfere with any of the preceding instantiations, it is fired. A similar
scheme has been proposed by Ishida(55].

Since the only information available to such schemes is the set of instantiations that are present
in the conflict set during one cycle, they are able to detect only direct dependencies. This
means they are abl,' to identify the instantiations which modify tuples used to generate other
instantiations in tI,¢ conflict set. In the absence of information about future instantiations, they
are unable to detect indirect dependencies. For example, suppose the conflict set in the first
cycle has two non-interfering instantiations, A and B. A parallelizing implementation based
on run-time analyses like those mentioned above would fire both A and B. Now suppose the
firing of A leads to the generation of C which interferes with B, say, it deletes a tuple contained
in B. Under sequential semantics, it is possible that A is selected for firing in the first cycle
and C in the second. In that case, B is deleted from the conflict set without being fired. It is
possible to construct such examples for any non-trivial selection procedure (Figure 9.3 shows
an example for the OPS5 selection procedure). Therefore, without some sort of lookahead,
it is not possible to guarantee that the sequential and the parallelized versions of the program
generate the same result. Adding lookahead to such schemes would, in general, require the
analysis procedure to explore the space of possible execution paths. Since there is no limit on
the depth of the lookahead that might needed, such analyses could be prohibitively expensive
even for the small conflict sets seen in [38].
Compile-time as well run-time dependency analysis was used by Kuo et. al in the CREL
implementation on a Sequent Symmetry [64]. In addition to performing dependency analysis
to determine which instantiations can be fired in parallel, they modified the semantics of the
OPS5 language to eliminate the sequentializing recency feature from the selection procedure.
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(pA (pB (pC

(class 1) (class2) (class3)
(class2)

(make class3)) (make class4)) ->
(delete 2))

Figure 9.3: OPS5 example of indirect dependency

They report speedups between two and six fold using 15 processors. They conclude that the
primary reason for the low speedup was the programming style which limited the ability of
the implementation to prove independence between productions. The benchmarks used in
their study include life and waltz whose optimized versions have been used in the PPL
experiments reported in Chapters 4 and 5. The results from these experiments indicate speedups
up to 19 fold for wal t:z and up to 30 fold for life over the optimized uniprocessor versions,
As mentioned in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1,3, the optimized version of 1 i fe was between 17 and
18 times faster than the original version and the optimized version of waltz was up to 1.9
times faster than the original version.

A commonly used idiom in production system programs is the use of a context tuple to direct
the control-flow. Productions in programs that make use of this idiom test the context element;
only the productions that test for the context currently in the tuple-space can possibly match.
Kuo et. al[65] proposed a variation of the Ishida-Stolfo analysis where the entities being
scheduled were contexts and not individual productions. The contexts that were proved to be
independent by this analysis were executed in parallel. The primary limitation of this scheme
is the fact that the programs it analyzes are written in a sequential language. The context-tuple
idiom is used most often to enforce a particular execution path. This often results in spurious
inter-context dependencies.

Harvey et. al hand-parallelized the execution of the first two phases of SPAM[75], a knowledge-
based image recognition system. They decomposed the computation into large tasks that could
be run independently of each other and used a task queue to schedule them on an Encore
Multimax[48]. They reported speedups up to 12.5 fold using 14 processors on a single Multimax
and up to 15 fold using 23 processors on a pair of Multimaxes which shared virtual memory
using a nenmemory server [31]. From an analysis of the tasks and their dependencies, they
concluded that it was possible to achieve between 50 and 100 fold speedup if enough processors
were available. The span benchmark used in the PPL experiments corresponds to the first
three phases of SPAM. As discussed in Section 4.1.5, the first two phases of SPAM consist
of fully parallel triply nested loops whereas the third phase contains two non-parallelizable
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loops. In spite of this, spare achieves speedups up to 52 fold using 100 processors. This is
explained by the fact that the PPL version of spain parallelizes all the loops in the first two
phases whereas the decomposition used by Harvey et. al corresponds to parallelizing only the
outer two loops in both phases.

9.3 Parallel Production Languages

Parallel production languages can be classified into two groups - synchronous and asynchronous.
Synchronous languages enforce a strict match-select-act cycle, instantiations being fired only
dunng the act phase. Asynchronous languages allow instantiations to be fired at any time.

Given the absence of explicit control structures in the production system paradigm, it is much
easier to program synchronous languages than asynchronous languages. Asynchronous instan-
tiation firings can lead to non-deterministic behavior and race conditions for non-monotonic
tuple-spaces. As a result, most production system languages are synchronous.

Dan Neiman proposed an asynchronous parallel production language(86]. To help achieve
deterministic behavior, his language provides multiple-reader-single-writer locks on individual
tuples. When an instantiation is generated, it attempts to acquire read locks on all tuples
contained in it and write locks for tuples it intends to modify or delete. If it is unable to acquire
these locks, the instantiation waits on these locks. The locks are released after the instantiation
has been fired. This scheme does not guarantee deterministic behavior. For example, consider
the productions and the tuple-space in Figure 9.4. Two instantiations of get-new-order
are generated -one that selects the order to launch missiles on Timbuctoo and and the other
that cancels all pending missile launch orders. If the first instantiation is generated earlier and
fired, it causes an instantiation of take-action-1 to be fired. On the other hand, if the
second instantiation is generated earlier, it causes an instantiation of take-action-2 to be
fired. Therefore, the result of the computation, which determines whether Timbuctoo survives,
depends on the relative speeds of the processors.

Synchronous production system languages can be subclassified into two groups: collection-
oriented (or set-oriented) languages and tuple-oriented languages. Tuple-oriented languages
dictate that each instantiation of a production must contain exactly one matching tuple for every
non-negated condition in the production and no matching tuples for every negated condition in
the production. A variable in a production is, therefore, bound to a single value and the actions
in the then-pan of a production operate on individual tuples. Collection-oriented languages
allow an instantiation to contain a collection of tuples corresponding to every non-negated
condition. Instead of containing one sequence of tuples that jointly satisfy the conjunction of
conditions in the if-part, such instantiations would contain all sequences of tuples that jointly
satisfy the conditions. For example, consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 9.5.
In this example, there are three data items whose value is below the threshold (16 and 40 and
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(p get-new-order

(order A id <order> A stus pending)

(current-order A id I <current> <> <order>))
(order Aid <Current> A status completed)

(modify 2 A~id <order>))

(p take-action-I

(current-order Aid <order>)
(order A id <order> Aacdon launch-issiles Atarget <t> Astatus pending)

(modify 2 Astats.J completed)
(call (launch-inissiles <t)')))

(p take-action-2
(current-order A id <order.')
(order Aid <order> 4action avoid-launching-miSSileS AstatUS pending)
(order Aid Aacfion launch-missiles)

(remove 3))

t 1 (order Aid I 'Astatus completed A cto verify-readiness)
t2: (order A id 2 Astatus pending Aaction launch-missiles Atarget Timbuctoo)
t3: (order Aid 3 Astatus pending Aactdon avoid-launching-missiles)

K4 (current-order Aid 1)

Figure 9.4: Example of nondeterminism in asynchronous firings.
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(p apply-threshold
(threshold Avalue <v>)
(data-item Avalue (<data> < <v>))

(write "Accepted value "<data> "for threshold "<v>))

tl" (threshold Avalue 80)
t2: (data-item Avalue 16)
t3: (data-item Avalue 40)
t4: (data-item Avalue 72)

Figure 9.5: Example to illustrate differenc-s between synchronous languages

72). In a tuple-oriented parallel language, separate instantiations are generated for each data-
item below the threshold, all of which are fired in parallel. In a collection-oriented language, all
the instantiations for a single th'eshold are grouped together. Therefore, only one instantiation
is generated for the tuple-space in Figure 9.5.

There is only one sequencing point in the execution of a synchronous production system
language - the select phase, which selects the operation(s) to be performed in each cycle. It
consists of two parts. The first part uses an ordering relation between instantiations to order the
conflict set and the second part determines and extracts its dominant subset.' Instantiations in
the dominant subset are fired in the act phase. The features that distinguish different parallel
production languages are the kind of ordering relations permitted and the manner in which they
are to be specified.
Ordering relations can be trivial or non-trivial. A trivial ordering relation would either totally
order all the instantiations, that is, the number of levels in the order equals the number of
instantiations, or order none of the instantiations, that is, all instantiations are considered to
be at the same level. The former corresponds to sequential execution and is unsuitable for
a parallel language. The latter would fire all instantiations generated and has been used in
Soar[66] which uses productions to model associative memory. One of the main reasons to
select a subset of the generated instantiations is to ensure that conflicting tuplcs are not added to
the tuple-space. To deal with this problem, Soar uses a separate decision procedure that is run
after all matching instantiations have been fired. Among other things, the decision procedure
identifies and deals with conflicting tuples.

1i7m dominant subset ofDs of a set S ordered by the relAon_ .- is defined ass = r Vy a r y 
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There are two ways in which a non-trivial ordering relation can be specified: declarative, that is,
by explicit enumeration and procedural, that is by a procedure which given two instantiations
either indicates the order between them or indicates that they are incomparable.

Explicit enumeration: The set of all instantiations is infinite. Theiefore, it is impossible
to explicitly enumerate the relationship between all pairs of instantiations. However, the set
of productions in a program is finite. It is possible to explicitly enumerate a partial order
relation from the set of productions in the program to itself and tis order can be extended
to the instantiations of these productions. A priority is associated with each production and
gets propagated to all its instantiations. Other possibilities include grouping productions
and a ssigning priorities to groups, an explicit ordering sublanguage and so forth. Priority-
based schemes have been used in Ariel[441, and the Starburst rule language[126]. Given its
static nature, this scheme is able to specify the relationship between instantiations of different
productions. It is unable to specify an order on instantiations of the same production and
they must be assumed to be incomparable. In other words, they must be assumed to not
interfere with themselves (for example of a simple production that interferes with itself, see
Figure 9.6). Since it is rarely the case that all productions of a program are self-independent, this
inflexibility renders explicit enumeration undesirable for specifying ordering relations between
instantiations. However, if the production system program is partitioned into production-sets,
explicit enumeration can be used to specify the dependencies between different production-
sets. Production-sets that have no mutual dependencies can be executed independently. This
has been used in the OPRL language[128]. An interesting approach to explicit enumeration
has been taken by de Maindreville et. al in the RDLJC system[15]. RDLIC provides a
regular expression-like control language to specify ordering between productions. As shown
by the programs written in PPL (see Chapters 4 and 5 and Appendix E), parallel execution of
subprograms can be achieved within the production system language itself without the baggage
of an additional control language.

Procedural ordering: Procedural ordering delays ordering decisions until run-time when the
instantiations are available. It is more powerful than explicit enumeration since it is able to order
instantiations of the same productions. It can use a wide variety of properties of instantiations,
ranging from their size and the timetags of the constituent tuples to values in constituent tuples.
Procedural ordering can be supported in two ways - by providing a fixed ortering procedure
as a part of the language or by providing a sublanguage to specify p:ogram-specific ordering
procedures. Since a fixed ordering procedure has no knowledge about the productions, it can
depend only on structural properties, like the size of instantiations, and on universal attributes
like the timetags of the tuples. Therefore, it can be expected to order instantiations quickly,
for reasonable ordering relations. Program-specific ordering procedures can be more discrimi-
nating than a fixed procedure by taking advantage of program-specific information. However,
program-specific ordering procedures can be arbitrarily complex. This can significantly in-
crease the time needed to order the instantiations as well as make such programs much more
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(p paint-red-ball

(ball Acolor blue)

(ball ̂ color red)
-->

(modify 2 Acolor blue))

TI: (ball Acolor blue)
T2: (ball "color blue)
T3: (ball Acolor red)

Instantiations: <T1,T3>, <T2,T3>

Figure 9.6: Simple production that interfers with itsef

difficult to comprehend. In this author's opinion, the flexibility provided by program-specific
procedures is not sufficient to offset its disadvantages. The PARULEL language [ 107] provides
a production system sublanguage to specify the ordering procedure. In this author's opinion,
most programs that have been written using PARULEL can be easily and more concisely
written in a language based on a fixed ordering procedure. Hernandez and Stolfo present
two PARULEL programs in [50]. Both of these programs have been easily parallelized in
PPL which has a fixed ordering procedure. PPL code for these programs can be found in
Appendix E.

The discussion above applies to both tuple-oriented and collection-oriented languages. How-
ever, the extent to which individual languages support collections provides additional discrim-
ination between collection-oriented languages. The ideal collection-oriented language would
allow collections to be used wherever individual tuples or values can be used. However, many
collection-oriented production languages allow collections to be used only in certain contexts
which are explicitly flagged by use of special syntax.

Several collection-oriented production system languages allow only selected conditions to
match collections of tuples. Conditions that can match collections of tuples are flagged by use
of special keywords, for example the FORALL keyword used in Herbal[122, and bracketing
constructs, for example, the square brackets used in extended C5[36] and OPRLII2J. On
the other hand, database rule languages, all of which have been derived from the SQL query
language[53), allow every condition to match a collection of tuples. Examples include RPL[2 1],
the Starburst Rule Language[1261, RDL/C[15]. The same distinction exists on the action side.
Collection-oriented languages derived from OPS5-like languages allow only special system-
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defined operations (like set-rmodi fy, set-remove and foreach) to process collections,
while database rule languages allow collections to be processed by any available procedure.
COPL is the only collection-oriented production system language that allows collections to
used anywhere a scalar can. Other distinguishing features of COPL include easy interfacing to
routines in procedural languages and the update operation that zips together a collection of
tuples and a collection of values.

9.4 Reducing Combinatorics

9.4.1 Relaxing the completeness constraint

A match algorithm can relax the completeness constraint by generating only a subset of the
instantiations matched. From a programming point of view, it is reasonable to not generate
an instantiation if and only if it can be proved that it will not belong to the dominant set. In
other words, an instantiation need not be generated if and only if if it can be shown that there
exists at least one other instantiation that dominates it. Similarly, a partial match need not be
extended if and only if it can be shown that there exists another partial match such that all
instantiations generated by extending the former are dominated by all instantiations generated
by extending the latter. This requires that the ordering procedure be integrated into the match
algorithm. Tzvieli et. al(121] and Miranker et. al(79] independently proposed integrating the
OPS5 selection strategy into the match algorithm. The latter proposal was later extended into
the LEAPS match algorithm and was incorporated into the opsSc compiler[80].

If only one instantiation is fired at a time, generating only the dominant instantiation(s) and
the partial matches that lead to them can limit the growth in the number of instantiations and
partial matches. This technique is likely to be particularly effective in programming idioms
that generate a host of instantiations and fire only small subset of them. Examples include using
the conflict set to select an item from a collection and accumulation loops (see Section 5.2.4
for a discussion on accumulation loops). As discussed in Section 8.5.7, these idioms are
poor programming practice and can be eliminated in collection-oriented languages. Since this
approach does not relax the correctness constraint, it is possible that all matched wstantiations
are fired and will be generated. For example, consider the production in Figure 9.7. This
production has been taken from the make- teams program described in Section 8. 1,1. Since,
all of the remaining constraints remain in effect, this approach does not improve the worst-case
complexity of the match procedure.
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(parp make-team
(goal Aflame create-teams)

(person Aid <idi> Aexpertise hardware Apevious-preject <project> AWre <vi>)

(person Aid <id2> "expertise operating-system Ascore <v2>)
(person Aid 4id3> Aexpertise networkcs Ascore <v3>)

(person Aid i4> Aexpertise compilers AproUS-projeCt <project. ASCotC <v4>)

(make team Allardware <idi> Aoperating-systems <id2> Aneworks <sd3>
Acompilers <id4> Ascore (compute <vi1> + <v2> -t <v3> + <v4))

(parp create-teams
(goal Aname select-team)
(team ASCOre > 8 Aselect-stats nil)

(modify 2 ASeleCt-S',tatS selected))

(p count-reams
(goa Aflame count-teams)
(team ASeleCtS~US selected)
(Count Avalue <value>)

(modify 2 Aselect-status counted)
(modify 3 'aVlue (Compute <value> + 1)))

Figure 9.7: PPL productions for make-teams

9.4.2 Reduce the power of each condition

If the number of luples that match individual conditions can be bound by a small constant, the
number of instantiations and partial matches can no longer increase combinatonally with the
growth in the size of the wuple-space. Tle unique-attributes scheme proposed by Wiind Tambe
in his thesis[l 12] limits the number of tuples that carn match individual conditions to one. For
example, consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 9.8. This production attempts
to find all points that are three links away from the current position. The graph represented by
the tuple-space is also shown in Figure 9.8. For this graph, the second and fourth conditions
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are matched by two tuples each, (t2, t3) and (t7, 1:8) respectively. The number of tuples
matching each conditicn can be limited to one if the connected-to field ;s split in to
several fields such that each point has only one value for each field. Since the graph has only
rectilinear links, the connected field can be split into the up, down, left and right
fields. Figure 9.9 shows what the representation of the graph would be in this scheme. Since
each point has only one link in any of these directions, the number of tuples matching suitably
modified conditions is at most one. However, note that it is no longer possible to encode the task
of finding all paths of length three from the current position in a single production; a separate
production is required for every path of length three. Figure 9.9 shows one such production.

The unique-attribute approach limits the number of instantiations and partial matches for each
production to the number of conditions it has. Therefore, it is able to guarantee that the cost of
matching a production is linear in the number of conditions. However, the restriction of a single
instantiation per production may require an exponential number of productions to perform the
same task. In the above example, if the task is to find all paths of length 3 from the current
position, four productions and their corresponding instantiations will be necessary.

The unique-attribute approach restricts both th-- tests that can appear in conditions and the values
that can appear in the tuples to limit the number of tuples that can match individual conditions.
By doing so, it is able to guarantee that no more than a linear number of instantiations and partial
matches are generated per production. Other, less comprehensive, schemes have attempted to
achieve the same end by restricting only one of the two, either the tests that appear in the
conditions or the values that appear in the tuples. As a result, these schemes do not reduce the
number of instantiations and partial matches generated. However, they are able to reduce the
total number of comparisons performed during the match procedure.

copy-and-constrain: Copy-and-constrain(921 attempts to limit the number of tuples matching
individual conditions by restricting the tests that can appear in the conditions. It places no
restrictions on the values that can appear in the tuples. Consider the production and the tuple-
space in Figure 9.10. In this case, each condition individually matches all five tuples. The total
number of comparisons needed is 4 x 4 + 4 x 3 = 28. 2 The number of instantiations generated
is four, two each for red and blue pieces. Copy-and-constrain takes advantage of knowledge
of the values that will appear in the tuples to replace the inter-condition test that matches the
colors of the pieces (the shared variable <x>) by consistent intra-condition tests that check for
a specific color. The converted productions are shown in Figure 9.11. In this case, only two
tuples match each condition. The total number of comparisons is reduced to 4 + 4 x 2 = 121 but
the number of instantiations is still four - two for the red pieces and two for the blue pieces. In
general, it is not necessary to know the set of values that appear in the tuples. It is possible to

2Each tuple is compared with all four tuples for the test <id2> <> <idl> and with the other three tuples
for matching the color.

3Each tuple is tested for its color and each tuple is compared against itself and the other tuple of the same color
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E

D
B

F

A C

(p length-3
(current-position Apoint <~x>)

(point Aid <x> AconI..cted-to <y>)
(point Aid <y> Aconeted-to A<Z>)

(point Aid <z> Aconnccted-to <w>)

(write "Them is apath of length 3from <x> "to" ~)

i: (current-position Apolnt A)
t2: (point Aid A Aconnected-to B) t3: (point hid A "connected-to C)
A4 (point Aid B Acoi~neted-bo D) t5: (point Alid C AConnected-to D)
t6: (point Aid D Aconnected-to E) 07: (point Aid D hconnctedto F)

(adaipted from Figure I in [ 117))

Figure 9.8: Example production arid tupie-space for multi-attribute prstaio
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(p length-up-nght-nght
(current-position Apoint <x>)

(point Aid <x> ^Up <y>)

(point Aid <y> Aright ^<Z>)
(point Aid <Z> Aright <w>)

(write "There is a path of length 3 from" <x> "to" <w>))

ti: (current-position 'point A)
t2: (point Aid A Aup B) t3: (point Aid A Aright C)
t4: (point ^td B 'right D) t5: (point Aid C 'up D)
t6: (point Aid D 'up E) t7: (point Aid D Aright F)

Figure 9.9: Tuple-space and one of the productions for the unique-attribute representation

hash the timetags of the tuples, which form a universal key for the tuples, into a small number
of buckets and generate a separate production corresponding to every bucket. Since multiple
versions of a production are generated for every such conversion, the number of productions
needed to perform a task is O(bt) where b is an upper bound on the number of buckets and
c is the number of times the copy-and-constrain conversion is applied. Note that in spite of
this blowup in the number of productions, copy-and-constrain is unable to guarantee that the
number of instantiations and partial matches is subexponential in the number of conditions.
Data partitioning: Data partitioning attempts to limit the number of tuples that match indi-
viduail conditions at any given time by partitioning the tuple-space. It places no restrictions
on the tests that may appear in the conditions. Consider the production and the tuple-space in
Figure 9.12. The number of instantiations generated is 2 x 4! = 48. " However, it is possible
to partition the tuple-space into two partitions such that the first partition contains tI, t2 and
t3 and the second partidon contains the rest of the tuples. In this case, only two instantiations
are generated per partition for a total of four instantiations. In general, data partitioning can
reduce the number of instantiations from O(w) to O((w/p)") where w is the number of tuples,
n is the number of conditions and p is the number of partitions. Such a reduction happens
only for tasks in which tuples are grouped at most once. In the above example, firing each
instantiation deletes the pool tuples contained in it. However, if the task involves combining

fITere are two tuples of type need which match the first condition; the other two conditons can be matched
by any permutation of the four poo.l tuples.
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(p connect-pieces

(piece Aid <idi> Acolor <x>)

(piece Aid (id2> <> eidl>) Acolor <x>)

(make pair AfirSt <idi> "second <id2>))

it. (piece '*id I ACOlor red)
t2: (piece Alid 2 Acolor red)
t3: (piece Aid 3 AColoc blue)
t4: (piece Aid 4 Acolor blue)

(adapted from Figure I n [92])

Figure 9. 10: Before the application of copy-and-constrain

(p connect-red-pieces
(piece Aid 'cdl > ACOlor red)
(piece Aid I{<id2> <> <idi >) AColor ro)

(make pair ArT~t <id I> Asecond <id2>))

(p connecs-blue-pieces
(piece Aid <idi1> Acolor blue)
(piece A id I<id2> <> <idl> ) Acolor blue)

(make pair Afirst <idlJ> Aond eid2>))

Figure 9.11: After the application of copy-aid-cotrain
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or comparing each tuple with every other tuple in the data-set, there is no reduction in the
number of instantiations and partial matches generated. For example, consider the production
and the tuple-space in Figure 9.13. In this case, every taxiway tuple has to be compared with
every runway tuple. Therefore, partitioning the data set does not reduce the total number of
instantiations and partial matches. Even though there may be no reduction in the total number
of instantiations and partial matches generated, data partitioning tends to reduce the number of
instantiations and partial matches generated at any given time. This reduces the stress on the
state-maintenance algorithms. Therefore, it might be preferable to partition the data even if it
does not reduce the number of instantiations.

(p two-rule-combo

(need Acontract-id <cid> Atotal <t>)
(pool Aid <pidl> Avalue <pl>)
(pool Aid (<pid2> <> <pidl>) Avalue <p2>)

(remove 2 3)

(modify I Atotal (compute <t> - (<pI> + <p2>))))

tI: (need Acontract-id I Atotal 1000)

t2: (pool Aid 101 Avalue 200)
t3: (pool Aid 102 Avalue 300)
4: (need Aconstract-id 2 Atotal 1000)

t5: (pool Aid 201 Avalue 200)
t6: (pool Aid 202 "value 300)

(adapted from Figure 1 in [1073)

Figure 9,12: Data partitioning example

An important problem with data partitioning is that in many cases, it may reduce the quality of
the solution. In the example shown in Figure 9.12, processing the data as a whole completes
allocates one of the contracts, that is, the total for one of the need tuples goes to zero.
Processing the data on a per-partition basis leaves both contracts partially allocated which may
not be desirable.
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(p LCC--runways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways

(Icc-stage Aname apply-constraint)

(icc-rule-constants Arulename runways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways
Arin <ain> Amax <max> Abound <bound>)

(fragment Ahypothesis runway Aidentifier <idO>)
(fragment Ahypothesis taxiway A^dentifier {<tdl> <> <dO>))

(make Icc-match-score Aruename wnways-are-orthogonal-to-taxiways
Aresult (sparlce dogeometnc_test 12 <mun> <max> <bound> 10000)
Afrom <idO> Ato <idl >))

(adapted from the LCC phase of SPAM[751)

Figure 9.13: Case whether data partitioning does not help

9.4.3 Relax the correctness constraint

Consider the production and the tuple-space in Figure 9.8. The problem solved by this produc-
tion is to find all points that are three hops away from the current position. The write action
prints out the current position and the set of the points found. In this case, the paths from the
current position are not relevant. All that matters is that there exists some path from the current
position. In terms of the production, the information required is the bindings of the variables
<x> and <w>. Therefore, an 1nstantiation that binds <x> to A, <y> to the set {B,C}, < z> to D
and <w> to the set {E,F} is adequate for this problem. In general, this approach, referred to as
instantiation-less match [117], binds each variable to a set of values ignoring the relationship
between individual values in the sets. By viewing tuples as constraints between variables
instantiation-less match can be directly mapped to the problem of finding consistent bindings
for constraint-satisfaction problems[20. For example, the the production in Figure 9.8 can be
viewed as the constraint graph shown in Figure 9.14. Since instantiation-less match does not
restrict the organization of the inter-condition tests, it is equivalent to the problem of finding
consistent bindings for unrestricted constraint graphlsri 1). Dechter and Pearl [20] show that
this problem is NP-hard. However, if suitable restrictions are placed on the organization of
the inter-condition tests, for example if the constraint-graph corresponding to the production
is a tree, a polynomial bound can be established on the number of instantiations and partial
matches[ 117]. In terms of production syntax, a tree organization corresponds to a production
where no condition tests two previously bound variables. The production in Figure 9.8 is
an example of a tree-structured organization. However, it will no longer be a tree-structured
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production if the condition

(point ̂ id <x> ^connected-to <z>)

is appended to the conditions already present.

<x>

connected-to/ is

<y> current-positbon

connected-to

connected-/t

<W>

(taken from Figure 14 in [ 17])

Figure 9.14: Constraint graph for the example production

The colle ion-oriented match approach presented in this thesis is a derivative of instantiation-
less match. Depending on the tests occurring in the conditions and the values occurring in the
tuples, it is able to position itself anywhere in the spectrum between instantiation-less match
and classical tuple-oriented match. On one hand, if there is no need to discriminate between
different tuples that match individual conditions, it operates like instantiation-less match. On
the other hand, if the tests in the conditions need to discriminate between all the tuples matching
individual conditions, it degenerates into tuple-oriented match.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

This chapter presents the conclusions of this dissertation and discusses some avenues for future
research.

10.1 Primary conclusions

I. In general, there is no program-independent bound on the speedup that can be achieved
by parallel production system programs.

2. Speedups in parallel production systems can scale with data set size. That is, parallelism
is a feasible solution for the problem of dealing with large tuple-spaces.

3. Effective parallelization of production system programs requires information about the
run-time contents of the tuple-space.

4. A fixed ordering procedure combined with program annotations that specify which
instantiations are comparable is sufficient for the expression of parallelism in productiosi
system programs.

5. It is sometimes possible to tame the combinatorial explosion in the number of instan-
tiations and partial matches as the data set size grows without restricting either the
expressiveness of the productions or the contents of the tuple-space. That is, collection-
oriented match is a feasible solution for the problem of dealing with large tuple-spaces.

6. The rate of growth in number of instaftiations and partial matches depends on the
specificity of the tests in the production relative to the contents of the tuple-space
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The following paragraphs discuss these conclusions at greater length.
No program-independent bound on speedups: Based on a detailed analysis of a large set of
production system programs, Anoop Gupta[38] concluded that there is an empirical program-
independent bound of between 20 and 30 fold on the parallelism available in production system
programs. He further concluded that fine-grain decomposition is required to achieve significant
speedup and that the communication and scheduling overheads of such decompositions limit
the speedup to under 20 fold. Results of other investigations have been consistent with this
conclusion[2, 42, 64, 65, 113]. Based on the expectation that the nature of the tasks performed
by production system programs will be similar to those performed by his benchmarks, Gupta
concluded that using explicitly parallel languages would not substantially increase speedups.
This expectation has not been met. The applications that production systems are currently being
constdered for process orders of magnitude more data than the programs included in Gupta's
benchmark suite.

Results presented in this dissertation indicate that there is no program-independent bound on
the speedups that can be achieved by parallel production system programs. The benchmarks
used in this investigation achieve up to 76 fold speedup with 100 processors and up to 115 fold
speedup with 200 processors. The detailed results in Section 5.2 show that these numbers are
not an upper bound on the speedup that can be achieved by parallel production system programs
and that, for some programs, larger speedups can be expected if the data set size is increased
further. The analysis in Section 5.1.1 identifies small task size, non-parallelizable loops and
large cross-products arising due to the use of sequencing tuples as the primary limitations on
speedups in parallel production system programs. These limitations can be alleviated, if not
eliminated, by using collection-oriented match algorithms and collection-onented languages
(for details, see Section 5.3.6).

Speedups can scale with data set size: For speedups to grow with data set size, the available
parallelism must be proportional to the data set size. Programs that process variable-sized data
sets can be expected to contain loops whose number of iterations depends on the size of the
data set. If these loops are parallelizable, then different iterations of these loops can be mapped
to independent instantiations which can be fired in parallel. As the data set size grows, so
does the number of instantiations that are fired in parallel. If the subsequent match phase does
not contain large cross-products arising due to the use of sequencing tuples an increase in the
average number of instantiations fired per cycle will lead to an increase in the speedup.'

Results presented in Section 5.2 show that in many cases, the speedup achieved witn a given
configuration grows with the data set size, the rate of growth depending on program character-
istics. The only benchmark for which this does not happen is 1 i f e. In this case, the scalability
of the speedups is limited by the nature of the data set which consists of repetitions of a basic

'See Section 5 1.1.3 for a discussion of sequencing bottlenecks arising due to large cross-products and Sec-
tion 5 3.5 for guidelines for eliminating such bottlenecks
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pattern of thirty-two cells of which only two ever change status. The loops that process updates
to these cells can be executed in parallel but the loops that print the entire pattern cannot. If
the fraction of mutating cells is significantly larger and the number of generations computed
are significantly greater, the fraction of time spent in the sequential print loop will not be as
important as it is in this benchmark. In such cases, the speedup can be expected to scale with
the data set size.

Explicit specification of parallelism necessary: The production system computational model
is synchronous. In each match-select-act cycle, the match phase must be completed before
the instantiations to be fired can be selected. Parallel implementations of production system
programs need a barrier synchronization to ensure this. There are three reasons for this:
implementation of negated conditions, global selection policies and the need for non-monotonic
tuple-spaces (see Section 3.1.1 for details). Since the average size of match-select-act cycles in
a sequential production system language is small, independent of the data set size, it is necessary
to combine multiple match-select-act cycles and share a single barrier synchronization between
them. To preserve correctness, a set of cycles can be automatically combined if and only if
the implementation is able to prove that there are no dependencies between the instantiations
being fired in these cycles (see Section 3.1.2.2 for a discussion of dependencies between
instantiations). A compile-time analysis has access to only the productions. To prove that
two productions are independent, it has to show that all possible instantiations of the two
productions have no dependencies between them. Since this analysis has no information about
the run-time contents of the tuple-space, it is forced to be overly conservative and often fails to
prove the independence of productions that are obviously independent. Section 3.1.2.2 shows
examples of simple and obviously independent productions whose independence cannot be
proved at compile-time. A run-time analysis operates within the context of a particular tuple-
space. Since it does not have to consider all possible tuple-spaces that might be presented to
the program, it can be less conservative than compile-time analysis. To fire two instantiations
in parallel, a run-time analysis has to prove that this does not change the final result of the
program. In the worst case, this might require exploration of all possible execution paths. In
the absence of such lookahead, run-time analysis is limited to detection of direct dependencies.
Relying on direct dependencies alone can compromise correctness, Section 3.1.2.2 shows a
simple program in which firing instantiations that have no direct dependency yields an incorrect
result.

Failure of both classes of analyses can be attributed to the data-dependent nature of the compu-
tation in production system programs combined with a lack of information about the contents
of the tuple-space. In the absence of user specification, there is no way for a production system
implementation to gain this information, Section 3.2 discusses several ways in which this
information can be made available to the implementation.

Simple constructs are expressive enough: The primary decision to be made in the design of
a parallel production system language is the manner in which information about the contents
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of the tuple-space is to be provided This dissertation proposes a fixed ordering procedure
for instantiations combined with program annotations to indicate which instantiations are
comparable. A fixed ordering procedure has no knowledge about the productions, it can
depend only on structural properties, like the size of instantiations, and on universal attributes
like the timetags of the tuples. However, since the annotations are specified at compile-time,
they cannot discriminate between different instantiations of a single production. Either all
instantiations of a production are incomparable or none of them are. Program-specific ordering
procedures that are executed at run-time have access to the instantiations and can be more
discriminating. However, program-specific ordering procedures can be arbitrarily complex.
This can significantly increase the time nxeded to order the instantiations as well as make such
programs much more difficult to comprehend. The results presented in Chapter 5 indicate that
the simple constructs proposed in this dissertation are sufficient to express to the parallelism
available in a variety of production system programs and the additional flexibility provided by
program-specific ordering procedures may not be necessary. Hernandez and Stolfo present two
programs, which use program-specific ordering procedures, in [50]. Appendix E contains PPL
versions of both these programs.

Combinatorial explosion can be tamed without giving up expressiveness: Researchers
seeking to eliminate the combinatorial explosion in the number of instantiations and partial
matches that occurs with a growth in the tuple-space size, have proposed restricting both the
tests that can appear in productions and the values that can appear in the tuple-space (112, 117].
The unique-attribute approach limits the number of tuples that can match each condition to one.
By doing so, it is able to guarantee that at most one instantiation and at most n partial matches,
where n is the number of conditions, are generated per production. The instantiation-less match
proposal takes a similar approach but places weaker restrictions on the productions and the
tuples. The collection-oriented match approach proposed in this dissertation does not place any
a priori restrictions on either the productions or the tuples. Depending on the tests occurring
in the conditions and the values occurring in the tuples, it is able to position itself anywhere in
the spectrum between instantiation-less match and classical tuple-oriented match. If the tests
in the productions do not discriminate between tuples, it operates like instantiation-less match;
if the tests in the productions need full discrimination between tuples that match individual
conditions, it degenerates into tuple-oriented match. The results presented in Chapter 8 provide
an illustration.

Rate of growth In the number of Instantiations: For a collection-oriented match algorithm,
the number of instantiations of a production depends on the extent to which the tuples matching
individuql conditions can be grouped together. If all the tuples matching every condition form
a single graup, only one instantiation is generated for every production. On the other hand, if
every tuple forms its own group, a collection-oriented algorithm reduces to its tuple-oriented
analogue. In other words, the number of instantiations for a production depends on how
the collections of tuples corresponding to each condition are partitioned, or fragmented (see
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Section 8.4 for an example). Therefore, the rate at which the number of instantiations and
tokens grows is governed by the rate at which new partitions are generated. In the ideal case,
addition of tuples does not increase the fragmentation and the number of instantiations remains
constant. This happens, for example, in some productions in the benchmark programs used
in this investigation. In the worst case, every new tuple added increases the fragmentation.
As shown in Section 8.4, the rate of growth in the number of instantiations is independent of
the size of tuple-space as well as the absolute specificity, absolute specificity being defined
as the number of partitions that would be generated for an infinite tuple-space with a uniform
distribution of values. Instead, the rate is dependent on the relative specificity, that is, the
number of partitions that would be generated for a given tuple-space.

10.2 Some general conclusions

Performance on real machines: The simulation results presented in this chapter assume
a uniform memory access model. They provide a measure of the amount of parallelism
available that takes the scheduling costs into consideration but does not take the details of the
memory system into consideration. In effect, the speedups reported by the simulator constitute
approximate upper bounds on the speedups that can be achieved on a real multiprocessor.
These results help establish that there is no general program-independent limit on the speedups
that can be achieved by parallel production system programs. They also help establish the
feasibility of parallelism as a potential solution for the problem of dealing with large tuple-
spaces. However, it is important to understand that speedups on real machines will depend on
the characteristics of the machine. It is expected that for machines with a significantly different
model, for example distributed memory machines, a different decomposition will be necessary
to achieve good performance. Similarly, for machines with limited resources, for example,
small cardinality multiprocessors, coarser decompositions will needed so that the processors
are not swamped by a large number of fine-grained tasks.

Production system languages should be collectlon-oriented: The results presented in this
dissertation suggest that production system languages, sequential as well as parallel, should
be collection-oriented. Only one instantiation can be fired at a time in sequential production
system languages. Since firing an instantiation can modify only the tuples contained in the
instantiation, it is not possible to atomically update large unbounded data structures, like the
grid of cells for life or the set of lines for circuit, in a single cycle. Therefore, such
updates have to be performed as loops spread over multiple cycles. To ensure atomicity, it is
necessary to create, update and delete copies of the tuples that constitute the data structure.
Collection-oriented production system languages make it possible to update an unbounded
number of tuples in a single cycle. Therefore, it is possible to atomically update unbounded
aggregate data structures in a single cycle. This eliminates the need for flag fields and tuple
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modifications caused by resetting of these fields

The analysis presented in Chapter 5 identified three major limitations on the scalability of
parallelism in parallel production system programs: small average task size, non-parallelizable
loops and large cross-products arising due to the use of sequencing tuples. Each of these
is closely related to, if not directly caused by, tuple-oriented semantics of production system
languages (see Section 5.3.6 for details). Since a collection-oriented token contains a collection
of tuples for every condition, match tasks in collection-oriented match algorithms consist of
comparing collections of unbounded cardinality. This is likely to increase the average task
size. A collection-oriented production system language allows the programmer to generate and
manipulate collections of tuples and values. In particular, it allows her to move aggregate oper-
ations which cannot be parallelized within the production system paradigm to other languages
where they can. Examples of such operations include sorting, accumulations and permutations.
Finally, collection-oriented match algorithms can eliminate the sequentialization caused by
large cross-products. Since there is no test between the condition that tests for the sequencing
tuple and its successor, collection-oriented match algorithms will create only a single successor
token containing the implicit cross-product.

Recency is unsuitable for parallel production system languages: The algorithms used in the
select phase of many production system languages[l 1, 30, 26] use the age of tuples, as indicated
by their timetags, to order the instantiations. Instantiations containing recently created tuples
are placed above instantiations containing older tuples. This results in tuples being processed in
a last-in-first-out fashion. As long as only one instantiation is fired per msa cycle and the actions
in the firing are executed sequentially, the process of timetag generation is deterministic. In such
cases, recency is a stable ordering criterion since the assignment of timetags is deterministic.
Parallel production system languages permit multiple instantiations to be fired in parallel. The
assignment of timetags to the tuples created by parallel firings is non-deterministic and depends
on the number of processors available and their relative speeds.

The use of recency as an ordering criterion in the selection algorithm for a parallel production
system language introduces three problems. First, it makes it impossible to compute the
control-flow graph (or even a usable approximation) at compile time since the order in which
instantiations are fired can depend on run-time data values as well as the relative speeds of
the processors. Second, it is likely to lead to contention for the timetag counter causing
potential serialization of tuple-space updates and thereby of the match process. Third, it
makes program execution sensitive to relative processor speeds which introduces subtle race
conditions Section 5.3.3 contains an example.

The rationale for the recency criterion is historical. For a long time, production system
programs were used exclusively in programs modelling human cognition and reasoning. In
such programs, the recency criterion is necessary to ensure responsiveness to changes in the
environment[73, In some cases, it is possible to achieve responsiveness in the absence of
recency by using additional conditions. In general, responsiveness can be ensured by adding
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an explicit timetag field and testing for it in the productions. This scheme has the advantage of
allowing the programmer to create and use timetags as and when she needs responsiveness and
does not force her to pay the cost of recency for programs or sections of programs that do not
require responsiveness.

Ratio of rsa cycles $ speedup: Several papers describing efforts to combine multiple rosa
cycles use the number of msa cycles as a measure of the execution time and the ratio of the
number of instantiations fired and the number of msa cycles as a measure of the speedup
[33, 56, 91, 101, 107, 119]. The stated assumption for this is that given enough processors,
the time taken for each cycle would be the same. The unstated assumption is that all tasks
that are generated from the firing of different instantiations can be performed independently.
These assumptions are unsound as shown by the results presented in [2, 38, 42, 113]. These
results indicate that inter-task dependencies are a major limitation on speedups in production
system programs. As the results for waltz show (see Chapter 5), these assumptions do not hold
even for simple programs written with commonly used programming idioms. For the largest
data set used in this investigation, 59524 instantiations were fired in 32 cycles yielding a 1860
fold reduction in the number of cycles. However, a detailed simulation indicates a speedup
of only 17.9 fold using 100 processors. The results also indicate that the speedups will not
increase significantly for larger configurations. Table 10.1 compares the ratio of rsa cycles to
the speedup computed by detail simulations. It shows that the ratio of msa cycles is neither
an underestimate nor an overestimate of the speedup. Table 10.2 compares the average size of
cycles for sequential and parallel versions of the benchmarks.

Program circuit life waltz hote± spam
Ratio of rsa cycles 12.5 196.4 18601 24.2 24.3

Speedup 29.6 23.6 17.9 115.3 35.3
Numbers presented in th M e correspo the largest data set for each benchmark.

Table 10.1: Comparison of ratio of msa cycles and speedups

Program circuit life waltz hotel spar
Average cycle size (sequential) 17482 10630 5653 3580534 229870

Average cycle size (parallel) 508884 2589446 13335031 80608075 6736894
Ratio 29.1 243.6 224.0 22.5 29.3

Cycle size is measured by instruction counts. Numbers presented in this table correspond to the largest data set
for each benchmark.

Table 10.2: Comparison average cycle size of sequential and parallel versions
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10.3 Directions for future research

Lazier collection-oriented match: Consider the task of finding all nodes in a network that
are three hops away from a given node. Figure 10.1 shows a production that implements
this Under tuple-oriented semantics, one instantiation is generated for every path of length
three from the root node. For the network in Figure 10.2, ten tuple-oriented instantiations are
generated, one each for A and D and three each for B and C. Since the production conditions
discriminate between every such path, collect-on-oriented match would generate the same set
of instantiations. However, the operations performed by the production need only the leaf
nodes and not the paths to these nodes. Since collection-oriented match guarantees the mutual
consistency between all tuples in a collection-oriented instantiation, it is unable to collapse
all the paths to a node. A variation of collection-oriented match that relaxes the mutual
consistency guarantee would be able to deal with such situations by extending the laziness
to generate the paths only if needed. The key component of such an approach would be an
algorithm that analyzes the productions and determines the conditions for which the mutual
consistency guarantee could be relaxed.

(p find-three-deep-leaves

(root-node Aid <root>)
(node Aid <internediatel> Apareit <root>)
(node Aid <intermediate2> Aparent <intermediatel>)
(node Aid <leaf> Aparent <intermediate2>)

(do-something <leaf>))

Figure 10.1: Production that finds leaves two hops away from the root

Optimizations for collection-oriented languages: The current implementation of COPL is a
first-cut implementation and is relatively under-optimized. A host of optimizations have been
discussed and proposed but are yet to be implemented. These include:

e Sharing of collections between tokens: Currently, collections in a parent token are
copied whenever a successor is created. This is usually not necessary and it is possible
to statically determine when it and when it is not needed. For large collections, avoiding
copying collections could make a significant difference.

* Using equivalence classes as collections: For productions that contain no negated condi-
tions, it is possible to use the equivalence classes directly as collections. This can reduce
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root

C

B

MA

Figure 10.2: Example network

the cost of matching a new tuple to the cost of finding the appropriate equivalence class
and adding the tuple to it. This optimization avoids performing g tests for tuples that join
pre-existing equivalence classes. Since 0 tests are by far the most expensive part of the
match process, this optimization has potential for large speedups for the programs it is
applicable to. With the availability of collection-oriented operations, negated conditions
are expected to be rare (see Section 8.5.2 for details).

Hashing right memories: As the number of equivalence classes grows, it is beneficial to
organize a right memory into a hash table of equivalence classes. In combination with
the previous optimization, this could reduce the cost of adding a tuple, inder appropriate
circumstances, to a few instructions.

Parailelization of collection-oriented languages: One of the conclusions presented in the
previous section was that collection-oriented production languages and match algorithms can
be expected to alleviate or eliminate the primary limitations on speedups in production system
programs. This is a qualitative conclusion. For a quantitative characterization of the effect
of collection-oriented match algorithms and languages, an empirical study of a parallel imple-
mentation of a collection-oriented language is required. Some of the issues that need to be
addressed are:

* Load balancing for collection-oriented tokens: collection-oriented tokens are essentially
a grouping of a collection of tuple-oriented tokens. To process a collection-oriented
token, it is necessary to compare a sequence of collections of tuples (the token) with a
collection of equivalence classes (the right memory). Since collection-oriented tokens
could vary greatly in size, a different task decomposition will probably be required for
adequate load-balancing.
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e Parallelism within actions: Collection-oriented production system languages allow the
programmer to generate and manipulate collections of tuples and values. In particular,
they allow her to move aggregate operations which cannot be parallelized within the
production system paradigm to other languages where they can. Examples of such
operations include sorting, accumulations and permutations,

Axiomatic specification of tuple-space contents: As mentioned in Section 3.2, the primary
decision to be made in the design of a parallel production system language is the manner in which
information about the contents of the tuple-space is to be provided. An obvious way to allow
the programmer to specify this information would be to provide a data description sublanguage.
Such a language could specify, forexample, axioms about sets embedded in the flat tuple.space,
their cardinality, their relationship with other sets and so forth. The main advantage of this
approach is its explcit nature. It would make explicit the assumptions with which the program
is parallelized. At the cost of greatly slowing down the execution, it is possible to cheek if these
assumptions hold through out the execution. Such a checker would be a useful debugging and
maintenance tool. This approach was not adopted in this investigation because it was believed
that the existence of an explicit operational model facilitates performance tuning. Since one of
the primary goals of the investigation was to demonstrate that there is no program-independent
bound on the speedups achievable in production system programs, an approach that makes
it easy to extract the highest possible speedup was preferred. However, data specification
sublanguages remain a viable and interesting avenue for future work.

Evaluation of performance on non-uniform memory access machines: The parallelism
results presented in this dissertation were performed on a simulator which assumed a uniform
memory access model. The results presented in Section 5.3.7 show that the parallelization
overhead associated with the fine-grain decomposition can swamp a small cardinality multipro-
cessor. To achieve good speedups on multiprocessors containing 4-16 processors, coarse-grain
decompositions are necessary. Section 5.3.7 presents results for a coarse-grain decomposition
for one of the benchmarks. It would interesting to find out if such decompositions are possible
for other production system programs and if so, how much speedup can be achieved for them.
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Appendix A

Trace formats used in the parallelism
experiments

There are two trace formats used. The static trace file contains compile-time information about
the program being traced. It is generated by the pplc compiler and is read in by the simulator
at startup time. The dynamic trace file contains information from program execution. The two
traces complement each other. The following sections describe the formats of both the trace
files.

A.1 Static trace

The high level organization of the static trace file is:

I. Version number

2. Number of production-sets in the program

3. Information about individual production-sets

4. Number of Rete network nodes in the program

5. Information about individual nodes

6. Number of external functions called from the program

7. Information about individual functions

The following subsection provide details about individual records used in the static trace.

215
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A.1.1 Information about individual production-sets

The trace record for a production-set consists of a header record followed by records for
individual productions contained in the production-set. The trace record for a production
consists of information about the production followed by a sequence of records for the actions
in the production. The trace record for an action record consists of information about the type
and number of operations per action. The C structures corresponding to the individual records
are:

typedef struct TRACE_PSETINFOREC

char *name;
in. numproductions;

I tracepsetinforec, *trace-pset-info-ptr;

typedef struct TRACE_PRODUCTIONINFOREC

char *name;
int size;
int positivece count;
int testcount;
int nunofactions;
int isparallel;

) traceproductioninforec, *tracepxoductioninfQoptr;

typedef struct TRACE.ACTIONINFOREC

int nunconstvalue_i tems;
int numvariablevalue_items;,
int numfunctionvalue_items;

3 trace.actioninforec, *traceactioninfo_.ptr;

A.1.2 Information about individual functions
typedef struct TRACE_FUNCTION_INFO_.REC

char *name;
int num_of_args;

I trace_function info_rec, *trace_functioninfoptr;
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A.1.3 Information about individua! nodes
typedef struct TRACENODE_ILFO REC

/* bit 0 contains node type -- AND/NOT, bits 1-31 contain depth (level)
* of the node in the Rete network *I

int level_andtype;
int num-of.fsuccessors;
int nuruoftests;
tracetest_infoptr tests;

I tracenodeinforec, *tracenode.infoptr;

typedef struct TRACETESTINFOREC

int test; /* the test being applied */
int type; /* type of the values being tested */
tracetestin±._rec, *tracetestinfo-ptr;

/* tests used */
#define TRACEEQ 0
#define TRACEGT 1
#define TRACE..GE 2
#define TRACELT 3
#define TRACE.LE 4
#define TRACENE 5

/* runtime type tags /
#define TRACETYPEXNT Ox0
#define TRACETYPESYM 0xl
#define TRACETYPLREAL 0x2
#define TACETYPE_MISC 0x3

A.2 Dynamic trace

The high-level organization of the dynamic trace is:

1. version number

2. first match-select-act cycle traced

3. algorithm used for deletion of tupits
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4. size of the hashtable used for implementing memory nodes

5. whether global or local hashtables were used

6. whether the hashtable can be grown dynamically

7 magic primary number used to randomize node idenfiers

8. whether the trace was generated from a uniprocessor

9. fields specific to multiprocessor traces

(a) number of processors

(b) number of task pools

(c) whether tasks are to be grouped

(d) task pools management scheme - stacks or queues

(e) whether the tasks are initially distributed over task pools

(f) whether different actions in an instantiation can be done in parallel

10. individual trace records

The trace records are organized in segments, each segment corresponding to one match-select-
act cycle. The first record in each segment is a resolve record. The final record in the trace
is a resolve record with a special cycle number. Each schedulable task that can lead to the
generation of other tasks is assigned an activation id which is used to indicate dependency
information. The trace does not contain pointers.

typedef struct PPLTRACERECORDREC

int proc-num-and-record-type; J* b-/0-15 for tye, rest for proc */
union

struct
/* record of operations for each alpha activation '/
int tupletimetag;
int size;
int activationid;
int nurn.of-tests, /* currently ignoring diffs between tests '1
/* bit_0 = addordelete, bitl-31 = nuznof_successors '/
int num_of_successors_and_addordelete;
alpha;
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struct
/* record of operations for each beta activation */

int left_.parent_id;
int rightparent_idZ
int activation_id;
int node_id; /* used to find tests for node in static trace /
/* bitO=add/delete,bitl=left/right, bit2-3 for scheduler,
* bit-4-31 num-of-successors */

int attributes;
int *test-.values; * does not support fltpt values in trace
beta;

struct
( /* record of operations for each pnode activation *1

int leftparent-id;
int right-parentid;
/ bitO = add-ordelete, bit-1-31 = threadid */

int thread.idand add_ordelete;
int prod.id;
int *timetags;

) pnode;
struct
/* this is the header record for a resolve-match-act cycle *1
int cyclenUm;
int recordid; /* other record ids are derived from this one */

3 resolve;
struct

int activation id;
Ant threadid;
int prod-id;
) fire;
struct
/* info about most actions is obtained from the static trace.

* this trace contains information only about actions that

" do a variable number of operations */
int parent-id; /* id of fire record that caused this action '/

int type;
union

struct ( int timetag; ) make;
struct ( int timetagnew, timetag-old; 3 modify,
struct int timetag-new, timetag-old; } copy;
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struct { int timetag; } remove;
struct { long cost; ) call;

I info;
I action;
struct
( /* operations for computing individual values in an action */

int type;
union

struct ( int numof.values; ) substr_call;,
struct { long cost; } function.cal;

I info;
) valuejitem;
struct
/* for makes done from external routines */

int parentid; /- special id for first cycle and loads */
int timetag;

) externalmake;
info;

I ppltracerecordrec, *ppl-trace-record.ptr;
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Appendix B

Cost model used in parallelism
experiments

This section lists both the items in the cost model as well as the values used for the experiments
descnbed in this dissertation. These costs are very closely associated with the simulator. To
fully understand the various costs covered, it would be helpful to be conversant with either the
PPL implementation or the simulator or both.

Total number of cost model items: 277
Match-select.act cycle costs:
Cost of straight line multiproc code in msa cycle: 25
Cost of straight line uniproc code in msa cycle: 25
Cost of finalizing msa cycle routine: 12
Left memory processing costs:
Fixed uniproc cost- 21
Fixed multiproc cost: 34
Cost of initializng search loop: 9
Cost of testing node id: 4
Cost of initializing test loop 5
Cost of test loop body: 5
Cost of test loop update: 3
Cost of testing a word. 2
Cost of testing a tuple: 4
Cost of breaking out of test loop 2
Cost of testing a tuple pair 5
Cost of search loop update: 5
Cost of deleting intermediate token: 4
Cost of deleting first token: 6
Cost of freeing conjugate $ cell: 10
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Cost of freeing non-conjugate 8 cell. 5
Fixed cost of freeing a 0 cell: 3
Cost of checking for an empty bucket' I
Fixed cost of making a cell- 5
Cost of iitializmg cell creation loop: 4
Cost of cell creation loop body: 6
Cost of checking node depth- 3
Cost of testing a tuple pointer in a token: 4
Cost of testing for nul in a token 2
Cost of setting conjugate bucket to null. 3
Cost of stonng a tuple pointer in a token: 5
Cost of storing a tuple pointer in a conjugate token: 4
Cost of adding a token to main bucket: 9
Cost of adding a token to conjugate bucket' 12
Cost of adding token to a bucket (uniproc): 8
Cost of setting the return value' I
Right memory costs:
Fixed ight memory cost for umproc' 11
Fixed right memory cost for multiproc 26
Cost of initializing the search loop: 7
Cost of testing the node Id: 4
Cost of testing a tuple pointer 4
Cost of search loop update: 5
Cost of testing a word: 2
Cost of storing intermediate tokens: 4
Cost of storing first token: 6
Cost of freeing a conjugate cell: 10
Cost of freeing a non-conjugate cell: 5
Cost of freeing a cell for a uniproc: 3
Cost of adding a token to a conjugate bucket: 17
Cost of adding a token to a non-conjugate bucket: 13
Tuple processing costs:
Cost of adding a tuple (multiproc): 35
Cost of adding a tuple (uniproc): 20
Fixed cost of deleting a tuple (multiproc): 20
Fixed cost of deleting a tuple (umproc): 12
Cost of actually deleting the tuple (multiproc): 15
Cost of actually deleting the tuple (uniproc): 12
Cost of setting tuple-space pointer (multiproc): 3
Cost of setting tuple-space pointer (uniproc). I
Cost of setting a value: 2
Cost of calling deletetupleO: 4
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Fixed cost of creating a tuple (multiproc): 50
Fixed cost of creating a tuple (multiproc): 38
Cost of allocating tuple from free list: 4
Cost of calling malloc (multiproc): 6
Cost of calling malloc (uniproc)' 4
Cost of calling finalize-tuplesO: 9
Fixed cost of freeing a list of tples (uniproc): 6
Fixed cost of freeing a list of tuples (multiproc): 15
Cost of loop body for freeing a tuple list (uniproc): 14
Cost of loop body for freeing a tuple list (multiproc): 20
Cost of finding the free list by free list map- 5
Cost of directly finding the free list: 2
Fixed cost of calling remove.xupleO: 27
Cost per tuple deleted by remove-tupleO: 10
Fixed cost of calling maketuple(): 58
Fixed cost of calling modify-tuple0 (multiproc). 78
Fixed cost of calling modify-tuple0 (uniproc): 67
Fixed cost of calling copy-tuple: 58
Cost of loop header of updating tuple fields: 16
Cost of loading field index: I
Cost of loading field value: 5
Cost of loop header for tuple copying: 22
Cost of loop body for tuple copying: 7
Cost of handling each index in a list of indices: 19
Cost of initializing a tuple: 5
Cost of calling match-wmeo: 8
Token processing costs :
Fixed cost of making a # cell: 30
Cost of allocating , cell from a free list: 4
Cost of calling ppLmnallocO: 4
Fixed cost in deleting a list of / cell: 6
Cost of loop body in deleting a list of 0 cell: 14
Cost of getting the free list from the map: 3
Cost of getting the free list from a cache- 2
Cost of initializing loop for 0 activation with hashing: 7
Cost of initializing loop for 03 activation without hashing: 6
Cost of calling the memory node routine: 8
Cost of loop update in 3 activation routines: 4
Cost of testing the node id. 4
Cost of updating the reference count for left tokens. 4
Cost of testing reference count for a left token: 4
Cost of computing reference count for right token: 5
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Cost of reversing direction for nghtnot activations: 2
Cost of freeing lock if hashing can be constant-folded: 6
Cost of freeing lock if hashing cannot be constant-folded. 5
Cost of testing a cached first value in bucket: 6
Cost of testing a uncached first value in bucket. 12
Cost of testing a cached non-first value in bucket 4
Cost of testing a uncached non-first value in bucket: 10
Fixed cost of making an (i token: 19
Cost of allocating from a free hst: 5
Cost of calling ppl-malloco' 3
Fixed cost of freeing a list of a tokens: 6
Freeing cost per cr token- 9
Fixed cost of a test: 28
Cost per a test per tuple: 4
Cost of callee-save per data-item for and: 3
Cost of callee-save per data-item for leftnot: 1
Cost of callee-save per data-item for nghtnot: 5
Cost of callee-save per data-item for and (multiproc)' 1
Cost of callee-save for final data-item: I
Cost of caching a left value: 2
Cost of caching a right value: I
Cost of calling the memory reclaiming routine for tokens: 13
Cost of caching the hash value: 1
Pnode processing costs :
Cost of calling a pnode routine: 10
Fixed cost of processing pnode (multiproc): 40
Fixed cost of processing pnode (uniproc): 31
Cost of deleting instantiation from list (multiproc)' 12
Cost of deleting instantiation from list (uniproc): 7
Cost of calling instantiation searching routine: 8
Cost of calling routine to remove instantiation: 6
Cost of calling routine to add instantiation' I I
Cost of consing an instantiation to list: 13
Conflict set costs :
Constant cost for select: 26
Cost per production set (loop header): 14
Cost of checking if a production set has an instantiation- 32
Constant cost per parallel production (umproc). 7
Constant cost per parallel production (multiproc): 8
Cost per instantiation: 20
Cost of checking if instantiation set is empty (uniproc): 30
Cost of checking if instantiation set is empty (multiproc). 35
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Cost of checking if there is a new top instantiation. 20
Fixed cost of creating the second level heap: 24
Fixed cost per iteration of heap creation loop: 18
Cost of exchanging production sets: 28
Cost of updating indices to production sets- I
Cost of comparing siblings: 15
Fixed cost of inserting an production set into the heap. 37
Fixed cost per iteration of insertion loop- 13
Cost of exchanging production sets for insertion: 19
Istantiation list processing costs :
Cost of adding to an instantiation list. 23
Constant cost of deleting from an instantiation list: 26
Cost of hashing for an instantiation list: 11
Cost of delete loop header for instantiation lists- 3
Cost of testing if previous instantiation exists: 2
Cost of loop updating for deletion routine: 12
Cost of deletion for last instantiation in list: I 1
Cost of deletion for intermediate instantiation in list: 10
Instantlation set processing costs:
Cost of adding an instantiation set: 30
Constant cost for deleting an instantiation set from heap: 22
Cost of deleting last set: 2
Constant cost of deleting intermediate set: 35
Per set cost of deleting intermediate set: 21
Cost of exchanging instantation sets for deletion: 24
Fixed cost of searching for an instantiation: 26
Fixed cost of instantiation searching loop: 8
Cost of returning from the middle of the search loop: 3
Cost of search loop update: 5
Fixed cost of adding an instantiation (multiproc): 49
Fixed cost of adding an instantiation (muliproc): 46
Cost of loop test for adding an instantiation: 10
Cost of loop body for adding an instantiation' 19
Cost of determining if the top element has changed- 7
Cost of handling new top element (multiproc): 16
Cost of handling new top element (uniproc): 8
Task record processing costs:
Cost of creating a task record from free list' 5
Cost of calling ppl.mallocO: 3
Cost of creating a match task: 26
Cost of creating a finng task. 20
Cost of scheduling a finng task: 29
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Cost of scheduling a match task- 29
Cost of completing scheduling for match task 4
Cost of completing scheduling for firing task 4
Cost of waking up processes: 18
Cost of loop header in scheduler 12
Cost of unrolled iteration init in scheduler: 13
Cost of rolled iteration mit in scheduler. 15
Cost of jumping to top of loop: 5
Cost of extracting a task record from a task pool: I I
Cost of setting the activity bitmap: 12
Common cost of running a task- 7
Extra cost for running a match task: 6
Extra cost of running a firing task- 7
Cost of freeing a task: 7
Cost of scheduling the root node for uniproc. II
Cost of scheduling the root node for multiproc: 12
Firing costs :
Cost of first block in multiproc case: 24
Cost of second block in uniproc: 8
Fixed cost (uniproc): 8
Cost of loop body (multiproc): 18
Cost of loop body (uniproc)' 19
Cost of fire loop update. 4
Cost of final block for firing. 5
Fixed cost of dollar.asserto: 12
Fixed cost of actions- 15
Cost per action for rhs: 2
Cost per variable argument: 4
Cost to get the class size: 16
Cost of accessing a symbol given its id' 33
Cost of substr with known bounds: 42
Cost of substr with unknown vars: 10
Instantlation processing costs :
Fixed cost of comparing instantiations of different productions: 37
Cost of loading value (diff prods) for comparison: I
Cost of a single test (duff prods) for comparison: 6
Cost of update for comparison loop (diff prods): 4
Fixed cost of comparing instantiations of the same production: 22
Cost of a single test (same prod) for comparison: 6
Cost of update for comparison loop (same proc'): 5
Fixed cost of deleting an instantiation (multipro-)' 70
Fixed cost of deleting an instantiation (uniproc): 66
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Cost of locking for deleting an instantiation 10

Cost of header for loop arranging upper heap: 13

Cost of exchange for upper heap loop: 28

Cost of index increment for upper loop: I

Cost of loop test for upper loop. 10
Cost of header for loop arranging lower heap: 12

Cost of exchange for lower heap: 29
Cost of placing an instantiation on tmp free list: 3
Cost of updating tmp free list: 4

Fixed cost of freeing tmp free list: 10
Cost of loop body for freeing tmp free list: 29
Cost of mapping size to free list: 3

Cost of dereferencing ptr to get free list: 2

Fixed cost of hashing full instantiation: 22

Cost of hashing each timetag in instantiation: 6

Fixed cost of hashing instantiation in parts: 4

Cost of getting first timetag for hashing by parts- 3
Cost of loop header for hashing by parts: 9
Cost of loop update for hashing by pars: 8

Cost of extracting a timetag for hashing by parts: 4

Cost of extracting a null value for hashing by parts*
Cost of extracting last timetag for hashing by parts: 5
Fixed cost of ordering timetags: 47

Cost of header for first timetag ordering loop: 6

Cost of header for second timetag ordering loop: I I
Fixed cost for creating timetag heap: 12

Cost of testing a ptr for heap creation: 6
Cost of updating a ptr for heap creation: 2

Cost of comparing two ptrs for heap creation: 6

Cost of update in heap creation loop: 10
Cost of main routine for instantiationdeletion (uniproc): 15
Cost of main routine for instantiation deletion (multiproc): 18

Cost of main routine for instantiation addition (uniproc): 13
Cost of main routine for instantiation addition (multiproc)' 27
Fixed cost of creating an instantiation: 53

Cost of allocating instanuation record from free list: 4

Cost of calling pplmallocO for record: 7
Cost of copying first tuple ptr: 7
Fixed cost of token creation loop: 9

Cost of getting a null tuple pir: 12

Cost of getting a non-null tuple ptr: 16

Cost of getting a null last tuple: 3
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Cost of getting a non-null last tuple' 7
Cost of loop update. 10
Fixed cost of matching instantiations. 5
Cost of checking for single instantiation: 7
Cost of checking for null last tuple" 2
Cost of matching a null tuple: 7
Cost of matching a full tuple: 8
Cost of match loop header. 6
Fixed loop body for match loop: 5
Cost of update for match loop: 5
List consing costs :
Cost of straight line code: 18
Cost of allocation from free list. 5
Cost of calling malloc for allocation: 3
Cost of consing up a singleton list 20
Free list processing costs
Cost of non-loop code: 5
Cost of each loop iteration. 9
Memory allocation costs :
Constant uniproc cost for memory allocation: 35
Constant multiproc cost for memory allocation: 40
Cost of adjusting size of request: 4
Cost of mapping to size range: 10
Cost of double word aligned allocation (uniproc): 22
Cost of double word aligned allocation (multiproc): 27
Costs for calling sequence of routines:
Fixed cost per call: I
Additional cost per argument: I
Locking routines :
Cost of acquiring a lock: 10
Cost of releasing a lock: 3
Cost of creating and initializing a lock 8
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Appendix C

Configuration file for the simulator

The configuration file controls the simulator and makes it easier to run a sequence of simulations
without human intervention. This appendix describes the parameters that can be specified in
a configuration file, The simulator has default values for all these parameters. It also accepts
command-line arguments to set all these parameters. The values specified in a configuration
file override default values and values specified on the command-'ine override the values in the
configuration file.
Program name : name of the program being simulated. This is used to create the trace file name (or
the socket name if the trace is being sent to a socket). It is also used to create default names for the static
and dynamic trace files as well as the output file.
Stal trace file name: overrides the default name generated using the program na m It is hays a
file unlike dynamic trace file which can be a Unix or inet socket.
Cost model file name: the simulator is not tied into any particular processor. It reads in the cost model
which is specified as a sequence of (stnng,integer) pairs.
Dynamic trace file name : this can be a file or a socket. Must be readable by the user.

Outputfilename: overridesthedefault generatedfrom theprograrn name, Allowsmultiple simulations
to run in parallel.

First cycle to be simulated: useful for partial simulations.

Last cycle to be simulated: again, useful for partial simulations

Compute flags : these flags specify what information should be computed by the simulator.

" Overall runtime

" Maximum parallelism during the execution

" Maximum parallelism during each cycle
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" Processor utilization

" User level information (e.g., number of firings etc

* Detailed breakdown of execution tlme

" Cost per cycle

" Number of tasks per cycle

* Number of tasks in the program

" Number of hashtable activations

" Number of conflict set activations

Verbose: controls printing of diagnostic details

Help : prints information about the options available

Number of processors: ignored for umprocessor simulations

Number of task pools: ignored for uniprocessor simulations

Unilprocessor simulations: this flag makes all the multiproceas-or :ed flag invAlid
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Appendix D

Detailed parallelism results

This appendix presents detailed results from the parallelism experiments. For every bench-
mark, it presents three groups of results - language level, task breakdown and execution time
breakdown. The language level results consist of information that is usually available to the
programmer, for example the number of instantiations fired. The other two are internal statistics
from the runtime system. The task breakdown results also include a measure of the program
efficiency, referred to as efficiency of instantiation generation. It is the fraction of the gener-
ated instantiations that are actually fired. Efficient programs have a high EIG. Programs that
perform selection or accumulation within the production system model have a low EIG. The
execution time breakdown is for uniprocessor execution, that is for the parallel-model
versions of the programs. These versions do not include the cost for parallelization. It is
expected that, in the absence of the parallelization costs (which depend on the architecture of
the machine), these numbers reflect inherent characteristics of the programs. In the tables,
execution time breakdown is presented in terms of percentage of total time. In addition to the
seven explicit headings, there is an other heading which includes the cost of book-keeping in
the match-select-act cycle and the cost of removing the selected instantiations from the conflict
set. In the execution time breakdown statistics, all the times shown are non-overlapping except
the time spent in actions and (external) functions. In this case, the time for actions includes the
time for functions. The latter have been shown separately to illustrate the point that, for some
programs, external function ca , can dominate the entire computation.
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Appene-:x E

Code for benchmarks used in parallelism
experiments

This appendix contains the source code for four of the benchmarks used in the parallelism
experiments - life, circuit, waltz and hotel. The code for spare is not available for
public distribution. Two versions are presented for every program - one that uses the parallel
constructs and the other that does not.

E.1 Sequential version of the game of life

, Sequential version of the game of life in PPL
Each cell is represented as a tuple. It contains a field for its status
and four fields for links to neighbors.
The rules of life are:
I. if an organism has < 2 neighbors, it dies of loneliness
2. if it has 2 or 3 neighbors it lives
3. a now organism is born in a cell with three neighbors
4. if it has 4 neighbors, it dies of overcrowdedness.

Version notes: this is an efficient sequential version. Due to the
single-instantiation-firing assumption, direct atomic update of all
modified cells not possible. instead, atomicity is achieved by creating
copies of tuples corresponding to modified cells *without* destroying
the old ones. In OPS5, this can be done by (make (substr <tuple>) (mods)).
In PPL, it is done using the copy primitive. At the end of the
computation for each generation, the old copies are deleted and the new
copies are installed in their place. This requires an extra flag on
the cell tuples which indicates whether the tuple contains the original
cell or a modified copy. The tuple corresponding to a cell is nodified
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if an only if the state of the cell changes The original version always
modified the cell tuples whether or not the state of the cell changed.

signifies an ave organism, "." signifies a dead organism
..........................................................................

This version by: Anurag Acharya, achacs.cmu edu
original versione ftp.cs.columbia.edu:pub/prosys/prosys.ter.Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

..........................................................................-

Tuple declarations
..........................................................................-

; coord:nates are needed for printing, id is needed for linking
(literalize cell x-coordinate y-coordinate id status left right up down

modified)

generation tuple is used for counters and limits -- the type field car
be either "current" or 'desired"

(literalize generation type value)

flag tuple is used to control the sequencing -- values are print,
print-cells, do-computation, set-modified-flags, completed-print,
compute-cels and completed

(literalize flag value)

format tuple is used to store user format preferences -- values are
no and yes. yes prints the map every generation, no prints
the map only at the end of the simulation.

(literalize format value)

i this is used for traversing the grid for printing purposes
(literalize print-coordinates x-coordinate y-coordinate)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Productions

(p start
(start)

(make generation current 0)
(write "Generations to run s:mulations for: I
(make generation desired (accept))
(write "Print after every generation ?
(make format (accept))
(make flag cornpute-cells))

(p switch-to-next-generation
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((flag completed-print) <flag>)
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
((generation ^type current ^value (<y> < <x>)) <cur-gen>)

(modify <cur-gen> ^value (compute <y> 1))
(modify <flag> compute-cells))

(p finished-simulation
((flag completed-print) <flag>)
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value <x>(

(modify <flag> completed))

of the next three productions, only one fires in a given cycle 1f the
' per-generation" production matches, it will be selected due to
specificity,, else the vanilla "switch-to" production will fire.

(p switch-to-print
((flag print-cells) <flag>)
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)

(modify <flag> print))

(p switch-to-print-final
((flag print-cells) <flag>)
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)

(generation ^type current ^value <x>)

(modify <flag> print))

(p switch-to-print-per-generation
((flag print-cells) <flag>)
(generation ^type desired 'value <x>)
(generation ^type current ^value < <x>)
(format ^value no)

(modify <flag> completed-print))

(p init-print
(flag print)
(generation ̂ type current ^valae <x>)

(make print-coordinates ^x-coordinate 0 ^y-coordinate C)
(write generation <x> ":\n"))

(p print-next-cell-n-row
((print-coordinates ^x-coordinate <x> ^y-coordinate <y>) <coords>)
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(cell ^x-coord..nate <x> ^y-coordinate <y> ^status <status>)

(write <status>)
(irodify <coords> ^x-coordinate (compute <x> + 1)))

(p switch-rows
((print-coordinates ^x-coordinate <x> "y-coordinate <y>( <coords>)
-(cell "x-coordinate <x>)

(modify <coords> ^x-coordinate 0 'y--coordinate (compute <y> + 1))
(write (crlf))),

(p !inalize-print
((flag print) <flag>)
((print-coordinates "x-coordinate <X> "y-coordinate <y>) <coords>)
- (cell ^y-coordinate <y>)

(modify <flag> completed-print)
(remove <coords>)
(write "nn)

(p implement-kill-rule-C
(flag do-computation)
(generation ^type desired "value <x>(
(generation ^type current ^value < x>
((cell "StatUS 1. A"left <left> Aright <right> "up <Up>

"down. <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell ^id <left> ^status ^ modified no)
(cell "id <right> "status j "mdified no)
(cell 'Aid <up>, ̂ status 1. modified no)
(cell 'id <down> ^status ^modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status 1."Amodified yes))

(p implement-kill-rule-left
(flag do-compttation(
(generation ^type desired "value <x>)
(generation "type currer.t "Value < <x>)
((cell ^status 1*1 ̂left <left> ^right <right> "up <Up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(Cell Ai.d <left> ^status ^j modified no)
(cell Aid <right> "status A "modified no)
(Cel "A:d <Up> "status 1. "modlified no)
(cell "jd <down> "status ". modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status I. I nodified yes))

(p imp~ement-k.Jll-rule-rignt
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,flag do-computation)
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
(generation Atype current "value < <x>)
((cell "status 1*1 ̂left <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell "id <left> "status I 1 modified no)
(cell ^id <right> ^status I-I ̂modified no)
(cell ^id <up> ^status 1I ^modified no)
(cell Aid <down> ^status ^modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status [I ^modified yes))

(p implement-kill-rule-up
(flag do-computation)
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>(
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
{(cell ^status 1*1 "left <left> ^right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell ^id <left> "status I^ modified no)
(cell "id <right> ^status I modified no)
(cell ^id <up> "status 1I ^modified no)
(cell "id <down> ^status 1.I^modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status (.I ̂ modified yes))

(p implement-kill-rule-down
(flag do-computation)
(generation ^type desired "value <x>)
(generation ^type current ^value < <x>)
((call ^status I*I "left <left> "right <right> "up <up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell ^id <left> ^status I-I ̂modified no)
(cell ^id <right> ^status 1.1 ̂ modified no)
(cell Aid <up> ^status ". ^modified no)
(cell "id <down> 'status *[ ^modified no)

(copy <cell> "status I.I "modified yes))

(p implement-birth-rule-left-right-up
(flag do-computation)
(generation "type desired ^value <x>)
(generation "type current "value < <x>)
((cell ^status 1.I ̂left <left> "right <right> Aup <up>

Adown <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell "id <left> ^status ^modified no)
(cell Aid <right> 'status A"I "modified no)
(cell Ad <up> AStatUs 1*1 "modified no)
(cell ^id <down> "status I.I ̂modified no)
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(copy <cell> ^status i 'mdified yes))

(p implement-birth-rule-left-right-dowm
(flag do-computation)
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
((cell ^status 1.I -:eft <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell "id <left> ^status 1*1 ̂modified no)
(cell 'id <right> 'status 1*1 ̂modified no)
(cell Aid <up> ^status I F ̂modified no )
(cell Aid <down> ^status 1*1 'modified no)

(copy <cell> 'status "F1 ^modifled yes))

(p implement-birth-rule-left-up-down
(flag do-computation)
(generation ̂ type desired 'value <x>)
(generation 'type current 'value < <x>)
((cell 'status I.I 'left <left> ^right <right> ^up <up>
^don <down> 'modified noi <cell>)
(cell "id <left> 'status 1*F ̂modified no)
(cell Aid <right> ^status F.F 'modified no)
(cell 'id <up> ^status 1'F ̂ modified no)
(cell Aid <down> 'status 1'1 'modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status 1'F 'modified yes))

(p implement-birth-rule-right-up-don
(flag do-computation
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
((cell ^status F.F ^left <left> ^right <right> 'up <up>

^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell 'id <left> ^status 1.F ̂modified noj
(cell 'id <right> ^status *1 'modified no)
(cell 'id <up> status 'F ̂ modified no)
(cell 'id <down> ^status 1*F 'modified noj

(copy <cell> ^status *F ̂ modified yes))

(p implement-kill-rule-all-neighbors
(flag do-computation)
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
'(cell ^status "F1 "left <left> ^right <right> 'up <up>
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^down <down> ^modified no) <cell>)
(cell Aid <left> ^status ^j modified no)
(cell Aid <right> -status -modified no)
(cell Aid <up> ^status 1*1 ̂ sodified no)

(Cell Alad <doWn> ^status 1*1 ^modified no)

(copy <cell> ^status 1. modified yes))

(p set-modified-f lags-i
(flag set-modified-flags)
((cell Arodified nil) <cell>)

(modify <cell> ^-modified no))

(p set-modified-flags-2
(flag set-modified-flags)
((cell Aid <id> ^modified yes) <ceill>)
{(cell Aid <id> ^modified no) <cell2>)

(modify <celll> ^modified no)
(remove <ce12>))

(p stage-computation-O
(flag compaite-cells)

(modify 1 set-modified-flags))

(p stage-computation-1
(flag set-modified-flags)

(modify 1 do-coinputation)

(p stage-computation-2

(flag do-computation)

(modify 1 print-cells)i

E.2 Parallel version of the game of life

Parallel version of the game life in PPL
Each cell is represented as a tuple It contains a field for its status
and four fields for links to neighbors.
The rules of life are:
1. if an organism has < 2 neighbors, it dies of loneliness
2. if it has 2 or 3 neighbors it lives
3. a new organism is born in a cell witb' three ne~ghbors
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4. if it has 4 neighbors, it dies of overcrowdedness.

Version Notes: this is the most efficient parallel version
Only the tuples corresponding to cells whose value changes are modified.
The multiple-instantiation-firing semantics assumed allows all
Supdates to ne made atomically and there is no need to copy taples for the
purpose of atomicity.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Parallelized by: Anurag Acharya, acha~cs.cmu.edu

Tuple declarations

I coordinates are needed for printing, id is needed for linking
(literalize cell x-coordinate y-coordinate id status left right up down)

generation tuple is for counters and limits -- type is either current
desired.

(literalize generation type value)

flag tuple is used to control the sequencing -- values are print6
completed-prnt, compute-cells, completed

(literalize flag value)

format tuple is used to store user format preferences -- values are
no and yes. yes prints the map every generation, no prints
the map only at the end of the simulation

(literalize format value)

; this tuple class is used for traversing the grid for printing purposes
(literalize print-coordinates x-coordinate y-coordinate)

Productions

(p start
(start)

(make generation current 0)
(write "Generations to run simulations for. '1
(make generation desired (accept))
(write "Print after every generation
(make format (accept))
(make flag compute-cells))

(p switch-to-next-generation
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(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
((generation "type current ^value (<y> < <x>)) <cur-gen>]
((flag completed-print) <flag>l

(modify <cur-gen> ^value (cotpute <y> * 1))
(modify <flag> compute-cells))

(p finished-simulation
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value <x>)
((flag completed-print) <flag>)

(modify <flag> completed))

; of the next three productions, only one fires in a given cycle. if the
"per-generation" production matches, it will be selected due to
specificity, else the vanilla "switch-to" production will fire.

(p switch-to-print
(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)

(generation "type current "value < <x>)
((flag compute-cells) <flag>)

(modify <flag> print))

(p switch-to-print-final
(generation "type desired ^value <x>)

(generation ^type current ^value <x>)
((flag compute-cells) <flag>)

(modify <flag> print))

(p switch-to-print-per-generation
(generation "type desired ^value <x>)
(generation 'type current "value < <x>)
((flag compute-cellsj <flag>)
(format "value no)

(modify <flag> completed-print))

(p -nit-print
(flag print)
(generation "type current ^value <x>)

(make print-coordinates ^x-coordinate 0 ̂ y-coordinate 0)
(write generation <x> ':\n"))

(p prznt-next-cell-in-row

((print-coordinates "x-coordinate <x> ^y-coordinate <y>) <coords>)
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(cell ^x-coordinate <x> ^y-coordir.ate <y> ^status <status>)

(write <status>)
(modify <coords> ^x-coordinate (compute <x> 4 lfl

(p switch-rows
{(print-coordinates -x-coordinate <x> ^y-coordinate <y>) <coords>)
-(cel: "x-coordinste <x>)

(modify <coords> ^x-coordinate D ^y-coordinate (compute <y> + 1))
(write (crlf)))

(p finalize-print
((flag print) <flag>)
((print-coordinates ^x-cooidinate <x> ^y-coordinate <y>) <coords>)
-(cell ^y-coordinate cy>)

(modify <flag> completed-print)
(remove <coords>)
(write '\n\n'))

pset kill-rule-0
)parp implement-kill-rule-0

(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ^type current "value < x>
(flag compute-celis)
((cell ^status 1* left <left>. ̂ right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
(Call A"id <left> ^status 1.1)
(cell Aid <right> ^status
(Call Aid <Up> "sattus 1.1)
(Call Aid <down, "status

(modify -cell> ^status 1.)))

(pset kill-rule-left
(parp impleme.t-kil-rule-left

(goneration ^type desired ^value <x>(
(generation ^type current ^Value < <x>)
(!lag compute-cells)
((cell "status 1*1 "left cleft> "right <right> "up <up>

"down <down>) <cell>)
(Cell Aid <left> "status 111)
(cell Aid <right> "status 1.1
(cell "id <up> ^Status .
(cell "id <down> ^status 1 1

(modify <cell> ^status (fl
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(pset k:ll-rule-right
(parp implement-kill-rule-right

(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((cell ^status 1*1 ̂left <left> ^right <right> ^up <up>

-down down>) <cell>)
(cell ^id <left> ^status .1I)
(cell ^ad <right> ^status 1I*)
(cell "Ad <up> ^status 1.1)
(cell ^id <down> ^status I.I)

(modify <cell> "status I))
(pset kill-rule-up

(parp implement-kill-rule-up
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation type current ^value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((cell -status 1*I "left <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

"down <down>) <cell>}
(cell ^id <left> ^status I
(cell Aid <right> "status 1I
(cell Ad <up> "Status 1I*)
(cell Aid <down> "status 1-1

(modify <cell> ^status I.))

(pset kill-rule-down
(parp implement-kill-rule-down

(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((cell ^status 1*1 ̂left <left> ^right <right> "up <up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
(cell "id <left> Astatus 1.1
(cell ^id <right> ^status I. 1
(cell "id <up> "status 1.1)
(cell Aid <down> 'status I*)

(modify <cell> ^status 1.0))

(pset birth-rule-left-right-up
(parp implement-birth-rule-left-right-up
(generation "type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ^type current ^value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((cel! "status ". ^left <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
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(call "id <left> ^status 11
(cell "id <right, "Status 11
(cell Aid <Up> A status 1*1)
(cell. Aid <down> ^status 1-1)

(modify <cell> "status I)

(pset birth-rule-left-right-down
(parp irnplexent-birth-rule-left-right-down

(generation ^type desired ^value <x>)
(generation "type current "value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((Call Astatus 1.1 "left <left> ^right <right> "up <Up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
(cell Aid <left> ^status 1*1)
(cell Aid <right> ^status "I)
(cell Aid <.jp> "status 1.1)
(cell "id <down> "status 1*1(

(modify <cell> "status I(

(pset birth-rule-left-up-down
(parp imple.'ent-birth-rule-left-up-down

(generation ^type desired "value <x>)
(generation "type current "value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((Cell "status ". left <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

"down <down>) <cell>)
(cell Aid <left> "status 1*1(
(cell ^id <right> ^status 1* 1)
(Cell "id <Up> "status "I1)
(cell "id <down> "status 1*1)

(modify <Call1> "status I*jM

(peat birth-rule-right-up-down
(parp implemnent-birth-rule-right-up-down

(generation "type desired "value <x>(
(generation "type current "value < <x>)
(flag compute-cells)
((Cell "Status 1. I left <left> "right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
(Call "id <left> "status 1.0
(cell "id <right> "status 1*I)
(Cell "id <up> "status 1*0
(cell ^id <down> "status 1*1)

(modify <cell> "status 1,1ml
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{pset kill-rule-all-neighbors
(parp implement-kill-rule-all-neighbors
(generation ̂ type desired ^value <x>)
(generation ̂ type current ^value < <x>)
(flag copute-cells)
((cell ̂ status 1*1 ^left <left> ^right <right> ^up <up>

^down <down>) <cell>)
(cell ̂ id <left> ^status 1*1)
(cell -id <right> "status *1)
(cell ̂ id <up> ^status 1*1)
(cell ^id <down> "status 1*1)
(modify <cell> ^status 1.1)))

E.3 Sequential version of the circuit simulator

Sequential version of the gate level simulator.
It incorporates a simplistic line delay model.
Line delay is considered to be constant all over the ckt.
It can handle the following devices:
two input ands, two input nands, two input ors, two input nors,
two input xors, note
It can be easily extended for all combinational devices.
sequential ckts can be incorporated too but that would need
some work
It assumes that output of gates are not connected together
in an implicit or.

Version notes: To implement atomicity, it has to make copies of
the lines that are used as outputs of the devices. It creates
copies for only those lines whose value cnanges. At the end of the
computation for a simulation cycle, the copies are merged back into
the main circuit structure by removing all the old copies and modifying
the flag on the new copies. The assumption of one device per output
line an be easily removed but has not been removed for the following
reasons:
1. it is satisfied by most real circuits, circuits that don't

satisfy it can be modelled by adding an or gate at the line.
Since this simulator does not simulate timing behavior, the
insertion of an extra OR gate does not make a difference.

1 2. Given the incremental nature of the match algorithms, the
fewer tuples you modify,, the better off you are. The output
line is already being modified. Adding the modified/computed
flag to the device would need more matching effort. This would
increase parallelism but that would be fake parallelism as the
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additional computation is not really needed.

Another optimization is to merge the new copies into the circuit
*before* simulating lines -- this avoids performing duplicate
computation for outpu: lines.
Another optimization is to use a few more productions so that
variable tests can be replaced by constant tests. This again
reduces the match activity and reduces the amount of parallelism
available. But the computation avoided is not necessary and
therefore the parallelism eliminated is fake parallelism
..........................................................................

Converted to PPL by: Anurag Acharya, acha@cs.cmu.edu
original version written by: Dan Neimann <dann@cs.umass.edu>

Tuple declarations
; ...... wo........-i - - gate------id-------pu --------------------output------

(literalize two-input-and-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-or-gate id iputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-xor-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-nor-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-nand-gate id input1 input2 outpit)

(literalize not-gate id input output)
(literalize line Ad source sink modified)
(literalize cycles-run value)
(literalize cycles-desired value)
(literalize flag value)
(literalize results-desired value)

Productions

(p startup
(start)

(make cycles-run 0)
(write "cycles to run simulation for : )
(make cycles-desired (accept))
(write 'results to be printed:
(make results-desired (accept))
(make flag merge-lines-initial)
(remove I)0

(p switch-from-initial-merge-lines
(flag merge-lines-initial)
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(modify I simulate-lines))

(p switch-from-line-to-devices
(flag simulate-lines

(modify i simulate-devices))

(p switch-to-merge-new-lines
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify I merge-lines))

(p move-to-next-cycle
(flag merge-lines)

-(line ^modified yes)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run (<y> < <x>)

(modify 3 (compute <y> + 1))
(modify I simulate-lines))

(p completed-simulation-prir.t-results
(flag simulate-lines)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run <x>)
(results-desired yes)

(write "Completed simulation of* <x> 'cyclesln")
(write "The final state is:" (crlf)),
(make flag print-results))

(p completed-simu!ation-without-results
'(flag simulate-lines)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run <x>)

-(results-desired yes)

(write "Completed simulation of" <x> "cycles\n"I
(W~t))

(p merge-lines-initial
(flag merge-lines-initial)
((line ^id id> ^modified nil) <oldline>}

(modify <oldllne> ^modified no)

(p merge-lines
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(flag merge-lines)
((line ^id <id> ^modified no) <oldline>)
((line ^id <id> ^modified yes) <newline>)

Zremove <oldline>)
(modify <newline> ^modified no),"

(p simuate-line-transmissior.-turn-on
(flag simulate-lines)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
((line ^source 1 ^sink O <line>)

(modify <line> ^sink 1))

(p sinulate-line-transmission-turn-off
(flag simulate-lines)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run 4 <x>)
((line ^source 0 'sink 1) <line>)

(modify <line> ^sink 0))

(p simulete-two-input-and-gate-turn-on
; output - 0, input - 11
tflag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-and-gate ^nputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2> ^output <output>"

(line ^id <inpLtl> ^sink 1 ^modified no)
(line ^id <input2> ^oink I ^modified no)
((lIne 'id <output> ^source 0 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 1 ^modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-and-gate--turn-off-I
; output - 1, inputl - 0

(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-and-gate ̂ inpLtl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

-oLtpLt <OUtpUt'(
(line -id <inputl> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 0 Amodified no)
((line Aid o.utput> source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <outpit-line> ^source 0 ^modified yes))
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(p sinulate-two-input-and-gate-tLrn-off-2
(flag simulate-devices)
output = 1, input2 = 0

(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-ru. < <x>)
(two-input-and-gate ̂ inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line Aid <inputl> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 1 ^modified no)
((line ^id <output> ^source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 0 ^modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-and-gate-turn-off-3
(flag simulate-devices)
output = 1, input2 0

(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-and-gate ̂ inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
'(line 'id <inputl> ^sink 1 ^nodified no)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 0 'modified no)
((line ^id <output> ^source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>j.

(copy <output-line> ^source C 'modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-or-gste-turn-off
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-or-gate 'inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line ̂ id <inputi> 'sink a 'modified no)
(line ̂ id <input2> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
((line 'id <output> 'source 1 'modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> 'source 0 'modified yes))

(p sinulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-on-I
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run 4 <x>)
(two-input-or-gate ^inputl <inputl> 'input2 <input2>

-output <output>)
(line Aid <inputl> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
(line Ald <input2> 'sink I ^modified no)
((line Aid <output> 'source 0 'modified no) <output-line>)
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(copy <output-line> ^source 1 ̂ modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-on-2
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < x )
(two-input-or-gate ^inputl <input:> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line Aid <inputl> ^sink _ ̂ modified no)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0 ̂ modified no)

(line ^id <output> ^source 0 "modified no) <output-line>

(copy <output-line> ^source I ^modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-on-3
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-or-gate ^inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

"output <output>)

(line "id <:nputl> ^sink 1 ^modified no)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 1 "modified no)
-(line lid <output> ^source 0 ̂ modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 1 ̂ odified yes)(

(p similate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-off-1
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-xor-geae "inputl <input:> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 0 ̂ modified no)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0 "modified no)
((line Aid <output> "source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 0 ^rodifted yes)

(p simulate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-off-2
'flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(teo-input-xor-gate ^inputl <inputl> "input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line "id <inputl> "sink 1 "modified no)
(line Aid <input2> "sink 1 ^modified no)
((line "id <output> "source I ^modified no) <output-line>)
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(copy <output-line> -source 0 -modified yes))

(p simate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-c-l

* (flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < 4x>)

* (two-input-xor-gate ^input! <inputi> 'input2 <input2>
-output <output>)

(line 'id <inputi> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
(line lid input2> 'sink 1 'modified no)
((line lid <output> ^source 0 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 1 ̂ modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-on-2
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-xor-gate 'inputl <inputl> 'input2 <input2>

-output <output>)
(line lid <inputis ^sink 1 'modified no)
(line 'id <input2> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
((line 'id <output> ^source 0 ̂ modified no) <output-line>)
-- >

(copy <output-line> ^source 1 ̂ modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-on
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired 4x>s)

( cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate Ainputi <inputl> A input2 <input2>

'output <output>)
(line ^id <inputl:> ^sink 0 'modified no)
(line 'id <input2> 'sink 0 "'modified no)
((line A'id <ouLput> A source 0 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> 'source 1 ^modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-ror-gate-turn-off-I
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>(
)cycle6-run < <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate ^input: <inputl> 'input2 <input2>

'output <output>)

* (line 'Id <inputis 'sink 1 'modified no)
(line 'id <input2> 'S ink 0 'modified no)
((line ' id <output> 'source I 'modified no) <output-line>)
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(copy <outpu:-line> -source 0 Amodified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-off-2
(flag sirulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate ̂ inputi <inputl> ^xnput2 <anput2>

^output <output>)
(line Aid <inputi> ^sink 0 ^modified no)
(line ^Ad <anput2> ^sink 1 ^modified no)
((line ^id <output> ^source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 0 Amod.fied yes))

(p simulate--two-input-nor-gate-turn-off-3
(flag szrulate-devices)
(cycles-des.red <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate ^inputl <inputl> ^input2 <lnput2>

^output <output>)
(line Aid <anputl> 'sink 1 ^modified no)
(line ̂ id <input2> ^sank I ^modified no)
((line ^Ad <output> ^source 1 'modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> ^source 0 'modified yes))

(p simulate-two-anput-nand-gate-turn-off
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^xnputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line Aid <anputl> 'sink 1 ̂ modified no)
(line %ad <ainput2> ^sink 1 ^modified no)
((line lid <output> ^source 1 ^modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> 'source 0 'nodified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-nand-gate-turn-on-l
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired ex>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^anputl <input:> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(line ^id <anputi> 'sink 0 ^modified no)
(line 'id <input2> ^sink 0 ̂ modified no)
((line "id <output> ^source 0 ^modified no) <output-line>)
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(copy <outpat-line> ^source I -modifier: yes))

(p simulate-t~7o-ainput-nand-gate-turr-on-2
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)

^output <output>)
(line 'id <Inputl> 'sink 1 ^modified no)
(line 'A.d <input2> ^sink 0 'zodif-ed no)
((line Aid <output> ^source 0 ̂ modified no) <output-line;-)

(copy <output-line> ' source 1 'modified yes))

(p simulate-two-input-nandi-gate-turn-on-3
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(two-irput-nand-gate 'input! <inputi> 'input2 <input?>

'output <output>)
(line 'id <inputi> 'sink 0 'modified no)
(line 'id 'input2> 'sink 1 'modified no)
((ine Aid <output> 'source 0 'modified no) <outpit-.ine>y.

(copy <output-line> 'source I 'modified yes))

(p simulate-not-gate-turn-off
(f leg simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <cx>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(not-gate 'input <input > 'output <output>)
(line 'id <input> 'sink I 'modified no)
((line Aid <output> 'source 0 ' modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-line> 'source 0 'modifiled ys))

(p simulate-not-gate-turn-on
(flag simulate-devices)
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(not-gate 'input <input> 'output <output>)
(line 'id <input> 'S ink 0 ' modified no)
((line 'id <output> 'source 0 'modified no) <output-line>)

(copy <output-l-ne> 'source 1 'modified yes))

(p initiate-print
(flag print-results)
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(modify 1 print-devices))

(p switch-to-print-lines
(flag print-devices)

(modify 1 print-lines))

(p finalize-print
(flag print-lines)

(helt))

(p print-and-gate-info
(flag print-devices)
(two-input-and-gate ^id <gate> ^inputl <input.> ^input2 <i4nput2>

^output <output>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink <valuel>)
(l-ine ̂~id i-nput2> ^sink <value2>)
(:ine ^id <output> source <value3>)

(write land gate' <gate> 1:input. - <value.> 'input2 =<value2>

"output = *<Value3> (cr~f)()

(p print-or-gate-info
(flag print-devices)
(two-input-or-gate ^id <gate> ^input. <input.> ^input2 <2nput2>

AoUtpUt <output>)
(line Aid <input).> ^sink <value.>)
(line ^id 4input2> ^sink <value2>)
(line -id <output> ^source <value3>(

(write 'or gate' <gate> - input.= <value.> 'input2 = <value2>
'Output = '<value3> (crlf)))

(p print-nand-gate-info

(flag print-devices)
(two-input-nend-gate ^id <gate> ^input:. <input.> ^inpit2 <inpjt2>

^output <output>)
(line ^id <input).> ^sink <value.>)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink <value2>)
(line ^id <output> ^source <value3>(

(write "nand gate" <gate> " . input. <value).> inu2 <va).ue2>
"outpuat = 11<value3> (crlfW(

(p print-xor-gate-info
'(flag print-devices)
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(two-input-xor-gate Aid <gate> ^Anputl <inputl> ^xnput2 <input2>
Aou:put <output>)

(line Aid <inputl> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <innut2> ^sink <value2>)
(line Aid <output> Asource <value3>)

(write "xor gate" <gate> ": inputi = " <valuel> "input2 = <value2>
"output = ' <value3> (crlf)))

(p print-nor-gate-info
(flag print-devices)
(two-input-nor-gate Aid <gate> Ainputi <nputl> Ainput2 <input2>

Aoutput <output>)

(line Aid <inputl> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink <value2>)
(line Aid <output> ^source <value3>)

(write "nor gate" <gate> ": inputl = " <valuel> "input2 " <value2>
"output = " <value3> (crlf)))

(p print-not-gate-info
(flag print-devices)
(not-gate Aid <gate> Ainput <input> ^output <output>)
(line Aid <input> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <output> Asource <value2>)

(write "not gate" <gate> ': input - I <valuel>
"output " <value2> (crlf)))

(p print-line-info
(flag print-lines)
(line Aid <line> ^source <source> Asink <sink>)

(write "line" <line> ": source = <source>
"sink = " <sink> (crlf)))

E.4 Parallel version of the clrcuit simulator

Parallel version of the gate level simulator
It incorporates a simplistic line delay model
Line delay as considered to be constant all over the cxt.
It can handle the following devices:
two input ands, two input nands, two input ors, two input nors,
two input xors, nots
It can be easily extended for all combinational devices.
sequential ckts can be incorporated too but that would need
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some work
it assLmes that output of gates are not connected together
in an implicit or.

Version notes. this is the efficient parallel version of the program
It modifies tuples for only those lines whose values change due to
device operation or line tranmission.
The assumption of one device per output line an be easily removed but has
not been removed for the following reasons:
1. it is satisfied by most real circuits. circuits that don't satisfy

it can be modellid by adding an or gate at the line. Since this
simulator does rAt simulate timing behavior, the insertion of the
extra OR gate does not make a difference.

Another optimization is to use a few more productions so that variable
tests can be replaced by constant tests. This again reduces the match
activity and reduces the amount of parallelism available. But the computation
avoided is not necessary and therefore the parallelism eliminated is fake
parallelism.

..........................................................................-
ParalleLized by: Anurag Acharya, acha6cs.cmu.edu

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;uple declarations

literalize two-input-and-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-or-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-xor-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-nor-gate id inputl input2 output)
(literalize two-input-nand-gate id inputl input2 output)

(literalize not-gate id input output)
(literalize line id source sink)
(literalize cycles-run value)
(literalize cycles-desired value)
(literalize flag value)
(literalize results-desired value)

Productions

(p startup
(start)

(make cycles-run 0)
(write ,cycles to ran simulation for )
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(make cycles-desired (accept))
(write "results to be printed '
(make results-desired (accept))
(make flag simulate-lines)
(remove 1))

(p move-to-next-cycle
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run {<y> < <x>))
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify 2 (compute <y> 1)
(mnodify 3 simulate-lines))

(p completed-simulation-notice-i
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run <X>)
(results-desired yes)

(write "Comnpleted simulation of' ax> "lcycles~n")
(write "The final state is: * (crlf))
(make flag prirnt-results))

(p completed-simulation-notice-2
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run <x>)

- (results-desired yes)

(write "Compieted simulation of" cx> 'cycles.n')
(halt))

(p switch-from-line-to-devices
(flag simulate-lines)

(modify 1 simulate-devices))

(pset print-results
(parp print-and-gate-info

(flag print-results)
(two-input-and-gate Aid <gate> 'inputl ainputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output 4outpur>)
)l2.ne Aid <input]> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink avalue2>)
(line '"id <output>, Asource <value3>)

(write "and gate" <gate> ':input: < valuel> "input2 = " valha2>
*output < value3> (crlfM)
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(parp print-or-gate-info
(flag print-results)
)(two-input-or-gate Aid <gate> "inp:uti <inputi> "input2 <input2>

"output <output>)
(line Aid <inputi> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <input2> "sink <value2>)
(line Aid <output> ^source <value3>)

(write "or gate', <gate> 1:inputi <valuel> ';nput2 = <value2>
"output = I<value3> (crlf)))

(parp print-nand-gate-info
(flag print-results)
(two-inpum-nand-gate "id <gate> ^inputi <inputi> ^input2 <input2>

"output <output>)
(1-ne Aid <inputi> ^sink <valuel>(
(line Aid <input2> ^sink <vajlue2>)
(line Aid <output> ^source <value3>(

(write "nand gate,, <gate> ":inputi l <valuel> *input2 <value2>
"output - <value3> (crlf)))

(parp print-xor-gate-inf o
(flag print-results)
(two-input-xor-gste Aid <gate> "inputi <inputi> ^input2 <input2>

"output <output>)
(line Aid <inputl> ^sink <valuel>)
(line Aid <input2> "sink <vaJlue2>)
(line Aid <output> "source <value3>(

(write "xor gate" <gate> -inputl - "1 <valuel> 1input2 = I<valua2>
"output - "1 <value3> (crlf)))

(parp prirnt-nor-gate-info
(flag print-results)
(two-input-nor-gate "id <gate> ^inputl <input!> ^Input2 <input2>

"oUtput <output>)
(line Aid 'conputi> ^sink <valuel>)
(lin~e Aid <input2> ^sink 'value2>(
(lin~e Aid <output> "source 'value3>(

(write "nor gate" <gate> '. inputi <valuel> ;.np,,t2 = <%va!,ue2>
"output = " <value3> (crlf)))

(parp print-not-gate-info
(flag print-results),
(not-gate Aid <gate> "input <inp)ut> "oUtpi't <output>)
(line "id <input> "sink <valuel>)
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(line 'id <oatput> ^source <value2>)

(write "not gate' <gate> ": input = <valuel>
"output = <value2> (crlf)))

(parp print-line-info
(flag print-results)
(line ^id <line> ^source <source> ^sink <sink>)

(write "line" <line> ": source = <source>
"sink = " <sink> (crlf)))

(p completed-simulation-notice-3
(flag print-results)

(halt)))

(pset two-input-and-gate-turn-on

(parp simulate-two-input-and-gate-turn-on
(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-and-gate ̂ inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

,output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 1)
(line ^id <input2> ^sin: 1)
((line ^id <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 1)))

(pset two-input-and-gate-turn-off-1
(parp simulate-two-input-and-gate-turn-off-l

(cycles-desired <x>)
)two-input-and-gate ^inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 0)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0)
{(l.ne ^id <output> ^source 1) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0)))

(pset two-input-and-gate-turn-off-2
(parp sirulate-two-input-and-gate-tzrn-off-2
(cycles-desired <x>)
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(two-input-and-gate ̂ input! <anputi> 'anput2 <a~nput2>
^Output <output')

(cycles-run < <x>)
(-line 'ad <:,nputi> 'sank 0)
(line Aid <i4nput2> ^sink 1)
j (line 'id <output> ^source 1) <output-lane>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0f))

(pset two-input-and-gate-turn-off-3
(parp simnulate-two-iniput-an-d-gate-turn-of f-3

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-and-gate 'inputl <anpUti> 'Anput2 <input2>

Aoutput <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <anputl> ^sink 1)
(line 'ad <input2> ^sink 0)
((line Aid <Output> ^source :) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-lane> 'source 0)

(pse two-anput-or-gate-turn-off
1parp simulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-off

(cycles-desared <x>(
(two-anput-or-gata 'inputl <anputl> 'irnput2 <anput2>

^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x-
(lane 'ad <anputl> ^~sink 0)
(line lid <input2> 'sink 0)
((line Ad <outpUt> 'source 1) <output-line>.)
(flag samulate-devices)

(modafy <output-line> 'source 0)))

(pset two-anput-or-gate-turn-or.-I
(parp simulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-of f-l

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-or-gate 'inputl <input!> 'input2 <input2>

'output <output>)
fcycles-run < <x>(
(Ine Aid <anputa> 'sink 1)
(line 'id <input2> 'sink 0)
((lanje Aid <output> 'source 0) <output-lane,)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modafy <output-lana> 'source 1IM
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{pset two-inpit-or-gate-turn-ofl-2
(parp simulate-two-inpu-or-gate-turfl-of-2

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-Or-gate ^inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

AoUtpUt <output>)

(cycles-run < x>)
(line Aid <Input:> Asink 0)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 1)
((line Aid <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)

(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output--ine> Asource I))

(pset two-input-or-gate-turn-on-3
(parp simulate-two-input-or-gate-turn-on-3
(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-or-gate ^inputl <irputl> -input2 <input2>

'Output <output>)
(cycles-run <<x>)
(line Aid <inputi> Asink 1)

(line Aid <input2> ^sink 1)
(Mine Aid <output> ^source 0) (output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 1f)

(pset two-input-xor-gate-simulator-turn-off-I
(parp simulate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-of f-I

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-%or-gate Ainputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

Aoutput <output>)

(cycles-run < <w>
(line Aid (inputi> "sink 0)

(line Aid <iflput2> ^sink 0)
((line Aid 4output> ^source 1) <output-line>)

(flag simulate-devices)

(modify (output-line> "source 0)

(pst two-input-xcr-gate-s-mvlator-turn-offU
2

(parp siziulate-two-input-xor-gate-turl-off-2
(cycles-desired <x>)
(cwo-input-xor-gate "inputl <inputi> hinput2 <input2>

"oUtput <output>)

(cycles-run < x>)
(line Aid <inputl> ^sink 1)
(line "id i.nput2> "sink 1)
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C(line ^id <output> ^source 1) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0)))

(pset two-input-xor-gate-simulator-turn-on-l
(parp sirulate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-on-1

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-:nput-xor-gate 'inputl <inputi> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 0)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 1)
((line ^id <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)

(flag sinulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 1)))

(pset two-inpLt-xor-gate-simulator-turn-on-2
(parp simulate-two-input-xor-gate-turn-on-2

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-xor-gate Ainputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ̂ id <inputl> Asink 1)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 0)
((line Aid <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> Asource I)

(pset two-input-nor-gate-simulator-turn-on
(parp simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-on

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-inpat-nor-gate Ainputl <inputl> Ainput2 <input2>

Aoutput <output>)

(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <inputl> Asink 0)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0)
((line Aid <output> Asource 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

frodify <output-line> ^source 1))

ipset two-input-nor-gate-simulator-turn-off-i
(parp simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-off-l
(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-inpat-nor-gate Ainputl <input> Ainput2 <input2>
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-output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <inputi> ^sink 0)
(line ̂ id <input2> ^sink 1)
((line ^id <output> ^source 1) <output-line>}
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0)

(pset two-input-nor-gate-simulator-turn-off-2
(parp simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-off-2

(cycles-desi.red <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate ̂ inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

^output <output>)

(cycles-run < <x>)
(line -id <inputl> -sink 1)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0)
((line ^,d <output> ^source 1) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> Asource 0)))

(pset two-input-nor-gate-simulator-turn-off-3
(parp simulate-two-input-nor-gate-turn-off-3

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-nor-gate ^inputl <inputl> ^input2 <input2>

Aoutput <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>(
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 1)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 1)
((line Aid <output> ^source 1) <output-line>(
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0)3(

(pset two-input-nand-gate-simulator-turn-on-I
(parp simulate-two-input-nand-gate-turn-on-I

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^inputl <inputl> ,input2 <input2>

^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <inputl> ^sink 0)
(line ^id <input2> ^sink 0)
((line ^id <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source l)),
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(pset two- irput-nand-gate-simulaz.or- turn- on-2
(parp sinulate-two-input-nand-gate-turn-on-2
(cycles -desired <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^inputl <inputi> ^input2 <input2>

(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <inputl> 'sink 0)
(line Aid <input2> ^sink 1)
((line Ai <output> ^source 0) <output-line>)
(f lag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source .1)))

(pset two-in~put-nand-gate-sirnulator-tur-n-on-3
(parp simulate-two-input-nan~d-gate-turn-on-3
(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^inputl <inputi> Ainput2 <input2>

^output <output>)

(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <jnputl> ^sink 1)
(line Aid <input2> ASink 1)
((line Aid <output> Asource 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ASOUrce 1)))

(pset two-input-nand-gate-simulator-turn-off
(parp simulate-two- input-nand-gate-turn-of f

(cycles-desired <x>)
(two-input-nand-gate ^ioputl <inputi> Ainput2 <input2>

AoUtpUt <output>)

(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <inputl> ASink 1)
(line Aid <input2> ASink 1)
((line Aid <output> Asource 1) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> AsOUrCe O)

(pset not-gate-simulator-turn-on
(parp simulate-not. gate-turn-on

(cycles-desired <x>)
(not-gate ^input <input> ^outpu~t <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line Aid <input> "sink 0)
{(line Aid <output> "source 0) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)
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(mrodify <ortput-line> ^source 1)))

ipset not-gate-simu ator-turn-off
(parp siitulate-not-gate-turn-off

(cycles-desired <x>)
(not-gate ̂ input <input> ^output <output>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
(line ^id <input> ^sink 1)
((line ̂ id <output> ^source 1) <output-line>)
(flag simulate-devices)

(modify <output-line> ^source 0))

{pset lane-simulator-turn-on
(parp simulate-line-transmission-turn-on

(cycles-desired <x>)
(cycles-run < <x>)
((line ^source 1 ^sink 0) <line>)
(flag simulate-lines)

(modify <line> ^sink 1)))

(poet line-simulator-turn-off
(parp simulate-line-transmission-turn-off

(cycles-desired <x>(
(cycles-run < <x>)
((line ^source 0 ̂ sAnk 1) <line>)
(flag simulate-lines)
.->
(modify <:ine> ^sink 0)))

E.5 Sequential version of waltz

Progra to interpret a line drawing. It takes the junction labelling
as input and generates a consistent line labelling.

Original program written by: Toru Ishida

Yodified by Dar Neiman, COINS Dept., University of Massachusetts
11/16/90: Added possible-line-label element. One element is added for
each possible labelling of each end of each line. This allows easy
testing for consistent line labelling without proliferation of rules.
There are now only five rules in the reduce phase which correspond
more closely to the actual knowledge being applied.

rodifaed by: Anurag Acharya acha@cs.cmu.edu
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1. moved the data to the file to be loaded -- this allows me to scale the
input

2, Reordered the condition elemaents for the enumerate-possible-candidates
and consistent-* productions. Lifted the staging condition to the
top -- this is needed for correctness. Else, loop termination detection

v; does not work and declares termination1 before any iterations have been
executed.

3. added printing production -- in particular order. That is necessary
for some measure of realism. Everything can't be parallel in real life
and any labelling program will have to read the labels in some Way.

Tuple declarations

(literalize possible-junction-label junction-type label-id line-I line-12

line-3)
(literalize junction junction-type junction-:D line-ID-i line-ID-2 line-ID-3)
(literalize labelling-candidate junction-1D line-l line-2 line-3 1-c-ID)
(literalize possible-line-label line candidate junction label)

(p start-Waltz
(start)

(make stage enumnerate-possible-candidates))

(p enumerate-possible-candidates
'(stage enumerate-possible-candidates)
(poasible-junction-label2 ^Junction-type <) -type>

(jurction ^junction-type <j-type> ^junction-ID <I-ID>
A line-ID-1 <11> ^line-:D-2 <12 > A line-ID-3 <13>)

- (labelling-candidate ^junction-ID <j-ID>

(bind <I-c-ID> (ganatom))
(make labelling-candidate 'junction-ID <j-ID> Al-c-ID <1-c-ID>

(make possible-line-label Aline <11> ^label <line-i> ^candidate <1-c-ID>
~junction <i-ID>)

(maeke possible-line-label Aline <12> Alabel <line-2> candidate <1-c-ID>
^junction <i-ID>)

(make possible-line-label ^line <13> ^label <line-3> Acandidata <1-c-ID>
^jarnction <j-lD>))

(p go-to-reduce-candidates
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(stage enumerate-possible-candidates)

(rmove 1)
(msake stage reduce-candi4dates))

the following productions apply the consistent labelling constraints
(p consistent-plus

(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^line <line> ^)unction <junction>

^label + candidate <c>) <line>)
((labelling-candidate ^1-c-ID <c>) <1-c>)

-(possible-line-label ^~line <line> ^junction <> <junction> ^label +)

(remove <line>)
(remove <1-c>))

(p consistent-minus
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^lir.e <line> ^junction <junction>

^label - ^candidate <c>) <line>)
'(labelling-candidate ^1-c-ID <c>) <1-c>)

-(possible-line-label Al ine <line> ^junction <> <ju.nction> ^labal -

(remove <line>)
(remove <1-c>))

(p consistent-in-out
(stage reduce-candidates)
(possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junction <junction>

^label in ^candidate <c>) <line>)
((labelling-candidate ^l-C-ID <c>) 4:-c>)

-(possible-line-label ^line <line>. ̂ junction <> <)unction> ^label out)

(remove <line>)
(remove <1-c>))

(p consistent-out-in
(stage reduce-candidates)
,((possible-line-label ̂ line <line> AJunction <junction>

^label out ^candidate <c>( <1line,)

- (possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junction, > <Dunction> ^~label in)

(remove <line>)
* (remove <1-c>))

iWhen. a labelling-candidate is deleted, we want to also delete all possible
line labels associated with that labelling-candidate
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(p eliminate-line-labels
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^candidate <c>) <old>)

-(labelling-candidate ^l-c-ID <c>)

(remove <old>))

(p go-to-print-out
(stage reduce-candidates)

(remove 1)
(make stage print-out))

(p print-out
(stage print-out)
(possible-line-label ̂ 0unction <junction> ^line <line> ^label <label>)

(write "junction * <junction> <line> <label> (crlf)))

fires last by specificity
(p halt

(stage print-out)

(halt),

E.6 Parallel version of waltz

Program to interpret a line drawing. It takes the )unction labelling
as input and generates a consistent line labelling.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Original program written by- Toru Ishida

Modified by Da. Neiman, COINS Dept., University of Massachusetts
11/16/90: Added possible-line-label element. One element is added for
each possible labelling of each end of each line. This allows easy
testing for consistent line labelling without proliferation of rules.
There are now only five rules in the reduce phase which correspond
more closely to the actual knowledge being applied.

Parallelized by: Anurag Acharya achaics.cmu.edu
1. moved the data to the file to be loaded -- this allows me to scale the

input
2. Reordered the condition elements for vhe enumerate-possible-candidates

and consistent-* productions. Lifted the staging condition to the
top -- this is needed for correctness. Else, loop termination detection
does not work and declares termination before any iterations have been
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executed.
3. added printing production -- in particular order. That is necessary

for some measure of realismr. Everything can't be parallel in real life
and any labelling program wil: have to read the labels in some way.

Tuple declarations

(literalize possible-junction-label junction-type label-id line-i line-2
line-3)

(literalize junction junction-type junction-ID line-:D-l line-ID-2 line-ID-3)
(literalize labelling-candidate junction-ID line-i line-2 line-3 1-c-ID)
(literalize possible-line-label line candidate junction label)

(p start-Waltz

start)

(make stage enumerate-pos sible-cendi dates))

(p go-to-reduce-candidates
(stage enumerate-possible-candidates)

(remove 1)
(make stage reduce-candidates))

(parp consistent-plus
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^line gline> ^junction -junction>

(labelling-candidate ^l-c-ID <c>) (<1-c>l
-(possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junction <> junction> ^label +)

(remove <line>)
(remove <1-c>))

)parp consistent-minus
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junctic.a <junction>

^label - ^candidate <c>) <lines>)

*- (possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junction <> <Junction> ^label -

remove <line>)
* (remove <1-c>))

(parp consistent-in-out
(stage zeduce-candidates)
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(possible-l1ine-label ^line <line> "Junction <junction.>
^label in ^candidate <c>) <line>)

((labelling-candidate "1-c-ID <c>) <1-c>)
-(possible-line-label ^line <line> ^junction <> <junctiorn> ^label out)

(remove <line>)
(remove <1-c>) I

)parp consistent-out-in
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label "line <line> ^junction <junction>

^label out "candjidate <C>) <line>)
l(labelling-candidate "1-c-ID <c>) <1-c>)

-(possible-line-label "line <line> "j-unction <> <junction> "label in)

(remove <line>
(remove <1-c>))

)parp eliminate-line-labe~s
(stage reduce-candidates)
((possible-line-label ^candidate <c>) <old>)

-(labelling-candidate "1-c-ID <c>)

(remove <old>))

(p go-to-print-out
(stage reduce-candidates)

(remove 1)
(make stage print-out))

)parp, print-out
(stage print-out)
(possible-line-label "junction <junction> Aline <line> "label <label>)

(write -junction '<junction> <line> <label> (crlfl))

(p halt
(stage print-out)

(halt))

(pset enumnerate
)parp, enumerate-possible-candidates

(stage enuierate-possible-candidates)
(possible-junction-label "junction-type <fl-type>

"line-l <line-!> "line-2 <line-2> ^line-3 <line-3>)
(junction "junction-type <j-type> "junction-ID <j-ZD>
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- (labelling-candidate "juncti4on-ID .cj-ID>
^line-1 <line-i> ^line-2 <line-2> Aline-3 <line-3>)

(bind <1-c-ID> (genatom)),
(make labelling-candidate "junction-ID <) -ID> "1-c-ID <1-c-ID>

Aline-I <li;ne-i> "line-2 <line-2> ^Iine-3 <line-3.(
(make possible-line-label Aline <11> ^label <line-i> ^candidate <1-c-ID>

"junction <]-ID>)
(make possible-line-label ^line <12> "label <line-2> ^candidate <1-c-ID>

(make possible-line-label ^line <13> ^label <line-3> Acandidate <1-c-ID>
"junction <j-ID>))

E.7 Sequential version of hotel

iProgram to model the operation Of a hotel.

original version by: Steve Kuo, University of Southern Califoi'nia

Converted to PPL by: Anurag Acharya, acha~cs.cru.edu

The original version had a fixed number of floors and had applied
copy and constraint very extensively. So much so that C compilers
refused to compile files that large. There are several other
optimizations including splitting room-linen and room-furniture
tuples so that the effect set size goes down.

Tuple declarations

(literalize customer name status reservation arrival-date
departure-date num-person room-num cash)

(literalize room room-num status phase departure-date room"-type
floor nane)

(literalize hallway floor restroom section)
(literalize rate room-type num-person rate)
(literalize reservation status name num-person

arrival-date departure-date)
0literalize room-towel room-num number)
(literalize room-sheet room-num number)
(literalize room-pillow-case room-num numrber)
(literalize room-trash-can roosi-num statusi
(literalize room-blanket room-num status)
(litexelize room-bedspread room-num status)
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Zliteralize room-bathroom room-num status)
(literalize room-dresser roorm-num status)
(literalize room-table room-nur, status)
(literalize room-chairs room-num status)
(literalize room-vacuum room-num status)
(literalize di'ty-zheet floor quantity)
(literalize wished-sheet floor quantity)
(literalize clean-sheet floor quantity)
(literalize dirty-towel floor quantity)
(literalize washed-towel floor quantity)
(literalize clean-towel floor quantity)
(literalize dirty-pillow-case floor quantity)
(literalize washed-pillow-case floor quar.tity)
(literalize clean-pillow-case floor quantity)
(literalize soup name quantity)
(literalize dish name quantity)
(literalize veg name quantity)
(literalize order-chowder conference quantity)
(literalize order-chicken conference quantity)
(literalize order-hamourger conference quantity)
(literalize order-steak conference quantity)
(literalize order-seafood conference quantity)
(literalize order-salad conference quantity)
(literalize order-fruit conference quantity)
(literalize conference-chowder conference quantity)
(literalize conference-chicken conference quantity)
(literalize conference-hamburger conference quantity)
(literalize conference-steak conference quantity)
(literalize conference-seafood conference quantity)
(literalize conference-salad conference quantity)
iliteralize conference-fruit conference quantity)
(literalize table conference number clean)
(literalize table-cloth table-number number)
(literalize table-plate table-number number)
(literalize table-knife table-number number)
(literalize table-fork table-number number)
(literalize table-napkin table-number number)
(literalize table-chairs table-number number)
(literalize chair number)
(literalize cloth number)
(literalize plate number)
(literalize fork number)
(literalize knife number)
(literalize napkin number)
(literalize dish-counter-hamburger conference number quantity)
(literalize dish-counter-steak conference number quantity)
(literalize dish-cowuter-seafood conference number quantity)
(literalize salad-ba2 conference number quantity)
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( literalize fruit-bar conference number quantity)
(literalize soup-bar conference namse status)

(literalize coffee-machine conference number power coffee
beans pot water-level)

(literalize context name)
(literalize date day)

(p O.initialize
(start)

(make context ^name clean-hallway)
(make context ^name conference)
(rake context ^name check-out))

(p icheck-out
(context ^name check-out)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer ^setatus staying ^arrival-date <ad>

^departure-date <d> ^room-nun <r> ^cash <c>) <customer>)
((room ^room-num <r> 'room-type <rt> ^status occupied) <room>)
(rate Aroom-typa <rt> -rate <rate>)
((room-towe' 'rooms-num. <r>) <ctowel>)
((room-sheet 'room-num <r>) <sheet>)

((room-pillow-case ^room-num <r>) <pillinw-case>)
((roorm-trash-can Aroom-nun <r>) <trash-,,an>)
((room-blanket Aroom-nun <r>) <blanket>,
((room-bedspread 'room-num <r>) <bed-jpread.)
((room-bathroomn 'room-nun <r>) <bathroom>)
((room-dresser Aroom-nwa cr>) <dresser>)
((room-table ^room-num <r>) <table>)
((room-chairs 'room-nun <r>) <chairs>)
((room-vacuum 'room-nun <r>) <vacuum>)

(modify <customer> ^status check-out
^cash (compute <c> - (<rate> - (<ds- - <ad>))))

(modify <room> ^status change 'phase maid-laundry)
(modify <towel> 'number 8)
(modity <sheet> Ant.ber 4)
(modify <pi:llow-Case> ^number 4)
(modify <trash-can> ^status not-empty)
(modify <blanket> ^status not-made)
(modify <bed-spread> ^status not-made)
(modify <bathroom> -status dirty)
(modify <dresser> 'status dirty)
(modify <table> 'status dirty)
(modify <chairs> 'status dirty)
(modify <vacuum> 'status dirty))
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(p 19. staying-over
(con~text ^name check-out)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer ^status staying ^room-nut <r>

^departure-date f<dd> > <d>)) <custorrer>)
((room ^room-num <r> ^status occupied) <room>)
((room-towel "room-nm <r>) <towel>)
((room-sheet ^room-num <r>) <sheet>)
((room-pillow-case ^room-num <r>) <pillow-case>)
((room-trash-ran ^room-num <r>) <trash-can>)
((room-blanket "room-num <r>) <blank~et>)
((room-bedspread "room-num <r>) <bed-spread>)
((room-bathroom "room-num <r>) <bathroom>)
((room-dresser "room-nume <r>) <dresser>)
((room-table "room-num <r>) <table>)
((room-chairs "room-lie <r>) <chairs>)
((room-vacuum ^room-nuim <r>) <vacuum>)

(modify <room> "status make-Up "phase maid-cleaning)
(modify <towel> 'number 0)
(modify <sheet> ^numsber 0)
(modify <pillow-case> "number 0)
(modify <tresh-can> ^status not-empty)
(modify <blanket> ^status not-made)
(modify <bed-spread> "status not-made)
(modify <bathroom> ^status dirty)
(modify <dresser> ^status dirty)
(modify <table> ^status dirty)
(modify <chairs> ^status dirty)
(modify <vacuun> ^status dirty))

(p 73.done-check-out
((context ^n~ame check-out) <context>)
-(room Astatus occupied)

(modify <context> "rnae maid-laundry))

(p 74 strip-towel
(context ^name maid-laundry)
(room "room-nun <r> ^phase maid-laundry ^floor <floor>)
((room-towel "room-num <r> ^number (<t> > 0)) <room-linen>)
((dirty-towel ^floor <floor> A"quantity <q>) <towel>)

(modify <roor-linen> ^number 0)
(modify <towel> "quantity (compute <q> # * .)

(p 75.stri.p-sheez
(context "name maid-laundry)
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(room ^rocm-num 4r> ^phase maid-laundry floor <floor>)

( (room-sheet brocm-num <r> ^number (<s> > 0)) <roon-:inen>)

((dirty-sheet ^floor <floor> Aquantity <(P) <sheet>)

(modify 4room-linen> -number 0)

(modify <sheet> ^quantity (compute <q> + <S>))

(p 76. strip-pillow-case
(context ^name maid-laundry)
(room ^room-nuz <r> ^phase maid-laundry ^floor <floor>)
((room-pillow-case -room-num <r> ^number (<cp> > 0)) <room-i-nen>)
((dzirty-pillow-case ^foor <floor> ^quantity <q>) <case>)

(modify <room-linen> ^number 0)
(modify <case> ^quantity (compute <q> + <p>f)

(p 77. fi-iish-laundry-room
(context ^name maid-laundry)
((room '^room-nuxs <r> ^phase maid-laundry) <room>)
(room-towel ^room-num <r> Anumdber 0)
(room-sheet ^room-num <r> Anumber 0)
(room-pillow-case ^room-num <r> ^number O)

(modify <room> ^phase maid-cleaning))

(p 146 done-maid-laundry
((context ^name maid-laundry) <context>)
-(room Aphase maid-laundry)

(make context ^name laundry)
(modify <context> ^name maid-cleaning))

(p 147. towel-needed
(context A name maid-cleaning)
(room Aroom-num <r> Aphase maid-cleaning)
((room-towel ^room-num <r> ^number < 8) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> Anumber 8)

(p 148.make-sheet
(context ^nain. maid-cleaning)
(roos ^roomn-num .r> Aphase mi~d-cleaning)
((room-sheet ArooM-,UM <r> Anumber <4) <room-linen>)

*(modify <room-linen> Anirber 4))

(p 149 make-pillow
(context AnaMe maid-cleaning)
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(room ^room-nun <r> 'phase maid-cleaning)
,((room-pillow-case ^room-nim <r> ^number < 4) <room-!inen>)

(modify <room-linen> ^number 4))

(p 150. clean-trash-can
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room 'room-num <r> 'phase maid-cleaning)
((room-trash-can. 'room-nr <r> Astatus not-empty) <room-line.>)

(modify <room-linen> ^status empty))

(p l5l.make-blanket
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room 'room-num <r> 'phase maid-cleaning)
((room-blanket 'room-mum <r> ^status not-made) <room-linen>'

(modify <room-linen> ^status made))

(p 152 .make-bed-spread
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ̂ room-num <r> 'ph.ase maid-cleaning)
((roon-bedspread 'roors-num, <r> Astatus not-made) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> ^status made))

(p 153. clean-bathroom
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room 'room-nui <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)

((room-bathroomI Aroom-num <r> 'status dirty) <roonr-furniJure>j

(modify <room-furniture> 'status clean))

(p 154.c~ean-dresser
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room 'room-nun <r> 'phase maid-cleaning)
((room-dresser 'room-num <r> ^status dirty), <room-furniture>1

(modity <rooma-furniture> ^status clean))

(p 155.clean-table
(context 'name maid-cleaning)
(roo- A'room-nun. <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
(rooxi-table 'room-nun <r> 'status dirty) <room-furniture>)

(rodifi' <room-furniture> 'status clean))

(p 156.clean-cftairs
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'Context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ^room-nun 4r> ^phase raid-cleaning)
((room-chairs ^room-num <r> ^status dirty) <room-furniture>)

(modify <room-furniture> ^status clean))

(p 157.vacuum-3
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ^room-num <r> ^Phase maid-creaning)
((room-vacuum ^room-num, <r> A'status dirty) <roor.-f urn~turG>)

(modify <room-furniture> ^status done))

(p 158. finish-room-changing
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
((room ^room.-num <r> ^status change

^phase maid-cleaning) <room>)
(room-towel Aroom-num <r> ^number 8)
(room-sheet ^room-num <r> A number 4)
(room-pillow-case A"room-num <r> A number 4)
(room-trash-can Aroom-nun <r> ^status empty)
(room-blanket Aroom-num, <r> 'status made)
(room-bedspread 'room-num <r> ^status made)
(room-bathroom A"room-num <r> "status clean)
(room-dresser "room-nun <r> "status clean)
(room-table ^room-num <r> 'status clean)
(room-chairs "room-num, <r> ^status clean)
(room-vacuum ^room-num <r> AS tatus done)

(modify <room> ^status vacant A"phase clean))

(p 159. finish-room-miake-up
(context 'name maid-cleaning)
((zoom "room-num <r> "status make-up

Aphase maid-cleaning) <room>)
'(room-towel "room-num <r> A"number 8)
(room-sheet "room-num <r> ^number 4)
(room-pillJow-case Aroom-nUxa <r> "number 4)
(room-trash-can "room-nun <r> ^status empty)
(room-blanket "room-num, <r> -status made)
(room-bedspread "room-nun <r> 'status made)

* (room-bathroom "room-nun <r> ^status clean)
(room-drester "room-num <r> AStatUS clean)
(room-table "roomr-num <r> ^status clean)

* (room-chairs "room-nun <r> ^status claar.)
(room-vacuum "room-nun <r> 'status done)

(modify <room> 'status occupied ^phase clean))
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(p 38'. done-maid-cleaning
((context ^name raid-cleaning) <context>.,
-(room A paase maid-cleaning)

(make context ^name reservation)
(modify <context> ^name done-maid-cleaning))

(p 382.clean-restroom
(context ^name clean-ha-lway)
((hallway "restroom. (<n> > 0)) <hallway>!

(modify <hal"lway> "restroom '(co-pute <n> - IMl

(p 400. done-clean-hallway
((context ^name clean-ballway) <context>)
-(hallway "restroom (> 0) "section (> 0))

(remove <context>))

(p 401.wash-sheet
(context ^name laundry)
((dirty-sheet ^floor <fl'oor> "quantity (<ds> > 7M <dirty-sheet>)
((washed-sheet "floor <floor> ^quantity <ws>), <washed-sheet>)

(modify <d~zty-sheet> "c(uantity (compute <ds> - 8)
(modify <washed-sheet> ^"juantity (comrpute <ws> + 8) )

(p 401.wash-pillow-case
(context ^name laundry)
((dirty-pillow-case ^floor <floor>

"qluantity (<dpc> > 7)) <dirty-pillow-case>),
((washed-pillow-case "floor <floor>

"quantity <wpc>) <washed-pillow-case>)

(modify <dirty-pillow-case> "quantity (compute <dpc> -8)

(modify <washed-pillow-case> "quantity (compute <wpc> -8) (

(p 402.dry-sheet
(context ^name laundry)
((washed-sheet "floor <floor> "quantity (<ws> > 7)) <washed-sheet>)
((clean-sheet "floor <floor> "quantity <cs>, <clean-sheet>)

(modify <washed-sheet> "quantity (compate <ws> - 8)
(modify <clean-sheet> ^quantity (compute <cs> + 8) (

(p 402.dry-pillow-case
(context "name laundry)
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()washed-pillow-case ^floor <floor>
^quantity (<wpc> > 7)) <washed-pillow-case>)

((clean-p:llow-case ^floor <floor> ^aantity <cpc>) <clean-pillow-case>)

(modify <washed-pillow-case> ^quantity (compute <wpc> - 8)
(modify <clean-pillow-case> ^quantity (compute <cpc> + 8) ))

(p 403.wash-towel
(context ^name laundry)
[(dirty-towel ^floor <floor> ^quantity (<dt> > 47)) <dirty-towel>)
((washed-towel ^floor <floor> ^quantity <wt> ( <washed-towel>)

(modify <dirty-towel> ^quantity (compute <dt> - 48)
(modify <washed-towel> ^quantity (compute <wt> + 48)))

(p 404.dry-towel
(context ̂ name laundry)
((washed-towel "floor <floor> "quantity {<wt> > 47)) <washed-towel>)
((clean-towel Afloor <floor> ^quantity <ct> ) <clean-towel>)

(modify <washed-towel> -quantity (compute <wt> - 48)
(modify <clean-towel> ^quantity (compute <ct> + 48)))

(p 437.done-laundry
((context "name laundry) <context>)

(remove <context>))

there is a cross-product in this production it can be eliminated
by using the ordering on the name and room-num fields.

(p 438.new-reservation
(context ^name reservation)
((reservation ^name <n> ^arrival-date <ad>

^departure-date <dd>) <reservation>)
((room "status vacant ^room-num <r>) <room>)
-(room ^status vacant ^roo,-num > <r>)

(modify <room> ^status reserved ^name <n>)
(remove <reservation>))

(p 439.excess-reservation
(context ̂ name reservation)
((reservation) <reservation>)
-(room ^status vacant)

(remove <reservation>))

(p 446 done-reservation
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((context ^name reservation) <context>
-reservation ^status new)

(modify <context> ^name reservation-done))

(p 447.with-reservation
(Context Aname check-in)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer ^name <in> ^status new

^arrival-date <d> 'departure-date 4do> )<customer>)
((room '^room-num <in> ^name <in> ^status reserved) <room>)

(modify <customer> ^status staying 'roor-nwn <rn>)

(modify <room> ^status occupied ^departure-date <dd>))

(p 448. without-reservation
(context ^name check-in)
(date Aday <d>)
((customer Astetus new '^narre <n>

Aarrive1-date <d> 'departure-date <dd>) <customer>)
-(room ^status reserved 'narre <in>)
((room 'room-num <rr.> ̂status vacant) <room>)
-(room ^roomn-num > <rn> ^status vacant)

(modify <customer> ^status staying ^roorn-nurn <inn>)
(modify <room> A status occupied Adeparture-date <dd>()

(p 45 . done-check-Ln
((context ^name check-in) <context>)
-(customer Astatus new)

(remove <context>))

(p 488.set-inenu-chowder-full
(context Aname conference)
(order-chowder ^conference <conf> -quantity <q>)
((conference-chowder ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((soup ^nam~e chowder ^quantity (<ql> >= <9>) ) <soup>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <soup> ^quantity (compute <qi> - <>)

(p 488.set-inenu-chowder-part.al
(context ^n~ame conference)
(order-chowder ^conference <conf> Aquarntity <q>)
((conference-chowder 'conference <conf> ^q.1entity 0) <conference>)
((soup ^namne chowder ^quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <soup>)
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(mlodify <conference> ^quant;.ty <qi>)
(modify <soup> ^quantity 0H

(p 489.set-menu-chicken-full
(context ^name conference)
(order-chicken ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-chicken -conference <conE> ^qm~antity O) <conference>)
((soup ^name chicken ^Cquantity (<ql> >= <q>)) <soup>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <soup> ^quantity (compute <qi> - <>)

(p 489. set-menu-chicken-partial
(context ^namne conference)
(order-chicken ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-chicken 'conference *cconf> ^quan~tity 0) <conference>)
((soup ^name chicken ^quanti.ty (<qi> < <q>)) <soup>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <qi>)
(modify <Soup> Aquantity 0))

(p 490 .set-menu-hamburger-full
(context Aname conference)
(order-hamburger ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-hamburger Aconference <conf> ^quantity OY <conference>)
((dish ^name hamburger ^quantity (<ql> >- <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <dish> ^quantity (compute <qi> - <>)

(p 490. set-menu-hamburger-partial
(context ^name conference)
(order-hamburger ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-hamburger ^conference <conE> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish "name hamburger -quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <qi>)
(modify <dish> ^quantity 0))

(p 492 .set-menu-steak-full
(context ^name conference)
(order-steak ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-steak "conference <conf> "quantity 0) <conf erence>)
((dish ^name steak "quantity (<qi> >= <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> Aquantity <q)
(modify <dish> ^quantity (compute <qi> - <q>L)
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(p 492 .set-mena-steak-partial
(context ^name conference)
(order-steak ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-steak ^conference <conf> "quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish ^name steak "quantity {<qi> < <q>)) <dish>)

(rodify <conference> "quantity -<qi>)
(rodify <dish> "quantity 0))

(p 498. set-menu-seafood-full
(context ^name conference)
(order-seafood "conference <conf> ^quantity <q>.)
((conference-seafood ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish ^name seafood ^quantity (<qi> >= <q>)) <cdish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <di;sh> "quantity (compute <qi> - <q>( ()

(p 498. set-menu-seafood-partial
(context Aname conference)
(order-seafood ̂ conference <conf> "quantity <q>)
((conference-seafood "conference <conf> "quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish ^name seafood "quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> "quantity cql>)
(modify <dish> "quantity 0))

(p 493 .set-menu-salad-full
(context ^name conference)
(order-salad ^conference <conf> "quantity <q>)
((conference-salad "conference <conf> Aquantity 0) <conference>)
((vep "name salad "quantity (<qi> >= <CV>)) <yap>)

(modify <conference> "quantity <g>)
(modify <veg> "quantity (compute <ql> - <>)

(p 493. set-menu-salsd-partial
(context "name conference)
(order-salad "conference <conf> "quantity <q>(
((conference-salad "conference <cconf> "quantity 0) <conference>)
((Veg " name salad "quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <veg>)

(modify <conference> "quantity -cql>)
(modi7fy <yap> "quantity 0))

(p 495.set-menu-fruit-full
(context "name conference)
(order-fruit "conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conterence-fruit "conference <conf> "quarntity 0) <conference,)
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((veg ^name fruit 'quantity {<ql> >= <q>)) <veg>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <veg> 'quantity (compute <ql> - <q>)))

'(p 495. set-menu-fruit-parti4al
(context 'name conference)
(order-fruit 'conference <con!> ^quantity <q>)
{(conference-fruit ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
U(veg 'name fruit Aquanti.ty (<ql> < <q>)) <veg>l

(modify <conference> 'quantity <ql>)
(mtodi.fy <veg> 'quantity 0))

(p 499.done-set-menu
((context ^name conference) <conLext>)

(remove <context>)
(make context A'name food-soup)
(make context ^name food-salad-fruit)
(Make context 'name, food-dish)
(make context ^name brew-coffee)
(make context ^name table))

(p 505.clean-table
(context ^name table)
((able ^number <n> ^clean no) <table>)
((table-cloth. 'table-number ..n>) <cloth>)
((table-plate ' table-number <n>) <plate>)
(table-knife 'table-number <n>) <knife>)

(((table-fork 'table-number <n>) <fork>)
((able-napkin 'table-number <n>) <napkin>)

(modify <table> 'clean yes)
(modify <cloth> 'number 0)
(Modify <plat-> 'number 0)
(Modify <knife> 'number 0)
(modify <fork> ' number 0)
(modify <napkin> 'number 0)j

(p 50O.set-chair
(context 'name table)

* (table 'number <table-ad> 'clean yes)
((table-chairs 'table-number <table-id> 'number 0) <taole-chairs>)
((chair 'number 1<n> >= 4)) 4chaar>}

(modify <table-chairs> 'number 4)
(modify <chair> 'number (compute <n> - 4)))
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(p 541.put-tanle-cloth
(context Aname table)
(table ^number <table-id> ^clean yes)
((table-cloth ^table-number <table-id> ^numnber 0) <table-cloth>)
((cloth ^number (<n> > 0)) <cloth>)

(modify <taole-cloth> ^numnber 1)
(rodify <clotn> ^number (comipute <n> - 1))

(p 546.put-plate
(context -name table)
(table ^number <table-id> ^clean yea)
)table-clota -table-number 4table-id> ^number 1)
((table-plate ^table-number <table-id> ^r.umrber 0) <table-plate>)
((plate ^number (<n> >= 4)) <plate>)

(modify <table-plate> 'number 4)
(modify <plate> ^numrber (compute <n> -4)

(p SSl.put-knife
(context ^name table)
(table ^num~ber <table-id> ^clean yes)
(table-cloth ^table-number <table-id& Anumber 1)
((table-knife "table-number <table-id> ^number 0 <table-knife>)
((knife ^number {<n> >c 4)) <knife>)

(modify <table-knife> Anumber 4)
(modify <knife> Anumber (compute <n> - 4M)

(p 556.put-fork
(context 'namne table)
(table ^number <table-id> *claan yes)
(table-cloth "table-number <table-id> ^number 1)
(table-fork -table-number <table-id> ^n~umber 0) <table-fork>)

i(fork ^number (<n> >- 4)) <fork>)

(modify <table-fork> Anumber 4j
(modify <fork> ^number (compute <n> - 4))

(p 561.put-napkin
(context ^name table)
(table ^number <table-id> ^clean yes)
(table-cloth "table-number <table-id> ^number 1)
((table-napkin. "table-number <table-id> ^number 0) <tdble-napkin>)
((napkin ^number {n> >-. 4)) <napkin>)

(modify <table-napkin> "number 4)
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(modify <napkin> ^number (compute <n> - 4)))

(p 641.done-table
{(context ^name table) <context>)

(remove <context>))

(p 542.need-new-brew
(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^coffee old) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^power off ^pot off))

(p 643.empty-beans
(context ̂ name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on ^beans {<> new <> empty)) <machine>)

(modify machine> ^beans empty))

(p 644.add-new-beans
(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on ^beans empty) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^beans new))

(p 645 add-pot
(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on

"pot <> on) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^pot on))

(p 646.add-water
(context "name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on

"water-level <> full) machine>)

(modify <machine> ^water-level full)

(p 647.brew-coffee
(context "name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine "power <> on "beans new "pot on

"water-level full) <machine>)

(modify <machine> "power on ^coffee new))

(p 690.done-brewing-coffee
((context "name brew-coffee) <brew>)
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(remove <brew>))

(p 691 dish-hambuarger
(context ^name food-dish)
(dish-counter-hamburger ^conference <conf>

^quantity (<h> < 10)) <counter>)
((conference-hamburger ^conference <conf>

^quantity (<hi> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(modify <counter> ^quantity (compute <t> + 1))
(rodify <conference-dish>, uniy(opt h>-il

(P 692.&.sh-steak
(context ^name food-dish)
((dish-counter-steak ^conference <conf>

Aquantity (<s> < 10)) <counter>)
((conference-steak ^conference <conf>

-quantity (<81> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(modify <counter> ^quantity (compute <s> + 1))
(modify <conference-dish> ^quantity (compute <si> -W))

(p 693. dsh-seafood
(context ^name food-dish)
((disn-counter-seafood ^conference <conf>

Aquantity (<a> < 10)) <counter>)
((conference-seafood Aconference <conf>

Aquantity (<91> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(modify <counter> ^quantity (compute <s> + 1))
(modify <conference-dish> ^quantity (compute <si> -1)))

(p 703.done-dish

((context ^name food-dish) <Context>)

(remove <context>))

(p 704.salad
(context ^nan-e food-salad-fruil-)
((salad-bar ^conference <conf> ^quantity (<s> < 10)) <bar>)
((conference-salad ^conference <conf>

-quant~ity (451> > 0)) <conference-veg>l

(modify <bar> ^quantity (compute <s> + 1))
(modify <=oference-veg> ^quantity (compute <si> - 1M)

(p 705.fruit
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(context A name food-salad-fruit)
((fruit-bar ^conference <conf> Aquantity (<f> < 10)) <bar>)
(conference-fruit ^conference <conf>

* -quantity (<f > !- 0)) <conference-veg>),

(Modify <bar> A quantity (compute <f> + 1)
* (modify <conference-veg> ^quantity (compute <!l1> - 1)))

(p 712.done-salad-fruit
((context Aname food-salad-fruit) <context>)

(remove <context>))

(p 713. soup-chowder
(context ^nare food-soup)
(conference-chowder ^conference <conf> Aquantity > 0)
((soup-bar ^conference <conf> ^name chowder ^satus eimpty) <soup>)

(modify <Soup> A status full))

(p 714. soup-chicken
(context ^name food-soup)
(conference-chicken ^conference <conf> ^quantity > 0)
((soup-bar ^conference <conf> Aname chicken -status empty) <Soup>)

(Modify <Soup> AstatUS full))

(p 721.done-soup

((context ^name food-5oup) <context>)

(remove <context>

(p 722.synchronization
(context A name done-maid-cleaning)
'context ^name reservation-done)

(make context A name check-in))

E.8 Parallel version of hotel

Program to model the operation of a h.otel.

original version by- Steve Kuo, University of Southern California

Parallelized by: Anurag Acharya, aca ;sc du
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The original version had a fixed number of floors and had applied
copy and constraint very extensively. So much so that C compilers
refused to compile files that large. Tnere are several other
optimizations including splitting room-linen and room-furniture
tuples so that the affect set size goes down.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

....................................................................

Tuple declarations

(literalize customer name status reservation arrival-date
departure-date num-person room-num cash)

(literalize room room-num status phase departure-date room-type
floor name)

(literalize hallway floor restroom section)
(literalize rate room-type num-person rate)
(literalize reservation status name um-person

arrival-date departure-date)
(literalize room-towel room-nun number)
(literalize room-sheet room-num number)
(literalize room-pillow-case room-nun number)
(literalize room-trash-can room-nun status)
(literalize room-blanket room-nun status)
(literalize room-bedspread room-num status)
(literalize room-bathroom room-nun status)
(literalize room-dresser room-num status)
(literalize room-table room-num status)
(literalize room-chairs room-num status)
(literalize room-vacuum room-num status)
(literalize dirty-sheet floor quantity)
(literalize washed-sheet floor quantity)
(literalize clean-sheet floor quantity)
(literalize dirty-towel floor quantity)
(literalize washed-towel floor quantity)
(literalize clean-towel floor quantity)
(literalize dirty-pillow-case floor quantity)
(literalize washed-pillow-case floor quantity)
(literalize clean-pillow-case floor quantity)
(literalize soup naire quantity)
(literalize dish nane quantity)
(literalize veg name quantity)
(literalize order-chowder conference quantity)
(literalize order-chicken conference quantity)
(literalize order-hamburger conference quantity)
(literalize order-steak conference quantity)
(literalize order-seafood conference quantity)
(literalize order-salad conference quantity)
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(literalize order-fruit conference quantity)
(!iteralize conference-chowder conference quantity)
(literalize conference-chicken conference quantity)
literalize conference-hamburger conference quantity)
(literalize conference-ateak conference quantity)
(literalize conference-seafood conference quantity)
(literalize conference-salad conference quantity)
(literalize conference-fruit conference quantity)
(literalize table conference number clean)
(literalize table-cloth table-number number)
(literalize table-plate table-number number)
(literalize table-knife table-number number)
(literalize table-fork table-number number)
(literalize table-napkin table-number number)
(literalize table-chairs table-number number)
(literalize chair number)
(literalize cloth number)
(literalize plate number)
(literalize fork number)
llteralize knife number)
literalize napkin number)
(literalize dish-counter-hamburger conference number quantity)
(literalize dish-counter-steak conference number quantity)
(literalize dish-counter-seafood conference number quantity)
(literalize salad-bar conference number quantity)
(literalize fruit-bar conference number quantity)
(literalize soup-bar conference name status)
(literalize coffee-machine conference number power coffee

beans pot water-level)
(literalize context name)
(literalize date day

(p 0.initialize

(start)

(make context ^name clean-hallway)
(make context "name conference)
(make context "name check-out)
(make context ^name reservation)
(make context ^name check-in))

(p 73.done-check-out
{(context ^name check-out) <context>)

(modify <context> ^name maid-laundry))

(p 146.done-maid-laundry
((context ^name maid-laundry) <context>)
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-(room ^phase maid-laundry)

(rodify <context> ^name maid-cleaning))

(p 381.done-maid-cleaning
;(context ^name maid-cleaning) <context>)
-(room Aphase maid-cleaning)

(remove <context>)
(make context Anarne laundry))

(p 437.done-laundry
((context ^name laundry) <context>:
-(dirty-pillow-case ^quantity > 7)

-(dirty-sheet AqUantity 7)
-(dirty-towel A quantity > 47)

(remove <context>(

(p 400. done-clean-hallway
((context ^namne clean-hallway) <context>)
-(hallway ^res~.room (> 0) Asection (> 0))

(remove <context> )

(p 446 .done-reservation
((context ^name reservation) <context>)
-(reservation ^status new)

(remove <context>)

(p 455.done-cnieck-in
((context Anazse check-in) <context>)
-(customer Astatus new)

(remove <context>))

(p done-menu
((context ^name conference) <context>)
((done-task Aname chowder) <menul>)
((done-task ^name chicken) <menu2>1
((done-task ^name hamburger) <menu3>)
((done-task ^name seafood) <zenu4$
((done-task Aname salad) <menu5>)
((done-task ^name fruit) <menu6>)

(remove <context> <men~ul> <menu2> <menu3> <menu4> <menu5>
<menu6>)
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(make context ^name clean-table)
(mamce context ^name brew-coffee)
(make context ^name food-dish)
(make context ^name food-salad-f ruit)
(make context ^name food-soup))

(p done-clean-table
((context ^name clean-table) <context>)

(modify <Context> Aname set-table))

(p 641.done-table
((context "name set-table) <context>)
((done-task "name table-cloth) <taski>)
((done-task "name plate) <task2>)
((done-task ^name knife) <task3>)
((done-task "name fork) <task4>)
((done-task ^name napkin) <task5>)

(remove <context> <taski> <task2> <task3> <task4> <taskS>))

(p 703.done-dish
((context "name food-dish) <context>)
((done-task ^name hamburger) <taskl')
((done-task ^name steak) <task2>(
((don.e-task "name seafood) <task3m.)

(remove <context> <taskl> <task2> <task3>)j)

(p done-food-salad-fruit
((context ^name food-salad-fruit) <context>)
((done-task "name salad-bar) <taski>)
((done-task ^name fruit-bar) <taak2>)

(remove <context> <taskl> <task2>)(

(p 721.done-soup
((context "name food-soup) <context>)
((done-task "name chowder) <taski>)
((done-task "name chicken) <task2>)

(remove <context> <taski> <task2>)j

(post leaving-customer
(parp 1-check-out
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(context ^name check-out)
(date ̂ day <d>)
{(customer ^status staying ^arrival-date <ad> ^departure-date <d>

"num-person <np> ^room-num <r> ^cash <C>) <customer>)
((room ^room-num <r> ^room-type <rt> ^status occupied) <room>)
(rate ^room-type <rt> ^num-person <np> ^rate <rate>)
((room-towel ^room-r.um <r>) <towel>)
((room-sheet ^room-num <r>) <sheet>)
{(room-pillow-case ^room-num <r>) <pillow-case>
((room-trash-can ^room-num <r>) <trash-can>)
((room-blanket "room-num <r>) <blanket>)
((room-bedspread ^room-num <r>) <bed-spread>)
((room-bathroom "room-num <r>) <bathroom>)
((room-dresser "room-num <r>) <dresser>)
((room-table ^room-num <r>) <table>)
((room-chairs "room-num <r>) <chairs>)
((room-vacuum "room-num <r>) <vacuum>)

(modify <customer> "status check-out
Acash (compute <c> - (<rate> * (<d> - <ad>))))

(modify <room> "status change ^phase maid-laundry)
(modify <towel> ^number 8)
(modify <sheet> ^number 4)
(modify <pillow-case> "number 4)
(modify <trash-can> "status not-empty)
(modify <blanket> ^status not-made)
(modify <bed-spread> "status not-made)
(modify <bathroom> ^status dirty)
(modify <dresser> ^status dirty)
(modify <table> ^status dirty)
(modify <chairs> ^status dirty)
(modify <vacuum> ^status dirty)))

(pset staying-customer
(parp 19.staying-over

(context "name check-out)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer ^status staying ^room-num <r>

^departure-date (<dd> > <d>)) <customer>)
((room ^room-num <r> ^status occupied) <room>)
((room-towel "room-nur. <r>) <towel>)
((room-sheet ^room-nur <r>) <sheez>)
((room-pillow-case ^room-num <r>) <pillow-case>)
((room-trash-car. ^room-num <r>) <trash-can>)
((room-blanket ^room-num <r>) <blanket>)
:(room-bedspread ^room-num <r>) <bed-spread>)
:(room-bathroom ^room-num <r>( <bathroom>)
((room-dresser ^room-num <r>) <dresser>)
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((room-table ^roorn-num <r>) <table>)
((room-chairs ^room-num <r>) <chairs>)
((zoom-vacuum ^room-num <r>) <vacuui>I

(modify <room> ^status make-up ^phase maid-cleaning)
(modify <towel> ^number 0)
(modify <sheet> ^number 0)
(modify <pillow-case> ^numrber 0)
(modify <trash-can> ^status not-empty)
(modify <blanket> ^status not-made)
(modify 4bed-spread> ^status not-made)
(modify <bathroom> A status dirty(
(modify <dresser> Astatus dirty)
(modify <table> ^status dirty)
(modify <chairs> -status dirty)
(modify <vacuum> ^status dirty)))

(pset strip-towels
(p 74.strip-towel

(context ^name maid-laundry)
(room ^room-num <r> Aphase maid-laundry Afloor <floor>)
((room-towel ^room-num <r> ^number (<t> > 0)) <room-linen>)
((dirty-towel ^floor <floor> ^uantity <q>) <towel>)

(modify <room-linen> Anumber 0)
(modify <towel> Aquantity (compute <q> + <t>))))

(pet strip-Bheet
(p 75.strip-sheot
(context Aname maid-laundry)
(room ^room-nujs <r> ^phase maid-laundry ^floor <floor>)
((room-sheet ^room-num <r> ^number )<s> > 01) <room-linen>)
((dirty-sheet ^floor <floor> ^quantity <q>) <sheet>)

(modify <room-linen> "number 0)
(modify <sheet> ^quantity (compute <q>+<s))

(pet strip-pillow-case
(p 76.strip-pillow-case
(context ^name maid-laundry)
(room A"room-num 4r> ^phase maid-laundry ^floor <floor>)

*((room-pillow-case 'room-num <r> "number (<p> > C)) <room-linen>,)
((dirty-pillow-case ^floor <floor> "quantity <q>) <case>)

* (modify <room-linen> ^number 0)
(modify <case> ^quantity (compute <q> +<p))

(pet finish-laundry-room
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(Parp 77. finish-laundry-room
(context ^name maid-laundry)
((room ^room-nun <r> ^phase maid-laundry) <room>)
(room-towel ^'room-num <r> ^njrber 0)
(room-sheet ^room-num <r> Anamber 0)
(room-pillow-ease ^room-num <r> ^number 0)

(modify <roon> ^phase maid-cleaning())

(pset towel-needed
(parp 147. towel-needed

(context Aname maid-cleaning)
(room Aroom-nus <r> Aphage maid-cleaning)
((room-towel "room-num <r> ^number < 8) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> Anumber 8)))

(pset make-sheet
(parp 248.make-sheet

(context "name maid-cleaning)
(room "room-nus <r> Aphdse maid-cleaning)
((room-sheet "room-num <r> "number < 4) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> ^number 4)

(pact make-pillow
(perp 149.make-pillow
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ^room-nws <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-pillow-case ArooM-nUxs <r> Anumber < 4) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen.> ^number 4W)

(pact clean-trash-car.
(perp 150.clean-trash-can

context ^name maid-cleaning)
(rooff Aroom-num <r- ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room,-trash-Can "room-num <r> ^status not-empty) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> ^status empty)))

(pset make-blanket
)parp 151 .make-blanket

(context 'name maid-cleaning)
(room "room-num <r> "pnase maid-cleaning)
((room-blanket "room-num <r> "status not-made) <room-linen>)

(modify <room-linen> ^status made))
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(pset make-bed-spread
(parp 152.make-bed-spread
(context ^name maid-cleanina
(room ̂ room-num <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-bedspread Aroom-nun <r> 'status not-made) <room-linen>)

.. >

(modify <room-linen> ^status made)))

(pset clean-bathroom
(parp 153.clean-bathroom

(context -name maid-cleaning)
(room ̂ room-num <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-bathroom ^room-num <r> ^status dirty) <room-furniture>)

(modify <room-furniture> Astatus clean)))

(pset clean-dresser
(parp 154.clean-dresser
(context "name maid-cleaning)
(room ̂ room-num<r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-dresser ^room-num <r> Astatus dirty) <room-furniture>)

(modify <room-furniture> ^status clean)))

(pset clean-table-room
(parp 155.clean-table
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ̂ room-mum <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-table ^room-num <r> 'status dirty) <room-furniture>)

(modify <room-furniture> ^status clean)))

(poet clean-chairs
(parp 156.clean-chairs
(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room ̂ room-mum <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-chairs ^room-mum <r> 'status dirty) <room-furniture>)

(modify <room-furniture> ^status clean)))

(pset vacuum
(parp 157.vacuum

(context ^name maid-cleaning)
(room 'room-num <r> ^phase maid-cleaning)
((room-vacuum ^room-mum <r> ^status dirty) <room-furniture>!

(modify <room-furniture> Astatus done)))
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(pset finish-room-changing
(parp 158.finish-room-changing

(context ^name maid-cleaning)
{(room ^room-nun <r> ^status change ^phase maid-cleaning) <room>!
(room-towel ^room-nurn. r> ^number 8)
(room-sheet ^room-nu= <r> ^number 4)
(room-pillow-case ^room-num <r> ^number 4)
(room-trash-can ^room-num <r> ^status empty)
(room-blanket ^roon-num <r> ^status made)
(room-bedspread ^room-num <r> ^status made)
(room-bathroom ̂ room-num <r> ^status clean)
(room-dresser ̂ room-num <r> "status clean)
(room-table ^room-num <r> 'status clean)
(room-chairs ̂ room-num <r> 'status clean)
(room-vacuum ^room-num <r> "status done)

(nodify <room> Astatus vacant Aphase clean)

(pset finish-room-makeup
(parp 159.finish-room-make-up

(context ^name maid-cleaning)
((room ^room-num <r> ^status make-up ^phase maid-cleaning) <room>)
(room-towel "room-num <r> 'number 8)
(room-sheet "room-num <r> "number 4)
(room-pillow-case ̂ room-num <r> ^number 4)
(room-trash-can ^room-num <r> ^status empty)
(room-blanket ̂ room-num <r> "status made)
(room-bedspread ^room-num <r> "status made)
(room-bathroom ̂ room-num <r> ^status clean)
(room-dresser "room-nuM <r> ^status clean)
(room-table "room-num <r> ^status clean)
(room-chairs ^room-num <r> ^status clean)
(room-vacuum ̂ room-num <r> "status dons)

(modify <room> "status occupied ^phase clean!)

(pset launder-sheet
(p 401.1aunder-sheet

(context "name laundry)
(dirty-sheet ^floor <floor> ^quantity (<ds> > 7)) <dirty-sheet>)
((clean-sheet ^floor <floor> "quantity <cs>) <clean-sheet>)

(modify <dirty-sheet> "qUantity (compute <da> - 8)
(modify <clean-sheet> ^quantity (compute <cs> + 8) )

(pset launder-pillow-case
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(p 401 .launder-pillow-case
(context 'naine laundry)
((dirty-pillow-case ^floor <floor>

qumntity (<.dpc' > 7)) <dirty-pillow-case>)
{(clean-pillow-case :floor <floor>

^quantity <cpc>) <clean-pillow-case>)

(modify <dirty-pillow-case> ^quantity (compute <dpc> -8j

(modify <clean-pillow-case> ^quantity (compute <cpc> -8) )

(poet launder-towels
(p 4051 .aunder-towel
(context ^~name laundry)
((dirty-towel A floor <floor> A quantity (<dt> >' 47) <dirty-towel>)
((clean-towel A floor <floor> ^quantity <ct> ) <clean-towel>)

(modify <dirty-towel> ^quantity (compute <dt> - 48)
(modify <clean-towel> ^quantity (compute <ct> + 48))))

(pact clean-restroom,
(p 382 .clean-restroom

(context ^name clean-ha~lway)
((allway ^restroom (<n> > 0)) <hallway>')

(modify <hallway> ^restroom (compute <n>-1))

(pact reservation
(p 438.new-reservation

(context ^name reservation)
((reservation ^name <n> ^arrival-date <ad>

^departure-date <dd>) <reservation>)
((room ^status vacant ^room-num <r>) <room>)
-(room ^status vacant ^room-num > <r>)

(modify 4room> ^status reserved ^namne <n>')
(remove <reservation>))

(p 448 .without-recervation
(context ^name check-i4n)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer Astatus new ^name <n> A"reservation no

^arrival-date <d> "departure-date <dd>) <'ustomar>)
((room, "room-num, <rn> ^status vacant) <room>)
-(room ^room-nun > <in> ^status vacant)

(modify <customer> -status staying "room-num <in>)
(modify <room> ^status, occupied " departure-date <dd>')))
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1 pset excess-reservation
(part, 439.excess-reservation

(context 'namre done-maid-cleaning)
((reservation ^name <n>) <reservation>)
-(room ^status vacant)

(remove <reservation>))

(pset with-reservation
(parp 447.with-reservation

(context ^name cneck-in)
(date ^day <d>)
((customer ^namne <n> ^status new ^reservation yes

^arri4val-date <d> ^departure-date <dd> )<custcrser>)
((room ^'room-nus <rn> ^name <n> ^stat-as reserved) <room>)

(modify <customer> 'status staying ^room-num <rn>)
(modify <room> ^status occupied -departure-date <dd>f)

(poet chowder-menu
(p 488. set-menu-chowder-full

(context ^name conference)
(order-chowder ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-chowder -conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((soup ^name chowder Auantity (<qi> >. <q>) ) <soup>)

(modify <conference> Aquantity <cp.)
(modify <soup> 'quantity (compute <qi> - <>)

(p 488. set-menu-chowder-partial
(context ^name conference)
(order-chowder 'conference <conf> Aquantity <q>)
((conference-chowder ^conference <conf> Aquantity 0) <conference>)
((soup ^name chowder Acriantity (.cql> < <qp.)) <soup>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q:>)
(modify <soup> ^quantity 0))

(p done-chowder-menu
(context ^name conference)
-- >

(make done-tssk ^name chowder)))

(poet chicken-menu
(p 489. set-menu-chicken-full

(context ^name conference)
(order-chicken ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>(
((conference-chicken 'conference 4conf> ^quantity 0) <conference,)
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((soup ^nave chicken ^quantity :<cq1> >= <q>)) <soup>)

(mrodify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
*(rmodify <soup> "qLarntity (compute <q:> - <>)

[v 489. set-menu-chicken-partial
(context ^name conference)
lorder-chicken "conference <conf> ^quanti.ty <q>)
((conference-chicken ^conference <conf> ^quanti.ty 0) <conference>)
((soup ^name chicken ^quantity (<ql> < <q>)) <soup>)

(modify <conference> -quantity <ql>)
(modify <soup> "quantity 0))

(p done-chi.cken-menu
(context ^name conference)

(mnake done-task ^name chicken)))

(pset hamburger-menu
(p 490. set-menu-hamburger-full

(context Aname conference)
(order-hamburger A"conference <conf> -quantity <q>)
((conference-hamburger ^conference <conf> "quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish "name hamburger "quantity (<qi> >= <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> "quantity <q>)
(modify <dish> A"quantity (compute <qi> - <q>)))

(p 490. set-nenu-hamburger-partial
(context ^name conference)
(order-hamburger "conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-hamburger ^conference <cont> "quantity 0) <conference>)
((dish ^name hamburger 'quantity (<ql> < <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> A"quantity <ql>)
(modi.fy <dish> " quantity 0))

(p done-hamburger-menu

(context ^name conference)

* (make dorne-task ^name hamburger))))

(past steak-menu
(p 492.set-menu-steak-full

(context "name conference)
(order-steak "conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-steak ^conference <conf> -quantity 0) <conference>)
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Udish '^name stea< ^quantity (<qi> >= <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q )
(modify <disn> ^quantity (comp,-te <qi> - <>)

(p 492.set-rrenu-steak-partial
(context ^name conference)
(order-steak ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)

((conference-steak ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)

((dish ^name steak ^quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <ql>(
(modify <dish> ^quantity 0))

(p done-steak-menui
(context 'name conference)

(make done-task 'name steak()

(pset seafood-menu
(p 498. set-menu-seafood-full

(context ^name conference)
(order-seafood ^conference <conf> Aquanti.ty <q>(

((conference-seafood ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)

((dish ^name seafood Aquantity (<qi> >= <q>)( <dish>)

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(nodify <dish> ^quantity (compu.te <qi> - <q>)))

(p 498. set-menu-seafood-partial
(context Arnaxe conference)
(order-seafood ^conference <oonf> Aquantity <q>)

((conference-seafood ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)

((dish Aname seafood ^quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <dish>)

(modify <conference> <quantity <qi>)
(modify <dish> <quantity 0))

(p done-seafood-menu
(context ^name conference)

(make done-task ^name seafood)))

(pset salad-menu
(p 493. set-menu-saladl-full
(context ^name conference)
(order-salad ^conference <conf> ^quantity <q>)
((conference-salad <conference <conf> <quantity 0) <conference>)
((veg ^name salad ^quantity (<ql> >= <q>)) <veg>)
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(modify <conference> ^quan~tity <q>)
(modify <veg> ^quantity (compute <Q-'> - <q>)))

(p 493 .set-rnenU-salad-partial
(context Aname, conference)
(order-salad ^conference <conE> ^quarntity <q>)
((conference-salad ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((veg ^name salad 'quantity {<ql> < <q>)) <veg>)

(modify <conference> Aquantity <ql>(
(modify <cveg> ^quantity 0))

(p done-salad-menu
(context ^name conference)

(make done-task ^namne salad)))

(psat fruit-menu
(p 495 .set-menu-fruit-full

(context ^name conference)
(order-fruit ^conference <conf> ^quantity <qi>)
((conference-fruit Aconference <conf> 'quantity 0) <conference>)
((Veg Aname fruit Aguantity {cql> >. <q>)( <veg>]

(modify <conference> ^quantity <q>)
(modify <veg> ^quantity (compute <qi> - <>)

(p 495. set-menu- fruit-partial
(context Aname conference)
(order-fruit ^conference <conf> Aquantity 4q>(
((conference-fruit ^conference <conf> ^quantity 0) <conference>)
((veg ^namne fruit ^quantity (<qi> < <q>)) <veg>)

(modify <conference> 'quantity <ql>(
(modify <veg> ^quantity 0))

(p done-fruit-menu
(context ^~name conference)

(make done-task ^name fruit)))

(pset c~ean-table-conf
(parp 505. clean-table

* (context Aname clean-table)
((teble ^number <n> Aclean no) <table>)
((table-cloth ^table-number <n>) <cloth>)

* ((table-plate ^table-number <n>) <plate>)
((table-knife ^table-number <n>) <knife>)
((table-fork ^table-number <n>( <fork>)
((table-napkin "table-number <n>) <napkin>)
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(mrodify <table> ^clean yes)
(modify <cloth> ^number 0)
(modify <plate> ^number 0)
(rodi'f y <knife> ^number 0)
(mod-fy <fork> ^number 0)
(modify <napkin> 'number 0))

'pset set-chair
(p 50.set-cheir

(context Aname set-table)
(table ^number <table-id> ^clean yes)
{(tabe-chairg A"table-number <table-id> ^'number Ot <table-chairs>)
:(chair ^number (<n> >= 4Q) <chair>)

tmodi.fy <t.able-chairs> ^number 4)
(mnodi.fy <cnair> ^number (compute <n> - 4))

(p done-chairs

(context 'name, set-table)

(make dt,:ie-taS(k 'name chairs)))

fpset put-table-cloth
(p 541.put-%able-clot;h

(context 'name set-table)
(table ^number <table-4d> ^clean yes)
((table-cloth -table-number 'table-id> ^number 0) <table-cloth>)
{(cloth ^number (<n> > 0)) <-iloLh>)

(modify <table-cloth> Anw'tber 1)
(modify <cloth> 'number (compute <n> IM))

(p done-table-cloth
(context ^name set-table)

(make done-task ^name table- cloth)))

(pset put-plate
(p 546.put-plate

(context ^name set-table)
(table 'number <table-id> ^clean yes)
(table-cloth 'table-number <table-id> 'number 1)
(table-plate 'table-n~mber <table-id> 'number 0) <table-plate>)

((plate ^number (<n> >- 4)) <Plate>)

(modify <table-plate> ^number 4)
(modi.fy <plate> 'number (compute <n> - 4)))
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(p done-plate
(context ^name set-table)

(make done-task ^name p~ate))

(pset put-knife
(p 551.put-knife

(context ^name set-table)
(table -number <table-id> ^clean yes)
(table-cloth ^table-number <table-id> -number 1)
((table-knife 'table-number <table-id> 'number 0), <table-knife>)
((knife ^number (<n> >= 4)) <knife>)

(modify <table-knife> ^number 4)
(modify <knife> 'number (compute <n> - 4))

(p done-knife
(context Ana-me set-table)

(make done-Lask ^name knife)))

(pet put-fork
(p 556.put-fork

(Context A name set-table)
(table 'number ctable-id> ^clean yes)
(table-cloth -table-rnumber <table-id> 'number 1)
(table-fork 'table-number <table-id> -number 0) <table-fork>)

((fork 'number (<n> >- 4)) <fork>)

(modify <table-fork> ^number 4)
(modify <fork> 'number (compute <n> - 4)))

(p done-fork
(context 'name set-table)

(make done-task ^name fork)))

(pset put-napkin
(p 561.put-napkin

(context 'name set-table)
(table 'number <table-l.d> 'clean yea)
(table-cloth 'teble-number <table-id> 'number 1)
((table-napkin 'tabl-number <table-io> 'number 0) <table-napk:n>j

* (napkin ^number (<n> >= 4)) <napkin>)

(modify <table-napkin> Anumber 4)
*(modify <napkin> 'number (compute <n5 - 4)))

(p done-napkin
(context 'name set-table)
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(make done-task ^name napkin)))

(pset dish-hamburger
(p 691. dish-hamburger

(context "name food-dish)
(dish-counter-hamburger ^conference <conf>

^quantity :<h> < 10)) <counter>)
((conference-hamburger ^conference <conf>

^quantity (<hin> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(modify <counter> Aquantity (compute <h> +~ 1))
(modify <conference-dish> ^quantity (compute <hl> - 1M

(p done-dish-hamburger
(context ^name food-dish)

(make done-task dish-hamburger)))

(pset dish-steak
(p 692.dish-steak

(context -name food-die
((dish-counter-steak ^conference <conf>

'quantity (<s> < 10)) <counter>)

((conference-steak ^conference <conf>
^quantity (<sl> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(modify <counter> "quantity (compute <e> + 1)
(modify <conference-dish> ^quantity (compute sl> - 1)))

(p done-dish-steak
(context ^name food-dish)

(make done-task dish-steak)))

(pset dish-seafood
(p 693.dish-seafood

(context "name food-dish)
((dish-counter-seafood "conference <coni>

"Quantity (<s> < 10)j <counter>)
(conference-seafood "conference <conf>

"quantity (<s).> > 0)) <conference-dish>)

(crodify <counter> "quantity (compute <a> + 2))
(c'odify <conference-dish> ^quantity (compute <si> - I

(p done-dish-seafood
(context "name food-dish)

(make done-task dish-seafood)l(
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(pset salad
(p 704.salad
(context ^'name food-salad-fruit)
((salad-bar ^conference <conf> ^quantity {<s> < 10)) <bar>,'
((conference-salad Aconference <conf>

Aquantity (<si> > 0)) <conference-veg>)

(modify <bar> ^quantity (corpute <s> + 1))
(modify <conference-veg> AqUantity (compute <si> - 1)

(p done-salad-dish
(context ^name food-salad-fruit)

(make done-task Ananme salad-bar)))

(pset fruit
(p 7O5.fruit

(Context AnaMe food-salad-fruit)
((fruit-bar ^conference <conf> ^quantity (<f> < 10)) <bar>)
((conference-fruit ^conference <conf>

-quantity (41l> > 0)) <conference-veg>)

(modify <bar> ^quantity (compute <f> - 1))
(modify <conference-veg> ^quantity (compute <f> - 1W )

(p done-fruit-dish
(context ^namne food-salad-fruit)

(make done-task ^name fruit-bar)))

fpset chowder-dish
(p 713 .soup-chowder

(context ^name food-soup)
(conference-chowder ^conference <conf> ^quantity > 0)
((soup-bar ^conference <conf> ^name chowder ^status empty) <soup,,)

(modify <soup> ^status full))

(p done-chowder
(context ^name food-soup)

(make done-task ^namne chowderMl

(pset chicken.-dish
(p 714.soup-chicken

(context ^namne food-soup)
(conference-chicken -conference <conf> ^quantity > 0)
((soup-bar ^conference .zconf> ^name chicken ^status empty) <soup)
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(modify <soup> ^status full))
(p done-chicken

(context 'nane food-soup)

(make done-task ^nare chicken))?

(pset brew-coffee
(parp 642.need-new-brew

(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^coffee old) <machlne>)

(modify <machine> ^power off ^pot off))

(parp 643.empty-beans
(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on ^beans {<> new <> empty)) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^beans empty))

(parp 644.add-new-beans
(context ^name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on ^beans empty) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^beans new))

(parp 645.add-pot
(context ̂ name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine 'power <> on

'pot <> on) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^pot on))

(parp 646.add-water
(context 'name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine ^power <> on

'water-level <> full) <machine>)

(modify <machine> 'water-level full)

(parp 647.brew-coffee
(context 'name brew-coffee)
((coffee-machine 'power <> on 'beans new 'pot on

^water-level full ^conference <conf>
'number <number>) <machine>)

(modify <machine> ^power on ^coffee new))

(p 690.done-brewing-coffee
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{(context ^name brew-coffee) <brew>)

(remove <brew>)))
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Appendix F

Code for benchmarks used in COM
experiments

This appendix contains the source code for the three benchmarks used in the collection-oriented
match experiments. Two versions are presented for every program - a tuple-oriented version
written in PPL and a collection-oriented version written in COPL

F.1 Tuple-oriented version of make-teams

-------------------------------------------------------------

This program counts the total number of "high-quality*
teams that can be assembled from a pool of individuals
different specializations. The quality of the team
is measured as a simple function of the merit points of
eacn ndividjal
writLen by: Milind Tambe, Carnegie Mellon University
converted to PPL: Anurag Acnarya, Carnegie Mellon University

.............................................................-

(literalize person id area previous-project rerit-points)
(literalizo goal type)
(literalize count value)
(literalize team hardware operating-systems networks compilers

merit-value select-status)

(p start
(start)

(make goal 'type create-tean))

320
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(p change-goal-type-i
((goal ^type create-team) <condl>)

(modify <corndl> ^type select-team))

*(p char.ge-goal-type-2

((goal ^type select-team) <condl>)

(modify <condi> ^type count-teams))

(p count-teams-start
(goal ' type count-teams)
(team ^select-status selected)
-(count)

(make count ^value 0))

(p count-teams-2
(goal ^type count-teams)
((team "select-status selected) <cond2>)

(count "value <value>) <cond>)

(modify <cond> ^value (compute (<value> + 1)))
(modify <cond2> "select-status counted))

(p change-goal-type-3
((goal ^type count-teams) <condi>)

(modify <condi> ^type print-value))

(p print-value
(goal "type print-value)
(court ^value <value>)

(write (crlf) value is <value> (criffl

(pst create-teams
(parp make-team

(goal ^type create-team)
(person ^2d <2dl> ^area hardware "previous-project <pl>
A"merit-points cvl>(
(person ^id <id2> 'area operating-systems
"pievious-pro~ect <p2> "merit-points <v2>)

* (person Aid <id3> "area networks ApreViouS-project <p3>
^merit-points <v3>)
( person ^id cid4, "area compilers "previous-pro,,ect <p2>
"merit-points <v4>)
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'make team ^hardware <idl> ^operating-systems <id2>
^networks <id3> ^compilers <id4>
Aselect-status unknown
^merit-value (compute C<v!>+<v2>-<v3>+<v4>)))))

(pset filter-teams
(parp select-teams-i

(goal ^type select-team)
<cond2> (team ^merit-value > 8 -select-status unknown))

(modify <cond2> ^select-status selected)),

F.2 Collection-oriented version of make-teams

This program counts the total number of "high-quality*
teams that can be assembled from a pool of individuals
different specializations. The quality of the team
is measured as a simple function of the merit points of
each individual
Converted to COPL: Anurag Acharya, Carnegie Mellon University

(external compute4)
(external cardinality)
(literalize person id area merit-points previous-project)
(literalize goal type)
(literalize count value)
(literalize team hardware operating-systems compilers

networks merit-value select-status)

(p start
(start)

(insert (make goal ^type create-team)))

(p make-team
(goal ^type create-tem)
(person Aid <idl> ^area hardware

^previous-pro~ect <pl> ^merit-points <vl>)
(person ^id <id2> ^area operating-systems

^previous-project <p2> ^merit-points <v2>)
(person Aid <id3> ^area networks

^previous-project <p3> ^merit-points <v3>)
(person Aid <id4> ^area compilers

^previous-project <pl> ^merit-points <v4>i
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(insert (update (make team "select-status unknown "hardware <idi>
"operating-systems <id2> ^networks <id3>
^compilers <idW>

"merit-value (compute4 <vl> <v2> <v3> <v4>))))

*(p change-goal-type-i
((goal -type create-tear) <condi>)

(modify <condl> -type select-team))

(p select-teams
(goal ^type select-team)
((team "merit-value > 8 ^select-status unknown) <cond2>)

(modify <cond2> ^select-status selected))

(P change-goel-type-2
((goal ^type select-team) <condl>)

(modify <condi > "type count-teams))

(p count-teams-start
(goal "type count-teams)
(team "select-status selected "hardware <id>)

(insert (make count "value (cardinality <id>)f)

(p change-goal-type-3
((goal "type count-teams) <condl>l

(modify <condi> "type print-value()

(p print-value
(goal ^type print-value)
(court "value <value>)

(write (crlf) value is <value> (crlf)))

F.3 Tuple-oriented version of clusters

*this program was motivated front a high level vision expert system.
It calculates the distance between different ob~ects in a scene,
given the co-ordinates of the objects. It then takes one oblect
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*as the center point and groups together objects that are close
to it fie within a certain range of distance) The SPILM expert
syster .ses a similar corrputation in its LCC and
functional-area phase (although in a much more complex
fashion)

*written by Milind Tambe, Carnegie Mellon University
Converted to PPL: Anurag Acharya, Carnegie Mellon University

(literalize object number x y focus type)
(literalize distance objectl object2 value)
(literalize group center member counted)
(literalize group-count center size counted)
(literalize average-size sum total average)
(literalize goal rne)

(p start
(start)

(make goa: ^name calculate-diAstance))

(p s2
((goal ^name calculate-distance) <ci>)

(modify <cl> ^name create-foci)i

(p r4
((goal ^name create-foci) <cl>)

(modify <cl> ^name create-groups((

(p 6
((goal ^name create-groups) <cl>)

(modify <cl> 'name get-group-sizes))

(p s7
(goal ^name get-group-sizes)
(object Ir.amber <nl> ^focus yes)

(make groip-count ^center <r.i> ^size 0 ^counted no))

(p ss
(goal ^name get-group-sizes)
((group-count ^center <ni> ^size <num> , <ci>)
((group ^center <nl> ^member <n2> Acounted no) <c2>)

(modify <cl> ^size (compute (<nun> + 1))),
(modify <c2> ^counted yes))
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(p s9
((goal ^nae get-group-sizes) <c3>1

(modify <c3> ^name average-group-sizes)
(make average-size ^sum 0 ^total 0))

(p slO
(goal ^name average-group-sizes)

(average-size ^sum <a> ^total <t>), <c2>)
(group-count ^center <01> ^size <sz> ^counted no) <ci>

(modify <c2> ^sum (compute (<s> + <sz>))
^total (compute (<t> + 1)))

(modify <ci> ^counted yes))

(P 81l
(goal ^name average-group-sizes)
iUaverage-size Asum <SUM> Atotal (<> 0 <total> ) ̂ average nil) <c2>)

(modify <c2> ^average (compute (<sum> / <total>))))

(p s12
(goal ^name average-group-sizes)
(average-size ^sum <Sum> ^total <total> ^average <eve>)

(write (crlf) average is <aye> (crlf)))

(pact find-distance
(perp $1

(goal 'naM calculate-distance)
(object ^number <ni> ^x <x> ^y <y>

^type <'tarmac parking-apron hangar-building >)
(object ^number <n2> AX <Xl> ^y <yl>(

(make distance Aobjectl <nl> 'oboect2 <n2>
^value (compute ) (<xl>-<x>)'(<xl>-<x>).)<yl>-<y>)*(<yl>-<y>))())))

(pact create-seeds
* (parp s3

(goal ^name create-foci)
((object ^number <n2> 'focus rno

* 'type «<tarmac parking-apron hangar-building >) <cl'})

(modify <ci> ^focus yes))]
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{pset make-areas
tparp s5

(goal ^name create-groups)
(object ̂ number <n!> ^focus yes)
(distance ^object! <nl> ^object2 <n2> ^value ( > 0 < 800 3)

(make group ^center <nl> ^member <n2> ^counted no)))

F.4 Collection-oriented version of clusters

this program was motivated from a high level vision expert system.
It calculates the distance between different objects in a scene,

* given the co-ordinates of the objects. It then takes one obect
* as the center point and groups together objects that are close
; to it ie within a certain range of distance) The SPAM expert
system uses a similar computation in its LCC and

* functional-area phase (although in a much more complex
fashion)
Converted to COPL: Anurag Acharya Carnegie Mellon University
-----------------------------------------------------------------

(external distancecompute)
(external bigsum)
(external divcompute)
(external cardinality)
(literalize object number x y focus type)
(literalize distance objectl object2 value)
(literalize group center member counted)
(literalize group-count center size counted)
(literalize average-size sum total average)
(literalize goal name)

(p start
(start)

(insert (make goal ^name calculate-distance))

(p 31
(goal ^name calculate-distance)
(object ^number <nl> ^x <x> ^y <y>

^type <<ta--mac parking-apron hangar-building>>)
(object ^number <n2> ^x <xl> ^y <yl>)

(insert (update (make distance ^obDectl <nl> ^ooect2 <n2>)
^value (distancecompute <xl> <x> <yl> <y>))))
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(p s2
((goal ^namne calculate-distance) <ci>)

- (modify <cl> ^name create-foci))

(p s3
(goa: ^name create-foci)

{(object ^number <n2> ^focus no
^'type «<tarmac parking-apron hangar-bjzilding>>) <ci>)

(modify <ci> 'focus yes))

(p 84
((goal ^namne create-foci) <ci>)

(modify <ci> ^namne create-groups))

(p s5
(goal ^nae create-groups),
(object ^number <ni, ^focus yes)
(distance ^objecti <nl> ^object2 <n2> ^value (> 0 < 800 1

(insert (make group ^center <ni> ^r'ener <n2> %counted no)))

(p s6
((goal Anazse create-groups) <ci>)

(Modify <ci> ^name get-group-sizes))

(p al-modified
(goal ^namse get-group-sizes)
(object ^number <nl> ^focus yes)
(group Acenter <ni> A member <n2> ^counted no)

(insert (make group-count A center <ni>
^size (cardinality <n2>) ^counted no)))

(p S9

((goal ^name get-group-sizes) <c3>)

(modify <c3 > A name average-group-sizes))

(p siC
(goal ^name average-group-sizes)

(group-count ^center <nI > A size <SZ> A counted no) <ci>)

(insert (make average-size ^sum fbigsum <sz>)
A total (cardinality <nl>( ^average 0
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(p 511
(goal ^namne average-group- sizes)
((average-size ^sum <sum> ^tota.- (<> 0 <t> ) average 0) <c2>)

(modify <c2> ^average (divcrrpute <surn> <t>))

(p s12
(goal ^name average-group-sizes)
(average-size ^sum <sum> total <total> ^average <aye>)

(write (crlf) average is <eve> (crlf)))

F.5 Topl-oriented version of airline-route

This program operates on a !light database and finds the
minimum cost route for a desired source and destination
written by: Milind Tambe, Carnegie Mellon Univ rsity
Converted to PPL: Anurag ACharya, Carnegie Mellon University

(literalize goal name)
(literalize route id cost flightl flight2 flight3 flighc4 flightS

length for)
'(literalize mincost for length recomrrended cost)
(literalize flight source destination airline time id cost)
(literalize traveller name source destination)
(literalize travel-constraint name hop-constraint tilme-constraint)

(p initialize
(start)

(make goal ^name get-traveller-information))

(p get-traveller-information
(goal ^name get-traveller-information)
(goal ^name get-traveller-information)

(make traveller ^name AMurag ^source Pittsburgh
^destination Jhumritaliyya)

(make travel-constraint. nane Anurag ^hop-constraint 3))

(p change-goal-type
((goa2 ^name get-traveler-information) <cl>)

(rodify <cl> ^name compute-routes))
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currently we will only deal with hop constra:nt
(p print-routes

<cl> (goal ^name compute-routes)}

(rodify <cl> ^name print-routes))

the following production uses specificity to ensure
firing it. it is a hack

(p print-lowest-route-cost
(goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
(travel-constraint "name <x> ^hop-constraint <length>
(route ̂ id <route> ^length <length> "for <x> 'cost <c>)

-(route ^id <route2> ^length <length> ^for <x> "cost < <c>)

(make mincost ^cost <c> 'for <x> "length <length> ^recommended yes))

(p delete-if-hop-constraint-satisfied
(goal ^name print-routes)
(qoal 'name prxnt-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
((travel-constraint ^name <x> ^hop-constraint <length>) <d>)
(route Aid <ronte> ^length <length> ^for <x>)
(mincost ̂ cost .rc> "for <x> "length <length> Arecommended yes)

(remove <d>))

(p no-constrained-routes-min-cost
(goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
(travel-constraint "name <x> ^hop-constraint <length>)
(route ^id <route> Alength <lengthl> ^for <x> ^cost <c>)
-(route ^id <route2> "length <length2> ^for <x> ^cost ( < <c>

(:ake mincost ^cost <c> "for <x> "length <length> ^recommended no))

(p delete-if-hop-constrAint-satisfied-2
(goal ^name print-routes)
( (travel-constraint "name <x> "hop-constraint <length> ) <d>

(route ^id <route> ^length <length2> "for <x>)
(mincost ^cost <c> "for <x> ^length <length> ^recommended no)

(remove <d>;)
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(p change-goal-vale-to-print-cost
((goal ^name print-routes) <c> I

(modify <c> ^name print-cost))

(p print-cost-i
(goal ^name print-cost)
(mincost ^cost <c> ^length <length> ^for <x> ^recommended no)

(write msncost undesired route for <x> has cost <c> (crlf)))

(p print-cost-2
(goal ^name print-cost)
(msncost ̂ cost <c> 'length <length> ^for <x> 'recommended yes)

(write (crlf) rincost desired route for <x> has cost <c>))

(pact direct-routes
)parp hopl

(goal ^name compute-routes)
(traveller ^name <x> ^source <source> ^destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> 'destination <dest> 'cost <cost> ^id <id>)

(make route 'length 1 ':d (genatom) 'for <x> 'flightl <id> ^cost <cost>))

(pset one-stops
(parp hop2

(goal 'name compute-routes)
(traveller 'name <x> ^source <source> 'destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> ^destination cintmd> 'cost ccostl> Aid <id:>)
(flight ^source <intmd> 'destination 4dest> ^cost ccost2> 'id <id2>)

(make route 'length 2 'id (genatoM) 'for <x> 'flighti cidl>
^flight2 <id2> ^cost (compute <costl> * <cost2>)))

(pset two-stops
(parp hop3

(goal ^name compute-routes)
(traveller 'name <x> 'source <source> 'destination <dest>)
(flight 'source <source> ^destination <intmd> ^cost <costl> 'id <idl>i
(flight ^source cintmd> ^destination cintmd2> ^cobt <cost2> 'id <id2>)
(flight 'sourca ,intmd2> ^destination <dest> ^cost <cost3> 'id <id3>)

(make route 'length 3 Aid (genatom) ̂ for <x> ^flightl <idi>
^flight2 <id2> ^flxght3 <id3>
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-cost (compute <costi> -<coSt2> - <cost3>f)

(pset three-stops
(parp hop4

(goal ^namne compute-routes)
(traveller ^namne <x> ^source <source> ^destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> ^destination <,.ntmd> ^cost <costi> ^id <i.dl>)
(flight ^source'<intmd> Adestination <intmd2> ACOSt <cost2> ^id <id2>)
(flight ^source <intmd2> ^destination <intmd3> ^cost <cost3> ^id <id3>)
(flight ^source <intmd3> ^destinati.on <dest> ^cost <cost4> ^id <i.d4>()

(make route 'length 4 ^id (genatom) ^for <x> "flightl <idl>
Aflight2 <id2> ^flight3 4idl> ^flight4 <34d4>

^cost (compute <costi> + <cost2> + <cost3> +* <cost4>)))

(pset four-stops
(parp hop5

(goal ^name compute-routes)
(traveller ^name <x> ^source <Source> A"destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> ^destination <intmd> ^cost <costi> ^id <idi>)
(flight ^source cintmd> ^destination 'cintmd2> ^coat 4cost2> ^id <id2>)
(flight 'source <lntmd2> ^destination <intzsd3> ^cost <cost3> ^id <id3>)
(flight ^source <intmnd3> ^destination <intmd4> -cost <cost4> ^id <jd4>)
(flight 'source <intmd4> -destination <dest> ^cost <costS> %d4 <id')

(make route ^length 5 ^id (genatom) Afor <x> ^flightl <idl>
Aflight2 <id2> ^flight3 4id3> "±light4 <id4>
"flight5 <id5>

"cost (compute <costl>+<cost2>+<cost3>+<cost4>+<cost5>)))

F.6 Collection-oriented version of airline-route

This program operates on a flight database and finds the
iminimum cost route for a desired source and destination
Converted to COPL: Anurag Acharya, Carnegie Mellon University

(externa -- -- -- -- -- -- --c- -- ---p-- -- -- -- -- -
(external compute3)
(external compute4(
(external computeS)

(external min)
(external cardinality(
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'literalize goal name)
(literalize route id cost flightl flight2 flight3 flight4

flightS length for)
'literalize mincost for length recommended cost)
(literalize flight id source destination time airline cost)
(literalize traveller name source destination)
(literalize travel-constraint naie hop-constraint time-constrant)

(p initialize
(start)

(insert (make goal "name get-traveiler-information))i

(p get-traveller-information
(goal ^name get-traveller-information)
(goal ^name get-traveller-information)

(insert (maxe traveller "name Anurag ^source Pittsburgh
^destination ahumritaliyya))

(insert (make travel-constraint ^name Anurag "hop-constraint 3)

(p change-goal-type
((goal ^name get-traveller-information) <'c>)

(modify <cl> ^name compute-rottes))

(p hopi
(goal Aname compute-routes)
(goal ^name compute-routes)
(traveller ̂ name <x> ^source <source> "destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> ^destination <dest> ^cost <cost> ^id <id>Y

(insert (update (make route Alength 1 ̂ for <x> ^flightl <id>)
^cost <cost>

^id (vector-genatom (cardinality <id>)))))

(p hop2
(goal "name compute-routes)
(traveller ^name <x> ^source <source> Adestination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> "destination <intmd> ^cost <costl> ^id <idl>
(flight ^source <intmd> ^destination 4dest> ^id <id2> ^cost <cost2>)

(insert (update (make route ^length 2 "for <x> "flightl <idl>
"flxght2 <id2>)

^osat (compute <costl> <cost2>
^id (vector-ganatom (cardinality <idl>) *

(cardinality <id2>)))))
(p hop3

(goal ^name compute-routes)
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( traveller ^name <x> ^source <source> ^destination 4dest>)
(f light ^source <source> ^destination <intmd> ^cost <costi> ^id 4idi>)
(flight ^source <irntmd> ^destination <intmd2> ^cost <cost2> ^id <id2>)
(flight ^source <intmd2> "destination <dest> ^cost <Cost3> "id 4id3>)

(insert (update (make route ^length 3 ^for <X> A flighti <idi>
A flight2 <id2> "flight3 <id3>1

^cost (compute3 <costi> <cost2> <cost3>)
^-id (vector-genatom (cardinality <idl>)

(cardinality <id2>)*

(p hop4
(goal ^name compute-routes)
(traveller "name <X> "source <source> "destination <dest>)
(flight ^source <source> ^destination <intmd> "cost <costi> Aid <idi>)
(flight ^source <intmd> "destination <intmd2> ^cost <cost2> -id <id2>(
(flight ^source <intmd2> "destination <intmd3> ^cost <cost3> ^id -cid3>)
(flight "source <intmd3> "destination <dest> -id <id4> "cost <cost4>)

(insert (update (make route "length 4 "for <x> "flighti <idl>
"flight2 <id2> Aflight3 <--d3>

-flight4 <id4>(
^cost jcompute3 <costl> <cost2> .ccost3> ecoet4>(
^id (vector-genatom (cardinality <idl>(

(cardinality <id2>(
(cardinality <id3>)

(cardinality <id4>( ( (

(p hops
(goal "name compute-routes),
(traveller ^name <x> ^source <source> "destination <dest>)
(f light ^source <source> "destination <intmd> "cost <costi> "id <idl>)
(f:ight ^source <intsmd> "destination <intmd2> ^cost <cost2> ^id <id2>(
(fhight ^source <intmd2> ^destination <intmd3> ^cost <cost3> 'id <id3>(
(flight ^source <intmd3> "destination <intmd4> "cost <cost4> ^id <id4>)
(flight "Source <intmd4> "destination <dest> "cost <cost5> ^id <idS>)

(insert (update (make route ^length 5 "for <x> 'Ilightl <idi>
A flight2 <ld2> Aflight3 <id3>

^f~ight4 <idd> ^flights <id5>(
Acost (compute3 <costl> <cost2> <cost3> <cost4> <costS>),
Aid (vector-genatom (cardinality <idl>(

(cardinality <id2>)
(cardinality <ld3>(

'(cardinality <id>(
(cardinality <id5>)M(

(p print-routes
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!(goal ̂ name compute-routes) <cl>)

(modify <cl> ^name print-rou:es))

(p pr:nt-:owest-rou:e-cost
{goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)

(goal ^name print-routes)
(travel-constraint ̂ name <x> ^sop-constraint <length>
(route ̂ id <route> ^length <length> ^for <x> ^cost <c>)

(insert (make mincost -cost (min <c>) ^for <x> ^length <length>
^recommended yes))

(p delete-if hop-constraint-satisfied
(goal ^narie print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
((travel-constraint ^naMe <x> ^hop-constraint <length> ) <d>)
(route 'id <route> ^length <length> ^for <x>)
(mir.cost ^cost <C> Afor <x> ^length <length> ^recommended yes)

(remove <d>)

(p no-constrained-routes-min-cost
(goal ^name print-routes)
(goal ^name print-routes)
(travel-constraint "name <x> ^hop-constraint <length>)
(route ^id <route> ^length <lengthl> ^for <x> ^cost <c>)

(insert (make mincost ^cost (min <c>) ^for <x> ^length <length>
^recommended no)))

(p delete-if-hop-ccnstraint-satisfied-2
(goal ^name print-routes)
(travel-constraint ^ame <x> ^hop-constraint <length> ) <d>)
(route ^id <route> ^Iongth 4length2> "for <x>)
(mincost ^cost <c> "for <x> ^length <length> ^recommended no)

(remove <d>))

(p change-goal-value-to-print-cost
(goal Aname print-routes) <c>}

(modify <c> "name print-cost))
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(p print-cost-i
(goal 'name print-cost)
(mincost ^cost <c> ^length <length> ^for <x> A recoraended no'

(write (crlf) mrncost undesired route for <x> has cost <c> (crlf)))

(p print-cost-2
(goal ^name print-cost)
(mincost 'cost <c> ^length <length> ^for <x> ^recommended yes)

(write (crlf) r'ncost desired route for x> has cost <c> (cr'fM
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